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FOREWORD

The dramatic technological and scientific progress achieved in the field of

infrared (IR) detector and detector array development for astronomy is evident when one
looks back to previous workshops in this series. In the initial July 1983 Workshop at
Ames, we heard of promising concepts and some exploratory devices which we hoped
would improve upon focal plane technology flown on the Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS). There was an emphasis on plans, both for individual technology development
projects and for future missions such as the Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF).
At the second Ames workshop in August 1985, we learned that the feasibility and first-
order characteristics of some of these ideas had been established, and that some initial
technical data were becoming available. Arrays as large as 64 x 64 pixels were being
tested in laboratories, and performance appeared to be good.

The outstanding workshop held in Hilo, Hawaii in March 1987 dramatically
demonstrated that many scientists were able to do (as the title of the proceedings indi-
cated) infrared astronomy with arrays. Devices were sufficiently sensitive, and data man-
agement and observing strategies were sufficiently mature, that important imaging and
spectroscopic results were becoming available, and a revolution in ground-based IR
instrumentation was at hand.

The February 1989 workshop at Ames showed that infrared detector and detector
array technologies had continued to advance, and that important technological advances
had been made. The papers indicated that the devices were more sensitive, were available

in formats up to 256 x 256 pixels, and have been much more thoroughly characterized. In
many cases, the performance levels met or exceeded the performance goals for major
space missions such as SIRTF, the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO), and the second-

generation Hubble Space Telescope. As a result of direct collaborations between industry
and the scientific community, devices specifically tailored for astronomical applications
had been developed and characterized, and unprecedented levels of performance had been
achieved. The half-day session of recent ground-based results with arrays echoed the
exciting progress reported at the Hilo meeting. A number of advance developments were
discussed which promise to make future space astronomical systems even more powerful.

At the close of the workshop, summary comments were offered by R. Arentz,
S. Willner, F. Low, R. Thompson, K. Shivanandan, E. Young, G. Rieke, T. Herter, and
D. Allen. It was suggested that in addition to the more obvious challenges such as achiev-
ing larger formats and characterizing the effects of space radiation, the community needs

to improve its overall detailed knowledge of array performance in the space environment,
and to understand characteristics which may not appear on a conventionaJ list of specifi-

cations. Continued cooperation and exchanges of test devices were felt to be essential,
and improved definitions of key parameters such as read noise were needed. A wide
range of challenges and possibilities are presented by the rapid pace of improvements in

semiconductor science and processing.

We wish to thank the many people involved in the hosting of the workshop and

the publication of its proceedings. The workshop was jointly sponsored by the SIRTF
Study Office at Ames, and by the Offices of Aeronautics and Space Technology, and
Space Science and Applications, a_ NASA Headq_armrs.

Craig R. McCreight
Ames Research Center

F. C. Gillett

NASA Headquarters
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REQUIREMENTS OF IR SPACE ASTRONOMY

Frank J. Low

University of Arizona

The requirements of Infrared Space Astronomy, like the science itself, are rapidly evolving.

This series of Infrared Detector Technology Workshops at the NASA Ames Research Center

allows us to trace a critical part of this evolutionary process, by creating a written record, and,

at the same time, give us an invaluable opportunity to exchange knowledge, results and new

ideas in a timely manner so that progress can occur even more rapidly. In this spirit, the

following comments are directed as much at the goals as at establishing requirements. Of

course, we all know the difference between the two: when we meet our requirements we are

justifiably satisfied, when we meet our goals we are elated.

One way to establish new requirements and goals is to examine those of the past. Indeed,

there is now a record of past, present and future IR Space Astronomy missions and it is instruc-

tive to examine them in this respect, as in the following table.

Table 1. DETECTORS USED IN IR SPACE MISSIONS

IRAS 1983 Si,Ge 8-120 um 62

COBE 1989 InSb,Si,Ge, 3->1000 um >50
Bolometers

ISO 1993 InSb,Si,Ge, 2-200 um >2K

Stressed Ge

NICMOS 1995 HgCdTe 1-3 um 500K

SIRTF 1998 * * 2-750 um ?



At the time of this workshop, the first three major missions listed above are past the stage of

reaching for goals and have well established requirements. The fourth mission, NICMOS, is

relatively new but is operating on a fast schedule since it is part of an ongoing project, the

Hubble Space Telescope; therefore, NICMOS too has well established, though ambitious,

requirements. It is the last mission on this list, SIRTF, that is far enough in the future that we

can still realistically consider what the goals are and how they will lead to the mission re-

quirements. It is for this reason that much of this workshop will be devoted to topics most

closely related to the SIRTF mission.

The top level goals of SIRTF for its imaging arrays are easily stated, given that the wavelength

coverage is established at 2 to 750 um and the unvignetted field of view is 7 arcmin.

o The field should be fully utilized at each wavelength.

o Diffraction should be critically sampled.

o Each detector should be background limited.

The sources of natural background emission in the vicinity of Earth are now reasonably well

established and can be used to make useful predictions of photon fluxes for each detector type.

This task is beyond the scope of this brief introduction, however, Figure 1 shows the four

principle sources of cosmic background sources that limit the performance of the SIRTF in-

struments. Of special note are the two deep minima in the background levels near 4 and 300

microns. These two "cosmic windows" offer exciting opportunities to explore the early uni-

verse since the expansion of the universe redshifts much of the radiation into these parts of the

spectrum and because the highest sensitivity is possible within spectral bands centered on

these wavelengths. Clearly, detector technologies that allow this great potential of space based

telescopes to be realized are those that will be pursued most eagerly.

Finally, it is imperative that very large arrays be developed that meet these sensitivity goals so



that the first two goals may also be satisfied. Of course there is no overriding reason why both

of these goals must be met at every wavelength simultaneously; in some cases it may be

necessary to use smaller arrays of diffraction limited pixels to sample only part of the available

field of view while designing the instrument so that larger arrays, with less sensitivity, can be

used to cover the entire field. In this case, the instrument is more complicated and the science

return may suffer by some acceptable amount. One of the many benefits of this workshop will

be that new results will be presented in a timely manner so that better informed judgments on

issues of this type will be possible.

Table 2 is included here to stimulate discussion along these lines. For each octave of the

spectrum, the number of pixels required to span the SIRTF field-of-view, assuming a square

array geometry, is given in the second column. Arrays of this size would meet the first two

goals. In the last column, the results in the second column are translated into a set of require-

ments for array dimensions that approximate these goals. As a result of this workshop it will

be possible to judge which technologies will soon emerge to satisfy these requirements.

Table 2. SIRTF ARRAY DIMENSIONS
..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

LAMBDA LAMBDA/2D 5X5 ARCMIN

(um) (pixels) ARRAY

2 1200

4 600 512x512

8 300 256x256

16 150

32 75 64x64

64 36 32x32
128 18

256 9 8x8

512 5 4x4
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Figure 1. The 4 sources of IR background are: (1) solid squares, ambient
temperature emission at an emissivity of 0.05 characteristic of uncooled tele-

scopes such as HST, (2) asterisks, zodiacal light, (3) plus signs, zodiacal emis-
sion and (4) solid line, the 2.7 K cosmic background from the early universe.
Note the 2 deep minima at 4 and 300 microns.
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INTRODUCTION

- material changes & wavelength shift

- stress aparatus considerations

AMOUNT OF STRESS

- measurement of applied stress

- determining the correct amount

STRESSED DETECTORS IN SPACE

- materials for low dark currents

- responsivity and NEP

- remaining problems

CONCLUSIONS



STRESSED Ge'Ga

- stress along [100] axis strains

chemical bonds in lattice

- reduces binding energy of holes

- detector becomes sensitive to lower

energy photons
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STRESSED DETECTOR
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SPRING-TYPE STRESS CAVITY

- a "large" spring deflection minimizes

stress changes on cooling

- no torque is applied to chip...
all stress is on-axis

- reflecting cavity with limiting aperture

accommodates easy photon flux calculations

MOUNTING HARDWARE

- brass pads deform to aid in stress uniformity,
but do not over-extrude

- mica pad ensures electrical isolation

from cavity

* high compressional resilience, does not
deform

* highly planar: keeps stress on-axis

]0



AMOUNT OF STRESS

- the mobility of carriers increases with stress,

therefore we need only monitor the detector's

room temperature resistance to measure the

applied stress

- the hole binding energy is an inverse function

of stress. The minimum binding energy is

approached asymptotically

- when the detector's room temperature resistance
is reduced to 40% of its unstressed value,

we have attained >90% of the possible binding

energy reduction

1!
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MATERIALS PARAMETERS

AFFECTING DARK CURRENT

- higher compensation material has more

hole traps which reduces carrier lifetime,

and should, in turn, lead to devices with

lower dark current

this is not observed

- detectors exhibiting low dark currents
were made from boules with a low

occurrence of crystalline imperfections

(dislocations)

- we have grown a series of dislocation-free

materials to further study this correlation

]4
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BEHAVIOR OF LOW DARK CURRENT
STRESSED Ge:Ga

- dislocation-free device 773-3.3 shows

favorable responsivity and NEP when

tested with transimpedance amplifiers

- detective quantum efficiency is approximately
9%

- should be able to reach background-limited

performance with integrating amplifiers

- low operating bias voltage: breakdown field

is approximately 50 mV/mm

- dark current is a strong function of bias

17
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PROBLEMS

- "cold" operation (1.5K or less) is required

- array construction is more complicated

than with unstressed detectors

- low bias voltage may result in greater

frequency of integrating amp resets

- ionizing radiation effects are similar to

other photoconductor materials
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CONCLUSIONS

- detectors exist today for background-limited

detection at 200 microns

- we are "narrowing in" on the significant

parameters that effect dark current in stressed

photoconductors. These findings may apply

to other photoconductor materials

- need some "creative problem solving" for an

ionizing radiation effect reset mechanism
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Near Contact Phenomena and Transient Effects in Far Infrared Photoconductors

Nancy M. Haegel

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
School of Engineering and Applied Science

University of California, Los Angeles

Abstract

This presentation summarizes a combination of experimental and modeling work in two areas:

first, the calculation of excess free carrier and space charge distributions near contacts and their

effects on device resistivity, and second, the characterization of a slow transient response

(x -1 sec) in Ge:Be detectors which is due to trapping associated with Be + formation. In both

cases, analytical models, based on continuity and rate equations, have been developed to enable the

application of these findings to a wide variety of photoconductor materials.

I. Near-contact Behavior

The goal of this work was to model the distribution of excess free carriers and space charge in

the bulk material immediately adjacent to a heavily doped contact region. Figure 1 shows

schematically the distribution of free holes (p), ionized acceptors (NA-), electric field (E) and

potential (V) that might be expected as a result of the diffusion of carriers due to the concentration

gradient and the resultant space charge. The object of the modeling was to determine the exact

extent and shape of the space charge region, as a function of material parameters such as doping,

compensation and mobility. Several attempts have previously been made to solve this problem

using numerical modeling, but diffusion in both cases was neglected in the space charge region

(1,2). This is not a good assumption, because the diffusion current plays a significant role in the

near-contact region.

A complete numerical solution, including both diffusion and drift components to the current,

has recently been completed (3), and this presentation is a summary of that work. Readers are

referred to the publication for a complete discussion of the problem. The distributions of free holes

( for p-type material), ionized acceptors and electric field are calculated by combining the continuity

equation, Poisson's equation and the current equation. The continuity equation, for the steady

state, can be expressed as

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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_pE' + I.tp'E + D p" = 0 (1)

where 0. is the mobility of the free carri__'ers.D it the. diffusion coefficient and the derivatives

represent spatial derivatives in one dimension. Since Poisson's equation and the current equation

can be used to express E and E' as a function of p, the final equation to be solved is a second order

differential equation in p. This has been solved using a finite difference technique (4). In this

work, we have used low field approximations and have not included the dependence of capture

cross section on electric field or the effects of velocity saturation. These are valid assumptions for

the low fields at which Ge detectors are usually operated.

The modeling parameters for this work are those appropriate for p-type Ge:Ga photo-

conductors operated under low photon backgrounds at 3.0 K. The boundary condition on both

sides was taken as a thin region (L = 0.25/.tm) with an excess hole concentration of

1016-1018 cm-3.

Solutions as a function of device thickness are shown in Figure 2 for a 10 I.tm and 25/.tm

thick layer of material with a contact at either side. In Figure 3, the effect of bias, on a 100 p.m

thick layer, is shown. The results are for material with a Ga concentration of 2 x 1014 cm -3, with a

compensating donor concentration of 1011 cm-3. One sees that for the very thin layers, the

resistivity of the device would be dominated by contact effects, since the hole concentration is

determined by diffusion from the contact. Bulk resistivity values would not be obtained in an I-V

measurement of this type of structure. For the common thicknesses for current detectors,

however, (t > 0.5 mm) the contact should not have a significant effect on the I-V characteristic.

In Figure 4, the effect of varying the compensating donor concentration is seen. The space

charge region will extend much farther as the compensation ratio is decreased. Thus, one would

predict a contact effect on measured resistivity for thickness less than 200 I.tm for lightly

compensated material with ND = 10 cm -3. The critical thicknesses will be even less for donor

concentrations in the ranges of 1011_ 1012 cm-3, which are more common for Ge:Ga.

We have developed analytical expressions for the extent of the space charge region and the

excess carrier concentrations and have verified them with the numerical results. These expressions

are given in Figure 5. With these results, one can determine the effect of the contact in any

extrinsic photoconductor.

The calculation of the steady state space charge distributions near the contacts is a necessary

first step for further investigation of the transient response of the space charge region.

Experimental work is in progress in order to verify the modeling predictions. We will measure the

I-V characteristics and study the fundamental transport behavior of thin devices in the contact-

dominated regime.
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II. Transient Phenomenon due to A + Formation in Ge:Be Photoconductors

A slow transient response to step function increases in photon flux, with a time constant on

the order of 0.1 - 1.0 sec, has previously been identified and documented in Ge:Be photo-

conductors operation under low photon backgrounds at temperatures of 2-3 K (5). A combination

of modeling and experimental work has shown that the transient response is due to the effect of the

formation of the overcharged Be acceptor center Be +. This presentation summarizes a study of this

phenomenon which has recently been published (6), and the reader should consult this reference

for a complete description of the work.

The photoconductive response to a step function in photon signal as a function of temperature

is shown in Figure 6. The transient response has a time constant which is significantly longer than

would be expected due to either the free cartier lifetime or the dielectric relaxation time in the

material. We believe that the slow transient response is due to hole trapping by neutral Be atoms to

form the overcharged acceptor Be +. Be can bind three or even four holes because of the four-fold

degeneracy of the top of the valence band, and the existence of Be + has been clearly established

experimentally (7).

The mechanism for the trapping phenomenon is shown in Figure 7. Development of the rate

equations for the process results in an equation for the time constant x' associated with Be +

trapping and equilibration of

[Be eE/kT]
X' = XoLNv J (2)

where x° is the free carrier lifetime, Be is the Be concentration, Nv is the valence band density of

states and E is the Be + binding energy.

A plot of ['c'/x ° x T 3/2] will have a slope proportional to the binding energy of the Be + center.

This is shown in Figure 8. The value of 4.3 meV which is obtained from the data is in excellent

agreement with the 4.5 meV binding energy of Be +. The application of uniaxial stress, which

breaks the degeneracy of the top of the valence band and eliminates Be + formation, also eliminates

the slow transient response, as shown in Figure 9. This gives additional support to the assignment

of the mechanism as associated with Be + formation.

Equation 2 can be adapted and used to estimate the time constant for A + or D- trapping in any

photoconductor material as a function of temperature. Overcharged acceptor and donor centers

have been identified in a variety of photoconductor materials, including Ge:Ga, Ge:Be, Si:P, Si:B

and Si:As.
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In summary,a slowtransientresponse,with atimeconstanton theorderof 0.1to 1.0sec.

between2 and3 K, hasbeenobservedin thephotocurrentof Ge:Beextrinsicphotoconductors.

Theactivationenergyof thetransientphenomenon(4.3meV)andits behaviorunderapplied

uniaxialstressindicatethattrappingduetotheformationof Be+ centersisresponsiblefor the

dynamicsof thephotoresponse.An analyticalmodelof transientphotoconductivityin aunipolar
system,wherethetrappingmechanismis associatedwith BeO--4Be+,gives goodagreementwith

theexperimentalresults.
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A 100 mK BOLOMETER SYSTEM FOR SIRTF

G.M. Bernstein, P.T. Timbie, and P.L. Richards
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Abstract

Progress toward a prototype 100 mK bolometric detection system for SIRTF is
described. Two adiabatic demagnetization refrigerators (ADR's) have been
constructed, and used to investigate the capabilities necessary for orbital
operation. The first, a laboratory ADR, has demonstrated a hold time at 0.i K of
over 12 hours, with temperature stability -3 _K _,IS achieved by controlling the
magnetic field. A durable salt pill and an efficient support system have been
demonstrated. A second ADR, the SIRTF flight prototype, has been built and will be
flown on a balloon. Techniques for magnetic shielding, low heat leak current leads,
and a mechanical heat switch are being developed in this ADR. Plans for
construction of I00 mK bolometers are discussed. Three important cosmological
investigations which will be carried out by these longest wavelength SIRTF detectors
are described.

Introduction

The Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) will require detectors in the
200 Nm - 700 Nm range with NEP's of order IO-17W//Hz for background limited or
confusion limited observations [I]. To meet these specifications, bolometers must
be cooled below temperatures attainable with He3 refrigerators. The Multiband
Imaging Photometer (MIPS) will use bolometers cooled to 0.I K by an adiabatic
demagnetization refrigerator (ADR). Although ADR's have been in use for over 50
years [2], only in the past few years has rapid progress been made toward
implementation of ADR cooled detectors in astronomical observations. Ground-based
observations have been made at mountain top observatories [3] and at the South Pole
[4]. Balloon-borne ADR's will be flown this year, and both the SIRTF and AXAF
satellites are planned to include ADR's. The focus of this report will be recent
work at Berkeley on construction of a prototype for the SIRTF refrigerator; its
design addresses all of the relevant issues for operation in the orbital
environment. This prototype will be used on a balloon-borne telescope.

We will also discuss the progress towards construction of high performance 100
mK bolometers, and three exciting cosmological observations which are possible using
such bolometers on SIRTF. These observations would benefit greatly from an
extension of the SIRTF capability to 1500 Nm.

Principles of Adiabatic Demagnetization

The refrigeration cycle of an ADR exploits the interaction between the atomic
magnetic moments in a paramagnetic salt and an externally applied magnetic field.
This process is fully discussed elsewhere [5,6]. The cycle can be described in
terms of the entropy of the paramagnetic salt, S(T,H), where T is its temperature
and H is the applied field. Fig. I displays the dependence of the entropy on
temperature and field for the paramagnetic salt, ferric ammonium alum
(Fe(NH,)(SO,)_-I2H20), which is used in this work. The refrigeration cycle begins
at point A; the entropy is reduced by increasing the magnetic field, thus ordering
the spins. At point B, thermal contact to the helium bath is broken, and as the
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Figure 1. Entropy vs. temperature for ferric ammonium alum for several different

applied magnetic fields (kG). The vertical axis is in units of R=8.31J/moleK. The

refrigeration cycle follows the path A-B-C-D (see text). Starting from Ti=2K and
H=30 kG, the temperature of the salt pill is reduced to Tf=O.1K when H is reduced to
,1.5 kG. The shaded area is equal to the energy the salt can absorb at O.IK.

field is reduced the temperature drops, until point E is reached at zero field. As

heat leaks into the salt, the system follows the H=O line to point D; during this
time, the bolometers may be maintained at 100 mK by a heater.

A more efficient cycle, called isothermal demagnetization, halts demagnetization
at point C, with T=O.I K. The field H is gradually reduced to compensate for the

heat leak, maintaining T=O.I K along path CD. In this case, the cooling power of

the refrigerator is nearly doubled - the total heat absorbed per cycle is
proportional to the shaded area in Figure 1, rather than just the area to the left

of curve ED. Our ADR's take this approach, regulating the cold stage to 100 mK by
controlling the magnetic field on the salt.

Apparatus

Two ADRs are discussed in this paper. One is a complete operating refrigerator
designed for testing bolometers in the laboratory. The second, which will serve as

a prototype for the SIRTF flight refrigerator, is being tested. It is designed to
cool bolometers on a balloon-borne astronomical telescope.

The laboratory refrigerator is shown in Fig. 2. The paramagnetic salt pill is

suspended inside a vacuum space by Kevlar cords from walls cooled to -I.4K by a
pumped He' bath. The magnetic field is provided by a superconducting magnet

immersed in this bath. Thermal contact between the salt pill and the 1.4K walls is

achieved by a He' exchange gas heat switch. The bolometers being tested and the

thermometer that is used for temperature regulation are mounted on a cold stage
connected to the salt pill.
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Figure 2. The laboratory adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator. The entire
assembly is surrounded by a He 4 bath. The charcoal pump is part of the He 4 gas heat
switch.

The flight refrigerator shown in Fig. 3 is similar to the laboratory
refrigerator in the design of the salt pill, suspension system, and the cold stage.
It uses a pumped He 4 bath as a 2K reservoir, but the entire refrigerator, including
the superconducting magnet, is conduction-cooled through a thermal bus that is
attached to the cold plate of a liquid He dewar [7]. It has a magnetic shield and
an electro-mechanical heat switch. The flight prototype refrigerator is a compact
structure that will bolt to a cold plate. The total mass of 3.4 kg is dominated by
the 1.9 kg magnetic shield. Both of these refrigerators will be discussed further
in terms of the issues of concern for use on balloons and in space.

Space Flight Issues

Several critical issues must be addressed in designing an ADR for operation in a
satellite [8]. SIRTF will have three major instruments which share the cooled
telescope and the liquid He 4 reservoir. The ADR is used for the longest wavelength
detectors of one instrument, the MIPS. The length of the SlRTF mission is
determined by the lifetime of the cryogen and is planned to be -5 years. The ADR
must be reliable, must not interfere with the other instruments, and must not place
excessive demands on the cryogen. The specific issues addressed below are:

- paramagnetic salt pill reliability
- salt pill suspension and hold time
- cold stage temperature stability
- magnetic shielding
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- low heat load magnet leads
- reliable heat switch
- low mass, compact size

Paramagnetic Salt Pill

For space applications there are several concerns about the salt pill. First,
commonly used paramagnetic salts like ferric ammonium alum (FAA) and chromic
potassium alum (CPA) are mildly corrosive. Secondly, they dehydrate when exposed to
air or vacuum. Finally, they decompose at moderate temperatures: 40°C for FAA and
89°C for CPA.

To establish good thermal contact between the paramagnetic salt and the cold
stage and to prevent corrosion the salt is grown directly onto gold wires. The
wires are silver-soldered to a copper post that in turn is bolted to a copper cold
stage. The solder joint is gold-plated. The salt pill is 2.2 cm in diameter
x I0 cm long and contains ,40 grams of ferric ammonium alum and 200 gold wires. The
wires are 250 _n in diameter. This salt pill is sealed in a stainless steel can to
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Figure 3. The flight prototype refrigerator now being tested. The refrigerator and
superconducting magnet are cooled by conduction through the thermal bus. The He4
gas heat switch may be replaced by a mechanical heat switch; the vacuum jacket then
becomes unnecessary. The magnetic shield is to prevent stray magnetic fields from
disturbing the bolometers or other instruments, both during normal operation and in
the event of a magnet quench.
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prevent the salt from dehydrating. Stainless steel end caps are sealed in place
with epoxy [9].

The FAAsalt pills madein this mannershowno degradation in performance, even
whenstored at roomtemperature for several months. CPAsalt pills will be used for
SIRTFbecause their higher decomposition temperature is morecompatible with the
expected bake-out temperatures of the cryostat. A shake test of a CPAsalt pill is
planned to check the effects of launch vibrations on the salt pill.

Salt Pill Suspension

The salt pill and cold stage of the flight ADR are suspended from 2 K walls by
50 lb. test Kevlar cords as illustrated in Figure 4. A miniature pulley at each
vertex of the star configuration allows for convenient and uniform tensioning. A
drop of oil on each pulley freezes at liquid helium temperatures, locking the
suspension into place. The lowest resonant frequency of the system, with the
support warm, is measured to be 240 Hz, whereas the signal frequencies and the bulk
of the launch vibrational energy will be below 100 Hz. The support should withstand
a static load of over 150 g's. A complete vibration test of the system will be
conducted shortly.

In the laboratory ADR, the heat leak from 1.4 K to 0.I K for this support has
been measured to be -O.25pW. This will scale roughly as the cube of the temperature
at the hot end; the hold time is inversely proportional to the heat leak.

Hold Time

The hold time of the laboratory ADR stage at 0.1K easily exceeds the 12 hour
hold time of the He 4 dewar. The achieved cooling power of the laboratory ADR is
50-70% of its theoretical capacity; this shortfall is probably attributable to the
fact that the field in the solenoid achieves its rated 3 T only near the center of

Side View
4"

[
in\

Top View

_-- _--_

(Dashed lines are lower six fibers)

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the suspension of the salt pill. The fibers are
Kevlar cord. The black dots represent small pulleys which ensure uniform tension in
the fibers.
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the bore, whereas the salt fills the bore. The magnetic shield in the SIRTF

prototype acts as a flux return which makes the field uniform over the entire salt

pill. We project a hold time of order 24 hours for the SIRTF ADR, using a CPA salt
pill and a 2.0 K helium bath. Since tb_ time required to recycle is less than 30

minutes, the duty cycle of the ADR will be 98%, which is more than sufficient for

proposed modes of observation.

Temperature Stability

In order to operate thermal detectors such as bolometers on the cold stage, the

temperature must be very carefully regulated. For ideal refrigeration efficiency, one
would like to regulate the temperature solely by controlling the magnetic field,

following the vertical line CD in Figure I as closely as possible. In our

laboratory ADR, the temperature is read out with commercial equipment - a Lakeshore
Cryotronics GR-2OOA-30 thermistor [10] and a BTI Model 1000 potentiometric

conductance bridge [11]. A personal computer reads the bridge and determines the

desired magnet current, which is implemented by a custom built, digitally

controlled, 16 bit, low ripple current supply. The system stabilizes the
temperature readout to 2.8 NK RMS for several hours.

This level of stability is sufficient for our current work; a firm determination

of the SIRTF requirement must await measurements on actual bolometers. The

stability requirement also is dependent upon the observing mode of the SIRTF
bolometers. Since the 2.8 NK variance is consistent with the noise specification of
the BTI bridge, a lower noise bridge preamp is the obvious first step to obtain

higher stability, should it be required.

A smaller and lighter version of all of the electronics necessary to operate the

laboratory ADR is under construction for use on the balloon flight of the SIRTF

prototype ADR.

Magnetic Shield

We have constructed and tested a ferromagnetic shield, necessary to avoid
disturbing other SIRTF instruments, especially in the event of a magnet quench. The

shield also improves the uniformity of the magnetic field inside the salt pill, and

thus the efficiency of the refrigerator. The shield was designed using a computer

program described elsewhere [12]. The shield is made of vanadium permendur, an
alloy of iron, cobalt and vanadium with a high saturation induction.

Tests of this shield show that with the magnetic field inside the shield at its
maximum value of 30 kG, the field more than 3 cm outside the shield is <1G. Since

the time constant for the decay of the field after a quench of the superconducting

magnet is -O.2s, the rate of change of the magnetic field outside the shield will be

less than 5 G/s. The largest e.m.f, that could be induced in any single loop of
wire in SIRTF would be less than 15 _V.

Magnet Leads

The superconducting solenoid [13] selected for the flight prototype requires 6 A

to develop 30 kG. The magnet is quite compact; it has a 2.5 cm diameter bore,

5.7 cm outside diameter, and a 10 cm length and uses 140 Nm diameter NbTi windings.
Finer wire could be used to build a 3 A, 30 kG magnet [13] with the same dimensions.

Copper leads can carry 6 A in typical cryogenic systems with modest loading (Joule
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heating and thermal conduction) on the cryogens. In SIRTF the combination of
thermal conduction and Joule heating from 6 A leads would give an average
dissipation of -I0 mW in the 2K cryogen. The thermal and electrical properties of
superconductors can be used to minimize this dissipation. Leads of Nb3Sn from 2 K
to -12 K would almost eliminate the dissipation in the 2 K cryogen. The new high-T c
superconductors can potentially be used up to -60 K.

Heat Switch

The He' gas heat switch used in the laboratory refrigerator is reliable and
dissipates little heat (-30 mW when the charcoal heater is on). The duty cycle is
<1% but requires a gas tight container around the ADR to isolate it from the
thermal vacuum of the rest of the satellite. In particular, a vacuum window is
required in the optical path (see Fig. 3). The solenoid-actuated heat switch shown
in Fig. 5 has been developed toavoid these complications. The switch uses a
commercial solenoid [14] to squeeze together a pair of copper jaws which contact a
copper tab attached to the salt pill. The contacts are gold plated. The switch has
a thermal conductivity of 0.015 W/K at 1.7 K when activated with 100 mA of current.
This conductivity is sufficient to allow the isothermal magnetization step in the
refrigeration cycle to occur in less than 5 minutes. When the solenoid current is
off, the contacts fully disengage so the thermal conductivity is zero. The energy
imparted to the salt pill when the jaws release the tab is -3x10-3J. This energy is

1O0 mK

/Cold Stage

Sid.__ee -l-_ t11t--_ I_ I/Copper Foil

vew "K_III_

1-00 rnA / Co l°sKage / To S_alt P l

--\ \
Spring \

Yoke ... _/F_ _ /Copper Stem

"_" "_ _ Ii I _ /" TO Salt Pill

vie_ - _-I_ P--I_-JI _

_U _eL____ _ G°ld-Plated Jaws

' L_,,,I

Figure 5. The solenoid-actuated heat switch. When activated with 100 mA, the
solenoid forces the jaws together with -230 N of force. The spring pulls the jaws
apart again when the current is off. The thermal conduction in the "off" state is
zero.
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small comparedto the heat capacity of the salt pill at 2 K (-I J), so its
temperature will rise only slightly upon release. The switch was tested for
reliability; in 4000 cycles over 2 days the "on" thermal conductivity remained
stable to ,5% and the jaws always released the contact to the salt pill in the "off"
condition. This numberof cycles is equivalent to one 5-year flight of SIRTFwith
the refrigerator cycled every 12 hours. A new heat switch is being developed that
employs a superconducting solenoid.

100 mK Bolometers

We do not expect bolometers for use at I00 mK to look very different from those
in use at 300 mK. We have measured the temperature dependence of the resistance
R(T) for several samples of neutron transmutation doped germanium provided by Prof.
Eugene Haller. These thermistors, as well as ion-implanted silicon thermistors,
exhibit large non-thermal electrical non-linearities, perhaps due to an electric
field dependent resistance or a hot electron effect. These non-linearities
complicate the prediction and measurement of bolometer performance; we wish to have
a satisfactory model, even if only phenomenological, of this behavior before
attempting to optimize the SlRTF bolometers. Bolometers which are not optimal may of
course be fabricated; we will do this shortly, and other groups have done so
already, in order to gain information on the behavior of thermal links, absorbers,
etc. Our laboratory ADR and regulation system are capable of attaining any
temperature from 50 mK to 2 K within minutes, allowing rapid measurements of these
properties.

Observations with SIRTF Bolometers

The bolometric channels on the MIPS will be able to observe numerous sources of

submillimeter radiation, including the cosmic microwave background radiation (CBR)
and the recently discovered submillimeter excess [15]. The MIPS will be ideally

10-9 I
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Figure 6. Sensitivity of the MIPS bolometer channels to submillimeter sources. The
spectrum of the submillimeter excess is a fit to a dust model [16]. The predicted
anisotropy in this excess is from Bond et al. 1986 [17]. The plotted signal from
the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect is the expected enhancement in the CBR signal when
viewed through the Coma cluster. The MIPS sensitivity is for a 500-second
integration and includes detector and photon noise and confusion from galaxies and
IR cirrus.
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suited for searching for small scale (-arc minutes} anisotropy in the CBRand the
submillimeter excess and for observing the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect (see Fig. 6).
The possibility exists of extending the longest wavelength response of the
bolometric channels beyond700 _m; SIRTFwould then have an even greater ability to
detect these sources and to distinguish them from each other.
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A Progress Report on using Bolometers Cooled by Adiabatic

Demagnetization Refrigeration
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M. Werner (NASA-Ames)

*Present address: Grumman Corporate Research Center

For sensitive detection of astronomical continuum radiation in the 200 I.tm-

3 mm wavelength range, bolometers are presently the detectors of choice. In

order to approach the limits imposed by photon noise in a cryogenically cooled

telescope in space, bolometers must be operated at temperatures near 0.1 K. We

report our progress in building and using bolometers that operate at these

temperatures. Our most sensitive bolometer had an estimated NEP of

7 x 10 -17 W Hz -1/2. We also briefly discuss the durability of paramagnetic salts

used to cool our bolometers.

Theory

The noise equivalent power (NEPoptical) of a bolometer will be the quadrature

sum of noise due to absorbed photons and noise components intrinsic to the

detector. The NEPoptical of a bolometer limited by photon induced noise from a

thermal background is given by the following expression [1]:

NEPp2hoton 4 A .(2 (kTb) 5 £.f x4 i1 + --- dx
17c 2 h 3 e x - 1 _ e x - 1

The corresponding expression for the absorbed background power is:
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Q= 2A-Q-r_bk4 I x3c2h 3 e x- 1 qEfdx

x-hv
kTb

where A_ is the optical throughput, Tb is the background temperature, _ is the

background emissivity, f is the optical system transmission, q is the bolometer

absorptivity, k is the Boltzmann constant, c is the speed of light, and h is the

Planck constant.

Bolometer optimization depends strongly upon the character of the background

radiation [2]. For a bolometer exposed only to Tb = 2.7 K cosmic background in

the 400 pm - 700 pm wavelength range by a diffraction limited telescope, and

assuming that _=1, f=0.5, q=l, we find NEPphoton = 5 x 10 -18 W Hz -1/2 and

Q=44fW. The contribution of other astrophysical backgrounds [3], and

telescope self-emission will raise both NEPphoton and Q. The Multiband Imaging

Photometer for SIRTF (MIPS) has a sensitivity goal of NEPoptical =

5 xl 0 -17 W Hz -1/2 in the 200 I_m - 700 pm wavelength range [4]. As another

example, ground based observations in the 1.0 - 1.4 mm range (assuming _ = 0.5

and T b = 273 K) imply NEPphoton = 1.4 x 10 -15 W Hz -1/2 and Q = 870 pW.

Detector induced noise cannot be less than the noise due to thermal fluctuations;

its contribution to NEPoptical is NEPthermal = q-1(4kT2G)1/2, whera G is the thermal

conductance, and T is the bolometer temperature. We desire

NEPphoton >> NEPthermal for background limited performance. Most bolometers

heat up, and become slower and less sensitive as the background power is

increased from zero. It becomes a bolometer design challenge to maintain the

above inequality, while the bolometer absorbs the appropriate background

power. The best bolometers operating at 0.3 K have NEPoptical of about

4 x 10 -16 W Hz -1/2 [5]; to reach lower NEPs, a bolometer operating at 0.1 K is

required.
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Experiment

Useful materials for bolometers operating at 0.1 K that meet the more stringent

low background requirements appear to exist. We have adopted a design shown

in Figure 1. Our bolometer component selections were motivated by our desire to

keep the total heat capacity, C, as low as possible. For our bolometers, the

astronomical radiation is absorbed by a 120 nm Bi film [6] deposited onto a

sapphire substrate. The temperature change induced by the heating of the Bi film

is measured with a Ge:Ga thermistor [7]. The thermistor is maintained near 0.1 K

by 25 pm brass wires, which also serve to provide electronic conduction paths to

measure the induced impedance changes.

The bolometer is mounted on the work surface of our adiabatic demagnetization

refrigerator (ADR). Our ADR system can reach temperatures of less than 0.05 K,

and can maintain temperatures of 0.1 K to within 14 #K, for periods of time in

excess of 12 hours. Additional details of the refrigerator system and its

performance are described in detail elsewhere [8,9].

We digress to discuss an important issue affecting the reliability of ADRs used for

cooling detectors: the lifetime of the magnetic refrigerant. Paramagnetic salts

useful for cooling bolometers in ADRs are often chemically active and can

deteriorate when stored at room temperature. Chemical reactions may occur that

alter their low temperature magnetic properties and degrade or render them

useless for ADR applications. We have achieved considerable success using

chromic potassium sulfate (CPS) as our working paramagnetic salt. We

encapsulate the CPS within a brass cylinder, with epoxy end caps to hermetically

seal the CPS from the atmosphere. We have used one such salt pill over a period

of three years without noticeable degradation of refrigeration performance. This

result suggests that CPS is a very suitable magnetic refrigerant for reliable long-

term use in ADRs.

Returning to our discussion of detectors, we designed our bolometers to have a

thermal conductance, G equal to 2 x 10 -8 W/K, so that they could effectively

function in the presence of background power up to 400 pW. Thermodynamic

induced noise places a minimum contribution to NEPoptical of q-l(4kT2G) 1/2,

hence NEPoptical > 1 x 10 -16 W Hz -1/2. This value is higher than that required for
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a cosmic background limited bolometer, but is less than NEPphoton for the
ground-based application mentior ,t above. In order for the bolometer to

respond to modulated power at chopping frequencies of 10 Hz and higher, we

desired a bolometer heat capacity C < 10-10J/K. This requirement was achieved,
and the estimated contributions to the heat capacity of the materials we used are
listed in Table 1.

We estimated NEPopticaI of our bolometer by measuring the current, I, and voltage
noise Vn, as a function of electrical bias across the bolometer, to infer an

electrically determined value of the bolometer NEP (NEPelec). We then applied
the relation NEPopticai= q-] NEPelec [1], assuming a value of q=l, as is

appropriate for a bolometer in an integrating cavity. Our bolometers were biased
through a Eltek Model 106 metal film resistor, having an impedance of 250 M.Qat

? K. A cold J230 JFET source-follower circuit was coupled to the bolometer, to
match the bolometer impedance and to minimize microphonic and electrical

interference. The current-voltage relationship for our most sensitive bolometer is
shown in Figure 2. Our measured electrical parameters are listed in Table 2.

From these data, we estimate a responsivity of 6.4 x 108 V/W and NEPoptica I of

6.7 x 10 -17 W Hz -1/2 at the bias point marked by an arrow in Figure 2. This value

of the NEP is the lowest recorded for infrared and submillimeter bolometers, and

represents a significant advance in sensitivity.

We have measured the optical response of our bolometer, to modulated power

variations (Figure 3), to infer a time constant of 3 ms for the detector. This value

provides useful, fast response for chopping radiometric applications. Further

description of the bolometer and measurements made of it are reported

elsewhere [9].

The bias point was selected to be such that the electrical power dissipated in the

bolometer is greater than that of a hypothetical background power for 44 fW (as

may be appropriate for a low background spacecraft application). This choice of

electrical bias is close to optimal for this radiometric application [2]. In Table 3,

we list the theoretical contributions to the NEP; the total contribution is equal to

our measured NEPelec to within experimental error.
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However, we have observed a discrepancy in the value of the thermal
conductance of our bolometer and the value we expected. An independent

measurement of the thermistor yields a resistance-temperature relation,

R = 2.87 D. • exp(4.58 K 1/2 T-1/2); we use this expression to calibrate the

temperature of the bolometer, as a function of bias from Figure 2. From this

temperature and bias power data, we infer a thermal conductance of our

bolometer, G = 1.6 x 10 .9 W/K, which is one order of magnitude lower than the

value we would expect from published brass thermal conductivity data [10]. It is

possible that boundary resistance effects induced by the electrical contacts, and

compositional differences in the brass wire [11] used account for the differences

in measured values; we do not fully understand the origin of this discrepancy. The

low G value does not affect the accuracy of the electrical self-calibration

procedure to estimate NEPelec, but does limit the maximum background power

the bolometer can accept.

It has been suggested that non-ohmic behavior of bulk thermistor material may be

partially responsible for the nonlinearity shown in Figure 2, and may affect the

accuracy of the self-calibration procedure we used to infer NEPelec [12]. We do

not believe this to be the case for our bolometers. The amount of bias power per

unit volume necessary to reduce the resistance in 0.1 K Ge by 30% is

4 x 10 -2W/m3[13]. For our 0.1 K bolometer, the bias power density was

4 x 10 .4 W/m 3, which suggests that non-ohmic behavior is a less than 1% effect,

and has a negligible effect on NEPelec.

Observational Tests

We have used our adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator system to perform one

millimeter continuum observations using the Hale 5 m telescope at Palomar

Mountain. During our observing run during November 1985, we used an

unoptimized bolometer operating at 0.2 K. Construction materials were similar to

our 0.1 K bolometer described earlier, except that thermistor material was

selected with a lower dopant density, to provide a bolometer resistance of 1 M_

at 0.2 K. In addition, brass wire of diameter 50 #m was used, to design this

bolometer for the high background expected for our ground-based observing
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location. A non-optimal Bi film thickness of 30 nm was applied to the sapphire
substrate. NEPelecof this bolometer was estimated to be 2 x 10-15W Hz-1/2.

We estimated a noise equivalent flux density (NEFD) of 10 Jy Hz-1/2for our ADR

bolometer system, based upon one millimeter wavelength measurements of the

planet Jupiter and the radio galaxy 3C84. The ADR system NEFD was higher

than the 6 Jy Hz-1/2of an optimized helium-three cooled system [14], which was

placed onto the telescope after the ADR. The relatively high NEPelec, low
absorptivity of the detector, and optical mismatch to atmospheric transmission

windows precluded the ultimate in NEFD to be realized with the ADR system. We

expect that bolometer optimization, and improved optical filtering will lower the
ADR NEFD substantially.

As bolometers are thermal detectors, we expect them to be affected by

temperature variations in the refrigeration system. In order to investigate the

magnitude of this effect, we monitored the NEFD during temperature regulation of

the ADR at the telescope. Regulation effects did not introduce significant
amounts of excess noise into our radiometric observations. This result is

consistent with our expectations, as the effect on the responsivity induced by

bolometer heat sink temperature variations is given by the following
expressions [9]:

AS 1 Ao_

S 1_/2a a

a-1 dR
G dT

where S is the responsivity, and Aoc is calculated over the regulated temperature

range. For our 0.2 K bolometer operated at Palomar, responsivity variations were

calculated from the above equations to be less than 1%. For our 0.1 K bolometer,

we estimate AS / S = 0.2%, for 14 #K temperature variations. Thus, temperature

regulation effects would not be expected to degrade the bolometer system

sensitivity to a significant degree.
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Conclusions

We have successfully constructed and used bolometers cooled by ADR at an

astronomical observatory to perform sensitive radiometric measurements. We

have achieved NEPelec as low as 7 x 10 -17 W Hz -1/2, for bolometers operating at

0.1 K. We expect that bolometers can be made more sensitive by decreasing the

thermal conductance further and by cooling the load resistor below 2 K; such

changes should readily achieve NEPoptical of less than 5 x 10 -17 W Hz -1/2 as

required for SIRTF and other low background applications.

This work was supported by a NASA Cryogenics RTOP and NASA-Ames Director

Discretionary Funds.
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Table 1

Bolometer Thermal Data at 0.1 K

Material Volume

Bismuth Film 1.1 x 10 -3 mm3

Sapphire Substrate 2.2 mm 3

Ge:Ga Thermistor

Epoxy

Brass Wires

In Solder

1.0 mm 3

0.01 mm 3

3.0 x 10 -3 mm3

4.2 x 10 -3 mm3

Est. Heat Capacity, C

1.3 x 10 -13 J/K

8.4 x 1 0 -13 J/K

3.5 x 10 -12 J/K

7.0 x 10 -12 J/K

1/3 x 3.4 x 10 -11J/K

5.5 x 10 -13 J/K

Ref.

[15]

[16]

[16]

[16]

[17]

[16]

Total heat capacity

Thermal conductance of brass wire

Time constant

Theoretical

2.3 x 10 -11 J/K

2.0 x 10 -8 W/K

1.1 ms

Experimental

6 x 10 -12 J/K

2 x 10 .9 W/K

3 ms
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Table 2

Measured bolometer electrical parameters

(Using notation of reference [1])

Z, dynamic impedance

R, resistance

I, current

Vn, voltage noise

Ts, bolometer sink temperature

RL, load resistance

TL, load resistor temperature

S, responsivity

NEPelec

36 M_

42 M_

9.8 x 10-11A

43 nV Hz-1/2at 20 Hz

0.0725 K

250 M£_

2K

6.4 x 108V/W

6.7 x 10-17 W Hz -1/2

Table 3

Theoretical Estimates of Bolometer NEPelec contributions [1]

NEPthermal

NEPJohnson, R

NEPJohnson, load

NEPamplifier

2.3 x 10-17 W Hz -1/2

1.6 x 10-17W Hz -1/2

3.3 x 10 -17 W Hz -1/2

2.3 x 10 -17 W Hz -1/2

NEPelec 4.9 x 10 -17 W Hz -1/2
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Brass Wires

25 I.tm Diameter

Ge:Ga Thermistor
1 minx1 mmxlmm

Sapphire Substrate
3 mm x 3 mm x 0.25 mm

Indium Solder

120 nm Bi

Absorbing Film

Stycast 2850FT

Epoxy

Figure 1

Bolometer Materials and Dimensions
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The Solid State Photomultiplier -

Status of Photon Counting Beyond the Near-Infrared*

Rockwell International Science Center

Anaheim, CA 92803

Rockwell International's Solid State Photomultiplier (SSPM) [I]

is an impurity-band avalanche device which can count individual

photons with wavelengths between 0.4 and 28 micrometers. [2] Its

response to a photon is a pulse of between 104 and 105

conduction electrons, making it an important device for use in

phenomenology.

The characteristics of the SSPM make it a potentially important

device for use in astronomical applications. Contract NAS2-

12400 was initiated in June 1986 to conduct modeling and

characterization studies of the SSPM to provide a basis for

assessing its use in astronomical systems. This paper discusses

some SSPM models and results of measurements which characterize

the group of SSPMs recently fabricated on this contract.

*K. M. Hays, R. A. LaViolette, M. G. Stapelbroek and M. D.

Petroff, Third Infrared Detector Technology Workshop, NASA-Ames

Research Center, February 7-9, 1989.

i. M. D. Petroff, M. G. Stapelbroek and W. A. Kleinhans, U. S.

Patent Number 4,586,068, Filed Oct. 7, 1983, Granted Apr. 29,

1986.

2. M. D. Petroff, M. G. Stapelbroek and W. A. Kleinhans, Appl.

Phys. Left. 51 (1987) 406.
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STRUCTURE OF IMPURITY BAND CONDUCTION IR DETECTORS

The Solid-State Photomultiplier (SSPM) is the only device known

which can continuously count single photons in the 1 to 28 _m

wavelength range. The detector is a Si:As impurity band

conduction device. SSPMs are fabricated by growing doped and

undoped epitaxial layers on silicon substrates and then defining

the detectors using established silicon processing techniques.

Area and line arrays of SSPMs, as well as discrete detectors,

have been fabricated. Epitaxy for back-illuminated detectors

must be grown on intrinsic silicon substrates. Arrays of this

type can be connected to multiplexers or other signal processors

with indium columns to form hybrids. An etch to the buried

contact is required as a common detector biasing lead.

Front illuminated SSPMs have also been fabricated. Heavily-

doped substrates can be used for front-illuminated devices to

reduce optical crosstalk and to eliminate the need for a

transparent buried contact.
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SOLID STATE PHOTOMULT_PLIER OPERATING PRINCIPLE

The Solid State Photomultiplier is a unique device in that it

can continuously count single photons of wavelengths up to 28

_m. A pulse of about 40,000 electrons is the immediate and

direct consequence of the absorption of a single photon.

An electric field profile through the SSPM is shown in (b), with

the blocking layer on the left side of the cross-section. The

slope of the field in the (depleted) gain region is proportional

to the acceptor concentration. The higher fields toward the

left end of the gain region produce most of the dc bias current

by field-assisted thermal ionization (Poole-Frenkel effect).

The dc bias current is responsible for the non-zero field

throughout the undepleted part of the IR-active layer.

The detection of a single photon is shown schematically in (a).

The photon ionizes a neutral donor in the drift region. The

resultant ionized donor charge travels toward the substrate,

while the conduction electron moves more quickly toward the gain

region. At some point in the gain region the electric field is

strong enough for impact ionization to occur. The primary

photo-electron then ionizes additional neutral donors which, in

turn, ionize other neutral donors, causing an avalanche. The

produced pulse is a few nanoseconds wide and contains an average

of about 4xlO 4 electrons. The ionized donor charges produced in

the avalanche move slowly and contribute a low tail to the

pulse.
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THEORY OF SSPM PULSE AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION

The SSPM pulse amplitude distribution is strikingly narrow, a

feature which cannot be predicted with conventional avalanche

photodiode (APD) theory.[ 3] A new phenomenological theory of

the SSPM avalanche successfully predicts the shape of the

observed pulse amplitude distribution by including the history-

dependent effects present in the electron transport.[ 4] These

effects appear as the presence of a finite mean distance _ in

the threshold distribution.[ 5] In conventional APDs, the mean

distance-to-threshold is so small (i.e. _<0.05_m) that its

neglect is justified. For a simplified SSPM model, Monte-Carlo

calculations show that _=0.15-0.25_m. [4] Although such

distances are only about 5 percent of the SSPM gain region

thickness, they are not negligible. The magnitude of the

distance is due to the low (relative to the APD) electric field

in the SSPM gain region; the variations are strongly correlated

with variations in the field. As the accompanying figures show,

for the SSPM model employed in Ref. 4, the theory provides

pulse-amplitude distributions which are both realistic and

dramatically different from the history-independent prediction.

3. G. E. Stillman and C. M. Wolfe, in Semiconductors and

Semimetals, edited by R. K. Willardson and A. C. Beer, Vol. 12

(Academic Press, NY, 1977)

4. R. A. LaViolette and M. G. Stapelbroek, J. Appl. Phys. 65

(1989) 830-6.

5. The threshold distribution is the distribution of distances

between the birth of an electron via impact ionization and its

subsequent achievement of the threshold energy required for

impact ionization.
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SSPM PROVIDES HIGH QUANTUM EFFICIENCY FROM 0.4 TO 28 MICROMETERS

The photon-counting quantum efficiency of an SSPM is affected by

illuminating different faces of the device. The quantum

efficiency changes because of differences in optical path

lengths and the absorption coefficients of various layers.

Back-illuminated SSPMs make high-efficiency photon detectors in

the infrared wavelength ranges, out to 28 _m. Photons that pass

once through the active region of the SSPM without being

absorbed are reflected at the front surface of the detector by

an aluminum layer, so that the active thickness of the device is

effectively doubled. Back-illumination is also the best

approach for building hybrid focal plane arrays.

Front-illuminated SSPMs make high-efficiency photon counters in

the visible and infrared wavelengths. The quantum efficiency in

the visible range is extremely high, due to the generation of

electron-hole pairs in the blocking layer and the subsequent

impact-ionization of neutral donors in the IR-active layer by

holes moving toward the substrate.

Finally, edge-illumination offers a significant advantage over

front- or back-illumination in the near-to-mid IR wavelength

ranges. With edge-illumination, the optical path length is no

longer limited by the thickness of the IR-layer epitaxy, so that

the probability of detecting these IR wavelengths, with their

long attenuation lengths, can be greatly increased.
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DETECTORS ARE TESTED IN VERSATILE CRYOGENIC DEWARS

SSPMs are characterized in custom-built low background test

dewars. The extremely high sensitivity of these detectors

requires that the flux be at or below i×i0 e photons/cm2-s for

accurate dark pulse rate measurements. Flux levels can be

measured using an integral calibrated arsenic-doped extrinsic

photoconductor mounted in close proximity to the detector cold

stage. The temperature of the cold stage can be regulated

between 4.3 and 2OK.

The dewar contains a 3.2_m LED which can be used continuously or

pulsed for intervals shorter than i microsecond. Other

available illumination sources include pinhole shutter and hot

resistor sources which are filtered by an interchangeable

bandpass filter. Finally, a plastic optical fiber which

transmits visible light and IR up to about l.O_m wavelength is

included for flood illumination studies of spectral response in

the short wavelength range.
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qUANTUM EFFICIENCY OF SSPMs FABRICATED FOR NASA-AMES

A fabrication lot of SSPMs was fabricated for NASA-Ames under

contract NAS2-12400. One epitaxy set of wafers contained

devices which showed quantum efficiencies of over 60 percent at

I = 20 _m.

The figures show photon counting quantum efficiencies gathered

as a function of bias voltage and operating temperature. The

quantum efficiencies were calculated using:

Uillum-Udark
u =

_Adet

where u was the average number of SSPM pulses counted per second

and Ade t = 150×150 _m z was the detector surface area. The

incident flux density, _, was on the order of 108 photons/cm2-s

at both wavelengths.

The improvements in _ with higher bias voltages and temperatures

were due, in part, to increases in the drift region's electric

field. Fie/d-assisted thermal ionization near the high-field

end of the gain region causes the bias current to increase at

higher temperatures, resulting in a higher drift-region field.

At IIK, the maximum quantum efficiencies were lower than those

measured at 1OK. This was due to the high Udark, which was

strongly temperature dependent. The recommended operating

temperature for these SSPMs was 1OK.
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BIAS CURRENT OF SSPMs FABRICATED FOR NASA-AMES

The bias currents of the SSPMs whose quantum efficiencies

appeared on the previous chart were measured as a function of

temperature and bias voltage. It is important to characterize

and minimize bias current for applications in which SSPM output

current is integrated on a capacitor and periodically read out.

The bias currents were approximately given by:

(C2V+C_/T)
Ibias(Vbias,T) = C Adete

1

where Ade t is the SSPM's area and C I, C2, and C3 are constants

which depend on the doping levels used in a particular device.

The effect of field-assisted thermal ionization and the doping

levels can cause changes in the detector's electric field

profiles at different biases. This can result in a departure

from the exponential dependence at lower bias voltages.
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UNSURPASSED RESULTS OBTAINED FROM RECENT DEVICES

Efforts to produce SSPMs with lower dark count rates and higher

operating temperatures have been successful. Since their

invention, SSPM dark count rates at 10K have been reduced by

almost two orders of magnitude. The success was due, in part,

to improvements in epitaxy control and characterization. Lot

PM-79 was produced under contract NAS2-12400 with NASA-Ames for

Dr. C. McCreight. At their operating temperature, devices from

lot PM-79 have higher quantum efficiencies and lower dark count

rates than any previously produced SSPMs.

Further improvements in materials control are expected to result

in further improvements in SSPM performance. The goal is a

level of understanding and control sufficient to design SSPMs

with gain, gain dispersion, dark count rates and operating

temperatures matched to the needs of specific applications.
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SSPM HAS UNPRECEDENTED SENSITIVITY AND SPEED

Due to its high gain, low gain dispersion and high speed, the

SSPM does not require an ultra-low noise amplifier in order to

resolve pulses due to single photons. As a result, SSPM

performance is not limited by amplifier noise, even at extremely

low flux levels. When it is used as a photon counter at low

flux densities, the noise is given by:

a n = (ndark+nsignal)I/2

where an is the uncertainty in the number of counts, and ndark

and nsigna I are the numbers of dark and signal counts,

respectively. If the best illumination approach (e.g. front,

back, or edge-illumination) is used at each wavelength, the low

dark count rate and sensitivity of the SSPM result in a noise

equivalent power that is orders of magnitude better than what is

typically obtained from other common infrared detectors.
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N90-21320

The Potential for High Performance HgCdTe Arrays at 4 Microns

G. H. Rieke, M. A. Sarfaraz, M. J. Rieke, and E. T. Young
Steward Observatory, University of Arizona

I. Introduction

The 3 to 4.5 micron spectral interval is of great interest for astronomy.
In this interval, there is a minimum in background from earth orbit between
the spectrum of solar light reflected by zodiacal dust grains (which dominates
toward shorter wavelengths) and the thermal emission of these same grains
(which dominates toward longer wavelengths). Coincidentally, the emission of
stars in the galaxies as they first formed is likely to be redshifted into
this wavelength interval. As a result, observations of great depth can be made
with space borne infrared telescopes such as SIRTF that could extend to
realms in the early Universe that are presently unobservable and that would
provide entirely new insights on the formation of our galaxy and its
environment.

There is also substantial interest in infrared spectroscopy over the same
interval. Shortward of I micron, atomic lines dominate the spectra of
astronomical sources; increasingly with longer wavelength, however, molecules
become observable. Molecules exist in dense, cool regions of space where, for
example, star and planet formation occur. Particularly for groundbased
instrumentation, the thermal background emission of the telescope and
atmosphere rises steeply toward I0 microns and atmospheric opacity increases
dramatically longward of 15 microns, making sensitive molecular detections
very difficult beyond 5 microns. Thus, the 3 to 4.5 micron region is very
significant in understanding the origins of the solar system and of stars and
planets.

Both of these applications are in part of interest because of the low
backgrounds that make high sensitivity observations possible. To exploit these
possibilities requires detectors and readouts of very high sensitivity. In the
following, we have evaluated the potential of existing technology at Rockwell
International in terms of the goals for astronomical detector arrays in the 3
to 5 micron interval.

II. Measurement Technique

A test system was built to allow operation of individual detectors over a
temperature range of 5 K to 100 K. An integrating JFET amplifier allowed
measurement of the current through the diode with an accuracy of a few
electrons/sec or better. The diodes viewed a a variable infrared source
through a fixed filter at 3.4 microns to measure the relative response.

The tests were conducted in a liquid helium dewar. The detector chip
carrier is mounted in a connector on an aluminum block that is mounted to the

work surface of the dewar through four fiberglass stalks that provide thermal

isolation. A gold-plated copper bar screws to the aluminum block and presses

the chip carrier into the connector, providing a large surface area for

uniform cooling of the chip carrier; a hole in the bar allows introduction of

infrared radiation to the test sample. This copper bar is attached by a gold-

plated copper foil to a heat switch that allows sinking the copper to the
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helium work surface or disconnecting this thermal path through an external
actuator. A thermometer on the bottom of the aluminum block monitors the

temperature; a heater is also provided in this location. Over the top of the

copper bar and chip carrier there is a baffle that carries the infrared
filter, which for all these tests had a bandpass of 0.1 microns centered at

3.4 microns. A second baffle box encloses the entire thermal stage and carries

a filament from a small light bulb as a source of infrared radiation.

The JFET integrating amplifier was supplied by Infrared Laboratories,

Inc. The amplifier is mounted on a header using insulating rods of polyamide
and is provided with a heater. The header is cold sunk to the liquid helium

work surface of the dewar and the heater current was adjusted to bring the

amplifier to its optimum operating temperature. The output of the amplifier

passes through a number of stages of gain and a low pass filter, and is then

digitized and fed into a Compaq computer. The computer controlls the data-

taking cycle by resetting the amplifier and collecting data as charge
accumulates on the gate of the amplifier. The resulting voltage ramp is

fitted with a straight line to estimate the current flowing onto the gate. The

system was calibrated by measurement of the various gains and of the input

capacitance of the amplifier (5 pf). A nominal allowance of 1 pf was made for
the additional capacitance of the detector and wiring; because of the large

capacitance of the amplifier, small variations in the detector capacitances
will have little effect on the currents deduced. Errors in the current

measurement are estimated from the repeatability of a series of measurements,
each of which is 10 to 15 seconds in length. In cases where large currents

were to be measured, the computer is replaced with a storage oscilloscope and
the voltage slopes are estimated from the oscilloscope display.

An important aspect of the apparatus is that only the temperature of the
detector (and infrared filter) were varied during the measurements, not the

infrared stimulator or the output amplifier. As a result, any temperature-

dependent changes could be attributed confidently to the detector.

Measurements were also made on the temperature dependence of the

operation of a Rockwell-supplied NICMOS 2 switched FET readout. These tests

were conducted with a dewar and control system designed and constructed by R.
Rasche, G. Winters, and R. Schnurr of the NICMOS project. The NICMOS 2 MUX

(without detector material) was attached to a copper block mounted on the work
surface of the dewar. A thermometer and heater were embedded in the same

copper block. The dewar work surface was cooled with liquid helium to - 10 K,

and then allowed to warm up; the temperature of the detector mounting block
increased roughly at the rate of 0.3 K/min, so measurements were always in a

state of pseudo-equilibrium.

III. Results

Measurements have been obtained for a number of samples of HgCdTe diodes

manufactured by Rockwell International. All the diodes reported on here had

cutoff wavelengths at high temperatures of 4.6 to 4.7 microns. Although no
confirming measurements were made, the cutoff wavelength is expected to move

to 5 microns or beyond at the low temperatures of our tests. Diode sizes

ranged from 20 to 150 microns. The test program yielded full diode curves and

relative response at 3.4 microns for the sample diodes as a function of

temperature. Dark currents are quoted below as the current passing through the
diode with a back bias of 50 mV.
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The various diode types showed a wide range of behavior, both with regard

to dark current and responsivity. The test results for one of the best diode

types are illustrated in more detail in Figure I. This detector has a size of

148 microns and a cutoff wavelength of 4.61 microns.

The behavior in Figure ] is fairly typical of the other good diodes. For

all of these detectors, responsivity fell with decreasing temperature with

most of the change occurring between 45 and 25 K. Little further change was

observed below 25 K. At low temperatures, the responsivity was 40 to 50% of

that observed at 60 to 70 K. Assuming the quantum efficiency at these higher

temperatures is ~ 60% (K. Vural, private communication), the diodes operated

with quantum efficiencies of 25 to 30% even at the lowest temperatures

encountered in these tests (- 5 K). The dark currents fell rapidly with

decreasing temperature to 30 to 35 K. Below this temperature, the currents

were constant, at values as low as 30 to 60 electrons/second.

The NICMOS 2 MUX functioned correctly above 36 K. Below 36 K, a shift

register on the output failed and only two rows of the array could be read

out. The MUX resumed full operation between 21 and 24 K, below which it was

again inoperative. Under the assumption that the input capacitance is 0.05 pf

(the value measured at 77 K) at all temperatures, the read noise is as in

Table 1. The entries at 37 and 24 K should be interpreted as upper limits,

since the results may be affected by the lack of complete temperature

stability. In addition, the optimization of the voltage levels and other

operating parameters had not been completed at 77 K, and no attempt was made

to re-optimize for the lower temperatures. It is possible that further

adjustment of operating parameters would both improve the read noise and

extend the temperature regions of operability.

IV. Conclusion

Although none of the components we have tested was developed for the low

temperature operation required for ultimate faint signal performance at 4
microns, it appears that judicious selection of diode type and MUX operating

conditions would produce an array at or beyond the current state of the art.

It is to be hoped that further improvements could be achieved by further

development, for example by using a multiplexer design that would operate

solidly below 30 K and perhaps by modifications in the diode architecture to

enhance the response and reduce dark current at very low temperatures.
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Table I. Read Noise for NICMOS 2 MUX
..............................................

T Noise

(OK) (electrons rms}
..............................................
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Figure 1. Dark Current and Relative Response for a HgCdTe Diode. Response is
measured at 3.4 microns and is referred to 1.00 at 70 K, as indicated on the

right scale. Dark current is measured under 50 mV back bias and is given in
electrons/sec on the left scale. The diode is 148 microns in size and has a
nominal response cutoff at 4.61 microns.
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• Extrinsic, photoconductive semiconductor detectors
cover the infrared spectrum from a few _tm up to 250

_tm.

• Photoconductors exhibit high responsivity and low noise

equivalent power.

• The Si blocked impurity band (BIB) detector invented
by M. D. Petroff and M. G. Stapelbroek has a number
of advantages over standard bulk photoconductors.
These include:

smaller detection volume leading to a reduction of

cosmic ray interference

extended wavelength response because of dopant

wavefunction overlap

- photoconductive gain of unity
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• The success of Si BIB detectors has been a strong
incentive for the development of Ge BIB detectors.

• The advantages of Si BIB detectors stated above should,
in principle, be realizable for Ge BIB detectors.

• If Ge BIB detectors can be made to work out to 250 _m
with high responsivity and sufficiently low dark current,
they could replace stressed Ge:Ga photoconductors.

• Can the dark current be reduced to acceptable levels?
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3. Ge BIB DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT

3.1.Epitaxial Blocking Layer Devices

3.1.1. Ge epitaxy

• Whereas Si epitaxy techniques have been developed to a
very high degree of perfection, Ge epitaxy has been
attempted only on a few occasions.

• Ge chemistry is very different from Si chemistry.

• Ultra-pure Ge compounds [Ge(CH3)4, Ge(C2Hs)4] are
being developed for III-V semiconductor technology.
They may be useful to Ge epitaxy.
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Substrate choice and preparation

• We have used a number of different crystals with
various crystallographic orientations in the develop-
ment of Ge epitaxy:

n-type wafers (~1011 cm -a) are used for the electrical
characterization of the epitaxial layers which are
typically p-type because of residual copper contam-
ination (junction isolation).

p-type wafers (~10 is cm "a) are used for I-V compari-
son tests with conventional photoconductors.

p-type wafers (~2 x 1016 cm "a, low compensation)
are used for Ge BIB detectors.
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• Wafer polishing process:

- mechanical planar lapping with alumina slurry.

mechano-chemical polishing with syton containing
H202.

brief etch in HNO3:HF (3:1) followed by soak in HF

(1% in H20) to remove oxides.

• Epitaxy:

first experiments with atmospheric pressure vapor
phase epitaxy (VPE). Disadvantage: high substrate
temperature, Ha diluted feed gas (contamination,
diffusion of dopants into the blocking layer).

current experiments are performed with low pressure
VPE. Advantage: low substrate temperature.
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3.1.2.Characterization of epi layers

• Optical micrographs

• Variable temperature Hall effect and resistivity

• Rutherford backscattering (channeling) spectrometry
(RBS)

• Secondary ion spectrometry (SIMS)

• Spreading resistance measurements
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ORIGINAE PAGE

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH

(100) ND-N A= lxl014/cm 3

580°C; 5 sccm GeH4,

with H 2 reduction step,

polycrystalline deposition

0.03 mm

(113) ND-N A = 2x 1014/cm 3

580°C ; 5sccm GeH 4,

with H 2 reduction step,

no growth (etching)

Fig. 6.

(113) ND- NA =5 x l0 ll/cm 3

550°C; 10sccm GeH 4,

no H 2 reduction step,

single crystal deposition

Optical micrographs of Ge epi layers.
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3.1.3. Preliminary detector test results

• Responsivity

• Dark current
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Fig. ]]. Spreading resistance as a function of depth from the epilayer sur-
face for: (a) an area of epilayer close to the leading edge of the
wafer in II-16 where the growth rate was ~ 0.06 _mmin "1, and

(b) an area of epilayer farthest from the leading edge of the same

wafer where the growth rate was ~ 0.02 _mmin "1. The slight rise

in resistivity at the very surface is due to the native oxide.
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3.2.Ion Implanted BIB Detectors

• Concept:

In case pure and structurally perfect epitaxial layers
are hard to produce, we can resort to implantation of
dopants into an ultra-pure crystal.

• Low energy B+.implantation tests:

three B + energies: 150 keV, 95 keV, 50 keV form
a 0.4 _tm thick layer with NA = 3.5 x 1016 cm-3.

annealing at 400°C for one hour in argon.

extended wavelength response.

responsivity = 0.5 A/W, dark current < 10 "14 A, at
bias= 100mV and T=2.0K. NEP=4x10 -16
w/_h_.
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• High energy B+-implantation tests:

14 implant energies up to 4 MeV doubly charged
boron ions lead to a 5 _tm thick layer with NA =
1 x 1016 cm "3.

Variable temperature Hall effect and resistivity mea-
surements indicate full activation of shallow accep-
tor dopant B. No deep levels are detectable after
annealing. Below 15 K, hopping conduction
becomes dominant.

Infrared transmission measurements and device tests

are in progress.
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• A LPVPE technique for the low temperature growth of
epitaxial Ge layers has been developed.

• Hall effect and resistivity measurements indicate that

the epi layers are lightly p-type due to residual copper
contamination.

• First generation Ge BIB detectors made with moderately
doped substrates (5 x 101s cm-3) exhibit effective
blocking of the hopping current.

• First generation Ge BIB detectors exhibit responsivities
around 1 A/W.

• Second generation devices using low pressure VPE are
being processed.

• Ion implanted active layers are tested.

• It is currently not known what temperatures will be

required to reduce the dark current down to levels which
are acceptable for SIRTF applications.
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EXTRINSIC GERMANIUM BLOCKED IMPURITY BAND
DETECTORS

Timothy N. Krabach

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

James E. Huffman

Rockwell International Science Center

Anaheim, California

Dan M. Watson

University of Rochester

Rochester, New York

Ge:Ga blocked-impurity-band (BIB) detectors with long

wavelength thresholds greater than 190 _m and peak quantum
efficiencies of 4%, at an operating temperature of 1.8K, have been

fabricated. These proof of concept devices consist of a high purity

germanium blocking layer epitaxially grown on a Ga-doped Ge
substrate. This demonstration of BIB behavior in germanium

enables the development of far infrared detector arrays similar to
the current silicon-based devices. Present efforts are focussed on

improving the chemical vapor deposition process used to create

the blocking layer and on the lithographic processing required to

produce monolithic detector arrays in germanium. Approaches

to test the impurity levels in both the blocking and active layers are
considered.

For missions such as the Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF),

a need exists for sensor arrays capable of background limited detection in

the far infrared, from 30 to 300 _m. The state of the art for discrete FIR

detectors are extrinsic germanium photoconductors, which have the

combination of high responsivity and low noise required to reach the

background noise limit. 1 Gallium, boron, and antimony have all been

successfully used as dopants in germanium PC's, with Ge:Ga the most

highly developed: it has a threshold wavelength of 120 _m, which can be
extended out to 220 _m with the application of a large uniaxial stress.

However, the incorporation of extrinsic germanium photoconductors into
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focal plane arrays presents great difficulties. The low doping densities

used, - 1014 cm -3, leads to long absorption lengths of about 1 cm. The large

detector volume leads to two problems: it makes these detectors vulnerable

to saturation and long-lasting responsivity variations from cosmic-ray
particle encounters, and the long distance between electrodes would lead to

large crosstalk in monolithic array formats. Finally, the necessity of

mechanical stress to extend the wavelength response would greatly
complicate the creation of large format arrays.

Many of these same difficulties are found in shorter wavelength

silicon PC's. Recently, the development of silicon-based blocked impurity

band detectors (BIBs) has resulted in large format monolithic arrays that
are free of these problems, offering high quantum efficiencies and radiation

hardness. 2 The success of silicon BIBs has encouraged a similar effort to

be undertaken in germanium, with the goal of producing monolithic, high
performance arrays working in the 30 - 250 pm range.

The advantages of the BIB concept are many.2, 3 The active region of

the device is thin because the high doping concentration provides a small

absorption length; in silicon BIBs the active region is roughly 20 _m thick.
This gives the detector high radiation hardness: the smaller detector

volume presents less of a target, and the higher number of recombination

centers allows a faster recovery. Arrays benefit from less crosstalk. At low

bias voltages the BIB operates much like a reverse-biased photodiode. With
no recombination noise, in the background photon noise limit BIBs have a

_/2 sensitivity advantage over PC's. Finally, BIBs respond at longer

wavelengths than corresponding extrinsic photoconductors. The origin of
this is due to both the impurity banding at these concentrations, 4 and the

effects of the high electric fields on the impurities (Poole-Frenkel effect).

The first working demonstration of a germanium BIB detector was

made by Watson and Huffman. 5 Simple detectors were fabricated by

growing an intrinsic Ge epitaxial blocking layer on a Ga-doped Ge

substrate (NA from 3-6 x 1016 cm --3 ) acquired from Eagle-Picher.

Spreading resistance analysis (SRA) was used to determine the thickness of

the blocking layer. The wafer was cut up by a diamond saw into 2 mm 2

individual detectors. A summary of the device characteristics is provided
below, along with results obtained from a high performance Ge:Ga

photoconductor in a cylindrical integrating cavity. The extension of the

threshold wavelength to - 200 _m without mechanical stress being applied
shows the fruitfulness of developing GeBIBs. The highest bias that could be

applied before breakdown was only 40 mV. It is anticipated that further

development will result in higher purity blocking layers and therefore

higher breakdown voltages. The one large negative found in testing these
detectors was a high dark current (> 106 electrons/sec), which could be due

to several factors. It might represent a poor blocking layer, or it might be

due to leakage around the edges. Because the detector region is extremely
thin, saw damage cannot be easily eliminated by etching the sides of the
detector, as is done for PC's.
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Table I. Summary of detector characteristics

Ge:Ga BIB (1.7K) Ge:Ga PC (4.2K)

Gallium density (cm -3) 3 x 1016 2 x 1014

Donor density (cm -3) 4 x 1012 < 1012

Highest bias (mV) 40 2OO

Threshold wavelength 192 120

Peak current

responsivity (A / W)

5 39

Peak quantum 4% 16%

efficiency

Photoconductive gain 1 3

The present GeBIB program at JPL is focussed on using metal halide

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) for the creation of ultrapure germanium

blocking layers, and later on in the program, the doped active layer as well.

The requirements for a good BIB detector are: high purity (<1012 cm -3

impurities), adjustable thickness of the blocking and active layers, control

of majority impurity concentrations, abrupt profile between the blocking

and active layers, and good crystalline quality. CVD has already proven all

of these characteristics in silicon, and some in Ge. This approach also

offers the possibility of testing different impurities in Ge. Gallium is the

dopant being used since it has the highest absorption cross-section. Given a
background donor level in the active layer, a Ge:Ga active layer will offer

the highest absorption length, and thus highest Q.E. Another factor in the

concentration on gallium is the availability of ultrahigh purity GeC14 as a

precursor. In an effort to further extend the wavelength response of
GeBIBs, another dopant that will tested as part of the program will be

antimony, which possesses a cutoff wavelength of 138 p_n.

Another focus of the program is the immediate development of the

processing techniques needed for photolithography on ultrapure Ge wafers.

One reason for the jump into this instead of working more on single

detectors is the need for reproducibility in creating detectors. The large

variability from detecter to detector can be traced in part to the saw
processing; this provides little information for trying improvements in the

growth process. The second reason for this is to investigate the cause of the

high dark currents observed in the original devices. Only by creating
lithographically patterned detectors of different areas, and avoiding entirely
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the question of edge damage, can the true low-background performance of
GeBIBs be found. A third reason lies in the pressing need for arrays from
projects such as SIRTF. By making small linear and area arrays
performance parameters such as crosstalk and uniformity can be
measured. Finally, an optimized GeBIB detector, with the highest
radiation hardness, will need a back-illuminated geometry such as that

employed in silicon BIB arrays. This geometry requires photolithographic
techniques to produce. The performance goals set out by the GeBIB
program, designed to meet the needs for FIR focal planes in the SIRTF and
LDR missions, are listed in Table II.

Table II. Performance Goals for GeBIB detector arrays.

threshold wavelength

operating temperature

background conditions

dark current

quantum efficiency

breakdown voltage

photoconductive gain

uniformity of responsivity

crosstalk

250 _m

<2K

>105 (SIRTF), >10 lo (LDR)

< 100 (SIRTF), < 105 (LDR)

>20%

200 mV

>1

+ 5%

+ 2%

The major difficulty in the development of GeBIB detectors is in the
inadequacy of the material testing techniques that have been used so
successfully in the silicon BIB program. Beyond the standard tests for
checking the crystallinity of the epitaxial layer, particularly near the
interface with the doped substrate, the most important parameters to be
measured are the acceptor concentration NA in the doped layer, the

residual donor concentration ND in the doped layer, and the impurity

concentration NBL in the blocking layer. It is also important to identify

what the impurities are in the blocking layer, to help eliminate those
materials from the growth process. Of these parameters NA is easy to
determine by the resistivity of the substrate, ND can be found aider a device

is fabricated, but NBL cannot be measured with the presently available
tools.
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One measurement technique that does carry over from the silicon

BIB development effort is cryogenic C-V testing, which gives the donor

concentration ND in the active region. With the sample device at its

operating temperature, the device capacitance is obtained by applying a

small, slow (<10 Hz), ac signal in addition to the dc bias, then measuring

the amplitude and phase of the detector current. The capacitance is then

derived from the complex impedance. One important point is that because

of the low mobility of the A - carriers, this testing must be done at low

frequencies. The width of the depletion region can be calculated from the
relation

C =_oA/{d+w)

where C is the capacitance, A is the detector area, d is the blocking layer

thickness, e = 15.4 is the relative dielectric constant in germanium, and w

is the depletion layer thickness. The donor concentration within the

depleted layer is then found via

w = 1/2_V/NDe +d2-d

where V is the bias voltage. In the test devices the donor concentration was

derived to be ND = 3 x 1012 cm -3. A powerful extension of this method is to

measure the depletion layer thickness versus bias voltage; this differential
C-V technique allows one to determine the depth profile of ND.

The standard test to determine NBL in Si BIBs is spreading

resistance analysis (SRA). Due to germanium's smaller bandgap, at room

temperature the intrinsic carrier concentration is - 2 x 1013 cm -3. SRA is

therefore of limited use in germanium, though it still is used to find the

blocking layer thickness. However, a simple calculation reveals upon
cooling the sample down to <240K, the intrinsic carrier concentration is

reduced by a factor of 100. It should be possible to modify existing SRA

apparatus to cool the sample and the test probes. By undertaking the SRA

measurements cold, the true blocking layer impurity concentration can be
found. An effort along these lines has been started.

Another possibility is the use of photothermal ionization spectroscopy
(PTIS) to reveal the composition of the impurities in the blocking layer.

PTIS is already used to measure the concentration of specific, shallow,
hydrogenic impurities in bulk semiconductor crystals. Through the use of

interdigitated electrodes implanted on the surface, the electric field would

be confined to the blocking layer, and the heavily doped active region would

not contribute to the photothermal signal. Though this technique could not

be used on actual devices, it would provide information vital to the crystal

grower to help in modifying the growth process to produce cleaner blocking
layers.
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The initial efforts in the GeBIB program have been in improving the
epitaxial growth process and in identifying lithographic processing steps
compatible with the BIB structure. A diagram of the device structure is
shown in figure 1. The initial detectors produced all failed. The reasons for
the devices not working were poor metal step coverage over the oxide down
to the pixel, and disappearance of the boron ohmic implant. Both of these
problems have now been traced back to the use of H202, utilized as a
cleaning agent and a metal etch, which was found to be an excellent
germanium etch as well. A new metallization scheme has been evaluated
and found to produce good step coverage, and the corresponding metal etch
has been verified not to harm the germanium or the boron implant. With a
processing sequence now hopefully in place, both Ga and Sb-doped wafers
are now being processed into detectors.

1j._Q.Wang,P.L.Richards,J. W. Beeman,N. M. Haegel,and E.E.Haller,Appl. Opt25,
4127(1986).
2M.D.PetroffandM.G.Stapelbroek,U.S.PatentNo.4-568-960(4 February1986).
3F. SzmulowiczandF.L.Madaraz,J.Appl.Phys.62,2533(1987).
4 B.I. ShklovskiiandA.L. Efros,Electronic Properties of Doped Semiconductors

(Springer Verlag, Berlin) 1984.
5 Dan M. Watson and James E. Huffman, Appl. Phys. Lett. 52, 1602 (1988).
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Figure 1o Outline of the first lithographically patterned GeBIB detectors.
The detector is front-side illuminated, with the Ge blocking layer grown by
CVD onto a commercial Ga-doped Ge substrate. Pixels range in size from 2

to 64 mils square.
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Abstract

We describe work at the University of Arizona and at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory on

the development of a far infrared array camera for the Multiband Imaging Photometer on

SIRTF. The camera design uses stacked linear arrays of Ge:Ga photoconductors to

make a full two-dimensional array. Initial results from a 1 x 16 array using a thermally

isolated J-FET readout are presented. Dark currents below 300 electrons s-I and readout

noises of 60 electrons have been attained. Operation of these types of detectors in an

ionizing radiation environment axe discussed We present results of radiation testing

using both low energy gamma rays and protons. We also describe work on advanced

C-MOS cascode readouts that promise lower temperature operation and higher levels of

performance than the current J-FET based devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

SIRTF will be the premier infrared facility in the late 1990's and will represent a

dramatic increase in the sensitivity attainable in infrared astronomy. An important part of

this capability will be a far infrared camera being developed by the Multiband Imaging

Photometer for SIRTF (MIPS) team. The basic goal for this camera is to provide

diffraction limited imaging between 60-120 tam at a sensitivity limited only by the

natural backgrounds. Of equal importance in a real system are the requirements of good

stability, ability for precise calibration, and low power dissipation. We describe our

development efforts for this camera. This paper is divided into discussions of detector

development, J-FET-based readout arrays, and C-MOS readout technology.
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With the change in the SIRTF orbit from a 900 km to a 100,000 km high earth

orbit baseline, there is now an increased premium for very low power dissipation,

resistance to ionizing radiation, and stable photometric performance. The far infrared

array development for MIPS has evolved to reflect these changes.

II. DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT

Ionizing radiation effects can greatly complicate the operation of inflared

detectors in space. Two general problems have been identified that can make sensitive

observations with photoconductors difficult. First, individual particles (primarily high

energy protons) generate a large number of hole-electron pairs in the detector. Since all

the new systems under development will use integrating amplifiers because of their much

higher sensitivity, the result will be a large step in the input voltage of the amplifier until

a reset occurs. The Ge:Ga detectors planned for the far infrared camera operate at a

relatively low bias voltage (-50 mV), and this voltage step can represent a significant

bias change for the detector. Since some photoconductors exhibit long time constant

relaxation effects after bias changes (Young and Speed 1985), and we have devoted some

effort in characterizing the single hit behavior of the proposed Ge:Ga detector material.

The second radiation effect is the change in responsivity after an exposure to ionizing

radiation. During the IRAS mission, changes in excess of a factor of 5 were observed

after a passage through the South Atlantic Anomaly (IRAS Explanatory Supplement

1988). Since, a SIRTF goal is to do photometry to the 1 to 2% level, it will be important

to be able to understand and correct for these changes. In general, it has been observed

that these effects are more serious at lower infrared backgrounds, so we have begun a

program of radiation characterization at the very low backgrounds appropriate to SIRTF.

The bulk of the radiation testing has been done at Steward Observatory using a

10 mCi Americium2al gamma ray source. This isotope primarily produces 60 keV

radiation. Because of the low energy of the gamma rays, the radiation is easily shielded

and collimated with simple brass fixtures. The test apparatus also includes a photon-tight

dewar with an internal infrared source and an integrating J-FET amplifier capable of

measuring currents below l electrons-l. Backgrounds in the dewar below

103 photons cm-2 s-I at 100 lma have been observed. With the internal stimulator,

changes in responsivity can be observed even at ultra-low background levels, while

changes in the dark current can be determined with the stimulator turned off.

Figure 1 shows the radiation induced responsivity change in a Ge:Ga detector

made from boule LBL 113 at two different infrared background levels. This material is

characteristic of the best currently available Ge:Ga photoconductors. At the high

background, the increase in responsivity appears to saturate at a factor of 5-6, while the

saturation value for the low background case is twice as high. Additionally, the dose

required for a given responsivity increase is significantly lower for the low background

case. These two effects are consistent with a self-annealling rate that is dependent on the

infrared background flux.
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Figure 1. Responsivity change in LBL 113 Ge:Ga detector with gamma ray exposure.

The very low thresholds for significant responsivity changes in Ge:Ga suggests

that the normal cosmic ray proton background may be enough to induce troublesome

effects in a SIRTF application. To investigate these effects, we have extended the

radiation measurements to lower infrared backgrounds (103 ph/s) and lower ionizing dose

rates (<10-6 rad/s). We have found a complicated behavior under these conditions.

There appears to be a persistent 2x responsivity increase with a very long time constant

and another component that decays with a background dependent rate.

We have also investigated the efficacy of various correction schemes for these

radiation effects. The methods we have considered are the bias boost as used in IRAS,

thermal anneal, and photon flooding. In general, the thermal anneal technique, where the

detector temperature is raised for a few seconds to -8K appears to be the most effective

and rapid method.

Since the ionizing flux for SIRTF will primarily be high energy protons rather

than gamma rays, it is important to understand the differences due to proton irradiation.

In particular, it is important to define the effects of the much larger energy per interaction

for the protons. Initial investigation of proton effects was made in January 1989 at the

Crocker Nuclear Laboratory cyclotron at the University of California, Davis. This

facility can produce 60 MeV protons at fluxes ranging from a few tens of
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protons s "1 cm-2 to many orders of magnitude higher. The bulk of the run was spent

simulating a SIRTF-Iike cosmic ray flux to investigate the gradual increase in

responsivity. The cyclotron output was ,_djusted to 60 MeV energy and an initial flux of

approximately one hit per 5 seconds in the 1 mm3 detector. Figure 2 shows an averaged

plot of the Ge:Ga detector current over nearly 12,000 seconds of exposure. Each point

represents the median average of three five-second integrations, with time given in

seconds after midnight. The initial photocurrent from the detector is approximately

2000 e/s due to the background in the dewar and is typical of the expected SIRTF

conditions. The lower envelope of the curve is a measure of tile responsivity of the

detector, while samples well above the envelope are contaminated by particle hits. The

gradual increase in responsivity is evident as dose accumulates. The most dramatic

increase, however, only occurs after t=50500 seconds when the proton flux is increased

by a factor of 300 over the initial rate. At 52300 s and 52600 s, the detector is thermally

anneaUed dropping the responsivity to nearly the original level. For this run, however,

the anneal temperature only reached 5.9K, and the recovery is not complete. The

responsivity drifts upward even though the proton exposure was stopped at t=51,000 s.

Clearly much additional work is needed to come up with an optimal radiation recovery

strategy.
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Figure 2. Photocurrent from Ge:Ga detector with low infrared background and proton

irradiation. Points are median averages of three 5-second integrations. Thermal anneal

cycles were initiated at 52300 and 52600 s.
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To summarize these radiation tests, the change in responsivity due to the cosmic

ray background is slow and predictable. Precise photometry should be possible with a

careful calibration strategy involving regular use of an internal reference source. The

single hit effects for this detector do not appear to be serious. LBL 113 recovers from

single particle hits rapidly and does not seem to have significant long time constants.

Moreover, the charge collection efficiency at the low bias voltages typical for these

detectors is less than 10% for both gamma ray and proton events.

lII. J-FET DEMONSTRATION ARRAY

The design for the demonstration linear array must satisfy a number of conflicting

requirements. First, the design must isolate the J-FET integrators both thermally and

optically from the Ge:Ga detectors. Since the electronics must operate at a temperature

of 50 K while the detectors must operate below 2 K, a large temperature gradient must be

supported by the mount. At the same time, the support must have a very low thermal

conductivity to minimize the power dissipation in the unit. It is also desirable, however,

to have the first stage electronics as dose as possible to the detectors to minimize

spurious pickup and microphonics. Finally, the design must be stackable into a two-

dimensional configuration with a high filling factor.

Figure 3 shows the basic configuration of the demonstration linear array. The 16-

channel J-FET integrator integrated circuit from Burr Brown/Infrared Laboratories and

an RCA CD4067 multiplexer are mounted on a metallized sapphire substrate using flip-

chip techniques. This substrate is physically suspended and thermally isolated by

thinwall 125 /xrn diameter polyimide tubes. These tubes also provide the electrical

connection to the J-FETs since they axe metallized with 200 A of chromium and 2000 A

of gold. The Ge:Ga detectors are also thermally isolated from the J-FET module using an

additional set of polyimide conductors. We have found that even though the frame for

the J-FET modules is nominally operating at 2K, this extra degree of isolation is

important for minimizing thermal interference. The aluminum frame and the detectors

are thermally sunk to the 2K heat station. To insure against photon leaks from the "hot"

J-FET electronics, we have made liberal use of indium gaskets and black Stycast epoxy

in the joints.

We have found the polyimide support system to have the desired combination of

ruggedness and low thermal conductivity. Previous versions of the module used glass

fibers or glass sheets for the suspension system. Although the glass fibers potentially

have a lower thermal conductivity, the polyimide support is superior due to its much

greater resistance to breakage.

We have demonstrated functional operation of several of these arrays, and the

latest tests show that the design meets the basic noise and dark current needs of a SIRTF

far-infrared imager. Table 1 summarizes some of the module characteristics. The low

dark current demonstrates the success of the thermal and optical isolation. It is important

to note that these performance figures are for fully multiplexed operation with a

computerized data acquisition system and any contribution due to digital noise is

included in the total noise. This array would be background noise limited in less than 10

seconds of integration if used in the SIRTF diffraction limited imager.
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Table 1. Demonstration Array Module Characteristics

Detector Material

Number of Channels

Detector Active Area

Detector Style
Module Thickness

Ambient Operating Temperature

J-FET Operating Temperature

Power Dissipation

Detector Responsivity

Dark Current

Read Noise

Ge:Ga

16

500 lxna x 500 gm
Transverse contact

0.5 mm

2.0 K

50 K

0.5 mW/module

5A/w
<300 e-/s @ 50 mV bias

<60 e- for 32 s integration, 0 bias
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With the current array design, the detector filling factor is lower than desired.

Using the 500x500 gm detector size with 750 micron pixel spacing, the net filling factor

is only 44%. To improve on this situation, we are investigating a number of optical

concentration methods. One promising technology involves the anisotropic etching of

silicon (Kaminsky 1987). We have experimented with an etch of pyrocatechol and

ethylene diamine (P-ED). The etch rate for the 111 orientation is at least one hundred

times greater than for the 100 orientation. By using appropriate masks aligned to the

crystal orientation in 100 wafers, we have produced arrays of pyramid-shaped solid cones

that could act as solid concentrators. We axe doing analysis to determine whether the

opening angle (which is fixed by the crystal planes in silicon) is appropriate for this

application.

IV. C-MOS READOUT DEVELOPMENT

Although the basic requirements of a SIRTF far infrared camera could be met

with stacked J-FET based modules, we have been exploring possible enhancements both

in the size of the array and performance of the readout. Significant advances in the noise

performance of C-MOS analog circuits have been made in the past few years. In

particular, the noise now seen for a new 1.25 grn process is only 200 nV Hz -1/2 at 1 I-Iz

(1000 square Ixrn gate area). This noise level is about a factor of five better than devices

made with the older 3 gm technology, and with this level of performance, C-MOS

readouts can be competitive with J-FETs.

C-MOS circuit technology has a number of additional advantages over J-FET

technology. C-MOS fabrication has a density advantage of J-FET designs. For the

SIRTF imager application, for example, it is possible to produce at least a 32-channel

readout with multiplexer using very relaxed design rules. In fact, additional circuitry to

do simple signal processing such as baseline correction can be incorporated directly on

the integrated circuit. Finally, CMOS circuits can operate at lower temperatures than

their J-FET counterparts. For a far infrared camera, the thermal and photon isolation of

the amplifier from the detectors is a significant complication. By running the readout at

lower temperatures, this problems diminishes greatly.

To explore the applicability of these new technologies to high performance

infrared focal plane arrays, this program has funded the fabrication of test circuits at

Amber Engineering. Four input circuits were considered to cover a range of possibilities.

Because of the flexibility of C-MOS fabrication processing, all four test circuits were

placed on a single die. The test circuits consisted of p- and n-channel versions of the

source follower and common source cascode amplifier. The use of the common cascode

circuit for infrared array readouts is discussed in more detail in the accompanying paper

by Woolaway and Young (1989). The most important difference between the cascode

and source follower configurations is that the cascode provides a factor of 20-30 gain.

Although the cascode should theoretically have no noise advantage over the source

follower, the extra gain makes it significantly easier from a systems standpoint to meet

the noise potential of the MOSFETs. Table 2 gives some of the measured performance

values for the test circuits at a temperature of 77K. Even though the input capacitance is
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relatively large, the noise level for the cascode circuits is excellent. We have also carded

the testing to lower temperatures. For the p-channel cascode, the noise performance

holds down to 30K, below which there is a gradual increase in low frequency noise. At

the lowest temperature measured (2 K) the circuit continues to function but with a
readout noise of 30 e-.

Table 2. Performance of AE133-2A Test Circuits

Circuit Voltage Gain

n-channel Cascode 27.6

p-channel Cascode 26.9

p-channel Follower 0.84
n-channel Follower 0.75

Input Capacitance RMS Noise

(pF) (e- Hz-l/2)
................................

0.68 7

0.66 8

0.43 38

0.44 *

Temperature = 77K

Power Dissipation = 114 _tW

* Not measured due to excessive leakage current in input test diode.

The excellent performance of the common source cascode circuits gave us the

confidence to go ahead with the fabrication of a 32-channel readout based on these circuit

concepts. If the performance of these parts attains the predicted levels, the task of

fabricating full far-infrared arrays will be greatly simplified. The integrated circuit is

being fabricated using a 2 lain design rule p-channel process. P-channel is used for its

superior low temperature operation. In addition to the cascode input stages, the circuit

includes an AC-coupled driver stage and a serial multiplexer. The purpose of the AC-

coupling is to remove any offset voltages in the input stage and results in an improved

dynamic range for the circuit. The multiplexer is a shift register-transmission gate

configuration that features break-before-make operation. Table 3 gives some of the

predicted characteristics of the circuit.

One of the more challenging constraints on the design was the desire to minimize

the power dissipation in the circuit. Minimizing the power dissipation is especially

important in the SIRTF high orbit context since parasitic and aperture heat loads are very

low. We were able to meet the power dissipation goals by maintaining only a minimal

continuous current in the input cascode stage. The subsequent driver and logic stages are

operated in the switched mode, drawing current only when a given channel is being read

out. With this power management strategy, the total power dissipation for a 32 x 32

array would be only 5 mW.
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Table 3. Design Characteristics of lx32 Readout

Input configuration

Reset accuracy

Multiplexing

Sample rate

Output circuit

Input stage gain

Maximum input excursion

Full well capacity

Power dissipation

Input capacitance
Read noise

Operating Temperature

p-channel common-source cascode

limited by kTC

serial shift register

break before make

up to 32 x 10 Hz
current-mode

15-20

20 mV

1.2 x 106 electrons

156 IxW

9 pF

50 e-, 0.01-100 Hz

<30 K

The expected performance of this readout should demonstrate the usefulness of

custom circuits for infrared astronomical applications and extends the application of

MOS readouts to high input capacitance applications. The benefits of low noise, low

power dissipation and higher levels of integration should enable us to more fully exploit

the power of SIRTF with a large format far-infrared camera.
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ABSTRACT

Space based astronomical infrared measurements present stringent performance requirements on the
Infrared detector arrays and their associated readout circuitry. To evaluate the usefulness of commercial
CMOS technology for astronomical readout applications a theoretical and experimental evaluation has
been performed on source follower and common-source cascode integrating amplifiers. Theoretical
analysis indicate that for conditions where the input amplifier integration capacitance is limited by the
detectors capacitance the Input referred rms noise electrons of each amplifier should be equivalent. For
conditions of input gate limited capacitance the source follower should provide lower noise. Measurements
of test circuits containing both source follower and common source cascode circuits showed substantially
lower Input referred noise for the common-source cascode input circuits. Noise measurements yielded 4.8
input referred rms noise electrons for an 8.5 minute integration. The signal and noise gain of the common-
source cascode amplifier appears to offer substantial advantages in acheiving predicted noise levels.

INTRODUCTION

An attempt has been made to correlate the theoretical and experimental noise performance for CMOS
source follower and common-source cascode integrating amplifiers operating with temperature and
bandwidth consistent with astronomical infrared measurement applications. Several CMOS process
technologies were evaluated for low temperature noise performance. Theoretical performance predictions
were made using the measured noise performance of each process and models developed for the Source
Follower (SF) and Common Source Cascode (CSC) amplifiers. A test circuit was designed and fabricated
using an advanced commercial 1.25um CMOS technology that contained both P & N channel amplifiers of
the SF and CSC configurations. Measurements of the circuits were performed at Amber Engineering and
the University of Arizona. The CSC circuits showed excellent noise performance and agreed well with
theory. The SF circuits, however, exhibited much higher noise than was predicted.

PROCESS MEASUREMENTS

Three processes were evaluated for low temperature operability and noise. These were CMOS 3um, 2um,
and 1.25um analog processes. Noise was evaluated for the P & N-channel MOSFETs of each process with
the MOSFETs in a common source configuration. A HP-3582A spectrum analyzer was used to measure the
output noise spectrum of each device. The gain of each circuit was also measured. Input referred noise
voltage spectral density curves were obtained by dividing the output noise spectrum by the measured AC
transfer function of the circuit.

The Input referred noise spectra exhibited a classical behavior with the low frequency behaving as 1/f and
the high frequency as thermal white noise. The measured 1/f and thermal noise voltage spectra were
numerically fit. In addition to measurements of several processes, devices of differing sizes were measured
for each process. For these devices the 1/f noise scaled as the inverse of the squ_re root of the gate area
as expected. The 1/f measurement results have been normalized to 1000urn= gate at 1Hz and are
presented in Table 1 below. Thermal noise levels were measured at about 1.5X of what was predicted by
sqrt(8/3KT/Gm).

TABLE 1. (CMOS, 77 KELVIN, 1000UM 2, VOLTS/RTHZ)

Device P-channel N-channel
Process

3um 1uV/rtHz 2uV/rtHz

2um 800nV/rt/Hz 1.2uV/rtHz

1.25um 200nv/rtHz 200nv/rtHz
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INTEGRATED NOISE

The input referred noise voltage spectral density can be expressed as

en2 = en2(1/?)+ en2(therma_

The RMS or integrated noise is then

f2

Vn2 = f (en(1/f)2/f)df +

fl

f2

en2(thermal) df

fl

This redJ_cesto Vnrms = {en2(1//)[In(f2/fl)] + en2(thermal)[f2-fl]} 1/2. For the 1.25um CMOS process a
1000um" gate area would measure at about 600nV rms for integrated 1/f for a bandwidth of .01Hz to
100Hz. The 1/f voltage noise spectra measured (0.1Hz to 100Hz) was also Integrated directly and was
found to agree reasonably well with the theoretical expression above.

SOURCE FOLLOWER AND COMMON SOURCE AMPLIFIER THEORY 1,2

The principle difference between the CSC and SF circuits is that the CSC circuit has a gain of
approximately Rload*GM (20-50V/V) where the SF circuit gain is less then unity, typically .7V/V. Figure 1
shows the schematic diagrams for these circuits. The voltage gain of the SF amplifier is:

Av = Vout/Vin = Gml/(Gdsl +Gds2+gml(1 +n) where n=Gmbs/Gml

which approximately equals 1/(1+n) or 0.75 to 0.95 for bulk effect and no bulk effect, respectively.
Similarly the voltage gain of the CSC ampfifier is:

Av = Vout.Vin = -Gml (Gds2 + gm2 + gmbs2)/[GdslGds2 + GdslGds3 + Gds2Gds3 + Gds3(Gm2 + Gmbs2)]

which is approximately -Gml/Gds3 or about -10 to -50. It is Important to note the effectiveness of the
cascode in reducing the gain to the drain of M1. The gain to M1 or Miller gain is:

Av(Miller) = Vd(ml)/Vin = -2Gml/(Gm2 + grabs2) or about -2 to -3.

The cascode reduces the Miller gain to from -10 to -50 to -2 to -3. This is significant as the Miller gain
multiplies the parasitic capacitance between the gate and drain of the Input transistor.
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FIGURE 1. COMMON SOURCE CASCODE AND SOURCE FOLLOWER CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS

PREDICTED NOISE PERFORMANCE

The measured MOS noise characteristics showed classical behavior with 1/f and thermal noise
characteristics. These noise sources appeared as noise voltage sources at the input or gate of the
MOSFET. The noise performance of the MOS integrating amplifier can be expressed in terms of the
Integrators Input referred noise voltage and the total integration node capacitance (including detector
capacitance and Miller). This relationship is drawn from:

O = nq = C*V = ctotal*vn(rms)

The Input referred rms noise electrons can be expressed as:

e-(rms) = Ctota/*vn(rms)/q

The total capacitance of the integration node is composed of the capacitance of the detector, the detector
to Input circuit interconnect, the source or drain diffusion to bulk capacitance of the reset transistor, the
capacitance of the gate of the input MOSFET, and other similar components. For simplicity this analysis
assumes all stray capacitance with the exception of the gate capacitance is lumped into the detector
capacitance term.

Ctotal = Cgate + Cdetector

It is also useful to limit this analysis to the condition where the SF and CSC circuits are operating in
saturation. In saturation SF gate capacitance is approximately equal to one minus the SF gain multiplied by
the gate to source capacitance (0.1(Cgs) to 0.3(Cgs)) and the CSC configuration gate capacitance is
approximately equal to the gate to source capacitance. Where Cgs is Approximately equal to CoxWL (Cox
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= [EEO/'rox], and E & EO are the Dielectric constant for Si02 Permittivity in a vacuum and Tox is the
thickness of the oxide).

Technology

1.2Sum technology

3.gum tecnnology

Gate Capacitance

[1.53ff/iJm £]

[0.6ff/_Jm 2]

The input referred rms noise electrons for the SF and CSC circuits can be expressed as

e-(rms,SF) = (Cdet+COXWL*O.1)*Vn(rms)/q

e-(rms,CSC) = (Cdet + CoxWL)*Vn(rms) /q

The input referred noise of the MOSFET is proportional to one over the square root of the gate area. The
input referred noise voltage for a MOSFET of arbitrary size can be expressed in terms of the Input referred
noise of a MOSFET with gate area of 1000umsq:

En2(lJf) = en2(lJf lO00umsq)*sqrt(lOOOumSq/GateArea squm)

for 1/f dominated noise performance

Vn(rms) = [En2(l/f)*sqrt(In(f2/fl))] l /2

where En is the 1/f noise voltage per rtHz at 1Hz and fl and f2 define the sampling band width. Combining
we can express the input referred rms noise electrons for the SF and CSC as

e-(rms,SF) = (Cdet + COXWL*O.1)(1/q) (en(l_flOOOum2)) (sqrt(1000um2/WLum2) 1/2 (In(f2/fl))1/2

e-(rms,CSC) = (Cdet+ COXWL) (1/q) (en(1/flOOOum2)) (sqrt(1000um2/WLum2) 112(In(f2/f1 ))1/2

Figures 2 and 3 show the calculated input referred rms noise electrons of the SF and CSC circuits
fabricated in 1.25um CMOS for varying gate area and stepped Cparasitic. These figures are based on
calculations using the measurements of gate referred voltage noise and the expression derived above. The
Cdet term in Figure 2 is stepped from 0 to 1.0pF by 0.2pf where Figure 3 Cdet is stepped from 0 to 10pF by
2o0pf. These calculations show a low in the rms input referred noise electrons for each value of parasitic
capacitance with the minimum moving to larger gate areas with Increased Cparasitic. The calculations
were based on the following:

fl = ,01Hz

f2 = 100Hz

En(7/')' "lOOOumsq) = 1uV/rtHz at 1Hz for 3urn technology

En(1//t "lO00umsq) = 200nV/rtHz at 1Hz for 1.25urn technology

Gate Capacitance = 0.69if/urn for 3urn technology

Gate Capacitance = 1.53if/urn for 1.25um technology
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TEST CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

A test circuit containing four reset integrator circuits was designed and fabricated in 1.25um CMOS. The
four versions of the input circuit consist of SF and CSC designs implemented in both P and N type
MOSFET's. These circuits are shown in Figure 4.

The operation of the reset intergator test circuits is based on the integration of the detector current on a
capacitive node. The change in potential on the capacitive node is used to modulate the potential of the
gate of the input MOSFET. The MOSFET output voltage is sensed non-destructively to measure the total
integrated detector current.

Two means of determining the input node capacitance were incorporated into the design for each circuit.
The first was a p/n photo diode connected to the input of each amplifier to allow the optical stimulation of
input current. An additional photo diode was provided with direct connection to the test set to provide a
reference for the test input current source. The photo diode current would cause a change in the input
node potential I = C,dV/dT. Since the input to output voltage transfer function can be measured directly, the
input capacitance can be determined. The input node is also connected to two small switch MOSFET's
with gates PHI1 and PHI2. The additional reset MOSFET to the input node of the circuit was provided to
allow a switched capacitor resistor measurement of the input node capacitance.

All four circuits are laid out with the input MOSFET W/L at 50/10. The sum of the estimated capacitance of
the reversed biased 10 x 10 um test input diode and 85 x 85 um input pad is 250 fF. The input gate
capacitance is estimated to be 750 fF. The effective gate capacitance is expected to be lower than this
depending upon the circuit operation. For the SF configuration, most of the capacitance is between the
gate and source. However, since the source varies in phase with the gate, the effective capacitance is
reduced by one minus the SF gain.

With the CSC circuit the MOSFET is in saturation and the depletion region is increased reducing the
effective gate capacitance. The gate to drain capacitance is kept low by using the cascode MOSFET which
reduces the Miller capacitance between the gate and drain. The total input node capacitance of the CSC
amplifier is expected to be somewhat less than the sum of the input pad, diode, and input gate. The SF
total input node capacitance is expected to be about half of the above sum or about 500fF.

All four circuit versions have static protection devices on all pads except for the small internal input pads.
Diodes to VDD and VSS with resistive input routing on the pads are used for the static protection.
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TEST MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Measurements of the test circuits were performed at Amber Engineering and at the Steward Observatory
Detector Laboratory at the University of Arizona. Measurements at Amber were performed at 77 Kelvinfor a
bandwidth of 0.1Hz to 100Hz. Steward Observatory measurements were made at 28 Kelvin with a
bandwidth of 620 micro-Hertz to 10 Hertz.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Three basic measurements were performed at Amber and the University of Arizona on the reset integrator
test circuits. These measurements were transfer function, input node capacitance, and input referred noise
spectral density. These measurements were all performed using the measurement techniques described
below.

TRANSFER FUNCTION

The voltage transfer function (TF) relates the circuit output voltage to the circuit input voltage. The TF is
measured with the test device operating at nominal bias conditions. A 220K ohm resistor was used to load
the CSC circuits. The on chip current source was used for the SF circuits. These measurements were
performed using the HP4145A Parameter Analyzer to supply the DC and ramped voltages and to measure
the output voltages. The AC gain was verified by connecting the input to a sine wave source and then
measuring the amplitude response of the circuit output.
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CAPACITOR MEASUREMENT

The input node capacitance was measured while the circuit is in operation by using a switch capacitor
technique with switches PHI1 and PHI2. The circuit Is biased in its dynamic range as in the transfer function
measurement with the exception of PHI1, PHI2 and V2. V2 is set to produce a mid-scale output when PHI2
is turned on and PHI1 is turned off. V1 Is swept from V2-delta to V2+delta where delta is about .1 volt for
the CSC circuits and 1 volt for the SF circuits. As V1 is slowly swept, PHI1 and PHI2 are clocked with non-
overlapping 30% duty cycle pulses with a period T. The current (I) from V1 to V2 is measured.

The input node capacitance can be calculated from:

I = C _/1-V2) / T

The period T was made short enough to produce a measurable current but also must be long enough that
the input node capacitance can be fully charged through PHI1 to V1 and discharged through PHI2 to V2oA
value of 5 to 100 microseconds is appropriate for the period T.

NOISE MEASUREMENTS

For the noise spectral density measurement the circuit is biased as in the transfer function measurement
above with the addition that V1 is biased to produce a mid_scale output(input diode reversed biased). PHI1
is turned off, ending the reset process isolating the Input node potential near VI.

Measurements performed at Amber utilized a HP3561A Dynamic Signal Analyzer to measure output noise
spectral density in the bandwidth of 0.1Hz to 100Hz. Steward Observatory laboratory measurements were
made using a successive differencing apparatus capable of measuring noise over integration times of 20
minutes. In both facilities the measurements were made after the reset process, so the KTC reset noise is
correlated during the measurement procedure and dose not contribute to the measurement noise.

The output noise spectral density is then divided by the voltage gain of the input circuit to yield the input
referred noise spectral density. The input referred rms voltage noise can be expressed as rms noise
electrons by multiplying the noise voltage by the capacitance and dividing by the electronic charge.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The results of the gain, capacitance, and noise measurements taken on the reset integrator test circuit are
summarized in Table 2 and Table 3.

Gain Cap. Noise A1/f@ 1Hz Predicted

v/v pf uv rms e rms uv/rt(Hz) e rms

NCS 27.6 0.68 1.6 6.8 0.44 3.6

PCS 26.9 0.66 1.9 7.7 0.44 3.6

PSF 0.84 0.43 14 38 3.0 3.0

NSF 0.75 0.44 n/a n/a n/a n/a

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF AMBER MEASURED GAIN, CAPACITANCE, AND NOISE RESULTS FROM
RESET INTEGRATOR TEST CHIP.
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Temp Kelvin (,Start)

lemp Kelvin(:Stop}

Bandwlcltn (tl ,t2)
4Urn Hz 10Hz

28.86 28.62 28.62_. 29.8

28.64 t'B.62 28.62 29.03

(NOiSe data =n rmse-) Predicted

5.4 5.2 5.4 5.2 2.9

20mHz 10Hz 4.4 4.7 5.1 6.1 3.0

10mHz 10Hz 4.0 5.1 4.8 9.2 3.1

5mHz 10Hz 4.8 4.3 4.8 16.2 3.3

2.5mHz 10Hz 5.4 5.1 5.7 29.8 3.5

1.2mHz 10Hz

620uHz 10Hz

10.0 5.8 4.8 55.7 3.6

n/a n/a n/a 89.6 3.7

TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF STEWARD OBSERVATORY TEST RESULTS.

The SF circuits tested at Amber measured about 30 to 40 rms e-. Steward Observatory measurements
were similarly above 25 rms e-.

The data in Tables 2 and 3 show a potential advantage that the CSC circuit has over the SF circuits for
noise performance. Here the voltage gain in the front end of the CSC circuits elevates both the signal and
the noise voltages to levels 20 to 30 times that of the SF circuits. This may allow the input cell and signal
path to be less susceptible to interface electronics and post chip noise sources and more importantly it
may reduce the noise sensitivity of the input circuit to the switching and multiplexing electronics on chip.

lX32 ELEMENT COMMON SOURCE DEVELOPMENT FOR SIRTF

An array of 32 CSC Input amplifiers is in development for the SIRTF high capacitance long wave length
detectors. Figure 5 shows the layout for a single channel of the I x 32 readout. The performance perditions
for this array are about 60 and 30 rms electrons for 2urn and 1.25um CMOS technologies for a 10pF total
Input capacitance and a bandwidth of 0.1Hz to 100Hz,
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SUMMARY

Measurement and theoretical performance perditions based on CMOS process performance
measurements agreed extremely well for the CSC input amplifiers. The SF configuration, however, showed
much higher noise than predicted. Both input circuit configurations should provide excellent noise
performance for low detector and input stray capacitance focal plane arrays.

In the case where the input capacitance is dominated by the detector capacitance, input referred noise
performance for the CSC and SF circuits should be Identical. The SF should achieve low noise for gate
capacitance limited conditions. This was not seen in our measurements of the SF test circuit.

For the bandwidth discussed of .01Hz to 100Hz with a total parasitic detector and stray capacitance at

0.5pF input referred RMS noise electrons should be around 27e- and 8e- for 3um and 1.25um CMOS
technology. The availability of CMOS processes Is abundant with competitive commercial sources.
Processing is relatively low cost and yields are high. Readout processing capabilities and input cell sizes
and power requirements should be compatible with large starring arrays for formats to greater then
128x128 elements. The size limitations will be imposed by hybridization and detector yield and not readout
fabrication.

The key to realizing this performance will be in the multiplexer architecture and the careful shielding of on
and off chip noise sources from the input cell and signal path.
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ABSTRACT

The Santa Barbara Research Center has completed a study leading to the develop-
ment of advanced Indium Antimonide detector arrays for the Space Infrared Telescope
Facility (SIRTF) Focal Plane Array Detector (FPAD) Subsystem of the Infrared Array
Camera (IRAC) Band 1. The overall goal of the study was to perform design tradeoff
studies, analysis and research to develop a Direct Readout Integrated Circuit to be hy-
bridized to an advanced, high performance InSb detector array that would satisfy the
technical requirements for Band 1 as specified in the IRAC Instrument Requirements
Document (IRD), IRAC-202. The overall goal of the study was divided into both a near-
term goal and a far-term goal. The near-term goal identifies current technology avail-
able that approaches, and in some cases meets the program technological goals as speci-
fied in IRAC-202. The far-term goal identifies technology development required to
completely achieve SIRTF program goals.

Analyses of potential detector materials indicates that InSb presently meets all
Band 1 requirements and is considered to be the baseline approach due to technical ma-
turity. The major issue with regard to photovoltaic detectors such as InSb and HgCdTe is
to achieve a reduction in detector capacitance. An analysis of Capacitive Transimpedance
Amplifiers (CTIAs), Source-Follower per Detector (SFD), and Modified Source-Fol-
lower per Detector (MSFD) amplifiers is performed. The baseline approach is the use
of a PMOS SFD. An assessment of radiation effects anticipated during the SIRTF mission
indicates that orbit-to-orbit performance shifts are negligible, and detector total-dose
effects are expected to be negligible for a period of ten years.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of Advanced InSb Arrays for SIRTF was performed at the Santa Barbara Research Cen-

ter, Goleta, California, a wholly-owned subsidiary of GM-Hughes Electronics, for the Harvard-Smith-

sonian Astrophysical Observatory of Cambridge, Massachusetts. This work is to be utilized by the

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) on its Wide Field and Diffraction Limited Infrared Array

Camera (IRAC) Program.

The interim technical goals of the SIRTF IRAC Program are given in Figure 1.

BAND 1 DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT

The selection of Indium Antimonide detectors as the baseline approach for Band 1 of the IRAC was

made primarily due to the maturity of InSb technology and the fact that InSb presently meets all SIRTF

Band 1 requirements. Mercury Cadmium TeUuride (HgCdTe) detector technology could demonstrate

performance equivalent to InSb at 10 Kelvins in the future; however, higher quantum efficiencies in

the 1 to 5 _m band must be demonstrated and the technology be allowed to mature to be considered for

the SIRTF IRAC Band 1 mission. Another alternative to InSb is Gallium doped Silicon (Si:Ga) Impurity

Band Conduction (IBC) technology, however, higher quantum efficiencies in the 1 to 5 _ band must

also be demonstrated before consideration will be given to this technology. As previously stated, InSb

technology presently meets all SIRTF Band 1 requirements and is technically mature.

The major issue that remains with photovoltaic detectors such as InSb and HgCdTe is the reduction

of detector capacitance, which is necessary due to circuits in the readout unit cell. Given the fact that

Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) increases almost linearly with detector capacitance, and SIRTF mission

low-background, long integration time requirements the reduction of detector capacitance is an impor-

tant goal in the development of SIRTF flight focal plane array detector assemblies.

Several techniques exist that achieve reductions in detector capacitance.

Since the detector gate overlap with the implanted region results in a capacitance that is propor-

tional to that overlap, a reduction in overall detector capacitance can be realized by minimizing the gate

overlap or employing gateless detectors, which totally eliminates the gate capacitance contribution. In

addition, increasing the depletion width via lower doping and/or a "graded junction" will also serve to

decrease capacitance.

Another method of capacitance reduction is the reduction of detector junction size. Figure 2 il-

lustrates the exponential relationship and trade between capacitance and detector size. Obviously, the

smaller detectors have lower values of capacitance and therefore, generate lower noise.
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The reduction of deteclor junction size as a capacitance reduction technique must also consider the

effect on fill factor and crosstalk. As shown in Figure 3 the tradeoff between crosstalk and fill factor

indicates that crosstalk increases with an increase in fill factor. The larger area diodes can experience

higher percentages of fill factor (up to 100%) and still have values of crosstalk equal to or less than

1%. As diode area decreases values of crosstalk increase for constant percentages of fill factor. At

100% fill factor a 30 p.m x 30 I_m diode exhibits 2% crosstalk. The tradeoff between detector capaci-

tance and fill factor must be optimized with consideration given mission performance. In addition, a

decrease in the size of the optical image of the focal plane will be experienced when a reduction is made

in detector junction area, and must also be considered when evaluating this trade.

READOUT INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT

The second thrust of the Advanced InSb Array Study for SIRTF was to evaluate SIRTF mission sig-

nal processing requirements versus readout integrated circuit device performance, and define the

technology(ies) that would meet SlRTF IRAC specified performance goals.

The first step in determining an appropriate readout circuit for SIRTF is a thorough understand-

ing of the performance requirements. Important performance requirements included noise, power

dissipation, pixel sizes, integration time and background. By far the most demanding requirement for

the SlRTF focal plane is the low-noise floor of <10 electrons. A summary of the SIRTF Band 1 specifi-

cation is shown in Figure 4.

Requirement Specification

Wavelength
Array Size
Pixel Size
Fill Factor

Readout Modes

Pixel Operability

2 to 5 I_m
128 x 128 nominal

50 to 100 I.u'n
>90%

Nondestructive, random access
>98% array, >98.5% central 32 x 64

Signal/Noise
Integration Time

Background (Average)
Latent Image
Uniformity

Charged Particle Events
Power Dissipation
Pixel Access Time
Array Read Time

BLIP, 10 e-
<_1000 sec

10 photons/pixel/sec
Discharge in <_1sec

+5% of responsivity
Complete recovery in _<10 ms

_<5 mW
<-75 p.s

<-300 ms

Figure 4. Band 1 specification

Based upon the SIRTF requirements, the possible number of candidate readout circuits was nar-

rowed to two candidates; the source follower per detector (SFD), and the capacitive transimpedance
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amplifier (CTIA). A noise analysis was performed for both circuits as well as power dissipation and a

basic point design.

The SFD circuit is being considered for this program because of its simplicity and low power dis-

sipation. Simplicity of design enables a 1282 or 2562 array to be fabricated with high yield. Low

power dissipation not only increases focal plane lifetime during a space flight but also reduces the pos-

sibility of IR emission from the readout chip itself.

However, there are several advantages to the CTIA circuit. The circuit designer can choose to en-

hance either the sensitivity or the bucket capacity by the adjusting the size of the feedback capacitor.

In addition, the CTIA inherently has better linearity than the SFD (although this may not be of

paramount importance to astronomy) and the detector bias remains constant at all times. For other

applications, the CTIA may be the circuit of choice, but for SIRTF the SFD appears to have an advantage.

As a part of the SIRTF study, readout excess noise was investigated. Transients induced by clock

transitions on the array were found to not have an effect on noise. However, a FET that is switched

off/on has excess noise due to the switching itself. The noise is increased to as much as 3 times the

unswitched noise. This effect needs to be addressed in future readout designs to help achieve SIRTF

noise goals.

Another direction for future readouts in astronomy applications is to use PMOS rather than NMOS

FETs for all critical transistors. At the relatively low data rates of most astronomy readouts, 1/f noise

dominates, and 1/f noise of NMOS FETs is typically 3 times that for comparable PMOS FETs. During the

SIRTF study, measurements of 1/f noise as a function of temperature were performed. One result,

shown in Figure 5, is that the 1/f noise of some PMOS FETs increases around 10 Kelvins. The presence

and magnitude of this effect depends on the readout processing but the cause is not understood.

RADIATION EFFECTS

Radiation effects on the detector have been studied to determine what degradation in the data, if

any, could be expected during a SIRTF mission.

The dominant ionizing radiation is high energy protons. Figure 6 shows the number of events

over the proton energy spectrum for different detector areas (Figure 6a) and different detector thick-

ness (Figure 6b). For InSb the number of events is nearly proportional to the detector area but there

is little change with thickness. For a 50 by 50 gm detector, the expected number of proton events is 1

per second within the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and 1 every 7 hrs. outside the SAA. For a high

orbit only the lower rate is applicable. Gamma events are an order of magnitude less frequent: 1 every

2 days.
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Figure 5. 1/f noise versus temperature for an NMOS and PMOS FET

The pulse amplitude for each proton event is determined by the proton energy, as shown in Fig-

ure 7. The amplitude depends less on detector area (Figure 7a) than on thickness (Figure 7b). The

amplitudes are large enough that they can be easily discriminated from the infrared signal.

Total dose requirements for SIRTF are not severe for either InSb detector material or silicon

MOSFET readouts. Even for a low orbit that includes transiting the SAA, the total dose is just

750 rad(Si) per year. SBRC InSb detector arrays have been irradiated with up to 104 rad(Si) with-

out any degradation in quantum efficiency or leakage current. Recently another detector surface pas-

sivation has been developed and tested out to 6 x 105 rad(Si) without degradation.

Typical CMOS devices with 200 to 300 A oxides exhibit a 0.1 volt shift in threshold after irradi-

ation with 104 rad(Si). Readout circuits can easily accept this much shift without performance

degradation.

COt_LUSIONS

Most SIRTF IRAC requirements have been demonstrated on test devices.

tector dark current and radiation hardness measurements meet SIRTF goals.

In particular, InSb de-
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One major issue, excess noise, still needs to be addressed to insure optimum performance of the

flight instrument. The noise goal can be approached from two sides: reduce detector capacitance and

improve readout noise. Noise associated with FET switching needs to be addressed in future SIRTF re-

search and development. Many of the capacitance reduction techniques discussed above will be investi-

gated this year. The excess 10 Kelvin PMOS noise will be examined both analytically and experimen-

tally to determine its origin. A PMOS 2562 readout will also be developed this year to demonstrate the

performance and producibility of this type of array.
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Abstract: We have tested 58 x 62 low-doped InSb diode arrays bonded to MOSFET read-

outs for their performance potential in a low background space environment. The arrays

were constructed by SBRC under a contract from NASA. Of primary concern were the

quantum efficiency, dark current and read noise. The quantum efficiency (45% at 3.3pm)

and dark current (< 2.4e-/s) were found to be adequate for the SIRTF experiments,

while the read noise (200 e- RMS) was found to be wanting. More subtle concerns, such

as image quality, linearity/calibratibility and flat fielding were also investigated. In these

respects the arrays appear to be well suited for the high sensitivity, photometric accuracy,

and image clarity demanded by the SIRTF experiments.

Introduction

The Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) and Infrared Spectrometer (IRS) on NASA's

Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) experiment require high quality, large format

detector arrays for the 2 to 5/_m spectral region. Under contract from NASA, the IRAC

team approached Santa Barbara Research Center (SBRC) to produce the first generation

arrays, optimized for space. InSb photovoltaic material was selected, being the most

mature technology with the best immediate prospects for high performance. Low doping

(2 x 1014/cm 3, rather than the standard 1-2 x 1015/cm 3) was chosen in order to reduce the

dark current at low temperatures and reduce the detector capacitance, leading to reduced

read noise. The goals for these detectors were high quantum efficiency (> 50%), low dark

current (< 2e-/sec), low read noise (< IOOe-RMS), excellent imaging qualities, stable

(calibratible) output, and resilience to the SIRTF radiation environment. The research

team at the University of Rochester has been responsible for the test and evaluation of

these arrays, described below. The 58x62 InSb detectors and CRC 228 MOSFET direct

readout have been described in detail by Fowler et al. (1987) and Orias et al. (1986). A

brief description of our detector test station has been given by Ninkov et al. (1987).

Quantum Efficiency/Detector Thickness

The first array tested, SCA 1, displayed a common fault with these detectors, loss of

quantum efficiency (QE) as temperature is lowered. In fig. 1 is shown a comparison of

the 3.3#m QE at 8K and 31K. In fig. 2 this data is shown as a histogram. It can be seen
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that at 31K, the QE is quite respectable, about 45%, with a relatively narrow distribution

about the mean. However at 8K, the average QE drops to 20%, with a severe loss of QE

on the left side of the array. Since the dark current was too high, about 6 aA (38e-/s) at

31K, we consider this particular array unsuitable for SIRTF.

Figure 3 compares the QE of SCA 2 to SCA 1 at low temperatures. It can be seen

that SCA 2 is much superior at maintaining QE at low temperatures. From the histogram

in fig. 4, the average QE is 32% using -1.5V on the detector gates (VGATE, see Fowler et

aL (1987) and Orias et al. (1987) for a description) and 43% with -2.3V at 10K. Figure

5 shows the ratio of a 10K flat field to a 7K flat field at 3.3tam. It can be seen that there

is some die-off of QE with lowered temperature, and it is concentrated in the lower right

corner, where the QE is lowest. For this array, there is a temperature, around 10K, where

the quantum efficiency is acceptably high, yet the dark current (next section) remains

acceptably low.

The loss of quantum efficiency with decreased temperature is evidently due to a de-

crease in the mean free path of the charge carriers in the InSb. Either the mobility and/or

the lifetime of the carriers is too small. We suspect low temperature traps, either crystal

defects or impurities, may cause this. If the mean free path is less than the distance the

carriers have to travel before collection by the pn junction, then the charge may never

show up in the external circuit. Since the absorption depth for 2-5 tam photons is only

1-2 #m in InSb (Sze, 1981, p.751), the carriers have to traverse nearly the full thickness

of InSb, about 10tam for these detectors, before reaching the depletion region at the pn

junction (which is only about a few/_m deep).

We have discovered an interesting interference phenomenon which, we believe, allows

us to measure the InSb thickness directly, and test the above ideas. Figure 6 shows data

on SCA 2 detector, showing interference effects. The fiat field through the narrow 4.67pm

filter (4°_ resolution) shows a subtle pattern of light and dark ridges, most noticeable at

the left of the array. The 22% resolution 3.75#m flat field, on the top left, shows no

such effect. (We have looked for the effect using a 3.75#m 1% filter and don't see it -

so it is primarily a wavelength dependent phenomenon). Dividing the 4.67tam image by

the 3.75tam image removes the large gradient and other structure in the flat field and

accentuates the interference pattern. At least 8 fringes may be seen, most prominent

and closer together on the left side. We interprct these fringes as interference betwcen

incident and reflected radiation at the top surface of the InSb. A maximum in intensity

will be observed whenever the thickness t is an integral (m) multiple of the quantity

)_/2n = 0.6tam, where ,k is the wavelength and n = 3.8 is the index of refraction of InSb.

m = 1, _, 3,... is the order of the interference:

A
(I)

2n

We interpret the fringes as indicating a wedge in the InSb thickness, with each fringe

indicating an increase in thickness of about 0.6wn. For SCA 2, we believe the thin side

is on the left, where the fringes can be seen most easily. Since the penetration depth of

4.67#m photons is only about 2tam, fringes can only be seen clearly in fairly thin material.

This is also the side with the best quantum efficiency, which we expect for thinner material.

By counting fringes, we conclude that this detector has at least 5tam of wedge from the
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left side to the right. We draw attention to the curve of the fringes at the upper and lower

left corners, indicating "turned down corners", which is what one might expect from the

mechanical thinning method used by SBRC.

This interpretation is strengthened and extended by measurements made on the FPA

72 detector. Here we used our 1% resolution CVF (circular variable filter) to investigate

the fringing as a function of wavelength. In fig. 7, the data at 4.5/_m and 3.3#m is

compared. The fringes are not as pronounced as for SCA 2, probably at least partly due

to the AR coating on this array, as well as the shorter wavelength employed. However,

they can still be seen in the 4.5#m/3.3#m ratio image; again we point out the curvature of

the fringes in the upper and lower left corners, indicating "turned down corners". Also we

interpret the left side as being thinner, since the fringes are much more visible there. By

repeating this at 4.4#m (figure 8), we learn a lot. First, we note that the fringes move to

the right as we increase wavelength from 4.4 to 4.5pm. This means the thickness increases

toward the right, confirm!ng the speculations made above. The amount of fringe shift for

a given wavelength change compared to the fringe spacing gives the order m and hence

the thickness through:

tl = rnAl /2n

t2 = mA2/2n

ta = (m + 1)A1/2n

thickness at fringe peak of wavelength A1

thickness at fringe peak of wavelength ,k2

thickness at next fringe peak, wavelength ,kl

These can be combined to give:

_i tl - t2
m = (2)

AI - A2 tl - ta

and assuming a linear wedge, the thicknesses can be replaced by the x displacement on

the array:

•_1 Xl -- X2
m = (3)

_1 -- _2 Xl -- X3

Using the following data for the first three bright fringes named a, b, and c on the

left side of the array approximately half way down at row 30, where the fringes are nearly

vertical):

Table. Fringes Crossing Row 30

A(#rn) Fringe peak (column # = x)
a b c

4.4 8 16 25

4.5 10 17.5 28

gives an average fringe shift of < xl - x2 > of 2.17 pixels, for a wavelength difference

()_2 -,ll) of O.lpm. The average fringe spacing normalized by the wavelength < xa-xl > /_

is 1.97 pixels//zm. Inserting these values in equation (3) gives m=ll.02 for the fringe

crossing row 30, column 16 at 4.4#m (fringe b above). Thc very small deviation of the
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calculated m value from an integer is taken asfurther support for the assumptionsused
here. (Our convention is rows 1 through 58 starting at the top and columns 1 through 62
starting at the left of all the imagesshown). From the order m = 11 at row 30 column

16, the thickness is determined to be 6.4#m at that position. All the other fringes can

now be interpreted as iso-thickness contours, each separated by 0.6 pro, as shown in fig. 8.

From this figure, it can be seen that the good side of the array (upper left corner), which

maintains high QE at low temperatures, is about 5pm thick, while the poorer side (lower

right corner) is about 10pm thick. Thus we conclude that even if the carrier mean free

path at low temperatures can't be improved in future generations of InSb arrays, good QE

performance can be achieved if the thickness is tightly controlled to 5 :k lpm everywhere.

"Tree Rings" in Flat Fields

In all of the low and high doped InSb arrays we have tested, there is a regular pattern

of bright and dark markings in the flat fields, reminding one of tree rings with the center

of the tree off the array. Examples can be seen in figs. 1 and 3. We have been informed by

the manufacturer of the InSb starting material that the Czochralski growth method they

employ will lead to doping variations in swirling circular patterns, called by them "beach

lines." It is not immediately obvious, however, how doping variations can lead to flat-field

variations, since the QE should be only weakly dependent on doping (InSb is an intrinsic

semiconductor). We now believe the tree rings do not represent QE variations, but rather

responsivity variations caused by capacitance variations. The capacitance C of an InSb

diode varies as v/'n, where n is the doping concentration. Since the output voltage V will

be roughly given by:

V = Q/C (4)

where Q is the charge collected, a variation in C will cause a variation in the output

voltage, leading to tree rings. The bright rings are lower doped, lower capacitance regions
and vice-versa.

For four of the more prominent tree rings on SCA 2, the peak-to-peak variation is

about 25%. The total dynamic capacitance is about 0.5 pF at the 350mV of back-bias

that we employed, and we estimate the fixed contribution of 0.23 pF from the detector

gate and MOSFET gate. To get this much signal variation requires a detector capacitance

variation from 0.21 to 0.33 pF. Taking the nominal doping level as 2 × 1014/cm 3, from the

manufacturer, this implies the doping varies from 1.2 to 3.0 x 101*/cm 3, rather than the

much more modest variation of 1.7 - 2.3 x 1014/cm _ or less we had originally been told by
the vendor.

Fortunately, the tree rings are very stable and hence easy to calibrate out (see fig. 5

for instance). They represent primarily a nuisance, and not a fundamental limit for SIRTF

applications. We do recommend that in the future generations, the doping variations be

kept to +15% peak to peak rather than the present :t=50%.
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Effect of VGATE on QE

The following table gives a summary of QE measurements on various low- doped arrays

as a function of VGATE and temperature. We report the average QE of the working pixels,

always > 90% of the total. The wavelength is 3.3#m, near the center of IRAC Band I and

the short wavelength spectrometer of the IRS:

SCA 01 (non AR coated)

55% at 31K, detector gate = -0.2V

27% at 8 K, detector gate = -0.5V

SCA 02 (non AR coated)

gate: -1.5V -2.3V

T= 10K 32% 43%

7K 25%

FPA 72 (AR coated)

gate: -2.0V -2.3V -2.4V -2.5V

T= 13K 52%

10K 52%

9K 36% 47% 50%

The FPA 72 data, which were all taken on 6 July 1988, show the trend with detector

gate most clearly. The data at 9 and 10K are plotted in fig. 9. The SCA 02 data for the

different gate voltages were taken in Aug. 1987 (-1.5Vgate) and May 1988 (-2.3Vgate).

This is not the whole story, as we have attempted to reproduce the variation seen

with FPA 72 and saw little or no variation of QE with VGATE. Re-checking the 6 July

1988 data indicates little doubt that the effect was real at that time, though a little less

pronounced than shown in the figure. We conclude that the QE variation with VGATE

depends also on the history of the VGATE setting, i.e. whether the gate voltages were

-2.0, -2.3, -2.4, -2.5 or cycled -2.0, +2.0, -2.3, +2.0, -2.4, +2.0, -2.5. The +2.0 intermediate

VGATEs are sometimes used to reset the array.

Dark Current

The extremely low backgrounds anticipated for SIRTF require correspondingly low

dark currents, in order to achieve background limited performance. A key element of our

development of InSb detectors was the desire to minimize the dark current. The following

tables show typical backgrounds in space and backgrounds we have seen at the telescope:
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TABLE 1: TYPICAL BACKGROUNDS IN SPACE (ZODIACAL LIGHT)

SIRTF Effective Area 4.9 x 103cm _, Pixel diameter = 2.4A/D

Wavelength AA Background pixel diameter

(/am) (pm) (photons/see) (arc sec)
2.1 0.6 6.s 1.2
3.54 1.1 12.s 2.0
4.6 1.4 85.2 2.6

12.6 3.8 1.4 x 104 7.0

26.9 8.1 1.1 x 106 15

TABLE 2: BACKGROUNDS SEEN ON MAUNA KEA

(t"/14, 76 pm pixels, 1 airmass)

Filter Wavelength AA Background Primary Source

(#m) (#m) (electrons/sec)
J 1.23 0.23 80-800 OH emission

H 1.65 0.32 500-5000 OH emission

K 2.23 0.41 2500-3000 telescope thermal emission

1% CVF 2.08 0.02 60 OH emission

1% CVF 2.12 0.02 100 OH emission

It can be seen that backgrounds approaching those anticipated in space are occa-

sionally reached in the near IR at a ground based telescope, especially when observing

through our 1% resolution CVF. The OH emission is highly variable on short time scales,

as indicated for the J and H bands above. The actual photon background, incident on

the telescope, is probably about a factor of 4-8 higher than the electrons/see seen at the

detectors.

From table 1, we conclude a dark current less than a few e-/s is desirable. For SCA 2,

the dark current is very low. In fact, we have not been able to detect it convincingly at 7K

or 10K. The dark charge collected in 500 see is given in fig. 10. The data were generated by

subtracting a 500 sec integration from a 0.1 sec integration. The dark charge was actually

negative, i.e. less, apparently, in the 500 sec than the 0.1 sec. This is attributed to a small

offset in the whole output of the array (about -400 electrons). Taking 3 times this value

as a conservative limit on the true dark charge gives a limit of < 2.4e-/s (0.4 aA) for the

dark current. The spread in dark charge shown in the figure corresponds to an RMS noise
of about 300 e- for this data.

A grey scale image of dark current at 10K is shown in fig. 11. No true dark current

could be detected in the central 95% of the array. Since the integration time was shorter,

167 see., the upper limit on dark current is somewhat higher, < 6e-/sec, here. There is

considerable dark current in row 1 and, especially, column 62 at this temperature. Also

noticeable is a glow in the lower right corner of the array, amounting to some 100's of e-

/see. This is the region where the output amplifiers are located. We have eliminated this

glow recently by reducing VGGUC and VDD.
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Read Noise

A read noise of < 100e- RMS is required for SIRTF, and, in fact, < 10e- RMS would

be highly desirable. It is here that the present InSb arrays and MOSFET readout are

lacking. We have been able to achieve a reproducable 200e- RMS (corresponding to 63

pV at the InSb input) read noise in the lab and at the telescope, but efforts to reduce this
further have not been succesful to date.

In what follows we will only discuss our results using the correlated triple sampling

method which is appropriate for the source-follower amplifier per detector, direct readout

(DRO) multiplexer which has been used for these tests. A measurement of signal begins

by resetting the integration node to its starting value. The output voltage with the reset

switch closed is called the reset or "R" level. We label this reset level Ra, corresponding

to the first read cycle. Then the reset switch is opened and the integration begins. There

is typically a small (few mV) jump in output voltage when the switch is opened; the

new output voltage, at the beginning of the integration, is called the pedestal or "PI"

level. During the integration, the nodal capacitance, which is composed of the InSb diode

capacitance plus the detector gate and MOSFET gate capacitances, is discharged by the

photocurrent and dark current. At the end of integration, the output is read again. This

level is called the signal or "$2" level. Then the cycle is repeated. If succesive cycles are

labelled 1, 2, 3 etc., then a good first approximation of the net signal due to photocurrent

and dark current during the integration time is $2 - Pa. This differential measurement

eliminates DC offsets and the noise incurred when resetting the node (a minimum of

kv/k-TC). However, since the time between 1 and 2 can be very long, say 500 see. for a deep

SIRTF integration, this measurement is prone to 1If drifts in the various circuit elements.

We monitor this drift by also measuring the reset levels at the beginning and end of the

integration. The quantity (5'2 - P1) -(R2 - R1) = (5'2 - R2)-(P1 - R1) is formed, which

should also eliminate the 1If drift in the amplifier chain. This is called correlated-triple-

sampling, though it probably should be called quadruple sampling. A factor of 2 increase

in noise, compared to only sampling the signal levels, is accepted in order to remove the

1If and resetting noises. Using this technique, we have found no increase in read noise

going from 0.1 sec to 500 sec. integrations (with a constant pixel sampling time).

One source of 1If drift which is not eliminated by this technique is variation in the

DET SUB and VRSTUC supplies, which determine the bias across the detector after

resetting. Drifts in these supplies will come through with full force. However, since all

58 x 62 detectors use the same DET SUB and VRSTUC supplies, this will result in an

overall level shift of all the pixels on the array, rather than pixel to pixel noise. This

probably explains the anomalous negative dark currents seen, as described previously. The

negative 400 electron dark charge seen corresponds to a drift of 0.1 mV in the supplies

during the 500 sec. integration. For SIRTF, the supplies should be made more stable than
this.

We have compared our observed read noise to the theoretically expected read noise.

We use the theory presented by Janesick et al. (1984), extended for correlated triple

sampling. The theory takes as input the voltage noise spectrum of the MOSFET amplifiers.

For our arrays we have measured a white noise floor of 76nV/_ and a 1/f noise of
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4#V/_ at 1 Hz at low temperatures (6 - 10K). These were measured at the array

output. The DC gain of the array MOSFETs is measured to be 0.8 at low temperatures.

For optimal signal-to-noise ratio, a bandwith limiting RC filter of time constant r = t/2,

where t is the "clamp-to-sample" time, is called for (Janesick et al. 1984). In our case t is

the duration of the signal, reset, and pedestal levels. Thus for a 36 #sec/pixel read period,

f = 10.7psec is used (the extra 4 #sec are due to overhead). The voltage sampling function

H(f) for an integration time T is given by:

H(f) = 2 (1 - cos(2rft)) 211 - cos(2_-fT)]
1 + (27rfr) 2

Because in all case T is at least 6000 times t (there being 1798 pixels to read out on each

of the 2 outputs), the last term is a very rapidly oscillating function which averages to 2,

giving effectively:

1 - cos(27rft)
H(f) = 4

1 + (2rcfr) 2

This function is multiplied by the square of the MOSFET voltage noise and integrated

over all frequencies. The square root of this latter quantity gives the predicted RMS read

noise at the array output. Dividing by the DC gain of 0.8 and the gain of the RC filter

(0.86) gives the noise referred to the InSb input, _iV. By operating our arrays at 350-400

mV of back bias, we reduce the nodal capacitance (dynamic) to C' = 0.5pF. The read
noise in electrons will be:

= C' V (5)

READ NOISES AT InSb INPUT

pixel time t fp_,k RMS read noise

(#see) (#see) (kHz) Theory Observed

6v
(.v) (#v)

36 10.7 33 46 146 79 250

>576 >171 < 2 12 38 63 200

The quantity fp,,k is the frequency where the largest contribution to the read noise

occurs. At fast pixel read times, i.e. 36#sec/pixel, the theoretical read noise is limited by
the white noise floor near 33kHz. The observed read noise is somewhat less than a factor

of 2 above this. At slow pixel read times, i.e. _> 576 #sec/pixel, The MOSFET 1/f noise

results in a minimum read noise of 12pV RMS; however, the best observed read noise is

about 5 times higher than this. We have not been able to determine the origin of this

excess read noise. In the absence of a solution to this problem, we recommend employing

lower capcitance pixels to reduce the read noise in electrons as given by equation (5).
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Non-Linearity/Calibratibility

It is important that the output of the array be cMibratible to achieve a high level of

photometric accuracy. We anticipate observing using a wide range of integration times

and signal levels and wish to calibrate these data based on measurements of objects of

known brightness. Our system permits selection of a large number of different data taking

modes: correlated double sampling (5"2 - R1 ) and correlated triple sampling with pixel read

times ranging from 18#sec/pixel to 1152/lsec/pixel, operating under both high background

(A > 3grn) and low background (_ < 2.5wn) conditions.

The output of our array is inherently non-linear primarily because of the voltage

dependent capacitance of the InSb diodes. The dynamic capactance of an abrupt-junction,

low temperature InSb diode is given by

dq C_ (6)
C'1"sb- dV -- X/1 + V/Vbi

where q is the stored charge, V is the back bias, Vbi _0.24V is the built-in junction voltage.

For our pixels (62#m square junctions, 2 x lOa4/crn a doping) we estimate the zero-bias

dynamic capacitance C_ = 0.41pF. The total capacitance of the integrating node will be

the sum of this plus the fixed capactance due to the MOSFET gate, detector gate, and In

bump bonds. We estimate this at:

Ctfixed = Cfixed _v 0.23pF

The total dynamic capacitance will be

C_ot t I= Cfize d -_- CInSb

This dynamic capacitance immediately gives the noise in electrons from the measured

voltage noise 6V through equation (5).

For estimates of the QE, we need the effective static capacitance, defined through

v !
q(v) = qo + CtotdV (7)

where qo is the charge stored on the InSb junction at zero bias. Defining Q as the difference

in charge:

Q--q-qo (S)

and C as the effective static capacitance:

l/o°,C - _ C, otdV (9)

We recover the familiar:

Q = CV (10)
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Q versus back-bias V is plotted in figure 12. This shows the slight non- linearity expected.

The total effective capacitance versus V is plotted in figure 13. The dynamic capacitance

C' is given in figure 14 and compared to the static capacitance. At zero detector bias,

the dynamic and effective static capacitance are equal. Figure 14 shows that read noise

(equation (5)) can be reduced by employing a large back bias to reduce the dynamic

capacitance. We typically employ 350-400 mV of back bias which reduces C' to 0.5 pF
from its zero bias value of 0.64 pF.

We have had three observing runs, in June 1988, July 1988, and September 1988, where

data was taken to calibrate the system non-linearity. In order to emphasize the deviations

from linearity, we plot the signal divided by integration time (ITIME). According to the

capacitance model above, we expected to see a constant value for this at short ITIME's,

and a droop downward as the InSb diode becomes discharged, increasing its capacitance,

at longer ITIME's. A sampling of the actual data is given in figure 15. We analyze the 62

pixels in row 52, which has about a factor of 2 variations in QE from one end to the other.

In the plots, full scale is ,,, 10 - 20% variation in signal/ITIME.

From these graphs, an anomalous increase of a few percent in signal/ITIME is seen

for the first few ITIME's in many of the time series. (ITIME = 60 for a one second

integration). This has happened at pixel read times ranging from 18/_sec (2 Rate, 2/60

sec. to ::ead out the array) to 288/_sec (32 rate, 32/60 sec to read out the array), using both

correlated double and triple sampling. Apparently, the array takes a little (integration)

time to get up to speed. We are currently studying this effect further, but have no bright

ideas yet. This effect could introduce a few percent uncertainty in calibrated fluxes.

At longer ITIME's, the plots show the droop expected, from capacitance increase.

In order to be able to use a large number of pixels, each with different signal levels, to

generate a non-linearity calibration curve, we form the logaritmic derivative:

dIog(signal) dlogS

dlog(ITIME) dlogt
(11)

and plot it versus signal S. A signal of 16,500 counts here corresponds to capacitance

discharge of 106e -. The logarithmic derivative has the property of being 1 if the output

is exactly linear. It basically gives the slope on a log-log plot of S vAs t. Figure 16 gives a

typical result. Values near 1 are seen at low signals and a drop down to 0.8 is seen near

16,500 counts of signal. The data has been fit with a quadratic function:

dlogt

dlogS - 1 + 0.0s(s)5 (12)

which is also shown in the plot. Equation (12) can be immediately integrated to give a

"linearized" signal Q which is proportional to the charge accummulated:

Q = Se°'°4(Sll°4)2 (13)

This is plotted in figure 17. About 10% droop in S/Q occurs at 16,500 counts (,-, 106e-).

The capacitance model described above has been compared to this data. We estimate

the initial detector back bias is -_400 mV when we have applied 300 mV of back-bias
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through the CRC 228 readout (the sourceof this offset is not understood at this time).
Usingthis value, the expectedlogarithmic derivative and linearization factor S/Q aregiven
in figure 18,comparedto the data and the numericalfit. Only fair agreementis seen.Some
of the effectswhich could contribrute to sucha discrepancyare:

a. Back-biasreally lower than the 400mV assumed.

b. The fixed capacitanceis lower than the 0.23pF assumed

c. The gain of the signal chain is off by severalpercent.
In addition, a non-abrupt InSbjunction may exhibit different non-linearity character-
istics.

We estimate that the uncertainty in fluxes introduced by our incomplete knowledge
of the hybrid array and associatedelectronics is a few percent. Flat-fielding, described
below, is potentially more limiting.

Flat Fielding

The imagesobtained whenobserving a uniformly bright screen(figs 1 & 3) showlarge
variations. There areprominent "tree rings" aswell asanoverall gradient from left to right.
In order to calibrate theseeffectsout of our images,we obtain imagesof candidate fiat
fields, which wewill (after linearization) divide into our astronomical images. In addition,
we desire the flat fields to representas nearly as possiblethe sameoptical illumination of
the array asthe astronomical images. In the past, we haveused the moon asa candidate
fiat field. With the current array, the moon is too bright at most wavelengths. Therefore,

the 1.25-2.5pm region we have taken images of the evening or morning blue sky and the

inside of the dome illuminated by 5000 W of incandescent lamps. For the thermal infrared

(,k > 2.5_m), we image the inside of the dome and subtract the image of blank sky. The

last step eliminates the thermal emission from the mirrors, etc., which does not represent

the same optical illumination of the array as our astronomical images.

In order to test our casxdidate fiat fields for photometric accuracy, we have imaged

two calibration stars at 25 different positions on the array. Figure 19 summarizes the

photometric results at 2.23#m. With no flat field correction, there is a large standard

deviation of 21% of the mean, due primarily to the gradient in QE. Using a flat field

composed of comparable parts of dome plus blue sky (they were very similar in appearance)

improves the standard deviation to 4.5%. With this data, a systematic pattern can be seen.

A minimum in counts is seen near the center of the array (x's) and a maximum is seen

near the peripheries (+'s). We attribute this to the effects of plate scale distortion caused

by our re-imaging optics. These optics give a small amount of pincushion distortion. This

means the aresec/pixel plate scale is smaller near the peripheries than on the optic axis.

This reduces the signal from the flat field near the peripheries. However, the signal from

the star is not reduced because a large aperture (-,_ 9 pixel square box) is used to include

all the star's signal. Therefore the flat field for stellar photometry differs from a flat field

appropriate for extended emission (such as the dome and blue sky). In order to account for

this distortion effect in stellar photometry, the flat field was divided by an optics correction
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factor f:
! = 1 - (12)

This being the simplest function of the nature suggested by the optics distortion, p41 is

the distance from the optic axis at row Ro, column Co normalized to a distance of 41

pixels (i.e. the corner of the array), e is the magnitude of flat field correction. By varying

the three parameters e, Ro, and Co a minimum of 2.6% in the standard deviation of the

stellar signals was achieved. The optic axis was found to be at row 42 4- 4, column 26 4- 5

which is believable. This is displaced 14 pixels or 1.06ram from the array center. The

magnitude e was 0.10, i.e., a 10% effect 41 pixels away from the optic axis (the array

comer). Ray tracing of the optics gives a plate scale distortion resulting in a fiat-field

correction function nearly identical to equation (12), but with a 10% smaller e. This

supports the interpretation offered above.

We estimate a net uncertainty in stellar photometry of about 3.5% due to flat fielding

and linearization uncertainities. For typical ground based observing, a net accuracy of
5-10% should be achievable.

For SIRTF, more study (or better-behaved detector and optics) would be necessary

to surpass 3.5% photometric accuracy.
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Fig. 1 - Gray Scale representation of Quantum efficiency measurement of SCA 01

at 31 K and 8 K.
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Fig. 3. Gray scale comparison of quantum efficiences of SCA 01 and SCA 02.
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SC A02 FLAT FIELDS

Figure 5. Flat fields for SCA 02 at 3.3 microns, i0 K flat field divided

by 7 K flat field showing loss of QE in the lower right corner as the

temperature of the InSb is decreased. The QE ratio IOK/8K ranges from 1.35

in the lower right corner to 1.08 in tile upper left corner. The dark diagonal

line in the lower right is due to approximately 40 permanently dead pixels.

They have extremely high dark currents.
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Figure 6. Flat fields for SCA 02. Upper left is at 3.75 _m (L'') through a

22% resolution filter and upper right is through a 4.67 um (M'), 4%

resolution filter. The M' image shows the interference fringes, primarily

because of the greater penetration of 4.67 _m photons into InSb. In the lower

left, the M'/L'' ratio image shows the interference fringes more clearly.

Each fringe corresponds to a change in thickness of 0.6 _m, as described for

figure 5a. The greater number of fringes for SCA 02 compared to FPA 72

indicates a greater thickness variation, especially on the left hand side.

The more distinct fringes on tile left are believed to be from the thinner

side. This side also exhibits higher quantum efficiency at these low

temperatures, as shown in the upper two images.
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Figure 7. Flat fields for FPA 72. Upper left is at 4.5 microns through a i%

resolution CVF. Upper right is at 3.26 microns through a 7% resolution

interference filter. Lower right is the ratio of the 4.5 to 3.26 micron flat

fields. We interpret the alternating dark and bright wavy lines as

interference fringes in the 4.5 micron radiation. A bright peak is seen

whenever the detector thickness equals ml/2n, where m is the order, _ is the

wavelength, and n=3.8 is the index of refraction of InSb. Adjacent bright

lines differ by 1 in m.
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Figure 8 Flat fields for FPA 72. The 4.5um/3.3um (tapper left) and

4.4um/3.3um (upper right) show the interference fringes described for Figure

5a. Note that the fringes are shifted a bit to the right at the longer

wavelength, showing that the thickness is increasing in that direction. The

lower two images are 4.5um/4.4um and 4.5um - 4.4um im,_ges, which show the

fringes more clearly. The detector thickness for selected fringes is

indicated on the lower right image.
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Fig. ii. Dark current in SCA 02 at i0 K. Only an upper limit of

less than 6 e-/sec could be established in the central 95% of the

array. The glow in the lower right corner may be an LED effect

from the output amplifiers, which are located in this vicinity.
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the signal in a 9 pixel (3.8 h) octagon was summed to give the total signal.
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The standard deviation was 21% of the average. The middle figure used the blue

sky and dome as a flat field, improving the standard deviation to 4.5%. The

bottom figure includes the optics correction (see text) with further improvement
to 2.6% standard deviation.
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Abstract

The cryogenic infrared camera, IRCAM, has been operating routinely on the 3.8 m UK Infrared Tele

scope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii for over two years. The camera, which uses a 62x58 element Indiurr.

Antimonide array from Santa Barbara Research Center, was designed and built at the Royal Observa-

tory, Edinburgh which operates UKIRT on behalf of the UK Science and Engineering Research Council.

Over the past two years at least 60% of the available time on UKIRT has been allocated for IRCAM

observations. In this paper we describe some of the properties of this instrument and its detector which

influence astronomical performance, discuss observational techniques and illustrate the power of IR

arrays with some recent astronomical results.

1 INTRODUCTION

A near infrared imaging system called IRCAM has been in use at the 3.8 m United Kingdom Infrared

Telescope since September 1986, and a second camera was introduced toward the end of 1988. Both of

these cryogenic imaging systems are "facility" or "common-user" instruments. In competitive scientific

proposals, IRCAM has been requested as the instrument of choice for 60-7070 of the total telescope

time, and is virtually always available as a backup for other instruments. Both cameras use the 62 x 58

pixel Indium Antimonide (InSb) Direct Readout (DRO) array manufactured by Santa Barbara Research

Center (SBRC). In an evolutionary process, several different detectors have been used and evaluated

over the past two years in a wide range of ground-based astronomical applications, and a considerable

amount of observational experience has been gained.

Naturally, the advent of near infrared imaging systems has led to what might be termed an explosion

in infrared picture-taking! The ease with which seeing-limited images of a wide range of objects -- often

invisible at optical wavelengths -- could be obtained, especially in non-photometric weather conditions,

has led to a huge increase in morphological studies, infrared surveys and studies in which much new

insight is gained even if no attempt is made to calibrate the observed brightness levels with high

accuracy. Gradually, that situation has been changing to include precise astronomical photometry as

more experience is gained on how to calibrate infrared array data. In fact, it is remarkable how quickly

infrared arrays have been put to use as precise photometric tools. Undoubtedly, experience carried over

from work with optical CCDs has helped considerably.

In this paper we describe some of the properties of the 62x58 InSb detector which influence astro-

nomical performance, describe our observational techniques and illustrate the progress in ground-based

IR astronomy with recent results from UKIRT.
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2 THE CAMERA SYSTEM

Various aspects of the design and the performance of IRCAM are described in detail elsewhere 1,2,3 SO

only a summary of major characteristics are given here.

Optically, IRCAM employs un-cooled gold-coated mirrors to collimate the f/36 beam (at 1.53 r'/mm)

from the telescope before it passes through the calcium fluoride window of a vacuum chamber within

which is housed the cryogenic camera assembly; the low temperatures are achieved by attaching the

vacuum chamber to a large Oxford Instruments LHe/LN2 dewar. Four liters of liquid helium provide a

hold-time of well over two days. (More recently, lab tests with a closed-cycle cooler have demonstrated

that this approach is also viable.) Optical re-imaging is performed by one of three cold (77 K) lenses

of AR-coated zinc selenide, selected prior to cool-down, which transfer the telescope focal plane image

onto the detector array at approximately f/7.2, f/3.6 or f/1.8. Filters are placed in the collimated beam

near the position of the Lyot-stop (an image of the entrance pupil). The instrument is a side-looking

construction fed by a 45-degree inclined dichroic mirror near the UKIRT f/36 focus, and is one of a

cluster of four semi-permanently mounted instruments.

Drive electronics (clock drivers, bias supplies and signal processing circuits), a temperature controller

and a two-channel 15 bit A/D unit are located alongside the dewar; clock and bias/signal lines are

separated. There is an internal preamp with a gain of 5. A hardware sequencer/computer interface

employing Programmable Logic Arrays is located nearby on the mirror cell. The sequencer and an array

timing logic unit (supplied by SBRC) are controlled by an LSI 11/23+ microprocessor running DEC

MicroPower Pascal software. Also on the mirror cell is a motor-control unit with an IEEE 488 bus to

drive the three 5-phase stepper motors used in IRCAM. Digital data from the A/D unit is transferred

by a parallel link to a remote LSI 11/73 which acts as a buffer computer capable of "coadding" many

frames or exposures before transferring the final image to the UKIRT MicroVax II.

At present, three image scales are available with IRCAM 1 and 2 namely, 0.63, 1.25 and 2.4_/pixel,

giving fields-of-view of 39 × 36.5 _, 77.5 × 72.5 _ and about 135 _ diameter; the wide field mode is limited

by the size of the collimator mirror and the desire to minimise its tilt angle. IRCAM 2 contains a 10%

oversized cold-stop, whereas IRCAM 1 is fitted with a special slightly undersized Lyot-stop mask. A

choice of broad and narrow bandpass filters are contained in IRCAM's two 10-position filter wheels. In

addition to the standard JHKL filters there are 1% bandwidth filters for the Brackett alpha and Brackett

gamma lines of hydrogen, the v=l-0 S(1) transition of molecular hydrogen, CO bands at 2.30/_m, ice

band at 3.08/_m and the emission feature at 3.28 #m associated with very small grains. Also available

is a filter for the 1.644/_m [FeII] line and several regions of continuum.

Other instrumentation can also be used with IRCAM. For example, a piezoelectrically scanned

Fabry-Perot etalon, manufactured by Queensgate Instruments, can be placed in the collimated beam

immediately outside the dewar window to give an imaging mode with spectral resolving powers in excess

of 3500. There is also an infrared polarimeter option (IRPOL) employing a rotatable halfwave plate

above the UKIRT dichroic mirror and cold polarizers internal to IRCAM. Recently a slitless "grism"

mode providing about 1% spectral resolution across the K-band has been installed, and in addition,

a coronagraph mode -- developed in collaboration with Ben Zuckerman at UCLA -- has been used

successfully.

IRCAM is a highly-automated, computer-driven instrument with a very extensive suite of software.

Control is from a console/workstation in the UKIRT Control Room either by use of a simple menu or

by typing a few keywords which represent command procedures; each procedure prompts the user for

required input. For example,

OBS(erve) will request all parameters necessary to set up an observation and store the data;

GO will initiate a simple STARE or CHOP observation;
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GODARKwill obtaina dark/bias pair and return to the original setup;

GOJHK will carry out a sequence of observations in each passband;

SHOW will enable the resulting image to be displayed;

MAG will return zeropoints/magnitudes of a star;

FINISH will terminate the observing session.

All high-level software is written in FORTRAN, and a great deal of image processing power is

available on-line. Instrument status is shown on a monitor at all times and images can be displayed

immediately on a high resolution color image display screen with hardcopy facilities. Complex data

reduction, such as median filtering of sky flat-fields, piecing together mosaics or deriving polarization

parameters, can be carried out while integrations are in progress. There are on-line "magnitude"

programs using mean zeropoints, and there are many "procedures" which can be called to execute a

repetitive or tedious sequence, including control of the telescope for mapping. Sky conditions (mean

signal level per coadd and noise) can be monitored with selectable pixels on the array and displayed

on the status monitor. At the end of the night the data stored on the summit disk are also transferred

to the sea-level facility, linearised and two copies backed-up onto magnetic tape. Tapes are provided in

FITS format or in Vax backup format.

Despite the complexity of the instrument, visitors need only learn a few commands to take data and

assess its quality. In addition, more sophisticated image processing software in Hilo allows the user to

leave with publication quality hardcopy from either the Seiko D-Scan colour paper unit or the Matrix

instruments colour film unit.

3 DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE

The SBRC detector itself has been described in detail elsewhere 4,s. Briefly, the detector is a thinned

backside-illuminated "hybrid" formed from an array of reversed-biased InSb photodiodes bonded by

indium "bump" interconnects to an array of silicon MOSFET devices thereby associating a Source

Follower amplifier to each detector. The silicon Read Out Integrated Circuit (ROIC) is called the CRC-

228 Direct Read Out or "DRO" and was developed by the Hughes Micro-Electronics Center in Carlsbad,

California. Each source follower MOSFET or "unit cell" can be (randomly) accessed using an on-chip

multiplexing scheme. Hence the term Direct Read Out. Photocharge is accumulated on the combined

capacitance (C) of the junction of the reverse-biased diode (quoted as 0.65 picofarads by SBRC for the

latest devices; for earlier devices the value was about 1.0 pF), the gate of the source follower FET and

the indium bump contact (about 0.1 pF together). The potential on this storage capacitance can be

reset through an FET switch to a certain "reset" level although in practice the actual level or "pedestal"

after reset is uncertain - the so-called kTC noise. Odd and even numbered pixels are read out separately

via two output amplifiers. Saturation or "full-well" condition (CVbia,/e) of the device corresponds to a

fully de-biased detector; the detector is still light sensitive and does not bleed or bloom, but integration

ceases.

In IRCAM, the 62)<58 InSb detector is typically operated at a temperature of about 35 Kelvin

to minimise any loss of quantum efficiency or DRO performance, while achieving acceptably low dark

currents over most of the array; below 40 K dark current ceases to decrease exponentially. Operating

parameters are given in Table 1.

To date, nine SBRC InSb arrays have been received and operated. Of these, one had a blown gate

(used to control surface charge) and was therefore insensitive, three incorporated a batch of high-doped
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Parameter Value
DetectorBias
GateVoltage(typical)
VDD

Clocks

Detector Temperature

System Gain (typical)
kTC noise

Readout Rate (normal)

-250 mV

-1.0 V

<1.5 V

0-5.0 V

35 K

30 e-/ADU

,-_120 e-

130 ms/frame

Table 1: Operating Conditions for SBRC 62×58 Arrays in IRCAM

InSb which failed to retain quantum efficiency at low operating temperatures, and five were low-doped

InSb arrays with generally good performance characteristics. Devices FPA118, FPA175 and FPA180

all operate with gate voltages about 2 V less negative than their predecessors. A summary of the

characteristics of four of our detectors is given in Table 2.

Parameter

QE

FPA061 FPA118 FPA175 FPA180

all in range 50-70% over 1-5 _um

Readout Noise 450 e- 500 e- 480 e- 400 e-

Dark Current

Full Well

Bad pixels

150 e-Is 120 e-Is 150 e-Is 60 e-Is
all about 1 x 106 e-

112(3%) 25(0.7%) 15(0.4%) 75(2_)

Table 2: Performance figures for SBRC 62x58 InSb Arrays

The noise values are obtained under actual observing conditions using the reference-to-reset or

"double-correlated sampling" mode. For FPAll8 and earlier devices, an anti-reflection coating with a

peak near 3/_m was used on the InSb; later devices have a coating which peaks near 1.7/_m. Bad pixels

are usually of two types, "dead" or "hot"; the latter pixels saturate instantly.

In the IRCAM system the detector is maintained in a "standby" mode in which it is continuously

read out until an integration or "exposure" is requested. At the end of the timed integration period

the photocharge is read out in "burst mode" and digitised to 15 bits. IRCAM may be operated in

conjunction with the UKIRT chopping secondary mirror_ but in general we opt to use STARE mode.

Detectors are normally baked in a clean vacuum oven at 80-90 C for 24 hours before installation into

the camera and every effort is made to avoid subsequent contamination with water vapour. If this is

not done an unstable, "ring-like" region of high "dark" current will be observed spreading inwards from

the edge of the array. For each device a gate voltage is derived which minimises dark current over most

of the array; we have generally found that in our cryostats this voltage settles out about (2.0 + 0.5)

Volts more negative than recommended in the SBRC data sheet ;the gate voltage exhibits hysteresis.

Some devices show a slight "after-hnage" effect following exposure to high flux levels. The output FET

drain voltage (VDD) must be reduced considerably ( less than 1.5 V) to minimise light emission effects

in one corner of the array and Vr_v_, can have a strong influence on linearity performance. Many of the

early chips exhibited spurious light-emitting problems associated with multiplexer faults.
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4 CAMERA PERFORMANCE

The camera, or more precisely, the system performance -- including the telescope -- is generally

background-bruited. The system efficiency, that is the product of QE (_7) and total transmission (r) of

all optics, is about 20% and extraneous background entering the dewar is controlled and constrained

as much as possible by a series of baffles and cold-stops, and by careful mechanical design. Observed

backgrounds are reasonably consistent with detailed models 6 and yield typically 2,000 e-/s/pixel in

the J band and 10,000 e-/s/pixel in the K band with 0.6 _' pixels; the J band filter is from Barr

Associates and the K filter is from OCLI. Because of the large collecting aperture of UKIRT and the

minimum integration time of 50 ms, we are unable to use the standard L 1 filter at 3.8#m, but various

narrower bands are possible. In the Fabry-Perot imaging spectroscopy mode the etalons are external to

the cryostat, i.e. at dome temperature, and consequently the background is no less than that expected

for the narrow-band blocking filter.

For a readout noise of 500e- rms the accumulated photocharge must exceed 250,000e- before

the system begins to become background-limited. This is equivalent to about 25% of full well capacity.

Exposure times "on-chip" are optimised to avoid detector saturation yet give background-limited oper-

ation by filling the wells to at least 75% fuji; values range from 50 ms at the longest wavelengths to ten

minutes or more with narrow bands at the shorter wavelengths.

4.1 Calibrations

Several corrections to "raw" images are required including (dark current + bias level) subtraction,

flat-fielding and non-linearity. The success of these will depend on the stability of the detector system

and on the observing strategy used. It is important to realise that the observing strategy can vary

considerably from one case to the next depending on the scientific goal, but it is nevertheless true that

it is rare to find anyone spending too much time on calibrations.

4.1.1 Non-linearity.

The SBRC InSb DRO array is inherently non-linear in its response to photon illumination due to the

dependence of the capacitance (C) on the value of the reverse bias voltage which itself is a decaying

function of time due to photocharge and/or dark current ( see also ref. 6 and the presentation by

M. McCaughrean). In other words, high photon fluxes give smaller output signals (in A/D units)

than would be expected from a linear extrapolation from signal outputs associated with much lower

illumination levels. The magnitude of the effect in all practical circumstances is less than 10% (typically

around 8% at 75% of full well) and easily calibrated as shown in Figure 1. A fifth-order polynomial

fit to the linearity curve is used to correct "bias-subtracted" images as a first step in data-processing;

linearity is restored to an accuracy of about 0.1%.

4.1.2 Dark current and bias.

The "bias" level is the electronic offset or signal obtained for an extremely short exposure with no

incident illumination whatsoever. The latter condition is achieved with a "dark slide" at 77 K. Some

devices show a large-scale gradient in the bias level along rows, others are largely random. Since the

SBRC array is a two-channel output device, odd and even numbered columns may have slightly different

levels. This effect can be trimmed-out but is in anycase removed by bias subtraction. A "dark current"

frame is obtained in the same way but with a much longer exposure. Dark current is spatially non-

uniform and a non-linear function of the reverse bias applied to the detector, therefore it must be

carefully determined when it is an appreciable fraction of the background signal -- e.g. narrow band
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Figure 1: A plot of the output signal counts versus the true input signal counts for the SBRC 62x58

array. The departure from linearlty is easily calibrated.

imaging at short wavelengths. At temperatures around 35K the dark current is relatively small and only

weakly temperature-sensitive. Near the edges of an array however, the dark current can rise sharply

and is very sensitive to gate voltage; small drifts can then lead to "edge-effects" in the image.

4.1.3 Flat-fieldlng.

Spatial variations in the response of the detector to light are calibrated by dividing by a uniformly

illuminated scene -- a "flat-field" -- of the same color, after dark subtraction (see also more detailed

discussion by McCaughrean). That is, the basic algorithmn most often used is

Object frame - dark frame

Flatfield frame - dark frame

The same dark frame should be used for object frame and fiat-field frame since, to first order, this

suppresses the effect of a small drift in dark current level and the signal-to-noise is barely affected if the

dark current exhibits good uniformity. We have found that flat-fields are best derived from multiple

observations of relatively "blank" sky. Since at some level there will always be sources in the blank

sky area, the best technique is to take many images ( >5 ) with the telescope pointing to a slightly

different place ( by ,-,5 n typically ), normalise these and calculate the median value for every pixel.

This procedure produces a very clean "master" flat-field. For almost empty fields the object frames

and the skyflats are one-and-the-same. It is also advantageous to use a running-median flat-field when

coadding an extensive data set obtained over many hours; the particular object frame being flattened by

the median of the other frames should not be included in the median. With this technique the spatial
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non-uniformities,of order 10-20%, can be easily reduced to much better than 0.1% and in an extended

survey to very faint levels at 2.2 pm IRCAM has achieved a flat-field precision of 0.007%, by which we

mean the noise on the mean sky level in the flat-fielded image.

Typical bias, dark and skyflat frames are shown in Figure 2. Regular off-setting to the sky to obtain

flat-fields in cases where the primary frame is too crowded does, of course, double the observation time

-- making it the same as conventional IR photometry -- but, for a given total observation time a 50:50

split gives the best signal-to-noise. Also, subtle shifts in the color of the sky flat with time, for instance,

make this technique preferable to obtaining all the flats at the end of the night. Taking of such regular

sky frames has a convenient and practical side-effect in that it becomes very easy to display (object

sky) differences for a quick-look and provides a means of estimating the temporal stability of the

background.

4.1.4 Lamp calibrations.

Since IRCAM is used quite often with a Fabry-Perot interferometer, and now also with a grism, cal-

ibrations against an arc-lamp are required. These are basically of two types; wavelength calibration

and phase shift. For the former the arc lamp is in focus in the focal plane and for the latter the lamp

emission is uniformly diffused to produce a monochromatic flat field.

4.1.5 Polarization calibrations.

Instrumental polarization can be checked against unpolarized stars and position angle offsets from the

equatorial system are calibrated against a reference polarizer and against highly polarized sources. There

is a one magnitude loss in sensitivity in the IRPOL mode due almost entirely to the polarizer. Since the

precision in the measurement of the percentage polarization is O'p _, 70% x photometric precision/frame

in the photon-noise-limited case, then very high signal-to-noise ratios in photometry are required for

good polarimetry, typically 200:1. Good image registration is crucial in the calculation of accurate and

reliable polarization. Users should also be aware of the need to remove polarized sky emission from their

data (at the shorter near-IR wavelength) when the moon is bright especially if conditions are hazy.

4.2 Astronomical performance

In Table 3 we summarise the sensitivity or "limiting-magnitude" performance of IRCAM 1 in its high-

resolution mode of 0.63 _ per pixel which is well-matched to typical seeing conditions.

Scale J H K nbL

0.6 _/pix 21.5 21.0 20.3 14.6 mags

(3.82) (3.89)(4.70)(419)#Jy

Table 3: Sensitivity of IRCAM 1

Ine values are 3 sigma detections in 30 minutes expressed in equivalent magnitudes per square _ and

in # Jansky. The center wavelengths of the JHKnbL set are respectively 1.26, 1.65, 2.2 and 3.6/_m;

passbands are about 20% of the wavelength except for nbL which is 2%. For an object subtending 25

pixels (5×5) in the background-limited case the 3 sigma, 30 minute detection level is 19.1 at K.

Astronomical photometry with IR arrays is now a reality provided the same degree of care is taken as

with single-channel photometers (software apertures of sufficient size, psf fitting, airmass corrections).
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Figure 2: Four frames from a 62x58 InSb array from SBRC showing (a) Bias; (b) dark current; (c)

flat-field response at K (2.2#m); (d) the ratio of two fiat-fields.
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In a study of bright (K = 7) standard stars we achieved relative photometry between objects on the

same frame to 0.003 mag (0.3%) and between objects on different frames the agreement was rarely worse

than 0.03 mag (3%). Color corrections relative to the UKIRT InSb photometers seem to be small, as

expected. For fainter objects and extended sources it becomes essential to have "sky on the frame".

Observations of white dwarf stars at K=12-15 have given good agreement (3-5%) with the UKIRT

photometers and faint sequences are currently being established as a side-effect of an extensive study

of globular clusters.

5 RECENT RESULTS

Infrared imaging systems like IRCAM are now being used widely, in both hemispheres, and in diverse

applications. Popular reviews have been given by McLean 7,s and by Gatley et al. v. Progress has been

very rapid since the pivotal workshop on Infrared Astronomy with Arrays held in Hilo, Hawaii in March

1987 10. A selection of some of the highlights from the UKIRT camera over the past two years are listed

below.

5.1 Star forming regions

A complete, high resolution ( seeing-limited ) image of the high-mass star forming cluster in the Orion

Nebula was obtained during commissioning of IRCAM 1 leading firstly to a Luminosity Function at

2.2 #m-- a plot of the number of stars per unit magnitude interval -- ( see Figure 3 )and then to a full,

multi-color photometric study of over five hundred embedded stars 2,s. The latest results, using Point

Spread Function fitting with the DAOPHOT package, are described in the paper following this one.

Many other star forming regions have also been observed. A good example is the object Mon R2 IRS

24. Figure 7c shows a composite J, H and K image of the region where the J-flux has been colour coded

blue, the H-flux coded green and the K-flux coded red. This gives an immediate picture of the colour
variations over the object which in this case are interpreted as a combination of emission, absorption

and scattering.
In several cases the linear polarization of scattered fight from deeply embedded sources has been

used to locate the source and to distinguish it from a bright knots of nebulosity. An excellent example

is the source GGD-27 23 shown in Figure 4. The vector plot indicates that the brightest near-infrared

source is not the illumination source for the nebula.

Many images have been obtained in the light of molecular hydrogen (H2) emission of regions such
as HH7-11 and DR21 which show clear evidence of "bow" shocks 11 and in $106 where the disruption

of a placental cloud is observed 12

5.2 Galaxies

Infrared images of a great many IRAS galaxies, AGNs and known interacting galaxies have been obtained
with sufficient resolution to reveal the detailed morphology such as, multiple compact sources, bar-like

features, connecting "arms" etc., as well as provide surface brightness profiles.
We have also obtained the first high-resolution, completely-sampled infrared image of the giant spiral

galaxy M51 at 2.2 _tm (see Figure 5). Because the K fight from a galaxy is dominated by light from red

giant stars, which trace the distribution of the oldest and most massive stellar component, and because

it is significantly less affected by dust than optical emission, such near-infrared images are ideal for the

study of structure in nearby galaxies and for comparision with images at wavelengths dominated by

other processes ( e.g. HI, CO, HII, etc). Notice the absence of the striking dust lanes and obscuration in
front of the companion galaxy which are seen in optical images. In the IR the companion is clearly seen
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to be a barred spiral galaxy and there are also clear indications of a non-axisymmetric component in the

bulge of M51 itself. The bridge to the companion is much fainter in the IR (relative to the spiral arms)

than in the optical suggesting that most of the bridge must be composed of young stars. The contrast

in the spiral arms, which should show only the linear response of the stars to the density wave, is (as

predicted) less in the IR than the optical, and the arms are smoother and broader than the optical.

5.3 The Galactic Center

Continuous infrared imaging at 2.2 #m at a rate of about 4 frames per second was obtained of the

Galactic Center during a unique opportunity when the Moon occulted the source on three occasions

visible from Mauna Kea 13.14. Light curves have been obtained and the imaging photometry data have

made it possible to re-interpret aperture photometry observations enabling the components of IRS16 to

be distinguished ( see the paper by Becklin et al. ).

In another unique study, the first "velocity-resolved" images of the Galactic Center were obtained

using a near-infrared imaging Fabry-Perot interferometer tuned to the Brackett gamma line of hydrogen

at 2.166 /_m and with a velocity resolution of about 90 km/s; the spatial resolution was seeing-limited

at about 1 _ 15,1s The FP was scanned over a velocity range of 1045 km/s in steps of 55 km/s and

an IRCAM image of 100s on-chip integration time obtained at each setting. The narrow band Br 7

filter isolated one order of the FP and the central step of the scan was tuned to the velocity of Br 7

from IRS16. When the individual frames have been calibrated and registered, spectra for each spatial

location are generated from cuts through the data cube. This technique can generate 3600 spectra of

the Galactic Center region in only 30 minutes. Figure 6 shows a contour plot of the peak Br 7 emission

over the entire field and some sample spectra from a region 10.5 _S and 2.5 _W of IRS7. The lower

intensity level is 0 on all the spectra while the upper level is self-scaled to the maximum value. The

spectra show widely varying line profiles. For example in column 41 the lines display a "red wing"

which appears to die away as we move towards row 34 where the lines are narrow (<200km/s) and

then re-emerges in the south. Such evidence for multiple kinematic components is found throughout

the data.

5.4 Planetary nebulae

Images of a shock-heated toroidal ring of molecular hydrogen have been obtained 1_ of the planetary

nebula NGC7027 which contrasts dramatically with the optical and radio appearance of this object. The

radio maps show a shell structure and the optical image is peculiar and irregular due to extinction by

dust. McLean et al. re-classify NGC7027 as a "butterfly" or "bow-tie" planetary nebula most probably

in a fairly early stage of formation. A multicolor study of an even younger or "proto-planetary nebula"

called M2-9 reveals very clearly a large circumsteUar disk is. Both these objects are shown in Fig. 7a,b.

5.5 Supernova remnants

Using narrow band filters and the wide-field mode of IRCAM ( 2.4 _ pixel ) spectacular molecular

hydrogen emission in supernova remnants, such as the Cygnus Loop and the Crab Nebula, has been

observed with unexpected results which may indicate the occurrence of non-radiative precursor shocks

19,20. For the Cygnus Loop, a mosaic of 20 frames covering an area of about 7 × 7 7 of the bright filaments

in the north eastern segment of the loop revealed unexpectedly strong H2 emission; the bright optical

lines indicate that the shocks are fast (> 100 km/s) and in gas of moderate density (n -,_ 10 cm-3). The

H2 emission is associated with the bright optical emission and shows the same filamentary structure

but is generally displaced in front of the edge of the optical emission. Most of the H2 emission comes
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Figure 5: A 2.2#m (K band) image of the spiral galaxy M51 and its companion. This image is a

photometrically-calibrated mosaic of 88 overlapping frames in the 1.2 _' mode.
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Figure 7: (a) The S(1) v=i-0 emission from the planetary nebula NGC7027. The peak flux in the lobes
is about 5x10-21W cm-2; (b) the J-K color map of the proto-planetary object M2-9. The color bar

indicates J-K colors in the range 3-7 magnitudes. Overlaid on the map are contours of the J surface

brightness; (¢) a composite J, H and K image of the star forming region Mon R2 IRS
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froma region dominated in the optical by faint, collisionally-excited Balmer emission behind fast (200

kin/s) non-radiative shocks propagating into a partially neutral medium. If the pre-shock gas contains

a substantial fraction of H2 rather than HI then the H2 emission could also be excited in fast adiabatic

shocks. Alternatively the H2 could be excited by UV fluorescence powered by the bright optical shocks.

5.6 Globular clusters

A deep infrared survey of part of the globular cluster M71 was obtained and analysed using the

DAOPHOT software package 21. One strip in the southern part of the cluster has been thoroughly

analysed to yield K magnitudes for almost 300 stars using optimised fitting and iterating routines. The

best published optical photometry (photographic) does not go as deep and has only 70 stars in the

same area. Preliminary V,V-K color-magnitude and B-V,V-K color-color diagrams based on the photo-

graphic photometry look very encouraging. Initial experience with the DAOPHOT package suggested

that the K zeropoint can be uncertain at the 10% level because of systematic differences in the PSF of

the (bright) standard stars used for calibration.

5.7 Deep cosmological surveys

Using a cumulative observation time of almost 12 hours and very careful median-filtering techniques for

fiat-fielding, the deepest ever infrared images of faint, distant galaxies have been obtained. The limiting

magnitude (1 sigma noise) in these studies is around K --- 23; the brightness of the infrared background

at 2.2pro is approximately equivalent to K = 13 per square _ - a factor of 10,000! Combined with

deep optical CCD images, a population of galaxies at high redshift ( z_3.0 ) has been discovered with

extremely fiat spectral energy distributions characteristic of vigorous star formation suggesting that

these objects may be "protogalaxies" or galaxies formed earlier but now undergoing a rejuvenation

phase 22. An example of one such object is shown in Figure 8.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

These and many other studies barely scratch the surface of what is possible with photometrically cali-

brated infrared imaging systems. Despite certain limitations, we have been successful in demonstrating

flat-fielding accuracies to better than 1 part in 10,000 and relative photometry to better than about

0.01 mag or 1%.

There is no doubt that the 62x58 InSb array from SBRC has been an astoundingly successful device

and that it has catapulted infrared astronomy forward at an incredible pace. Even so, the need for larger

format detector arrays with lower readout noise and the highest possible quantum efficiency are already

urgent.
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1 Introduction

Infrared detector arrays are becoming increasingly available to the astronomy community, with a number of array

cameras already in use at national observatories, and others under development at many institutions. As the
detector technology and imaging instruments grow more sophisticated, more attention is focussed on the business

of turning raw data into scientifically significant information.

Turning pictures into papers, or equivalently, astronomy into astrophysics, both accurately and efficiently, is

the subject of this paper. I shall discuss some of the factors that can be considered at each of three major stages;
acquisition, reduction, and analysis, concentrating in particular on several of the questions most relevant to the

techniques currently applied to near infrared imaging.

2 Data Acquisition

Effective reduction and analysis begin with effective data acquisition. As infrared cameras have become available,
observing techniques have been developed that combine features of conventional infrared photometry and raster

scanning, optical CCD imaging, as well as new procedures to account for unique problems presented by imaging
with small detector arrays at infrared wavelengths.

2.1 Source

Due to the bright sky background, broad band near infrared images become background limited quickly, on the
order of a minute. Only very shallow survey projects will require less time on a given field. For deeper experiments,

the telescope can be moved a few arcseconds after each background limited exposure is read out, before starting

the next--this makes it easier to replace bad pixels, and reduce noise due to fixed, time-independent noise sources

such as flat fielding errors. If the source fields are mainly blank, and sky images are being used as flat fields, this

method also makes it possible create flat fields from the source data itself. This eliminates the need for separate
sky measurements, and effectively increases the on-source integration time by a factor of two (see section 3.2).

2.2 Sky

Classical AC-coupled infrared photometry involves spending half the time measuring the sky; how important

is it to measure the sky when using an imaging camera? Sky images have two main uses--measuring the sky

brightness as in conventional photometry, and to provide a fiat field. The infrared sky background can be roughly
divided into three regimes:

• A < 2.5pln : dominated by enfission from the hydroxyl molecule OH*--highly structured, both spatially

and spectrally, with peak-to-trough intensity variations of up to 50%, on time scales of less than an hour [1].

• 2.5/Jm < _ < 10pm : thermal emission from telescope/warm ontics dominates--thermally stable, so
background is relatively stable.
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• A > 10pm: thermalemissionfromtelescope/warmopticsanda:mosphereroughlyequal--fairlyrapid
variationsill atmospherictemperatureandopacitymakeforlessstal_lebackground.

Sky intensity monitoring

The near infrared sky background can change by up to 50% on a time sca _ of about half an hour--therefore tlle

sky brightness should be measured every 10-30 minutes. This may or may not require separate sky images:

• Blank field experiments--if any given source image is more or less _mpty, there is enough sky information
in the source data alone: the median value in the image provides an accurate estimate of the sky brightness

at the time it was obtained. Small time scale sky variations are almost irrelevant; all pixels in the array

integrate simultaneously, and the total sky background contribution should be the same for each.

• Filled field experiments--if the source fills the field of view, or you are making a mosaic of a large region

filled with low level nebulosity, some measurement of the sky away from the region is required. Current

array detectors are small--it is usually possible to find a blank patch of sky near to most sources. In some

places (e.g. the Galactic Centre), it may be harder to find a blank patch of sky--as array detectors get

bigger, it will be hard to find blank sky anywhere. As long as a patch of sky can be found that fills less

than one third of the array pixels with sources, the median value will provide a good estimate of the sky

brightness. Time interpolate between adjacent sky measurements to calculate the brightness at the time
when a given source frame was taken. However, sensitivity to any short time scale variability will remain

function of the time elapsed between sky measurements. If short time scale sky variations dominate the
experimental errors, a modified form of chopping can be used. The _iternating sequence of source and sky

images is co-added in separate sections of the instrument computer. Reading out and storing both co-added
images once every few minutes, the effects of short time scale variat :,ns are reduced--both images contain

a similar cumulative record of background variations at speeds up to the chopping frequency.

Taking skies for fiat fielding

Using sky images for fiat fielding is an effective way of obtaining very low residual noise. In blank field experiments,

where objects are rare, each image is mostly filled with sky, and median stacking techniques will filter out

the sources to provide a high accuracy flat field. No separate sky measurements are required. For filled field

experiments, separate skies will be required. If no completely blank field can be found, images taken at slightly
offset positions can be median stacked to remove sources.

In principle, the actual intensity of the sky background should not be important, and sky images taken many

hours before or after a source image could be used to flat field it. In practice, changes in the near infrared sky

brightness can seriously affect the quality of flat fielding--the changes in brightness are accompanied by changes

in the OH* emission line ratios. Integrated across a broad band filter, the effective 'colour' of the sky background

is changed on time scales of an hour or so. If separate sky images are being used to flat field source images at
broad band near infrared wavelengths, they are best obtained at least one, every half hour. This variability is of
even greater concern in higher spectral resolution.

2.3 Additional considerations

As well as imaging the source and the sky, several other factors should be considered at the telescope:

Instrumental offsets--measurements of system offsets may be required, including dark current and bias.

The frequency of measurement will depend on the stability of the detector system. If a dark current image
is used in the reduction procedure, the on-chip integration time should be the same as used for source and

sky measurements, but a larger number of dark frames should be co-added, to minimise its contribution to

the noise. Dark current frames can often be taken in twilight.

Flat fields--to remove pixel to pixel variations in quantum efficiency and gain, a flat field image is needed.

Typical fiat fields include images of the sky close in time and space to the source frame; images of the sky

at high and low airmass; images of the Moon; images of the inside of the dome; images of the twilight sky.
The signal to noise in the fiat field images should be significantly greater than in the source images, so that
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Figure 1: A mosaic scheme

the flat fielding process does not degrade the signal to noise in the reduced data. This is easy for fiat fields

which can be obtained during daylight or twilight hours, but the time spent on those that must be obtained

'on line', i.e. during observing hours, must be carefully examined. The flat fielding process is discussed in
section 3.2.

• Stapdards--to flux calibrate the data, images of standard sources will be required. The frequency of

measurement will depend on the required accuracy. A range of standards is required to measure atmospheric

extinction as a function of airmass, and photometric zero-points and colour terms. Standards can also be
used to check system linearity. Standards are discussed further in section 4.2.

• Linearity calibrations--if the detector is known to exhibit non-linear behaviour, calibration data may be

required to measure and remove it. Usually done for only once for a given detector--however, non-linearity
can be quite sensitive to operating conditions such as gate voltage. For the highest precision work, lin-

earity calibration data can be obtained in twilight each night. Non-linearity is discussed in more detail in
section 3.1.

• Mosaic scheme--if a large scale view of a region is required, a mosaic scheme is needed. For example,

figure 1 shows a fully overlapping grid of image positions, in which every point on the sky is imaged twice.
This scheme has many advantages, as discussed in section 3.3.

If a mosaic is made through two or more filters, it may be worth imaging each mosaic position througl:

each filter before moving to the next position: relative differences in seeing, airmass, and sky background
are minimised. In the case of bad weather, some fraction of the mosaic will be complete in all filters, rather

than all of the mosaic in just one. If the results of the experiment rely on multi-colour photometry, this is
the preferred outcome.
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3 Data Reduction

There are many subtleties to the process of reducing infrared imaging data, and more will undoubtedly be

uncovered as the data are subjected to increasing scrutiny. Following are some key points.

3.1 Linearisation

The so-called Direct Read-Out (DRO) type nmltiplexer is common amongst the current generation of devices.

Tile DRO uses a single source-follower for each detector, and the whole array is addressed sequentially via X and

Y shift registers. This is simpler to fabricate and quieter to operate than a surface channel CCD, but exhibits a

a drawback, namely non-linearity.

The DRO works as follows: the unit cell is reverse biased, to charge Jp the cell capacitance. Dark current

and photo-electrons formed in the detector substrate discharge the cell--measuring the voltage on the cell at tile

beginning cud the end of an integration period, the total voltage discharge can be determined. The instantaneous

rate of voltage discharge is determined by tile current flow and the cell capacitance--but, a large fraction of the
cell capacitance is junction capacitance, which changes as a function of the bias across the diode. Thus, as the

cell discharges, the voltage discharge achieved by a unit of input current changes. This makes it difficult to relate

the total voltage discharge to the total current integrated. Also, the amount of dark current generated depends

on the changing bias across the diode junction, adding to the problem.

A simple analogy

The explicit semiconductor physics behind the operation of a DRO-type detector is covered in detail elsewhere [2,
3,4,1]. In practice however, we are less concerned about why the DRO is non-linear, than how the non-linearity

appears in practice--a simple analogy may be drawn as follows. Figure '2 shows an optical CCD operating as

a bucket, with current represented by water. Exposed to light, photo-current is collected in the bucket, as is

dark current. At the end of an integration period, we measure the depth to which the bucket is filled, i.e. the

voltage change. Because the bucket has straight sides, the depth is directly proportional to the amount of current
collected. To determine the dark current contribution, a 'lid' is placed over the bucket. The rate of dark current

flow is the same as it was with the lid off--therefore it is easy to calculate the dark current contribution by an
appropriate linear scaling.

Figure 3 shows the equivalent bucket model for a DRO detector. Things are more complex--the the bucket
is immersed in water, and it has sloping sides and a hole in its bottom. Again, dark and photo-current fill the

bucket, the former fowing in through the hole in the bottom of the bucket, and latter coming in from above.

However, the final depth to which the bucket is filled (i.e. the voltage change) is not linearly proportional to the
amount of current collected, due to the sloping sides. As the bucket is filled, it takes more and more current to

increase the depth of the water by a unit amount. This non-linearity is equivalent to that caused by the change
in the junction capacitance as the diode discharges.

The non-linearity in dark current generation is seen when the bucket is covered. The dark current flows in

through the hole in the bottom of the bucket--it flows fastest when the bucket is empty; as the bucket fills, the
dark current flow decreases, stopping completely when the level of the water in the bucket reaches the level of

the water surrounding it. As the rate of dark current flow depends on the depth to which the bucket is filled,
it is not easy to relate the amount of current collected during a dark integration to the amount collected when

photo-current is also filling up the bucket.

This simple analogy can also explain another useful characteristic of the DRO circuit. When the optical

CCD bucket fills up, it overflows, and current spills over into adjacent buckets, the process known as blooming
or column bleeding. However, with the DRO, there is no blooming. When the bucket fills up, and passes the

saturation point (where the level of the water is the same inside and outside the bucket), the photo-current tries

to fill the bucket further. The dark current, however, now flows out through the hole in the bottom of the bucket,
effectively stopping the bucket from overflowing.

How bad is the non-linearity?

The device that has drawn most attention to the problem of DRO non-linearity is the SBRC 62 x 58 pixel
InSb+CRC228 DRO array. Figure 4 shows the measured non-linearity of an SBRC InSb+DRO device: the array
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was illuminated with a constant thermal background, by placing a piece of cardboard over the camera window

and imaging through the K (2.2pm) filter. The mean output signal over a clean section of the detector is shown

as a function of on-chip integration time. The non-linearity of the device is seen to be small and well behaved--a

quadratic provides an accurate fit to the measured data. In fact, the measured non-linearity is a little less than

predicted for the SBRC array [1]. This is probably due to parasitic capacitances in the actual device, unaccounted
for in the modelling. These are independent of detector bias, and thus reduce the non-linearity.

The practical effect of the non-linearity depends on the dynamic range in the data, rather than how deeply

the buckets are filled. The further apart in relative brightness two sourcer are in the same image, the larger the

error in their measured relative brightnesses. In the worst possible case, ,vith very little sky background, a very

bright pixel close to saturation, and a very faint pixel close to zero, the ratio of the measured pixel brightnesses
can be wrong by up to 10%, i.e. the bright pixel will appear about 10% fainter than it should when compared to

a linear extrapolation of tile faint pixel. Conversely, for two sources both close to a bright sky background, the

non-linearity will be slight. An extensive discussion of the quantitative effect of DRO non-linearity under a range

of typical observing conditions can be found elsewhere [1].

Removing the non-linearity

Removing the non-linearity of a DRO type device is not very difficult, and leas been addressed in detail elsewhere,

by Alan I|offmau of SBRC [4], and myself [1]--the non-linearity can easily be reduced to less than 1% across the

whole dynamic range of the detector. There are some points worth noting about practical implementations of
linearisation procedures:
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Figure 4: Measured non-linearity of the SBRC InSb+CRC228 DRO

• A numerical approach--make no a priori assumptions about the phy._ics of the device, and measure the non-

linearity in a controlled experiment involving constant brightness sources across a wide range of parameter

space.

The dark current is commonly assumed to be very small, that its non-linear behaviour can be ignored,

and that subtracting a dark current image will remove it completely. This simplifies matters considerably.

Only the shape of the curve as shown in figure 4 needs to be determined, i.e. the deviation from direct

proportionality between the integration time and the output signal. Each pixel is linearised by applying a

polynomial correction as a function of well depth.

If the dark current is not negligible (e.g. in low background spectroscopic experiments), the independent

dark current non-linearity should be accounted for. This can be done by taking a series of blanked-off

exposures with increasing integration time, as well as the corresponding set of illuminated exposures. The

two curves are combined to remove the effects of both non-linearities [4,1].

• An analytical approach--assume that the device physics can be mod_ lied, and that the non-linear behaviour

of the device can be predicted from a few key measurements of the parameters of a given device.

There is often considerable uncertainty in parameters such as the doping levels and the fixed capacitances.

Also, simplifying assumptions about the nature and temperature dependence of the dark current, and

whether the p-n junction has a step or graded profile, may be reqmred. These assumptions can lower the

accuracy of the resulting linearisation algorithm.

• A "don't" approach--assume the non-linearity is negligible and ignore it; this technique involves the least

work. Frequently, sources being measured are faint and close to the sky background, and therefore non-

linearity is negligible. Itowever, standard stars measured to photometrically calibrate the images might be

bright enough that non-linearity in their measurement becomes a factor.

• One curve or many?--a single calibration curve is often used to linearise an entire array. Deriving a curve

for each individual pixel is seen to be a more accurate technique, resulting in slightly improved signal to

noise after fiat fielding.
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3.2 Flat fielding

Of all the reduction steps applied to imaging data, the fiat fielding process remains the most arcane. Optical CCD
users have been tackling this question for more than a decade, with no 'standard' methodology yet agreed on.

The steps taken to fiat field data can depend heavily on the goals of the _xperiment--one project might require

obtaining the lowest possible noise across limited blank patches of sky in a search for extremely faint sources;

another might be concerned with photometric repeatability across the whole detector for accurate crowded field

point source photometry. The techniques used to achieve these disparate goals might not be the same.

Some possible flat fielding techniques

We can use simple algebraic representation of the factors determining how source photons arriving above the
atmosphere are turned into raw numbers in our computer, to examine a few of the fiat fielding techniques

currently 'in vogue' in the infrared imaging community. First the definition of some variables, noting that the

majority, except (hopefully) the on-chip integration time, will differ from pixel to pixel:

S -- the

tr -- the

al -- the

tr2 -- the
T -- the
r -- the

-- the
Ie -- the
t -- the

G -- the
0 -- the

extra-atmospheric source flux

sky flux at the position of the source

sky flux at a low airmass (e.g. the zenith)

sky flux at a high airmass (e.g. sec z = 2)
total warm optical throughput (including sky and telescope transmission)

telescope and warm optics background (independent of airmass)
total cold optical throughput (including transmission losses and detector QE)
detector dark current

on-chip integration time
electronic gain
electronic offset

Next generate some 'images' by combining the variables appropriately. Ncte, we are considering a linear system,

or at least one in which the data can be made linear, following one of the )rescriptions described in the previous
section:

Source frame

Sky frame

Low airmass frame

High airmass frame

Dark current frame

= ((((s+ + + Id)tV)+ 0

= (((aT+ r)_l+ la)tG)+ 0

= + + + 0
= (((a2T + r)rt + Ia)tG) + 0

= IatG+O

Next consider some of the ways to retrieve the source flux S from some combination of these images. Implicit in

the algebra is the fact that we are manipulating the images on an individual pixel basis.

* Optical reduction: A simple version of the technique used for optical CCD data. First, the additive dark

current and electronic components are subtracted from the source md fiat field frame. Then the source

frame is divided by the fiat field frame, in this case, an image of blank sky. The critical assumption made

here is that the fiat field (i.e. the sky) is indeed fiat across the field of view (FOV) of the detector:

(Source - Dark) _ (S + a)T 4 r (1)
(Sky - Dark) trT + r

At A < 2pm, r -_ 0, i.e. there is no flux from the telescope and other warm optics (,_ 300K)--the result
reduces to :

(Source - Dark) S + a- (2)
(Sky - Dark) a

Usually the flat fielded image is normalised. Multiplying by the mean of a clean area of the (Sky - Dark)

image, i.e. aTqtG, images fiat fielded by different sky frames can be compared. Noting that a and _ cancel
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becausewehaveassumedtile skyto beflat acrosstheFOV,we obtain:

(Source - Dark) x (Sky - Dark) = STotG + aTrflG (3)
(Sky - Dark)

Finally, the sky background is removed. We assumed the sky was lit across the detector FOV, thus we

can subtract a mean value, determined either from the source framo itself (if it is not crowded and does

not contain low level nebulosity), or from the blank sky frame, if it was taken nearby in space and time. In
either case, the mean sky value is algebraically equivalent to trTr#G

(Source - Dark)
x (Sky - Dark) - (Sky - Dark) = STrltG (4)

(Sky - Dark)

For each pixel we have the source flux falling on it multiplied by the mean system throughput and the

integration time. The integration time is trivially removed by division, while the system throughput is

'removed' by comparing a given source measurement with that for a standard source, whose absolute

brightness is known.

At A > 2pm however, the telescope and warm optical emission r is nol zero. Returning to equation 1, the

flat field component of the equation becomes (aT + r). If r is flat across the FOV, then the algebra can be

retraced to arrive back at equation 4. But, if the telescope and warm optical emission is not flat across the

FOV, the process is invalidated. As these components are not in the same focal plane as the source, effects

such as vignetting can lead to changes in thermal illumination across the FOV.

• Thermal reduction: Used at longer wavelengths, where the telescope and warm optical emission 7- is the

dominant component of the background, and where r alay well not be flat across the detector FOV. The

atmospheric part of the thermal background is a function of airm_s, and the telescope/warm optics part
r should not be. Therefore, a flat field is made by subtracting om sky frame taken at low airmass from

another sky frame taken at high airmass, removing r from the prol:lem. The resulting flat field should be

flat, if the a priori assumption that the sky is flat holds true. The source frame has its sky, T, and other

system offsets removed by subtracting a nearby sky frame; the resul; is divided by the fiat field frame:

(Source - Sky) = S (5)
(Itigh Airmass - Low Airmass) or2 - or1

This is normalised, multiplying by the mean of the tlat field, (a_ - al)TotG. This leads back to equation 4,
again with the proviso that (a2 - cry) for any given pixel is equal to (a2 - a_), i.e. that the sky is flat.

This technique is 'more correct' when the warm optical thermal background is a factor, floweret, the use of
four images rather than three will result in slightly higher noise. Also, there may be large enough differences

in the emission at low and high airmass (e.g. colour) that the whole technique might fail. Finally, if the

thermal emission background structure is a function of airmass (e.g. due to flexure), the technique is further
invalidated.

• Raw reduction : This technique is fast and easy--a sky frame is suLtracted from the source frame:

(Source - Sky) = STqtG (6)

The technique is incorrect, as it does not divide out any multiplicative pixel to pixel differences. Ilowever,

it is a useful way of obtaining a quick look at the source data. In the limit of a blank field with no source

flux, one sky frame is being subtracted from another; all the mul _plicative factors and additive factors

cancel out. All that is left is noise (shot, read-out, etc.)--thus it is an effective way of looking for minor
perturbations near the background, i.e. very faint sources. It should not be used for photometric work,
where the source flux is not close to zero.

This list of techniques by no means covers the whole range of possible approaches. For example, a modified

version of the 'thermal reduction' can be used at non-thermal wavelengths: a raw sky frame is subtracted from
the raw source frame, effectively removing the additive components, such as system offset, dark current, and sky

background. The result is divided by a flat field constructed from images of (say) the Moon or the dome, in order

to correct for colour dependent effects in the detector quantum efficiency.
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Some practical considerations

There are additional subtleties in the flat fielding process. For example:

• The flat field 'colour'--not only will the quantum efficiency be variabl, from pixel to pixel across the detector,

it is also likely to be wavelength dependent. The two effects will probably be correlated if quantum efficiency

is related to thickness of the detector material, i.e. the spatial structure of the flat field may be wavelength

dependent.

Therefore, an accurate flat field should not only be flat, but should also be the same 'colour' as the source:

a very red source should be divided by a very red flat field, while conversely, a blue source should be divided
by a blue flat field. 'Coloured' flat fields are created in the optical by imaging the inside of the dome,

illuminated by tungsten lamps covered with a range of colour modifying filters. Also, the twilight sky is
observed at different times relative to sunset and sunrise, as the colour of the sky changes [5]. Similarly,

'coloured' flat fields can be achieved in the near infrared: an out of focus image of a lunar mare provides

a flat field with approximately solar colours [6], and illuminating the dome with fairly dim tungsten lamps
(T-_ 2000-3000 K) will provide an analogue for late type stars. It is more difficult to create a flat field with
an equivalent colour of J-K',.5m.O, or one that matches the colour of the sky seen through narrow band

filters, or a Fabry-P6rot 6talon: flat fielding these very narrow band images can be tricky. Note that the

nighttime sky background from 1-2.5pro is virtually all line emission, with an effective integrated broad

band 'colour' unlike any black-body or dust reddened source [1]. There is a certain circularity in choosing
the colour of the flat field source to match the colour of your program objects--there will always be some
colour related errors in flat fielding process.

• Stacking sky flats--if a number of sky images are obtained during the night for use as flat fields, they can
be stacked to create a master flat, with higher signal to noise. At broad band near infrared wavelengths

(J,H,K), making a master flat out of sky images taken up to an hour :ither side of the source frame can yield

the expected reduction in residual noise after flat fielding. However, adding in data from outside this time

frame, the residual noise starts to increase again. This is not unexpected--the the OH _ emission component
of the sky background can change by 50% on time scales of a half hour, and in addition, changes in sky

background "will occur as the telescope changes in airmass. Intensity changes are usually accompanied
by colour changes, reducing the effectiveness of the stacked flat field. Long term drifts in instrumental

parameters such as electronic gain, dark current, and detector temperature, can also make it undesirable

to stack a whole night's sky flats. Little is gained by combining more than .._ 5 individual skies to create a
master flat--beyond that, only about another 10% reduction in residual noise will be obtained.

How accurately can we flat field?

The accuracy that can be achieved in the fiat fielding process depends largely on the definition of "accuracy",
and to illustrate this we shall examine two extreme cases:

• Residual background noise---in the case of deep searches for very faint sources, the aim is to reduce the pixel
to pixel noise over relatively limited regions of the array, in order to spot small enhancements above the

noise. Gross structures across the field are not important if they have a much larger scale size than the faint

objects being sought. The limiting case is blank field, which is just an image of the sky background. The
best fiat field in this case is an image of another piece of blank sky, taken nearby in both space and time.

In the limit, source frames can be used to fiat field themselves. After each image is read out, the array is

moved on the sky by an amount somewhat larger than the objects being searched for. Provided real sources

fill no more than about one third of each image, a master fiat field can formed by taking the median for each
pixel through the images stacked directly on top of one another. Each source frame is divided by the master

fiat, registered up on common objects, and co-added to provide a master image. This approach has been

used to locate very faint galaxy populations, both with optical CCDs [7], and near infrared arrays (McLean,
private communication). A residual noise of less than 0.01% of the sky background can be achieved.

• Photometric uniformity--program sources and standard stars may fall on different parts of the detector

array, and accurate measurement of their relative brightnesses will depend on the large scale uniformity, in-
cluding vignetting, image ghosting, and colour sensitivity differences across the array. Intra-pixel variations
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mayalsobeimportant.Takingalargenumberofimagesofastandardstar,eachtimemovingtile starto
aslightlynewpositiononthearray,tile total fluxcanbemeasuredat eachnewposition,andtiledegreeof
photometricuniformityacrosstilearraycanbederived.Usinganun(mrofflatfieldingtechniquesinvolving
coloureddomeflatsandimagesof thetwilightsky,uniformitieson iheorderof 3%havebeenmeasured
usingthis technique(Forrest,privatecommunication).

Flatfieldingtechniquesusedto achievetheverylowestsmallscalepixelto Axel noise might not result in the best

photometric uniformity, and conversely, the technique that best corrects for photometric non-uniformities might
result in increased pixel to pixel noise in the background. Different techniques may be applicable depending on

the experimental goal.

3.3 Mosaic making

Making large scale mosaics out of many smaller images is an effective way of showing the large scale structures

in a region at seeing limited spatial resolution, previously almost impossible in the infrared. Although mosaic

making should be reduced in importance with the advent of much larger format arrays, the use of -,_ 64 x 64 pixel
arrays is likely to continue for a few years yet. Also with no equivalent to the combination of Schmidt telescope

and photographic plate, the infrared astronomer will still want to make mosaics even when 256 x 256 pixel arrays

are common.

Positional offsets

Few telescopes can offset with an accuracy equal to one seeing limited pixy] (-,, 0.5_'), and therefore, for accurate

mosaicing, there should be overlap between adjacent images to allow registration on common objects. Point
sources are most effective--centroids can be defined to better than 1/lt_th of a pixel if fully sampled. In the

absence of point sources, extended regions of nebulosity can be used, but w:ll result in lower accuracy registration.

The calculation of positional offsets is trivial: common sources can be manually identified on an image display,
their centroids found, and offsets derived. Alternatively, more sophisticated automatic cross correlation procedures

can be used, searching for the best fit offset around a box centred on the _lominal offset position.

Sky background and transparency changes

These effects can be difficult to remove; one is additive, the other muitiplicative. One possible approach is as

follows: once the positional offset between a pair of images has been calculated, two intensities for any given point

on the sky in the overlap region can be obtained, one from each image. By plotting pairs of values as x and y,

a straight line should result (see figure 5). The intercept on the y-axis determines the difference in additive sky

background, and the slope determines the relative change in the multiplicative transparency.
To produce a well defined straight line, a large dynamic range is needed, i.e. pairs of points measuring both

faint and bright sources in the overlap region. If there are bright sources in the overlap region, they will usually

be stars. Unless images are accurately registered to significantly less than one FWHM, stars will not exactly

overlap, and the plotted value pairs will not be well correlated. Registering fully sampled images to less than one

FWI1M requires shifting to a fraction of a pixel--the interpolation require:l will propagate bad pixels. In many
situations, only faint sources and nebulosity close to the sky background will be imaged, resulting in a much less

correlated plot_ee figure 6. Making an accurate linear fit in this situation is more difficult.

A less direct approach can be taken. Regular measurements of a nearby blank field for fiat fielding purposes will

also monitor changes in the sky background. Time interpolating, the background component of each source image
is calculated and subtracted. Regular measurement of a nearby isolated standard star monitors transparency

changes, removed by multiplication. Applying these externally calculated corrections, mosaic images usually

are reasonably well matched--any small residual offset is assumed (perhaps erroneously) to be additive and is
calculated from the mean difference between overlapping pixel pairs.

It is hard to write infallible automated software to perform these tasks alone. Once the first order corrections

have been automatically applied, the resulting mosaic should be manually inspected for joins, and the necessary

corrections applied to remove them. The human eye is very sensitive to edges--in practice, intensity offsets as

small as 0.5a can be spotted when mosaicing fields with gaussian noise distributions, standard deviation a.
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Combiningpixel values
Tocalculatetheintensityofeachpointonthesky,tilemosaiccallbeconsideredasaseriesof photographslaid
downon topofeachother,tile valuefor eachpointjust beingthevalueof thecorrespondingpixelin the last
imagelaiddown.llowever,thiswastestheinformationinanypixels'covetedup'byimageslaidontopof them.

A bettermethodis to takethemeanin the z-direction, i.e. for any given point on the sky, take the mean of

the values in the corresponding pixels in all the images that cover that point. If two images both cover a given

region, a v_ signal to noise gain would be expected; three overlapping images should yield a gain of v_, and so

Oil.

If there is incomplete overlap, taking the mean and increasing signal to noise in the areas that are covered

more than once may result in a patchy looking mosaic, some areas having higher signal to noise than others--a
factor of vf2 difference is readily discernable. A fully overlapping mosaic ;cheme as shown in figure 1 will avoid

this problem.
The mean can be skewed by bad pixels, of which there are two kinds: fixed ones, which are always bad; and

sporadic ones, which can crop up anywhere at any time. The former might be 'leaky', 'dead', or might not flat

field properly: they can be catalogued, and a 'bad mask' or 'bad pixel list' used to flag them, and exclude them

when calculating the mean. A sporadic bad pixel might be due to a cosmic ray hit or electronic glitch, and are less

easily dealt with. If they are infrequent, they can be ignored, included in the mean, detected in the final mosaic,

and then suitably replaced. This works well if the image scale fully samples the seeing--single pixel events are

easily identified as bad. In undersampled modes where stars may appear as single pixels, this approach can be

dangerous.
Taking the median rather than the mean of the pixel values in the z-direction will remove sporadic bad pixels.

However, for a gaussian distribution, the mean is a better estimator of the true value than the median, and for

small numbers of overlapping frames (< 10), the mean will result in a gre;_ter improvement in signal to noise.
Another form of 'bad data' can occur, more insidious than the isolate ] single pixel event. Infrared cameras

have relatively complex optics, and there is a possibility of ghost images and other diffuse features being generated,

perhaps near to a bright source, or perhaps far from it, depending on the optical scattering paths. Although these

spurious 'sources' are often easily recognised by their peculiar shape, sometimes they are not. A fully overlapping
mosaic scheme proves invaluable in detecting and replacing them--any an) source that only appears in one frame

of an overlapping pair can be considered spurious. Flagging the pixels containing the spurious 'source' as bad,

good data from the overlapping image can be used to 'patch' the final mosaic. Mosaic schemes using only a small

overlap make it more difficult to detect and remove these undesirable features.

An example

The best scheme will depend on the data being combined. Compromise approaches may be appropriate, with

bad masks used to identify fixed bad pixels, a median technique to identify sporadic ones, and flagging to identify

spurious 'sources'; after all types are rejected, the mean of the remaining pixels can be used to calculate the final
val ue,

As an example, take a mosaic of 145 2.2tztn images of the Trapezium cluster in the Orion Nebula, obtained

using the mosaic scheme shown in figure 1. Further details are given in section 3.4. Figure 7 shows the result

of taking the mean at every pixel, with no regard to bad pixels. Even the fairly clean SBRC InSb+DRO array

used for the experiment results in quite a mess when mosaiced. IIowever, figure 8 shows the result of throwing
a switch in the mosaic making software, telling it to account for known bad pixels. Bad data in one image was

replaced with good data from another overlapping one; no replacement by artificial data has taken place. The
effect is dramatic, with only a few bad pixels remaining, some scattered, and some near tile edge of the mosaic,

where each point on the sky was imaged once only--the effectiveness of a fnlly overlapping mosaic scheme is well

demonstrated.

3.4 Overlaying multiple images

A 'true-colour' composite image can be created by superimposing three images taken through different filters,

representing one each as blue, green, and red, usually in increasing wavelength order. The technique has been

extensively applied in the optical, to both photographs [8] and CCD images [9], and has already found popularity
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Figure7: Nobadpixelhandling Figure8: Automaticbadpixelhandling

in tileinfraredimagingcommunity,asit can graphically reveal cool and reddened sources, and regions of increased
extinctiou.

• Pixel scale--the pixel scale may be wavelength dependent if transmissive reimaging optics are used, and

images taken at different wavelengths should be resampled on to a comlnon pixel scale. With a number of

bright point sources common to each image, the relative pixel scales can easily be determined--otherwise,
a large scale mosaic call be used. At longer infrared wavelengths, few point sources are visible at all--the

problem of determining absolute and/or relative pixel scales is harder.

The relative difference in pixel scales may only be --_ a few percent and is often overlooked, particularly if

a image contains only one point source and some diffuse emission. Ignoring the pixel scale difference could
lead to systematic errors when deriving the radial dependence of the nebular J- K colour, for example--the

images should be resampled to a common pixel scale first.

• Dynamic range compression--the dynamic range in infrared images can be very large, and effectively display-

ing bright point sources and faint nebulosity in a single image sometimes requires non-linear compression.

Logarithmic compression is often used, although square, cube, and higher roots of the data have been found
empirically to give the necessary compression without reducing contrast quite as much. In some cases, tech-

niques such as histogram equalisation may be usefifl--these account for the actual numerical distribution

of bright and faint data points in a given image, redistributing them across tire dynamic range more evenly.

• Intensity scaling--choosing the relative intensity scaling levels for the multiple images is as much an aesthetic
issue as scientific. In the visible, the 'true-colour' technique is usually used to create a colour image of a

source as it would be seen by the human eye if the retina was more sensitive to low flux levels, while

maintaining the same general colour balance it has at high flux levels [8]. Ilowever, extrapolating the
technique to the infrared, there is no point of reference for how an infrared sensitive eye might perceive

'colours'. For example, what should be forced to come out looking white in a composite? An object with

equal flux in detected photo-electron units through each filter, or one with equal extra-atmospheric photon

units, i.e. accounting for the total system throughput at each wavelength? Many regions imaged in the

infrared have a large amount of dust extinction towards them--the dust could be effectively 'stripped away'
by skewing the intensity scaling according to how much each filter is affected by extinction. The flux from

stars is predominantly black-body continuum, and the 'colour' of a star in a composite can be physically

meaningfill. Ilowever, extended emission is often due to a complex combination of continuum and line,
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reflectedandintrinsic,molecularandatomic,andtheamountof extended emission seen through each filter

will have more to do with which lines happen lie within its bandpass, rather than some simpler diagnostic,

e.g. the gas temperature.

An example

Each case must be treated separately. As all example of how a reasonable compromise may be reached, take tile
colour composite image of the Orion Nebula shown in figure 9.

The data were obtained by myself and Colin Aspin using the common-user 1-5pro camera IRCAM on the

3.8m United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, during the week 24-31 December 1987. IRCAM uses 62 x 58 pixel

SBRC InSb+DRO array--additional details of this instrument are given _lsewhere [10]. A 145 position mosaic

scheme was used, as shown in figure 1: the image scale was -_ 0.62 arcseconds per pixel, and the total mosaic

covers a 5 x 5 arcminute region centred oil the Trapezium OB association. Each position was observed at J, H,
and K before moving to the next. Nearby sky frames were taken after every third mosaic position, and standard

stars were monitored frequently.

The data were reduced using the 'optical' technique described in section 3.2, with stacked sky images used

as flat fields. Positional and intensity offsets were calculated from the image overlaps, and the sky and standard

images. The full reduction procedure will be discussed elsewhere, as will the results of imaging photometry of

the almost 500 members of the Trapezium cluster [11].

The three raw mosaics were overlaid on a 24-bit colour image display, one each in the red, green, and blue

planes. They were registered at the mosaic centre (the brightest Trapezium star, 01 Ori C), and the relative pixel
scales were calculated from positions of a number of stars around the edge of the mosaic. The throe images were

bilinearly interpolated to a common pixel scale.

Each image has a dynamic range of about 4000--displayed linearly to show the structure in the nebulosity,

the region surrounding the Trapezium OB stars becomes completely saturated, and displayed to show detail in

the Trapezium, the nebulosity is almost invisible. Taking the 4v/of each pixel intensity shows the Trapezium and
nebular structure simultaneously, while retaining a reasonable amount of contrast in the fainter nebular structure.

To give a wide colour differentiation among the stars, the high intensity scaling levels were chosen such that

a star came out white if its J-H and H-I( colours were equal to the mean stellar colours of normal cluster

members. These mean colours are roughly lm.l and 0m7 respectively. The low intensity scaling levels were set

to make the south-west corner of the composite come out black. While somewhat arbitrary, it has the effect of

giving most of the nebulosity a bluish tinge, consistent with much of the emission in the region being hot thermal

continuum from the ionised hydrogen gas, at an electron temperature around 104 K, and brightest through the J
filter.

The chosen display levels give the desired effect--there is a reasonable spread in stellar colours; the hot OB
stars appear blue-white; most of the optically visible stars, known to be mostly young late types with some

reddening towards them appear white; and the 'infrared' stars (i.e. those not seen at optical wavelengths) appear

various shades of yellow, orange and red, depending on stellar type, extinction, and evolutionary status. The tlIl
region nebulosity appears bluish, while reflection nebulosity around the embedded BN-KL complex, and molecular

hydrogen emission from beyond the bar and outside the IIII region are seen as reddish.

4 Data Analysis

Having arrived at the 'final' image, the next stage is to determine the brightness of sources, point-like and diffuse,

within the image. There are two distinct components to this process--the measurement of the 'instrumental' flux
from the source, and the conversion of those units to a standard system.

4.1 Measurement of source flux

The technique required to measure the flux from a 'source' in instrumental units such as ADUs or electrons, will

depend on the type of source, its surroundings, and the desired accuracy. Sources might be point-like (e.g. stars),

or extended (e.g. reflection nebulae, galaxies); they might be isolated, or confused, in a crowded cluster; there

might be just sky beneath the source, or it might be embedded in structured nebulosity. Much of the following
discussion will concentrate on point source measurement--this is the hardest to do accurately. In this context,
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Figure 10: An example aperture curve of growth

'accurate measurement' implies errors --, a few percent, the best routinely achieved by conventional photometry,

and the level at which many subtle systematic and random errors can crop up.

Software aperture

This technique simulates a single element photometer system, in which all _,he flux falling within a given aperture
is added together. A software aperture can take a variety of shapes and sizes, and can be carefully chosen to

avoid contamination by fainter nearby objects. Another software aperture placed elsewhere in the image is used
to calculate the sky and/or nebular component--this necessarily assumes that these latter components are the

same at both the on-source and off-source positions.

For extended emission, this technique can be very useful--the only real alternatives are contour maps or

calibrated grey scale images. Software apertures are also often used to measure point sources, and there the

technique must be more critically regarded.

Some finite sized aperture is used to measure the flux from a point source. Ilowever, for any reasonably

small radius aperture (_< 5 arcseconds), some flux will remain unmeasured outside the aperture. The difference
between the flux measured through the finite sized aperture and the 'total flux' from the point source as would

be measured through an infinite diameter aperture is derived frona the aperture 'curve of growth' (COG).

Unfortunately, changes in the seeing can badly affect the COG. See;ng profiles measured with solid state

imaging devices can be well represented analytically by a Lorentzian, with a narrower core yet more extended
wings than given by the more usually assumed gaussian profile--as the see ng gets worse, more flux is seen in tile

wings of the profile [12].

Figure 10 shows COGs derived from lneasurements of standard stars during one night of observing. The wave-
length and camera focus were the same for all measurements, and none of the standards have faint companions.

All the curves have been normalised to pass through zero at an aperture radius of 5 pixels the diagram only

shows the increase in flux beyond that point, not the amount contained in the core. The data marked by crosses
and squares represent two measurements made of the same star some four hours apart in time. The cross data

show an increase in measured magnitude out to an aperture radius of about 12 pixels (_ 7.5a), beyond which
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notmuchincreaseisseen.Tilesquaredatahowever,showa continuingincreaseoutbeyonda radiusof 20pixels
(--_12.5;;').At thispoint,thedifferencebetweenthetwocurvesisabout0m.07,i.e.about7%in flux terms.For
reference,theconventionalseeingparameter,theFWIIMof thepointsourceprofile,was_ 1.45_'for thecross
data,and-_1.55_for thesquaredata,asmallchange.

Therefore,if asmallapertureisusedto measureprogramstars,thecorrectionto aninfinitediameteraperture
couldeasilybeseveralpercentout,if calculatedfromaCOGderivedfroma standardstarmeasuredunderonly
slightlydifferentseeingconditions.

Thelargerthearraysbecome,thelesserthisproblem.If all theprogramstarscanbemeasuredononeimage,
seeingchangeswillmatterless--allstarswillneedthesameaperturecorrecLion,andanyerrorin theCOGderived
fromastandardstarmeasurementtakenat anothertimewillonlyresultinasystematicshift intheprogramstar
magfiitudes.Withsmallarrays,onlya limitednumberof sourcescanbemeasuredat anyonetime, and seeing

variations from image to image will create random errors, a worse situation.
In a crowded field, the measurement aperture for any given star will occasionally also include flux from nearby

stars. The error for any given star is random--some stars will have nearby companions, some will not. The overall

effect is systematic however--flux from another source included in the aperture can only increase the calculated

brightness, and averaged over a whole crowded field, the stellar frequency function will appear systematically

bright.

Point spread function (PSF) fitting

The technique of choice for crowded field point source photometry is PSF fitting, the best known example of

which is Peter Stetson's DAOPHOT package [13]. The technique assumes that all point sources within an image

have the same PSF, and that bright and faint stars only differ by a linear intensity scaling of the same profile.
The PSF is defined from the mean profile of a few fairly bright, well isolated stars in the image. All other

point-like sources in the image are identified, either automatically or by hand--aperture photometry provides

a first approximation to the stellar brightnesses. A model of the point sources in the image is generated from

a series of overlapping PSFs, and the brightness and position of each model star is varied until the resulting

structure converges in its similarity to the original image. All but a few bright stars are subtracted from the
image--aperture photometry performed on the latter provides a normalisation between the profile magnitudes

and large diameter aperture photometry. At that point, comments applied to software aperture photometry

become relevant again.

Well tried and tested on optical CCD data, the PSF fitting technique has been applied to infrared imaging

data with limited success. The main pit falls are as follows:

• One of the underlying assumptions of PSF fitting photometry is that the PSF is the same for all stars being

fitted. Due again to the limited size of the current detectors, only a small number of stars can be seen in

any one image, and at least one of those stars nmst be used as a template PSF. Combined with the effects

of bad pixels, this makes it likely that a large scale mosaic will be used. IIowever, as the individual mosaic
images are taken sequentially, the PSF will not be the same across the mosaic. Also, making a mosaic

where multiple images of the same star are co-added in an overlap region, the resulting stellar profile will
be further distorted. Even if every individual field had one isolated bright PSF template star and a small

group of crowded program stars, problems with the final aperture corrections still apply, as standard stars
will have been measured at a different time, with a different curve of growth.

• Another assumption made when PSF fitting is that the background underneath the stars is flat, or at the

very worst, uniformly varying on a large scale. Due to the very nature of infrared astronomy, many regions

have bright emission and reflection nebulosity associated with point sources--the nebulosity can seriously
affect the point source PSF fitting. Modified procedures are needed to account for both the stellar PSF and

a structured background beneath the star.

• The limited size of current arrays, and the desire to image very faint low surface brightness sources often
leads to the use of images scales of 1-2_'/pixel, undersampling the seeing. For PSF fitting photometry the

seeing must be fully sampled, and pixel sizes in the range 0.2-0.5 _ are optimum. In the background limit,

which is almost always achievable by on-chip integration, the only thing that large pixel scales buy is field

of view. With the current generation of detectors, field of view is at a premium, but the use of heavily

undersampled pixel scales will probably decrease as infrared arrays grow in size.
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Contour maps and grey scale images

For regions of extended emission, contour maps are the most effective way of showing the calibrated intensity

in terms of flux per unit surface area. By comparing the total measured signal from a standard star with its

known flux, it is easy to convert an image from instrumental units to flux units on a per pixel basis. However,

contour maps can be difficult to 'read' if there is small scale structure (e.g. stars) ill the extended emission, and

a grey scale image can show these details more effectively, and still provide a reasonable indication of the surface
brightness, with an accompanying calibrated intensity wedge.

4.2 Conversion to a standard system

To make meaningful astrophysical deductions about sources in the images (e.g. equivalent black-body tempera-

ture, stellar type, evolutionary status, dust extinction), fluxes measured in instrumental units must be converted

to a 'standard system'.

As well as using standards as zero-points, colour terms should be considered. These terms can be quite large

even for transformations between single element photometers: a highly reddened object with a J-K of ,,_5m0 on

the AAO system would have a colour of',_4m. 5 on the CTIO system, a sign;ficant difference [14]. Infrared imaging

systems are quite different to their predecessors, the single element photometers--re-imaging mirrors may be

used; new large diameter infrared filters are being used; the detector material may be anti-reflection coated, or

made of a material such as HgCdTe, little used in single element photometers. Thus, the 'colour equations' for

infrared imaging systems might be quite different to those determined for the single element detector systems.

Correspondingly, measurements of a number of standard sources, both bright and faint, and both blue and
red will be required to accurately calibrate infrared imaging data. Bright sources can be found in the usual lists

of photometric standards, such as those of Elias et al. [15]. These stars are typically ,-_7m0 at K, and rapidly

saturate array cameras on large telescopes. If instrument systematics such as non-linearity are taken seriously,

standards much closer in brightness to the program objects are required, certainly as faint as K=10m0-12m0, and

perhaps even as faint K=15m. 0-17m. 0. Some limited work has been done using faint white dwarfs, but it would be

extremely useful if a consortium of faint standards could be developed, perhaps based on a homogenised system

(e.g. [16]).

4.3 Measurement errors

There are a number of ways in which systematic and random errors can creep into the measurement of a point

source before it is finally placed on the I-IR diagram, for example. Considering the number of steps involved in

reducing and analysing infrared imaging data, some of which have been discussed in this paper, cumulative errors

,-_ 10% in the magnitude of a star, and errors --, 15% in its position on an tlR diagram seem likely at this time. In

addition, it is likely that imaging photometry with the current generation of detector arrays will involve mosaic

making, and errors due to changes in seeing and aperture curves of growth, and residual errors in additive and
nmltiplicative intensity corrections, should also be considered.

As an object lesson in quite how hard imaging photometry can be, it is worth reading the recent paper on

optical CCD photometry of the globular cluster M92 by Stetson and Harris [5], in which they painstakingly analyse
the errors that arise in converting raw images into calibrated luminosity functions, quoting a final accuracy in

their tie in to a standard system of +1%. Bearing in mind that optical CCDs have been in serious astronomical

use for over a decade, there are undoubtedly many lessons yet to be learned about obtaining accurate calibrated

photometry with infrared imaging arrays.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, I have drawn on my own experiences in infrared imaging, mainly using the UKIRT 1-5 pm camera,
IRCAM, and its 62 x 58 pixel SBRC InSb+DRO array. I have only covered some of the possible approaches to

acquisition, reduction, and analysis, those most suited to the kinds of data I myself have obtained. Hopefully,

I have made some points of a general enough nature to provoke deeper thought about the techniques currently

being developed throughout the field.
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Tilemostimportantpointto reinforceis that obtainingaccuratedatafrominfraredarraysis noteasy,and
thatwemustbepreparedto expendconsiderableenergyinextractingtheundoubtedlyexcitingnewinformation
that will resultfromtile introductionof imaginginto infraredastronomy.
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Abstract: An infrared (2.2#m, K-band) search of small regions (25" square) near

26 members of the Taurus star-forming association has revealed 20 dim (K = 13-16 mag)

stellar objects near 13 of them. Of these 20 objects, 9 are exceptionally red. It is argued

that these 9 are probably also Taurus members. From the luminosities (0.8 - 4 x 10-3L®)

and ages (estimated at 106 years), masses can be determined by reference to theoretical

low-mass cooling curves. The masses are in the range 0.005-0.015 M®, i.e. low-mass brown

dwarfs. Proper motion studies of 7 of the objects visible on the POSS plates conducted by

Burton Jones establish that 4 are highly probable Taurus members while 1 is a possible
member.

I. Introduction

The theory of self-gravitating gaseous bodies predicts that below a mass of about 0.08

M®, the central temperatures will never be high enough to initiate stable nuclear burning.

These sub-stellar objects, which subsist on gravitational energy and cool eternally, have

been dubbed brown dwarfs (Tarter, 1986). To date, there are no unambiguous indentifi-

cations of a bona-fide brown dwarf, though there are several candidates which are either

low mass stars or high mass brown dwarfs, depending on their precise ages. It is of great

interest to know if brown dwarfs do exist in the galaxy and, if so, how many there are

and what are their masses. A sufficient population of brown dwarfs could represent a large

mass which is dim visually. This would have enormous implications for the "missing mass"

problem in our galaxy and perhaps others.

Previous searches for brown dwarfs have concentrated on objects ranging in age from

,,_ l0 s to 101° years. At these advanced ages, brown dwarfs will be cool and dim, especially

low mass brown dwarfs. Therefore such searches require high sensitivity to cool objects

and will be most sensitive to higher mass brown dwarfs. At very young ages, however,

even relatively low mass brown dwarfs of 0.01 M®, will be relatively luminous. Further-

more, because of the nature of the Hayashi evolutionary tracks, dominated by convection

internally and H-radiative opacity at the surface, the effective temperatures will be rela-

tively high, around 2500 -3500 K in the early stages of evolution. For instance, a 0.01 M®

brown dwarf 106 years old will have a luminosity of ,-_ 1.6 - 1.8 x 10-3L® and an effective
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temperature ,-_ 2300 - 2600K (Nelson et al. 1986, Lunine et al. 1989).

Based on these ideas, we searched in the vicinities of 26 T-Tauri stars in the Taurus

star-forming association. A total of 20 dim (apparent K magnitude 13-16) objects were

discovered near 13 of the T-Tauri stars. Of these 20, at least 9 were exceptionally red. We

argue that it is extremely unlikely that the red objects could be foreground or background

stars and are therefore probably also members of Taurus. Assuming ages equal to the

average age of Taurus members (106 years) and using the above theoretical evolutionary

curves, we estimate masses of 0.005 - 0.0153,/o based on the observed luminosities.

The key question of true Taurus membership has received strong support from the

proper motion studies of Burton Jones (1989, private communication). Of the seven objects

visible on the mid-1950's POSS red plates, he has found 4 to have proper motions which

indicate Taurus membership and rule out a background star. We conclude that the bulk of

the red stars really are Taurus members and therefore low mass brown dwarfs as calculated
above.

II. Observations

Infrared observations of 26 T-Tauri stars in Taurus were made at the NASA 3.0m In-

frared Telescope Facility on Mauna Ken on 6 nights in September, 1988 using the Rochester

58 x 62 InSb infrared camera. (This project had not been granted offcial observing time, so

a small amount of time, amounting to one night total, was borrowed from other approved

projects for this run.) Our procedure was to place the T-Tauri star in the center of the

25" square field-of-view of the camera. Then the telescope was nodded to presumed blank

sky, usually 100-200" S, to acquire a background frame. The telescope was then nodded

back to the T-Tauri star and 2 exposures of 33 scconds each in the photometric K-band

()_o = 2.23pm, AA = 0.41/1m) were acquired. The images were inspected by subtracting

the background frame and displaying them on a video monitor with display levels set to

reveal the dimmest possible object. A stellar object near the T-Tauri star was seen as a

bright (positive) image, while a stellar object in the sky frame was seen as a dark (negative)

image. We estimate a limiting magnitude of circa 16 for definite detection of positive stars

and somewhat brighter for negative stars.

If a positive star was seen, measurements in the H (Ao = 1.65#m, /x,A = 0.32#m)

and J (Ao = 1.25_m, A)_ = 0.21#m) bands were also acquired. In addition, if the original

telescope position placed the newly discovered object in a bad part of the array, either near

the edge or near the crack in the southeast corner, the telescope was moved to re-position

the source more optimally. In most cases, a negative star, i.e. one present in the distant

sky beam, was not followed up with J and H photometry unless a positive star was also

present. On some occasions, our sky beams were positioned only 24" from the main beam.

In these cases, negative stars were measured in all bands.

A typical 2.23_m image is shown in figure 1. The K _ 13 mag stellar object 8" S of

LkCa 4 was first seen. Moving the telescope for better viewing revealed the second K _ 14

mag stellar object 13" W of LkCa 4. In this case, a 75" square region surrounding LkCa

4 was also surveyed, to a limit of K = 15 - 16 mag. No further stellar objects were found.
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The imageswere processedas follows to derive photometric magnitudes. First, as
discussedby Forrest et al. (1989, this conference), the output of the array is inherently

non-linear. Data, both source and background images, were therefore first linearized as

described in Forrest et al. (1989). After background subtraction, the pixel-to-pixel nonuni-

formities were eliminated through division by a flat field. We considered candidate flat

fields (linearized) from the blue morning or evening sky and the inside of the dome illu-

minated by five 1000W incandescent light bulbs. There was very little difference between

any of the flat fields taken throughout the run. We tested the photometric performance of

the flat fields by imaging standard stars at 25 grid positions on the array. Using a combi-

nation of dome and blue sky flat fields, the best photometric performance was a standard

deviation of 4.5% of the average. As discussed in Forrest et al. (1989), we attribute a large

component of the variation to pincushion distortion in our reimaging optics. After cor-

recting the flat field for this effect, the variation improved to 2.6% at K. The uncertainty

due to flat fielding will be somewhat higher at g and H.

Standard stars were observed throughout each night for calibration purposes. Mea-

surements in a synthetic octagonal aperture 4.6" in diameter indicated quite stable values

in the J, H, and K bands. The companions were often very faint, ranging down to a J

magnitude of 17. For accurate photometry, a method of estimating the total signal from

the star without contribution from nearby sky signal was developed. An octagonal aper-

ture 3.8" in diameter was centered on the companion. The outer annulus 0.42" (one pixel)

wide was used to estimate the sky level. This surface brightness level (counts per pixel)

was subtracted from the inner octagon, 2.9" in diameter, to give the total star signal.

This method of differential photometry is dependent on the seeing, which will smear true

star signal into the sky annulus. Measurements on the standard stars indicated a 4-2%

uncertainty at H and K and -t-5% uncertainty at J due to this effect.

We estimate a net uncertainty -l-10% in the K, H, J fluxes and colors. To this must

be added uncertainty due to detector noise for the fainter sources. Tests of tile accuracy

of the photometry and colors were generally favorable. For a red standard, we used Giclas

77-31 (Elias et al. 1982) with K = 7.84, J - H = 0.58 and H - K = 0.32. Calibrating

this in the same manner as the companion stars gave K = 7.90, H - K = 0.26 and

J - H = 0.56, well within our quoted 10% uncertainties. For dim standards we observed

the white dwarfs H 27 and VR 16 from Zuckerman and Becklin (1987,ZB). For H 27 we got

J = 14.68 -t- 0.15, H = 14.71 -t- 0.1,K = 14.72 -t- .14 while ZB quote J = 14.70, K = 14.90.

The J magnitude is satisfactory but the K magnitudes differ by 0.18, which is somewhat

larger than our estimated uncertainty of 0.14 mag. This may indicate a slight problem

in our photometry, or it could indicate that H 27 has an infrared excess similar to the

white dwarf LB 1497 studied by ZB. For VR 16, we found the white dwarf had a dim

companion 4.4" to tile W (as well as a star comparable in brightness to the white dwarf

6" W in our 100" S sky beam). For the white dwarf we derive J = 14.58, H = 14.61

and K = 14.74, somewhat brighter than ZB's J = 14.64, K = 14.85. The 4.4" W

companion was J = 16.14, H = 15.97, K = 15.86. ZB used 12" diameter aperature, which

should have included the 4" W companion. However, the sum of the white dwarf and the

4" W companion is brighter than ZB's measurements by 0.3-0.4 magnitudes, which is well

outside the uncertainties. (We conclude that ZB probably missed this companion.) If the
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4" W companion is also in the Hyades, its absolute K magnitude would be MK = 12.6,

which would be the dimmest known main sequence star. Since it is not outstandingly red,

we suggest it may be a cool white dwarf. A typical background star would be a K1 main

sequence star reddened by AK = 0.22. This appears incompatible with the observed colors

of the 4" W companion.

We conclude there is no systematic inaccuracies in our J, H, K photometry of dim, red

objects exceeding 0.1 in the magnitudes or colors. The photometric results for our objects

are given in Table 1. In Table 2 we list the T-Tauri stars without any nearby objects.

The plate scale, orientation, and optics distortion of our camera were determined by

measuring the star pairs -), Ari and "y Del and the stars O 1 A, B, C, and D in the Trapezium.

The average plate scale at K was 0.42" /pixel and the columns of the array were tilted

0.3* from north. By modeling the pincushion distortion, an accuracy of 0.5% in plate scale

and rotation was achieved over the whole array. The position of the companions relative

to the T-Tauri stars were measured by calculating the centroid in the same aperature used

for photometry. The resulting offsets, appropriate for the 1988.8 epoch are given in Table

1.

III. Discussion

We don't expect that all of the 20 objects discovered here are members of the Taurus

star-forming association. To predict the number of background stars expected, a star count

model based on the method of Elias (1978 a &: b) was developed. The star densities given

by Elias (1987a) were used. These were supplemented for main sequence spectral types

later than K3 using the V luminosity function of D'Antona and Mazzitelli (1986). This

was transformed to a K luminosity function using the relationship MK = 0.521My + 0.80,

which was found to fit the range Mv = 4.4 to 17. This relationship is derived from Liebert

and Probst's (1987) fig. 2 for low mass stars and Allen (1973) for higher mass stars. A

further extension of the Elias model was the inclusion of a screen of extinction AK = 0.2

mag. at 140 pc to account for the average extinction through Taurus of Av "_ 2. The

model was normalized to the K star count data of Elias (1978 b) in Taurus by variation of

the radial scale length a (Elias 1978 a). The resulting value of a = 3 kpc gave a predicted

value of 10.7 stars per square degree for K < 7.5, in adequate agreement with the actual

counts of 11. The cumulative number of stars brighter than K = 15.5 from this model is

3033 stars/square degree. For the observed counts, we have taken only the companions

seen at the initial telescope setting, with the T-Tauri star centered on the array. (We do

not include additional stars revealed when the telescope was moved or stars appearing in

our sky beams). We found 9 such objects brighter than K = 15.5 in our search of 26,

(25")2 fields. The model predicts 3.7, a factor of 2.4 lower. Therefore, we anticipate that

somewhat less than half of our objects may be field stars, while the rest are likely Taurus

members, based on the star counts alone.

To select the likely Taurus members, we consider the infrared colors J - H and H - K.

The colors from table 1 are plotted in figure 2. Also shown are the colors of main sequence

stars, the colors generated by interstellar extinction of Av = 2 mag., and the colors of
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2000-3500 K black bodies. The star count model predicts that the average field star will

be a K1 main sequence star 1.3 kpc distant with AK = 0.32 (corresponding to Av = 3.2

mag.). Such a star would have colors J - H = 0.75 and H - K = 0.33. Nine of our objects

have red colors, which differ significantly from these predicted colors, suggestive of low

mass objects in Taurus. We suggest these objects are likely Taurus members, based on

their colors and the large number found.

Red giant stars have colors similar to our objects, but a red giant would have to be

,,- 200 kpc away to appear at K = 15 magnitude. Reddened late M dwarfs would have

colors similar to our companions. However, from the star count model described above we

expect only 1 M-dwarf in our survey. Reddening in Taurus which exceeded the 0.2 mag.

AK (2 mag. Av), which we have already included, could cause a G to K background star

to appear as red as our objects. However detailed star counts in Taurus by Cernicharo

and Bachiller (1984) show a maximum of Av = 4 at the LkCa 5 position and considerably

less for the other objects. Therefore, this is not plausible either, since a value of Av > 4

in Taurus would be necessary to account for the observed colors.

A very strong test of Taurus membership is proper motion. Members of the Taurus

star forming region have typical proper motions of 2.3"/century in P.A. 164 ° east of north.

(Jones and Herbig 1979). A typical background star 1.3 kpc distant will have very small

proper motion, --_ .26"/century. Burton Jones (1989) has inspected the POSS plates from

the mid 1950's and finds about half of our objects can be seen on the red plate. The others

are either not visible or too close to the primary to be seen. For 7 of the objects with

proper motion data, 4 definitely have a proper motion characteristic of Taurus members

and inconsistent with background stars. These are almost certainly Taurus members. Of

the others, one is indeterminate, one has high proper motion (,-, 20" /century) and one

has a low proper motion consistent with a background star (table 1). We conclude that

a large fraction of our 11 most likely candidates actually are members of the Taurus star

forming association.

In order to estimate the masses of the dim, red Taurus members, we compare the

observed luminosities to those predicted by the theoretical evolutionary models of Nelson

et al. (1986) and Lunine et al. (1989). Using the distance to Taurus of 140 pc, the

luminosities are 0.8 - 4 × 10-3L®. For an age of 106 years, which is the average age of

the previously known Taurus members, the inferred masses are 0.005 - 0.015M®, i.e. low

mass brown dwarfs. The ages would have to exceed 10 s years for these objects to be stars

(M > 0.075M®). This is counter to experience in Taurus, where the average age is only

106 years and star formation apparently began in earnest only 107 years ago (Jones and

Herbig, 1979, Hartmann et al, 1987). Furthermore, the lifetime of star-forming molecular

clouds is believed to be only l0 T - l0 s years.

IV Conclusions

We conclude that Taurus harbors a considerable number of low-mass objects, typically

0.01 M® or 10 MJupite,-, which could be described as low mass brown dwarfs or high mass

planets. Detailed studies of the low mass objects identified here are necessary to better
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understand this new type of object.
Spectroscopicstudiescanlead to an understandingof the atmospheric structure. This

will allow determination of the effective temperatures which are needed to place them

on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram and to compare them with theoretical evolutionary

models of such objects. It may also be possible to determine the surface gravities, which

will give a direct estimate of the masses. For the objects which can't be seen on the

POSS plates for proper motion studies, the spectra will be needed to definitely establish

Taurus membership. K-band spectra will reveal the CO absorption (> 2.3/_m) and H20

absorption (1.9/_m and 2.7#m) if the object is actually a 2000-3000K substellar object on

its Hayashi convective track, rather than a reddened G-K background star.

Further survey observations are necessary to establish how widespread this

phenomenon is. If such objects are found throughout the extensive star-forming regions

in Taurus, they could represent a heretofore unknown but dynamically important mass

component of our galaxy.
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Figure 1 2.2ttm (K) image of a 24" x 26" region near tile T Tauri star LkCa 4 made

on 14 September 1988. North is up and East is to the left . The T Tauri star is the

bright object near the top. The dim object to the right (west) can also be seen on the

POSS red plate no. 1454 from 23 October 1955. Its proper motion (2.7" /century E and

2.2"/century S (Jones, 1989) is consistent with that of LkCa 4 and other Taurus members

but inconsistent with a distant background star. It is therefore a highly probable Taurus

member. Its luminosity derived from the measured infrared fluxes is 2 x 10-aL®. Its mass

is inferred to be __ 0.013,I O based on an estimated age of 106 years. The brighter object

to the left and below LkCa 4 is too close to be seen on the POSS plates and, therefore,

its proper motion is unavailable at this time. Its red colors indicate probable Taurus

membership. If this is confirmed spectroscopically, its luminosity would be 4 x 10-aLo

and its inferred mass about 0.0152ti®.
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Figure 2 Near infrared color-color plot of the objects (data points with error bars)

found in our Taurus survey. The data is from table 1. A 10,000 K star such as Vega (c_ Lyr)

define the zero point of H-K and J-H colors. Also shown is a vector corresponding to Av=2

mag of interstellar reddening in H-K and J-H. The curve with a J-H peak near H-K --- 0.15

represents the average colors of main sequence stars from Probst and Liebert (1983 ApJ,

274, 245) with the approximate positions of MO and M7 spectral types indicated. The

straight line with tick marks shows the infrared colors of black bodies with temperatures

of 2000 to 3500 K as indicated. The points outside the box represent stars with only ILK

(top) or J-H (right side) measurements. Exceptionally red objects, toward the top right in

this figure, are suggcsted to bc possible low mass brown dwarfs in the Taurus association.
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Abstract

The University of Hawaii operates an infrared camera with a 128x128 HgCdTe detector

array on loan from JPL's HIRIS project. The characteristics of this camera system will be

discussed. The infrared camera has been used to obtain images of the night side of Venus

prior to and after inferior conjunction in 1988. The images confirm Allen and Crawford's

(1984) discovery of bright features on the dark hemisphere of Venus visible in the H and K

bands. Our images of these features are the best obtained to date. We derive a pseudo

rotation period of 6.5 days for these features and 1.74 pm brightness temperatures between

425 K and 480 K. The features are produced by nonuniform absorption in the middle cloud

layer (47-57 Km altitude) of thermal radiation from the lower Venus atmosphere (20-30 Km

altitude). A more detailed analysis of the data is in progress.

I. INTRODUCTION

Allen and Crawford (1984) discovered bright features on the dark side of Venus at

short infrared wavelengths, where thermal emission from the upper cloud layers of Venus

would be too faint to be detected. Spectroscopic observations confirmed that this radiation

is seen in two relatively narrow features at 1.74 pm and 2.3 I.tm wavelength, which are gaps

in the absorption of CO 2 and H2SO 4, the main absorbers in Venus atmosphere. In these
spectral features, we see deeper into the hot atmosphere of Venus and the spatial structure

arises from patchy absorption in optically thin clouds in the middle cloud layer (47-57 Km

altitude) of Venus atmosphere. From measurements of the pseudo rotation period of these

features, their association with the middle cloud layer can be confirmed. The features visible

in the near-infrared are different from the structure seen in the UV from spacecraft, which is

associated with the upper cloud level at 70 Km altitude. Groundbased near infrared

observations can therefore make important contributions to our understanding of the

dynamics of Venus atmosphere.
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II. Infrared Array Characteristics

We were using a 128x128 HgCdTe Detector Array with a cutoff wavelength of 2.51.tm,

manufactured by the Rockwell International Science Center. The Detector Array is Indium

bump bonded to a Reticon readout structure. This Detector array was made available to us

by JPL's HIRIS project and, for HIRIS, was optimized for high read-out rates and high flux

levels of an earth observing instrument in low earth orbit. Further, this device was

optimized for the 150 K operating temperature expected in the passively cooled HIRIS

instrument. For astronomical imaging, we use the device at a read-out rate of 41.ts per pixel

and achieve a read-noise of 2000 electrons. The peak quantum efficiency of the device itself

is about 30 % in K, 20% in H and less than 10% in J at an operating temperature of 100 K.

At lower temperatures, the Q.E. drops further, higher temperatures give a prohibitively large

darkcurrent. The device shows large scale variations of the quantum efficiency of a factor 2

peak to peak across the chip. The dark current is dominated by luminescence in the

multiplexer, reaching values as high as 4000 electrons per second near the output amplifier

of the multiplexer and 500 electrons per second near the center of the device. The full well

capacity is 800000 electrons, so that operation is always read noise limited. The device

works linearly up to 70% of full well, above which a smooth transition to saturation occurs.

The sensitivity of this detector array is clearly inferior to the performance achieved by other

IR-arrays currently in use for astronomy. Its strength is the large format, allowing imaging

of large fields of view without the need for extensive mosaicing.

IH. The Infrared Camera System

The 128x128 array is mounted in an uplooking liquid nitrogen dewar for use at the 2.2

m and 0.6 m telescopes of the University of Hawaii (Fig. 1).

_.. I ....... _]

Fig. 1: Cross section through the UH Infrared Camera dewar. The dewar is an uplooking

design with one LN 2 can. The optics are a straight refractive system with 1:1 reimaging.
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The dewar is currently equippedwith 1:1 reimagingopticsconsisting of a CaF 2 field lens
and a biconvex ZnSe reimaging lens. The cold stop can easily be exchanged for use of the

camera at different f-ratios ranging from f/5 (0.6 m) to f/35 (2.2 m). Up to now, the camera

has only been used at the f/10 focus of the UH 2.2 m telescope with a plate scale of 0.55

"/pixel. The read-out electronics, developed by JPL (Kaki, Bailey, and Hagood, 1988), are

mounted on the dewar. The 12 bit data words are transmitted via a high speed data link to a

buffer board in a 12 MHz Compac 286 computer which contains sufficient memory to store

a complete frame. This buffer board also controls the timing of the integrations. After

reading the data from the buffer, the computer than handles data display, subtraction of sky

frames, preliminary analysis and mass storage on disk and tape.

IV. Venus observations

As part of a collaboration lead by D. Crisp from JPL, involving UH, NOAO, and JPL's

Table Mountain Observatory, we obtained images of the dark hemisphere of Venus

approximately 2 weeks before and after inferior conjunction. A narrow band interference

filter centered on the 1.74_m feature was custom made by Barr Associates and distributed to

all participating observatories. This narrow band filter was used for most of the imaging

work. However, we also obtained some images in broad band K, where these atmospheric

features are also visible, and, for comparison, a few images at a wavelength of 1.57 I.tm,

where no radiation can escape through the middle cloud layer. We stopped the UH 2.2 m

telescope down to 0.55 m by an excentric full aperture mask mostly to keep sunlight from

hitting the primary mirror of the telescope. As a positive side effect, we thereby created an

unobstructed round telescope pupil eliminating the diffraction spikes of the secondary

support and thus enhancing the image contrast. The excentric aperture was oriented such

that sunlight would not reach the primary mirror during the daytime observations with Venus

being only 20 degrees away from the sun. To further reduce straylight levels from the sunlit

crescent of Venus, we placed a neutral density filter in the focal plane, covering the brightest

parts of the crescent while leaving the dark side of Venus unobscured. In the end of May

1988, prior to inferior conjunction, with Venus east of the sun, we only obtained images

under poor seeing conditions (2 arcsec or worse). In the end of June 1988, after inferior

conjunction, with Venus in the morning sky, we obtained data of very high quality on five

consecutive days. Each morning, the image quality was best in the first hour after sunrise

(0.5 to 0.7 arcsec seeing), resulting in diffraction limited image quality (0.8 arcsec), and later

deteriorated to typical mid-day seeing of 2 arcsec. The integration time in the narrow band

filter was 30 sec and 2 sec in broad band K. Sky frames were taken 2 arcmin away from

Venus and subtracted from the object frames. Skyflats were used for flatfield correction.

Between individual images, the telescope was deliberately moved by a few arcseconds, in

order to eliminate systematically bad pixels later. We typically took 20 frames per hour and

coadded the individual images in 30 min bins, which is a short enough time interval to

neglect motion of atmospheric features. For coaddition, the images were interpolated to

256x256 format, registered with a precision of one half the original pixel size, and coadded

with the systematically bad pixels masked off.
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V. Preliminary Results

The images, Fig. 2, show different atmospheric features on each day. Feature tracking

gave a pseudo-rotation period of 6.5 +/- 0.5 days, corresponding to equatorial wind speeds

of 68 m/s westwards. These wind speeds are consistent with Pioneer Venus and VEGA

Balloon measurements for the middle cloud region at altitudes of 47-57 Km (Preston et al.

1986). It should be noted that the IR cloud features are not identical to those seen on the

bright side of Venus in the UV. The UV features have a pseudo rotation period of 4 days

and are associated with the highest cloud layer at about 70 Km altitude. At 1.74 I.tm, the

brightness temperature of the brightest features is 480 K while the darkest features have

brightness temperatures of 425 K. We do not interpret this as temperature nonuniformities

in the middle cloud layer. Temperature nonuniformities of this magnitude in the middle

cloud layer have never been observed by in situ measurements and would be difficult to

understand theoretically. The brightness variations are interpreted as patchy, optically thin

absorption in relatively cold clouds (300-320 K, Sagdeev et al., 1986) against the

background of thermal radiation from lower layers of the atmosphere.

We plan to repeat observations of this kind during the next inferior conjunction of Venus,

which fortunately coincides closely with the flyby of the Galileo probe at Venus. We hope

to provide long time coverage of the atmospheric features on Venus while the spacecraft is

expected to obtain images with much better resolution for a relatively short time.

We thank the staff of the UH 2.2 m telescope for their support during these observations.

We thank E. Irwin, M. Wagner, and S. Massey for their help in designing and operating the

UH Infrared Camera and G. Bailey and S. Kaki for providing the drive electronics for this

device. The 128x128 infrared array is the result of work by the JPL Infrared Technology

Group in support of the Spaceborne Imaging Spectrometer Project Office at JPL under

funding by the NASA Office of Space Science and Application.
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Fig. 2 Images of the night hemisphere of Venus on five consecutive days. The images are

the result of coadding up to 12 individual 30 sec exposures, sky subtracted and flatfielded

images taken in a half hour interval. In the coaddition process, the images were individually

aligned and systematically bad pixels have been removed. The observation dates given in

Fig. 2 are the averages of the exposure dates of the individual frames coadded to produce

the images.
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ABSTRACT

This paper will show that large format PtSi Schottky diode infrared arrays, the Hughes 256 X 256 hybrid
Schottky array in particular, are competitive altematives to the smaller format photovoltaic arrays for ground-
based astronomy. The modest quantum efficiency of the PtSi compared to the photovoltaic devices is more than
compensated for by the larger format. The use of hybrid technology yields effective fill factors of nearly 100%,
and the low dark current, noise, excellent imaging characteristics, cost, and solid nitrogen operating temperature
add to the effectiveness of this array for ground-based imaging. In addition to discussing the characteristics of
this array, we will present laboratory test data and astronomical results achieved at Kitt Peak.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two dimensional Plla_t4inumsilicide (PtSi) Schottky barrier diode arrays have been utilized since the late
1970's. The early arrays - were burdened by poor fill factors due to their monolithic structure, in addition to
the poor quantum efficiency of thick film PtSi. Since that time, very thin silicides utilizing optically reflective
cavities, hybrid bump interconnect technology, and improved processing have dramatically improved the
effective quantum efficiency, decreased the dark current, and increased the yield, making the present generation
of arrays useful for ground-based astronomical applications.

This advance in technology has provided us with high performance arrays in the 256 X 256 format, with
expectations of even larger formats in the future. This paper discusses the performance of the Hughes 256 X
256 PtSi array, which was tested by NOAO in cooperation with Hughes Aircraft Co. to evaluate its astronomi-
cal capabilities. The exciting characteristics of this array for astronomy are the large format, very low dark
current, low noise, and case of operation. Additional positive features are the cosmetic quality, stability of per-
formance, and commercial availability.

2. DEVICE DESCRIPTION

Unlike most PtSi arrays, which are monolithic CCD's, this array utilizes hybrid technology. In this tech-
nique, the readout (ROIC) is fabricated using well-developed MOS technology and is tested separately before
being mated with the detector. The detector array is also fabricated and tested independently. Indium bumps
are defined on both the detector and readout, and those devices which pass the initial screening are then hybri-

dized. Figure 1 is a cross section of a complete array, showing the hybrid structure. Besides the obvious
benefits of increased yield and lower cost (since only good devices make it to the hybridization process), the fill
factor is large because the readout does not reduce the detection area. This is very important in the case of
Schottky devices because of thcir inherently lower quantum efficiency, and is crucial in any event for

]-]Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. under contract with the National Science Foundation.
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astronomical use.

The ROIC uses a dual shift register addressing technique and a source follower per detector unit cell. The
shift register is a two-phase non-overlapping clock design. Although the devices were designed to run at video
rates, the shift registers will run as slow as 1 Hz when cooled to 60 K. This approach has the advantage of
requiring fewer clocks, but the disadvantage of losing the ability to randomly access the pixels. This is not
much of a practical loss, since the random access feature in other arrays has rarely been utilized.

The detector array, shown in cross-section in Figure 2, is a thin film PtSi structure. The array we evaluated
incorporated a SiO dielectric optical cavity tuned to enhance the quantum efficiency at 4 microns, which unfor-

tunately resulted in an optical null at 2 microns. This is not an i_trinsic problem and is easily overcome by tun-
ing the cavity differently, as shown later. Elabd and Kosonocky provide a readable treatment of the use of opt-
ical cavities in thin film PtSi.

The principle of Schottky diode detection is the intemal photoemission of hot holes created by the absorp-
tion of a photon. The incoming photon excites electrons in the valence band to energies above the Fermi level,
creating holes below the Fermi level. A hot hole, one whose energy is above the Schottky barrier level, can
tunnel into the detector substrate. An additional constraint for hot hole tunneling is that its momentum normal
to the silicide-silicon surface correspond to an energy greater than the Schottky potential. The use of a dielectric
on the backside of the silicide increases the probability of hot hole injection by scattering at this surface and
significantly improves the quantum efficiency of these devices.

The fabrication of an extremely uniform silicide layer, as well as the lack of differential thermal contrac-

tion between the detector and ROIC, make possible physically large arrays with excellent cosmetic quality. Fig-
ure 3 is a ratio of two dome fiats (4 s and 2 s integration time), displayed over the range 1.9 - 2.1. With the
exception of the upper left comer, where the bonding to the detector substrate is made, only a few pixels were
non-operative.

3. ASTRONOMICAL PERFORMANCE

The arrays described here were evaluated in the laboratory, with emphasis on those characteristics impor-
tant for astronomical applications. Critical factors include (but are not limited to) dark current, read noise,
quantum efficiency, linearity, and stability. One of the arrays was used on several occasions at Kitt Peak

National Observatory to evaluate its performance under actual observing conditions; these results are discussed
in the following section. The characterization and telescope tests were all at a detector temperature of approxi-

mately 60K, a temperature attained by pumping on LN 2, obviating the need for LHe and reducing the cost and
complexity of operation.

After optimization for slow scan operation, the conversion gain (volts/electron) was determined using the
"mean-variance" technique of Fowler and Joyce 6. Following this, we determined the electrical gain by varying
the reset voltage on the detector, obtaining a value of 14 electrons/ADU at the detector node. We could then

calculate the capacitance of the detector and the system readout noise in electrons. The physical and derived

detector characteristics are given in Table 1. Although the node _apacitance is small, we were able to use a
large reset level (3 V) to obtain a theoretical well capacity of - 10 e_ectrons. In practice, the high conversion
gain and the 16-bit A/D limited the practical capacity to about 3 X 10 electrons, which nonetheless gave excel-
lent dynamic range due to the low read noise. The low node capacitance is largely repsonsible for the very low
read noise, although this array, like others we have tested, appears to generate considerable noise in the address-
ing operation itself.
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Table1-- DetectorCharacteristics

• HFPAStructure
Numberof Pixels
PixelSize
DetectorActiveArea
ReadoutType
SensorType

• HFPAPerformance
OperatingTemperature
DarkCurrent
Noise
NodeCapacitance
FullWell (3 V reset)

Thespecificreadouttechniqueusedpresently

256X 256; 65536elements
30gm X 30I.tm
28gm X 28 txrn
DirectReadout
PtSiSchottkyBarrier
(C1= 0.29/ eV; Wms = 0.22 eV)

60 K

< 10 electron/s
40 electrons

0.06 pF r
- 1 X l0 ° electrons

deserves mention at this point. A common method, which

we have used in the past, is to perform the address cycle (read signal, reset detector, read bias) on a sequential

pixel-by-pixel basis, as illustrated in Figure 4a. With7this data, the user can perform delta-reset, correlated dou-
ble sampling, or correlated triple sampling operations. Each of these techniques addresses different fundamen-
tal noise sources. However, our experience has indicated that the limiting performance is determined not by
fundamental noise processes, but by excess noise associated with the addressing cycle. An alternative tech-
nique, illustrated in Figure 4b, is to perform a detector reset (only) on the entire array, followed by a readout of
the entire array, without resetting (initial detector bias). After a delay for the desired integration time, the array
is read out again (signal). The difference between the two values is the measured signal. This is a form of
non-destructive double correlated sampling, but its most important fcature is the elimination of excess noise
associated with the resetting process. Using this technique, we have routinely achieved a read noise of 40 elec-
trons with these PtSi arrays. The use of triple correlation to remove some of the 1/f noise may lead to further
improvement, but we have not investigated this at present.

The dark current in this array, measured over time periods from 0.4 to 4000 seconds, is slightly higher for
integration times less than 100 s (approximately 10 electrons/s), decreasing to about 3 electrons/s at longer
integration times. Since these values are much lower than the background radiation flux for broadband imaging
applications, little additional testing was done. We point out that due to the lower quantum efficiency of
Schottky diodes, the dark current must be proportionally lower to avoid degrading the performance.

A key parameter for all detectors is the quantum efficiency. Two different arrays were tested in this effort.
The first was optimized for thermal imaging with an anti-reflection coating and optical cavity tuned for 4
microns. This had the unfortunate consequence of severely reducing the quantum efficiency at 2 microns. The
second array, with a different optical cavity, had a quantum efficiency "almost 10 times higher at 2 microns. The

measured quantum efficiencies of the two detectors as a function of wavele_agth are plotted in Figure 5, along
with the theoretical performance predictcd by a modified "Fowler" equation. The theoretical response utilizes
parameters determined from behavior in the 3 - 5 micron range and does not include the effects of transmission
through the Si substrate, and thus overestimates the quantum efficiency at shortcr wavelengths.

The effective optical fill factor of an array (which may be greater than the geometrical fill factor) is of
paramount importance to astronomy. It determines the effective quantum efficiency for an array, which is the
measured flux divided by the incident flux per area defined by the pixcl center- to-center spacing. More impor-
tantly, a near 100% fill factor is necessary for stellar imaging, or signal variations due to the image centroid
position relative to the centroid of the pixel point spread function (PSF) cannot be corrected. Pixel-to-pixel gain
variations may be calibrated by uniform illumination of the array (flatfielding). The pixel PSF was evaluated in
the laboratory by scanning a spot image (- 20 microns) along a row of the array. The measured response for
each of three adjacent pixels as a function of the spot position is plotted in Figure 6, along with the sum of the
response. The lack of a statistically measurable dip at the interstitial positions leads us to conclude that the fill
factor of this array is esscntially 100%.
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It is instructiveto comparetheperformanceof thePtSiarraywith thatof the SBRC InSb array on a pixel

basis. Figure 7a shows the calculated signal and noise, using typical values for InSb (rl = 0.6, N R = 300 elec-
trons) and PtSi (r1 = 0.05, N R = 40 electrons), for _ photon flux = 1000/s at a wavelength of 2.2 microns, as a
function of the integration time. Complete linearity is assumed. The solid lines represent the measured signal
(electrons) for the two detectors. The dashed lines represent the measured noise (electrons), under the assump-

tion that the only noise sources are the read noise N R and the shot noise of the radiation signal. The arrows
indicate equal contributions from these two noise sources and mark the transition from "read noise limited" to
"background limited" operation. The ratio of the signal/noise for InSb to that of PtSi, which may be considered
the relative performance, is plotted in Figure To. The read noise limited regime corresponds to observations
through very narrow spectral filters or applications such as speckle, where the integration time must be limited.

The signal/noise is directly proportional to integration time and the ratio rl/N R. The much lower read noise of
PtSi almost compensates for its lower quantum efficiency. Almost all astronomical imaging falls in the other,

background limited, category. The signal/noise in this regime is independent of read noise, depending only on
(rl) ' , giving the InSb an advantage of 3.5, or about 1.4 magnitudes in sensitivity for a given integration time.
Alternatively, the PtSi will require a factor of 12 greater integration time to reach the same signal/noise as the
InSb. For applications requiring coverage of a large spatial area, this is more than compensated for by the pixel
ratio of 18 between the 256 X 256 and 58 X 62 arrays.

An interesting parameter de!_ved from Figure 7a, the integration time to background limited performance
(shown by arrows), scales as (N R)/(rl), and is more than a factor of 4 less for the PtSi than for the InSb. In the
background limited regime, no hheoretical advantage distinguishes a small number of long integrations from a
large number of short integrations, as long as the total integration time is the same. Under the time-dependent
sky background conditions encountered in actual observing, the ability to reach background limited conditions
quickly may permit greater suppression of systematic effects, more than compensating for the slight increase in
overhead associated with shorter integrations.

4. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

For the astronomical tests, input optics were installed in the cry%stat to convert it to an uplooking camera
very similar to that used at KPNO with the 58 X 62 SBRC InSb array. To exploit fully the wide field capabili-

ties of the PtSi array, the telescope focal plane was reduced in scale by a factor o_f4, using AR-coated ZnSe
lenses. The optical path was similar to that illustrated in Figure 8 of Fowler et al. U The optics consisted of a
field lens near the telescope focal plane to reimage the exit pupil on a cold stop and a triplet in front of the array
to achieve the focal reduction. The resulting plate scale on the KPNO 1.3m telescope was 1.36 arcsec/pixel,
yielding a field of view 350 arcsec square. At the KPNO 2.1m telescope, the corresponding numbers are 0.78
arcsec/pixel and a 200 arcsec field.

Initial linearity observations were very encouraging. Figure 8 plots the integrated signal in a 5 pixel radius
aperture for three stars at integration times ranging from 0.4 to 500 s. The dashed lines have a slope of 1.0. No
significant deviation from linearity was seen for the two fainter stars; the deviation in the case of HR 5447
results from saturation of the electronics for the brightest pixels in the stellar image. The c',dculated intensity
differences for the three stars are equal, within the quoted uncertainty, to published values.

A striking example of the performance of this device is shown in Figure 9, a K band image of the galactic
center. This image is a mosaic of 25 exposures, each of 3 minutes, taken on 5 arcmin centers, and required
approximately 1.5 hours of observing time at the 1.3m telescope. In this and succeeding images, north is up
and east is to the left. The field of Figure 9 is approximately 27 arcmin on a side, or 70 pc at the distance of the
galactic center. The nucleus is prominent in the center, and thousands of stars, as faint as K = 14, are detected.
In addition, the plane of the galaxy, which runs from upper left to lower right, is evident, as is the patch of
extinction running parallel to and slightly below the plane, which indicates that our solar system actually lies
somewhat above the galactic plane. The patch of extinction about 10 arcmin NW of the center is almost devoid
of stars even at this wavelength, suggesting that it is both very thick optically and nearby. Since the visual
extinction to the galactic center is estimated to be 15 - 20 mag, almost none of the thousands of stars in this
image is detectable at visual wavelengths.
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Thelinearartifactseenon theleft sideof Figure9 resultsfrom a brightstarfallingon theedgeof the
detector-ROIChybridinterface.Someof thisradiationchannelsacrossthearraywithin theopticalcavity. This
effectcaneasilybepreventedbyopticalmaskingof thearray.

A similarartifact,resemblingdiffractionspikesalongtherow andcolumndirections,canbeseensur-
roundingverybrightstars.ThiseffectwasseenonlyatK withthearraytunedfor 4 micronoperationandprob-
ablyis a resultof thedetunedopticalcavityactingasa waveguideandchannellingsomeof thelight fromthe
stellarimagedowntherowsandcolumnsof thearray.Thisshouldnotbeasignificanteffectin anarraywitha
properlytunedopticalcavity.

Figure10 is a singleframeimage(24 coadded10sintegrations)of the OrionN_la througha 3.28
micronnarrowband(A_.= 0.1micron)filter,which isolatesthe"PAH" emissionfeature' , a tracerof "hot"
dustnearsourcesof ultravioletradiation.This imageprominentlyillustratestheconcentrationof this feature
alongtheionizationfrontof the nebula, 11,12 and shows that PtSi is adequate for many observations longward
of 3 microns. Although the theoretical advantage of the much higher quantum efficiency of InSb is considerable
in this region, the practical advantage in this "saturation limited" regime is constrained by the finite readout time
lot the array. The 58 X 62 InSb array in use at NOAO will saturate in the L band filter in approximately 0.1s; a
hypothetical 256 X 256 array in this material would require operation at much higher detector bias and clock
rate, or through a narrowband filter, to avoid saturation in the minimum integration time. Except for scientific
applications requiring narrowband imaging, the low quantum efficiency of PtSi in the L and M bands is com-
pensated for by the ability to use broadband filters.

Figure 11 is a large mosaic image of the region of the Orion Nebula in the H band. The field of view is
approximately 27 by 37 arcmin. The familiar shape of the Orion Nebula in the visible, largely the result of dust
obscuration, is modified in the infrared to a more symmetrical form. In addition to the Trapezium and the

OMC1 complex, one may trace a distribution of stars clusters extending to the north, including the OMC2 com-
plex and a previously unknown bipolar outflow object. This type of image gives a global view of the large and
small scale details of star formation in a way impossible before the advent of large-format sensitive infrared

arrays.

The construction of mosaic images such as these requires a detector with excellent long-term stability in

its spatial sensitivity characteristics, since the effects of temporally varying sky emission must be removed from
the individual images prior to coalescence. This is accomplished by using median-averaged frames of off-object
"sky", or the object frames themselves, if the star density is low enough, to generate a flatfield frame, essentially
a spatial gain map of the array using the sky background emission as a uniform illumination source. Dividing
the object frames by this flatfield reduces the sky background in each frame to a constant, which can be sub-
tracted in the mosaic operation. Any variation in the spatial gain over the array during the observations will be
manifested as discontinuities in the mosaic, since it will be impossible to match the levels at more than one
border. The lack of such features in Figures 9 and 11 attests to the excellent stability of the PtSi array.

An additional consideration for mosaic observations is the need to overlap adjacent frames to obtain a

common area for spatial registration and sky level matching. The area of this overlap region will depend on star
density and telescope pointing errors, and will be a smaller fraction of the field of view for a larger format army.
In addition, covering a given sky area with a small field of view requires that a greater fraction of time be spent
in overhead operations, such as moving the telescope. The net result is that for actual mapping operations, the
advantage of a large format array is considerably greater than the numerical pixel ratio.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper we have shown the capabilities and utility of PtSi large format arrays. Although their ulti-
mate sensitivity is a factor of 3 to 4 less than the most sensitive photovoltaic arrays, the larger format, stable
characteristics, and lower cost make them very attractive, competitive devices for ground-based astronomy.

The comparisons we have made between the 256 X 256 PtSi and the 58 X 62 InSb arrays indicate that
they may play complementary roles in astronomy. Certainly, for deep limit observations of distant galaxies or
faint stars, the sensitivity advantage of the InSb is of paramount importance. One cannot realistically overcome
this fact by a 12-fold increase in observing time, especially on 4 meter class telescopes. However, as pointed
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outabove,thenumericalpixeladvantagecanmorethancompensatefor thesensitivityfactorin observations of
extended fields. In addition, our experience indicates that it is very difficult to accurately mosaic extended

objects with a limited field of view that does not include "sky", without significant spatial oversampling. A
final point lies in the value of large format arrays on moderate aperture telescopes for serendipitous discovery
and the necessary survey work prior to deep imaging or spectroscopy on existing 4m and future 8m and 10m
class telescopes.
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Figure 9 (above). K band

mosaic of the galactic

center. Field of view

27 arcmin square.

Figure i0 (left). Single

frame image (6 arcmin square)

of Orion Nebula, through a

3.28 micron (A)_ = 0.i micron)

filter.
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Figure ]i. }1 band mosaic of tile Orion "<cbula. The field of vi<_w

is approximately 27 x 37 arcmin.
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ABSTRACT. We report on the development of stressed Ge:Ga detector arrays for

far-infrared astronomy from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO). We successfully

constructed and used a three channel detector array on five flights from the KAO,

and have conducted laboratory tests of a two dimensional, 25 element (5×5) detector

array. Each element of the three element array performs as well as our best single

channel detector, as do the tested elements of the 25 channel system. Some of the

exciting new science possible with far-infrared detector arrays is also discussed.

I. Introduction.

Impurity doped germanium photoconductors have been the primary detective devices for

far-infrared (FIR) astronomy for many years. The first FIR line detected from an

astronomical source was the 88 pm line of doubly ionized oxygen detected from the

MI7 HII region in 1975 (Ward et al. 1975). The instrument used was a grating

spectrometer with a single Ge:Ga photoconductor as the detector. Haller, Heuschen

and Richards (1979) demonstrated that the application of 60 kgf mm -2 of stress along

the [I00] crystalographic axis of these Ge:Ga photoconductors lowers the binding

levels of the Gallium impurity sites to about 6 meV, shifting the cutoff wavelength

of the detectors from -120 #m to longward of 200 pm.

Stressed Ge:Ga photoconductors were first used for astronomical spectroscopy by

Martin Harwit's group at Cornell in 1979. They reported the first astronomical

detection of the important fine structure line of singly ionized carbon at 158 #m

the following year (Russell et al. 1980). Stressed detectors have now been used

successfully by several groups for astronomical research including efforts at

Cornell and NASA Ames in the US, in Japan (c.f. Okuda et al. 1989), at MPA in West

Germany and our continuing efforts at UC Berkeley and MPE. The detectors and J-FET

transimpedance amplifiers have sufficiently low intrinsic noise figures to insure

background limited performance from spectrometers on the airborne and balloon borne

observatories for even the highest spectral resolutions employed to date (-20 km

s-l). Further improvements in the data rate for these spectrometers then requires

the implementation of detector arrays.

More than a dozen FIR molecular rotational lines and atomic fine structure lines

have been detected by several research groups with stressed detectors. Several

other important lines remain undetected. Of special interest are the several

rotational lines of H20 which lie in the wavelength range between 130 and 220 pm.

These lines are inaccessible even at aircraft altitudes due to obscuration by

terrestrial water vapor lines. Their detection awaits the introduction of space

based FIR spectrometers such as SIRTF and ISO.

We report the design and use of a three element linear array for the UCB tandem

Fabry Perot on the KAO, and the design and preliminary laboratory testing of a two

dimensional stressed detector array to be used on the KAO in a new very high

spectral resolution Fabry Perot system in the summer of 1989.
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II. A Very Compact Three Channel Stressed Detector.

In order to improve the data taking efficiency of our tandem Fabry Perot system, we

replaced our single channel system with a three element detector array.

A. Design Considerations.

The diffraction limited beam size at 158 _m for the 91.4 cm telescope on the KAO is

approximately 45". The plate scale at the detector in the UCB Tandem Fabry Perot is

45" per mm. Therefore, the optimal entrance aperture for our detectors (assuming a

point source) is 1 mm. It is easy to demonstrate (c.f. Lugten 1987) that the

maximum attainable resolution of a Fabry Perot is limited by the angular divergence

of the beam in that Fabry Perot. This divergence rapidly worsens as one goes off

axis in the system. To minimize this effect, the off-axis channel must be kept as

close as possible to the central ray. It is clearly advantageous to keep the beams

as close as possible to one another for sampling purposes as well.

This constraint presents a problem. The detectors themselves are typically 1 mm

cubes. The probability for single pass absorption for these size detectors is

roughly 5 10%. Integrating cavities are therefore required for good quantum

efficiency. Furthermore, each detector must be stressed nearly to the breaking point

along the [i00] axis. To achieve high quantum efficiency for a given wavelength (we

choose to optimize for 158 _m operation), this stress must be applied uniformly.

This insures the response curve in all parts of the detector peaks at the same

wavelength.

We achieved this by stacking individual detectors of the array along the stress axis

to form a linear array, enabling stress to be applied along a single axis with a

single set screw. Figure 1 illustrates our design. The detector is composed of

several simple pieces. Each Ge:Ga crystal, (e), (I mm cube) is mounted in its own

integrating cavity whose walls are a 4.5 mm hole drilled through a 1 mm thick wafer

of aluminum. The bottom of the cavity is formed by a 50 _m thick piece of

stainless shimstock, (a). The aluminum wafers are then stacked such that the bottom

of one detector cavity forms the top of the cavity below. The top cavity is capped

by the stainless steel top of the detector housing. The aluminum wafers are copper

plated, then soldered to the copper plated stainless steel shim stock. The 32 #m

copper plating serves as a cushioning pad for the Ge:Ga detectors along the stress

axis. This prevents Ge:Ga breakage due to unavoidable small imperfections in the

Ge:Ga crystal and stainless surfaces. Each detector is placed within about 50 #m of

the center of its cavity and fixed with indium solder. The corners of the detectors

are centered with respect to the entrance pinholes to ensure the first pass of

reflected radiation is trapped by the integrating cavity and not reflected directly

out through the entrance aperture. The detector housing itself is maintained at

constant voltage bias, while the signal end of the detector is electrically isolated

from the housing by a 75 _m thick sheet of mica, (c). The electrical connection is

obtained with a 25 _m thick sheet of brass, (d), which also serves as a stress pad

for the detector. Brass pads have an advantage over copper pads in that they

cushion adequately but will not extrude under stress nearly as much as copper pads

(Beeman et al. 1989). The brass pad has a 75 _m diameter high thermal impedance

(Constantan) wire indium soldered at one corner to complete the electrical circuit.

A I00 #m thick, 2 mm diameter disk of stainless steel, (b), is fixed to the bottom

of each detector wafer, which prevents "drumhead" distortions of the 50 _m stainless

plate as the stress is applied. These distortions would result in non-uniform

stress, manifested as a slow responsivity onset at long wavelengths, and non-optimal

response over a broad band. Stress is applied through the entire stack of three
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Figure i. (a) Cutaway drawing of three channel stressed detector array. The inset

is an enlarged view of the detector cavities themselves. (b) Top view of a single

detector "wafer" shown with the detector installed. (f) is a 250 #m wide, 250 #m

deep groove which retains the signal wire.

detectors with a single 1/4" -28 thread set screw. Screw torque is decoupled in the

standard manner, a 1/8" stainless steel ball bearing, and stress is delivered

through a 4.5 mm diameter piston 5 mm long. The body of the detector is constructed

of aluminum alloy which both ensures good thermal conductivity, and results in a

large amount of differential thermal contraction between the housing and the

stainless steel set screw, ball bearing, plunger and germanium crystal stack. Thus,

cooling the detector increases the stress along the detector array axis. The

completed detector is shown in Figure 2.

The initial stress on the detector is set at room temperature by measuring the DC

impedance of the detector as the screw is tightened. We have found that lowering

the impedance to about 859 of its unstressed value results in a responsivity curve

which peaks at about 158 _m for this type of detector housing. The differential

contraction in the detector housing during cooling will then result in a stress of

about 50 kgf mm 2 at 2 K.
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Figure 2. Photograph of

the three element linear

array. I mm pinholes are

installed.

TABLE i

Detector Cutoff _ Optimal Response 1,3

Bias

(microns) (mV) (Amp/Watt)

Noise Equivalent Power 2

Unvignetted a Inflight 4

(i00 km s -1) (I00 km s -1) (40 km s -1)

Single 210 15 4.6 3.9 3.9 2.5

Channel

Three

Channel

1 215 i0 4.1 4.0 5.6

2 (central) 220 I0 4.9 3.6 3.6

3 205 I0 4.0 3.9 4.6

2.3

5 x I 212 8 8.5 3.9

Linear Arrays

i At optimal bias.

2 In units of I0 -15 W-Hz "I/2, at 158 #m, at the quoted spectral resolutions (FWHM).

3 For a direct pass through the system; i.e. taking into account known vignetting

in the system for the side channels of the three channel detector, but not correct-

ing for walk-off in the Fabry Perot.

4 Referred to the sky, i.e. including all loses.
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B. Three-Element Array Performance

The operating characteristics of the three channel system are similar to the single

channel system previously used in the spectrometer (Table i). At 158 _m, the

detector response is -4 amps/Watt for each channel at the optimal bias voltage (i0

mV across the imm interelectrode distance). As the detector sensitivity as a

function of bias is nearly flat near the optimal bias point, all detectors may be

operated at their optimal sensitivity with a common detector bias. The transmission

of the entire optical path in the Fabry Perot spectrometer is of the order 16_

(Lugten, 1987). With this transmission, and given the background limited

performance of the spectrometer, we calculate a quantum efficiency of the order 20_

for all of the detectors. Electrical crosstalk has been determined through

laboratory measurements at about i_. Through in flight measurements of Jupiter

(42.5" diameter) we have determined the optical crosstalk between detectors, i.e.

that percentage of the signal from a point source in one channel which shows up as a

edge of the beam signal in the next adjacent channel. The beam overlap is Ii_ for

immediately adjacent channels, and 6_ for channels two beams away. The former value

is precisely that predicted for a 55" Gaussian beam convolved with the a disk the

size of Jupiter (Harris, 1988), while the later number is somewhat larger,

consistent with the known extended (non-Gaussian) wings of our FIR beam.

The cutoff wavelengths for each of the three detectors is nearly identical to that

of a single stressed detector (-210 #m), the onset is consistent with good uniform

stress across the three channels. We measure a system NEP at 158 _m for the central

channel of our array which is fully as good as our best single channel NEP

(-2-3x10"15W Hz °I/2 at 40 km s "I resolution). The side channels have a somewhat

higher NEP due to walkoff of the FIR radiation through the FP (c.f. Poglitsch et al.

1989). This problem is not severe at i00 km s °I resolution (factor of 1.3) but

rapidly worsens as the divergence limit of the side channel resolution (32 km s °I)

is approached.

The detectors are kept at -2.2 K by pum_in_ oF the liquid helium bath. At these
temperatures, the dark current is -3x10 e" s- . Due to the high background

environment on the KAO telescope (equivalent to a 240 K greybody of emissivity 25_)

this dark current is an insignificant effect (-I0_ of the KAO background_ We use a
standard matched dual J-FET (2N6484) transimpedance amplifier and 2 x i0='_ ELTEC

model 104 load resistors. The silicon J-FETs are mechanically coupled to the helium

work surface with thin wall fiberglass tube, and heated to an 80 K operating

temperature with a Ik_ carbon resistor. The detector is shielded from radiation

emitted by the heated J-FET assembly with a He temperature copper house around the

J-FET "tower". The transimpedance amplifier is essentially microphonic free.

III. A 5x5 Stressed Detector Array.

A. The Triple Fabry Perot Imaging Spectrometer.

As part of a new triple Fabry Perot imaging spectrometer, we have developed a 5x5

stressed detector array. The new Fabry-Perot is a collaborative effort between our

laboratories in Berkeley and Munich. The new spectrometer employs several

improvements over the tandem Fabry Perot system.

i. We now have a much larger diameter (4 cm vs. 1.6 cm) collimated beam through the

scanning Fabry Perot. As the angular divergence of rays in the Fabry Perot goes

roughly as the square of the physical size of the collimated beam (assuming

diffraction limited beams with the same f-ratio for both systems), the divergence
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limit of our new system is approximately eight times better for a given beam size

than for the old system. At 158 #m, the divergence limit for the central 40" pixel

is of the order 1.5 km s -I. We thus expect to achieve resolutions as high as 2 to 3

km s "I at the [CII] line frequency. At shorter wavelengths, the diffraction limited

beam is correspondingly smaller, permitting, for example spectral resolutions as

high as 0.5 km s -I at the bright 63.2 #m [OI] line. As with the three channel

system, at the highest resolutions the side channels will suffer much more due to

off axis rays than the central pixel. The "first ring" of eight pixels has a

divergence limit of about 8 km s -1, and the "second ring" of 16 pixels will have a

divergence limit of roughly 32 km s -I

2. We now employ three Fabry Perot interferometers in series to ensure the minimum

background radiation on the detectors even at the highest spectral resolution,

permitting significant (factor of three to six) improvements in system sensitivity.

3. The focal plane plate scale has been expanded to 4 mm per 40" beam. This

expanded scale permits the introduction for the first time of two dimensional

detector arrays. These two dimensional spatial arrays offer the advantage over

spectral arrays or spatial/spectral arrays of absolute plate scale registry between

adjacent pixels in a map.

4. The new spectrometer also features several other new features including: a)

Inflight selection of focal plane plate scale, adjustable from 40" to 20" in a few

seconds during flight; b) Precise in flight flat fielding with high and low

temperature blackbody calibration cells; c) Frequency switched operation of the

high order Fabry Perot which permitting accurate mapping of astronomical sources of

angular extent larger than the KAO chopper throw.

B. The 5x5 Detector Array Design.

The new 5x5 detector array is essentially an extension of the three detector system.

The array is constructed in a stacked manner as with the three channel system, so

that the finished detector array consists of five separate 5xl channel linear

arrays. A cutaway of the 5xl design is illustrated in Figure 3.

The housing is constructed of aluminum alloy. Each detector element, (c), is Imm x

Imm in cross section and has a 1.5 mm interelectrode distance. Stress is applied by

a single torque decoupled set screw through a stainless plunger. The elements in

the stack are separated by 3 mm tall close fitting stainless steel plungers which

also deliver the stress through the stack. Electrical connection and stress

application are achieved in precisely the same manner as with the three element

detector array. For all of the detectors in a stack, it is essential that each

element have roughly the same cross section through the stress axis, ensuring the

uniformity of stress in a stack. It is also important that the plunger walls be

both smooth and perpendicular to the stress axis. The detectors themselves must

also be cut perpendicular to the stress axis to ensure even application of the

stress across the detector face and minimize the probability of breakage.

The focal plane plate scale in the new Fabry Perot is i0" per millimeter. At 158

#m, a diffraction limited beam is therefore -4 mm in diameter. We use light cones

to condense this beam size to a reasonable size entrance pinhole (i mm) for the

detector integrating cavity. The back side of the cone array mates with the

detector array and forms a light tight integrating cavity. As with the three element

array, all optical elements of the array are plated with a layer of gold 5 #m thick

to ensure a corrosion resistant surface of very high reflectivity in the FIR.
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Figures 4 and 5 are photographs of a single linear array and ae comp eted 25

element array respectively. Each array element is identical, and has )een designed

to be stacked side to side with the adjacent elements. The entire unit makes a

reasonably compact unit 8 cm tall and 5 cm wide at the base.

Each linear array is has proven to be easy to assemble. The entire process from

cutting the brass pads to stressing the stack takes about two hours per array
element. Five stacks have been constructed, each element of which has been

thermally cycled to helium temperature at least six times to date with no mechanical

failures. The stress on a stack stays constant after about three thermal cycles.

Two detectors have been thoroughly tested with respect to sensitivity. Both

detectors, the central channel of an array, have 100P of the response and

sensitivity of our best single channel detector at both 158 #m and 186 #m,

consistent with good uniform stress and high quantum efficiency (Table I).
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Figure 4. (left) Photograph of a single 5×1 element linear array with the light

cone removed.

Figure 5. (right) Completed 5xl element stressed array with light cones.

IV. Transimpedance Amplifier Arrays

Low noise transimpedance amplifiers (TIA's) which operate at liquid helium

temperatures are an important development for detector array technology. Together

with the twenty five channel array, a new set of liquid helium temperature

transimpedance amplifier arrays has been developed. Each five by one element

detector stack has a five channel MESFET transimpedance amplifier securely mounted

to its back. These arrays of transim_edance amplifiers consist of five Mitsubishi
model 1402 GaAs FET's and five 3 x I0=_ ELTEC model 112 feedback resistors bonded to

a ceramic substrate. These integrated circuits are encased in an aluminum housing

which is mechanically attached to the back of each detector array element. The

entire assembly makes for a very compact and rugged design. With high input

impedance (>i011_) and small input noise figures (typically less than 150 nV Hz -I/2

at 20 Bz), these transimpedance amplifiers promise to give us background limited

performance at even the highest spectral resolutions. As the TIA's are directly

mounted to the detector housing, the lengths of the high impedance wires in the TIA

circuit are dramatically reduced therefore minimizing microphonics. Further

information on the GaAs FET transimpedance amplifiers may be found in a forthcoming

publication (Rumitz et al. 1989).
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The entire detector block/GaAs transimpedance amplifier stage and spectrometer are

in the final stages of testing at present in preparation for a July 1989 KAO flight

series.

V. Science with Stressed Detector Arrays.

The three element stressed detector array was flown successfully in flight series

during January and June 1988. During these five flights, we have detected six new

galaxies in the [CII line (four of which we have partially mapped), constructed

large scale maps of nine galactic molecular clouds in their [CII] line radiation,
made the first FIR detection of a rotational line of 13CO and detected FIR 12C0

rotational line emission in two galactic sources.

Figure 6 is a i000 point map of the inner 8' x i0' regions of the Orion Nebula in

the [CII] line. We obtained this map in about one hour of observing time on the KAO

during the first flight with the new array (Stacey et al. 1989b). The map is fully

sampled for each of the three detectors. We have calibrated each channel

separately, and combined the maps to achieve the composite image. The side channels

serve to improve the signal to noise ratio in the central portions of the map and

extend the map borders about i' in all directions. The least significant contour is

about three standard deviations from zero.
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Figure 6. I000 point [CII] map

(dark lines) of the Orion

Hll/molecular cloud interface

region obtained with our 3

detector array in January 1988.

The 12CO(J - i _ 0) contours

(light lines) are from Schloerb

et al. 1983).



We have superposed our map on the 12CO (J - i - 0) map taken with a similar sized

beam by Schloerb et al. 1983. There is excellent agreement between the two maps.

The _CII] radiation has been demonstrated to arise in warm (T-500 K) dense (nH2 ~ 2

x l0 s cm "3) photodissociated gas between the visible HII region and the background

molecular cloud. The CO line emission traces the molecular gas component. The

good spectral and spatial correlation between the two lines indicates that the

interface region (traced through its [CII] emission) is physically associated with

the "spike" emission seen in the CO line. This supports the contention that this CO

emission arises from ITV heated warm (T- i00 K) molecular gas associated with the

interface region between the Orion HII region and the bulk of the Orion molecular
cloud.

Figure 7 displays a spatially multiplexed spectrum of the starburst galaxy NGC 2146

taken with our three element detector array on its first flight in January 12, 1988

(Stacey et al., 1989b). The array axis was well aligned with the major axis of this

highly inclined galaxy: strong [CII] emission is evident from both the nuclear

regions (central channel) and regions removed 2.4 kpc away along the galactic major

axis (side channels). Strong [CII] line radiation is only consistent with vigorous

star formation activity. The large spatial extent of the [CII] radiation in this

galaxy indicates that the starburst here is probably not confined to just the

galactic nucleus. We have superposed for comparison the 12CO(J - I - 0) line from

this galaxy sampled from the same regions with a similarly sized beam. There is
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Figure 7. Spatially

multiplexed [ell]

spectrum (dark lines) of

the starburst galaxy NGC

2146 obtained with 22

minutes of integration

time with the three

channel array. The

superposed CO(J - I _ O)

spectra (light lines)

are from Young et al.

1988).

excellent spectral and spatial correlation between the two lines demonstrating that

on a galaxy wide scale, the two lines are emitted from similar regions in the

galaxy. Notice also that the two lines have a nearly constant line intensity ratio

across this galaxy. The line intensity ratio is precisely the same as that obtained

for galactic HII regions (e.g. Orion, above).

This result is surprising. The CO line emission from external galaxies is presumed

to be dominated by the emission from cold (T-10 K), dark clouds of the galactic

"disk". This is the basis for the CO luminosity to mass conversion ratio used for

external galaxies. Since there is little UV radiation near these clouds to
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photoionize CO and CI to form CII, one would expect very little [CII] line radiation

from these cold clouds. This is in fact what we have find for molecular clouds

exposed to small UV fields in the Galaxy (Stacey et al. 1989a). On a galaxy wide

scale, one would therefore expect a significantly smaller amount of [CII] radiation

per unit CO line radiation than for galactic star formation regions. The fact that

the line ratio is the same for NGC 2146 (and the nuclei of several other starburst

galaxies) as for the Orion HII region indicates that the bulk of the CO line

emission from these starburst nuclei may arise in the warm molecular gas associated

with star formation regions and not from the cold disk molecular clouds. Thus, for

starburst nuclei, the high [CII] to CO line intensity ratio may indicate that the CO

line does not purely trace mass but rather traces a combination of mass and

molecular gas excitation.

The advantages in a large format detector array for the science described above are

evident. The [CII] line radiation from galactic molecular clouds like Orion often

extends for substantial fractions of a degree on the sky. Detailed maps of such

sources clearly requires a large format array, with its inherent increased data rate

(in this case, a factor of 25 over a single channel spectrometer). A 2-dimensional

spatial array such as the one described here has the further advantage of absolute

registry between pixels in a map. This feature facilitates significantly improved

registry between the FIR maps and those obtained with other telescopes in other

spectral lines.
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AFGL Ten Micron Mosaic Array Spectrometer -
Recent Results

Paul D. LeVan

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

Abstract

Recent measurements have been made with a novel mosaic array prism
spectrometer on long period variable stars of carbon and oxygen-rich

atmospheres. These stars have generally large IR excesses and show

strong SiC and silicate emission features, respectively. A

comparison is provided by published spectra obtained with the IRAS

Low Resolution Spectrometer. Emission feature equivalent widths are

independent of the absolute photometric level of the spectra and

provide information on the relative variation of the feature and

continuum fluxes between the epochs of the space and groundbased
observations.

I. Introduction

The AFGL mosaic array spectrometer has been discussed previously

(LeVan and Tandy 1987); we review the instrument briefly and report

here on the more recent characterizations of its performance and on

spectra of long period variable stars obtained with the instrument.

a. History The mosaic array is a 58 by 62 pixel Si:Ga detector
array hybridized to a CRC-228 Direct Readout (DRO) multiplexer. It

was lent to us by Santa Barbara Research Center in summer of 1984. A

substantial electronics design effort was undertaken at AFGL to

allow the high frame rates expected for such an array operated as a

slit spectrometer in the 8 to 14 _m region at resolving powers of

approximately 50. The electronics includes both the array address
subsystem for operation of the array at frame rates as high as 185

Hz, and the hardware coadder circuitry that allows for real-time

accumulation of digitized frames. By September of 1985, the

electronics had been built and the array could undergo

characterization for high speed operation in a testbed dewar.

Concurrent with this, the optics, which consists of a NaCI prism

silt spectrometer, was under construction by Sensor Systems Group,

Waltham, MA, using our optical design. By summer of 1986, the

optics and the array characterization had been completed, and the

two assemblies were then integrated into an IR Laboratories Inc.

dual flask dewar (an extended Model HD-8). First light was October
of 1986 on the University of Wyoming 2.3 m telescope.

2. The Instrument - Electronics

a. The Mosaic Array The SBRC schematic of one of the 1798 total

"unit cell" structures is shown in Figure i. Note that the Si:Ga

photoconductors have a bias voltage equal to the difference of the
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Figure i. One of 1798 total mosaic array unit cell structures.

"detector substrate" and reset (VRSTUC) voltages immediately after

reset; this voltage difference decreases as signal charge is

integrated onto the capacitance formed at the detector array and

multiplexer interface. The bias and clock voltages may be

controlled externally; these were chosen for high speed operation as

discussed in b, below. Finally, the pair of source followers that

comprises the last stage of the multiplexer has associated load
resistors that are external (shown below dashed line in Figure 1)
and therefore selectable.

b. Operating Bias Voltage and Load Resistor Values The values of
bias and clock voltage are in general those determined by NASA/GSFC

during testing of a similar mosaic array under low background

conditions (Lamb et al. 1986). Several deviations from these values
were found by us to permit high speed operation of the array: i) The

source follower gate voltage (VGGUC in Figure i) was increased from

0.7 to 0.85 volts, and 2) the load resistance was decreased from 100

K_ to i0 K_. These settings resulted in a decrease of the reset

time for a one volt source follower signal from approximately 10 to

i _sec. The reset speed is set by the charging rate of the dewar

wire capacitance, which is increased for the higher source follower
drain currents. The higher currents are made possible with larger

values of VGGUC and smaller load resistances. (For extreme values

of either, the gain of this stage suffers).
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MODE ALU DATA

RAM SELECT

COADD F= A+B R/W ADC

OUTPUT F= A-B R BUS

Figure 2. Hardware Coadder schematic. The inserted table shows

component states for data acquisition (= coadd) and data output.

c. Hardware Coadder A schematic of the co-addition electronics

shown in Figure 2 illustrates its function for data acquistion

(: coadd) and data output. A key component is the Arithmetic Logic

Unit (ALU), the mode of which changes from sum to difference between

coadd and output modes. In coadd mode, the B input to the ALU is

the digitized signal from a mosaic array pixel, the A input is the

accumulation of previous signals for the same pixel fetched from RAM

in read mode, and the output is the sum of these. This output is

latched and rewritten to RAM at the same pixel address. In output
mode, the A and B inputs are the accumulation of previous signals

for a given pixel in separate telescope secondary mirror chopping

positions, and the output of the ALU is the difference of these.

The difference is transferred to the data acquisition computer. The

table shown in Figure 2 summarizes several of the state changes

between data acquistion and data output modes.

d. Electronics Overall Timing An attempt to summarize the timing

of the more important clock controls may be helpful: The pixel

clock rate of 333 KHz corresponds to 3 _sec pixel "windows" during

which we clamp the signal, reset the signal charge, and sample and

convert the difference between the clamped and reset levels ( =

Correlated Double Sampling). The frame rate is 185 Hz and the pixel

integration time is 5.4 msec as a consequence of the continuous (as

opposed to burst mode) frame reads. After every 32 frames, we
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command the telescope secondary mirror to chop. Although the array

continues to be scanned after the chop command, coaddition is
suppressed during a selectable number of frames to allow for the

settling of the secondary mirror. After 5 full chop cycles, the

coadded frames of the plus and minus telescope beams are differenced

and transferred to the computer. This transfer takes place at a

rate of about 25 _sec per pixel, keeping the duty cycle high (96% ,
or 48% if one considers only the source frames).

3. The Instrument - Optics Characterization

The optical ray trace and assembled optics bench are illustrated

in a prior publication (LeVan and Tandy 1987). Here, we discuss

spectra of polystyrene film acquired to assess the wavelength

calibration of the instrument. Spectral features of polystyrene
near 9.35, 9.73, 11.0, 11.9, and 13.3 _m are clearly visible for

three spectral rows of a single exposure with the mosaic array

spectrometer (See Figure 3). These features are seen to be

broadened by the instrumental response over the reference spectrum

also shown in Figure 3. By using the Image Reduction and Analysis
Facility (IRAF) Onedspec package, a wavelength solution was obtained

that is in excellent agreement with published values of dn/dl for

NaCI. IRAF was subsequently used to interpolate program object

spectra onto an equally spaced wavelength grid.

4. Observing Setup

The dewar is mounted on a down-looking interface to the telescope

cassegrain focus. All analog electronics and the analog to digital
converters are enclosed in a metal box mounted to the dewar. Four

commercial pulse generators (Berkeley Nucleonics Corp. Model 8010)
are mounted to the telescope backplane, as is the hardware

coaddition electronics. The power supplies reside on the floor of

the dome, and the data acquistion computer in the control room at a

distance of roughly 20 meters.

5. Recent Results - Long Period Variable Star Spectra

a. Motivation

We now discuss recent results of an ongoing measurement program on

the University of Wyoming 2.3 m telescope using the mosaic array

spectrometer. Eight sources have been measured during two observing

runs reported here. These stars, with the exception of the

calibration standard, are long period variables with generally large

IR excesses. Three stars have carbon rich atmospheres, and an

accompanying SiC emission feature near 11.3 _m. Three others have

oxygen rich atmospheres and show pronounced silicate feature

emlssion. We seek to address the possiblity of variation of the
feature flux as the continuum varies. An additional observational

epoch is provided by the IRAS Low Resolution Spectrometer (LRS)
whose published spectra are contained in the Atlas of Low Resolution

Spectra (Olnon and Raimond 1986). Since neither the LRS or AFGL

instrument is strictly photometric, we may compare equivalent widths

of the emission features for the purpose of determining relative

variability of feature and continuum fluxes.
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b. Spectrometer Exposures The observations consist of 4 exposures

per star that individually result from telescope beamswitching over

an approximate two minute interval. For such an exposure, the

instrument obtains spectra of signal to noise greater than i0 for a

-2.5 mag point source. Whereas the quoted sensitivity compares

unfavorably with single pixel and mosaic array cameras operated with

narrow bandpass filters, the spectral multiplex advantage

nevertheless allows for observing efficiencies vastly improved over

that of CVF systems.

c. Spectra We show representative spectra for each class of star

and for each instrument in Figure 4. Blackbody continuum fits are
shown that match best the continua on each side of the feature.

Note the short wavelength cut-on of the AFGL instrument is

approximately 9 _m and does not encompass the continuum point on the

blue side of the strong silicate feature - a correction for this is

made by setting the continuum such that its ratio to the feature at

9 _m is approximately that of the LRS spectrum. Also shown in

Figure 4 is the feature profile that results upon subtraction of the

continuum fit. Of the two stars shown, the V Cygni equivalent

widths are in good agreement between the two observational epochs.

On the other hand, IRC +10420 appears to exhibit a change in

equivalent width between the earlier and later epochs. Further

details, including the results of comparison for all six long period
variable stars with LRS spectra, are contained in a forthcoming

publication (LeVan and Sloan 1989, submitted to PASP).
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Initial Astronomical Results with a New 5 - 14 #m Si:Ga 58 X 62 DRO Array Camera
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Infrared Astrophysics Branch, Code 685, Greenbelt, MD 20771

A new array camera system has been developed using a 58 x 62 pixel Si:Ga (gallium doped

silicon) DRO (direct readout) photoconductor array detector manufactured by Hughes/

Santa Barbara Research Center (SBRC). The camera system is a broad band photometer

designed for 5 - 14 #m imaging with large ground-based optical telescopes. In a typical

application a 10 #m photon flux of about 109 photons sec-lm-2/am -1 arcsec -2 is incident in

the telescope focal plane, while the detector well capacity of these arrays is 10s-106

electrons. However, when the real efficiencies and operating conditions are accounted for,

the 2-channel 3596 pixel array operates with about 1/2 full wells at 10 /_m and 10%
bandwidth with high duty cycle and no real experimental compromises.

CAMERA SYSTEM AND PERFORMANCE:

The 58 x 62 Si:Ga DRO Array:

The SBRC DRO array is a hybrid device, assembled from an optimized Si:Ga detector

wafer bump-bonded to a CRC-228 multiplexer, with stable electronic and photometric

characteristics (c. f. Hoffman 1987). The same 58 x 62 CRC-228 multiplexer is used in

the SBRC 1 - 5 #m photovoltaic lnSb (indium antimonide) arrays, and has been

characterized for astronomical applications by several groups (McLean et al: 1986; Fowler

et al. 1987a, 1987b; Ninkov, Forrest and Pipher 1987; McCaughrean 1988). The '_5 - 30
#m Si:Sb (antimony doped silicon) version in this family of SBRC arrays has been

described by McKelvey et al. (1987).

This Si:Ga DRO array (operating at 12 Kelvin) has a detector capacitance = 0.07 pF with a

net bias of 10 volts, based on a measured full well capacity = 7 x 105 electrons, an r/Gpc
product - 0.2, read noise < 200 electrons/read, dark current < 630 electrons/sec (light leak

limited), gain variation among pixels ~ 15% correctable to < 0.1% by flat fielding, active
pixeis > 99%, and crosstalk < 5%.

Camera Electronics and Data System:

The camera electronics system (Figure 1) is divided into three sub-systems: 1) analog

front-end electronics (Folz 1988), including low noise 2-channel preamp modules, high-

speed A/D converters, regulated low-noise bias power supplies, timing generator, timing

signal buffer, and detector temperature monitor/regulator, 2) digital data acquisition

section based on a Q-bus Mercury ZIP 3216 arithmetic array processor and 3) DEC LSI

11/73 host computer for camera control and data analysis. A detailed description of the

camera system analog and digital electronics is given by Gezari et al. (1988).

In low background applications correlated triple sampling is used to achieve detector-

limited noise performance (<100 electrons/read) by suppressing 1/f noise, kTC reset

.... '_ : ELK.L'X r_3T FILMED



noise, and similar small effects. However, at high-backgrounds the measured noise is

limited by fluctuations in the thermal photon background at the ~1000 electron level, and
detector noise sources are negligible. For applications requiring a faster frame rate,

carefully calibrated single sampling is used to operate at 60 Hz without sacrificing noise
performance. The full 16 bit resolution of the A/D converters is not required for high-
background applications, but would be used for low- background experiments with large

dynamic range.

ON TELESCOPE

I
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F_jK-ure 1: The electronic design of the 58 x 62 Si:Ga DRO camera system.

Cryogenic Optical System Design:

The array camera uses an off-axis reflective optical design (Gezari 1988a) which produces
diffraction-limited images with good background radiation suppression. A single off-axis
3.0-inch focal length parabolic mirror, 0.7-inch square, is the only focusing element. The
telescope optical axis is located 0.75 inches off the axis of the parabola (figure 2). The

parabola re-images the telescope focal plane (located 1 inch outside the dewar) on the
array with a de-magnification of 2:1, resulting in an array plate scale on the f/35 3-meter
IRTF telescope of 0.26 arcsec per pixel. This permits for rigorous sampling of
diffraction-limited image information (two pixels per airy FWHM at 8 /_m) and gives a
field-of-view on the IRTF of 14.9 x 16.3 (+__0.1) arcsec. The parabola also makes an

image of the f/35 secondary mirror at a 0.09 inch diameter cold aperture stop on the
parabola axis. The cold stop defines the spectral bandwidth of the circular variable filter
(CVF) to be 0.4 #m at 10 microns. Another filter wheel contains set of 10% bandwidth
OCLI fixed interference filters at 7.9, 8.7, 9.8, 10.3, 11.6 and 12.4 #m. The net optical

efficiency (telescope, photometer dichroic and dewar optics) is about 10% (dominated by ~
50% transmission CVF filter). The camera is diffraction-limited at wavelengths _ > 5 #m

and typically produces seeing-limited 1.0 +_0.1 arcsecond stellar images in long integrations
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Figure 2: Optical design and mechanical layout of the cryogenic dewar optical bench, showing the arrangement of the

off-axis parabola, cold aperture stop at the image of the telescope secondary mirror, 5 - 14 _m circular variable filter

(CVF) and fixed filter wheels, and the array at the de-magnified image of the focal plane. The cold optics are

contained in a baffle system within the LHe temperature radiation shield to minimize light leaks.

Figure 3: Two views of the cryogenic optical bench assembly with the dewar inverted and vacuum housing and LN 2

shield removed. Left: The LHe temperature cold shield housing, individual stainless steel micro-coax wiring feeding

through a heat-sink maze at the LN 2 shield, the LN 2 temperature bulkhead and drive gears for the two filter wheel

shafts, connector bulkhead at the LHe shield, and connectors on the warm vacuum housing cover. Right.' View from

the opposite side with LHe housing removed, showing the square qff-axis parabolic mirror segment (right) in front of

the filter drive gears, the fixed and circular variable filter wheels (center) behind the cold array mounting block, and

the micro-coax cold connector bulkhead (left).
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on the IRTF. Aberrations are negligible and field rotation and distortion (pin cushion,
etc.) across the array are less than 1/2 pixel across the full field of the detector (<0.5
degrees). The cryogenic optical assembly is shown in Figure 3.

Sensitivity and Noise Performance:

On the telescope the detector is background-limited; electronic system noise, detector read
noise and dark current noise are negligible (<200 electrons) compared to total background
and sky noise of roughly 1000 electrons (depending on telescope temperature and weather
conditions) per 30 msec integration. The array camera NEFD (noise equivalent flux
density) at l0/_m on the IRTF is NEFD = 0.05 Jy pixel-lmin-l/2 (le) for extended
sources, a source surface brightness of 0.7 Jy arcsec -2. The NEFD for point sources is
about 0.7 Jy min-l/2 since the diffraction/seeing limit is typically about 1 arcsec and the

point source flux is spread among a number of pixels. (Note added in proof: The effective

well capacity was recently trippled by reducing the net bias to 4 volts, thus reducing Gpc ,
to permit the use of 10% bandwidth interference filters. This resulted in a S/N
improvement of about 2 due primarily to improved photon statistics).

ASTRONOMICAL RESULTS:

The Galactic Center - Arcsecond Scale Structure and Dust/Gas Ratio:

Seeing-limited images of the central 16 arcsec (0.8 parsec) field of the Galactic Center
obtained at 7.8, 9.8, 11.6 (Figure 4a) and 12.4/_m with the DRO array camera reveal new
structural details in the infrared dust distribution on the 1 arcsec scale. In addition, a

mosiac image with the same resolution of the 50 x 90 arcsec field in the vicinity of the
Sgr A West complex has been developed from 20 individual 1 rain integrations at 12.4 #m
(Figure 4b). These results are discussed in detail by Gezari (1989b).

The new array results show structure which is strikingly similar to the ionized gas
emission features seen in VLA maps (Yusef-Zadeh 1988), and in the Br _ and Br 7 near
infrared array images (Forrest et ai. 1986). However, the warm dust and ionized gas
distributions show significant discrepancies in the positions of several of the bright peaks
(Gezari 1988b).

A detailed comparison of the 11.6 ;_m array image (Figures 4a, 5a) and 6-cm continuum
VLA image (Figure 5b) with the same (1 arcsec) spatial resolution has been made (Yusef-
Zadeh and Gezari 1989). The most pronounced positional shift is seen at the positions of
IRS 2 and nearby IRS 13. These two sources lie at the western edge of a 2 arcsec mini-

cavity which was recently noted in the sub-arcsecond resolution VLA map of Sgr A West
(Yusef-Zadeh et al. 1988). The relative infrared and radio emission intensities may be
due to stellar wind which has produced the mini-cavity and which has depleted the dust
paricles at the inner edge of the cavity close to the source of outflow.

Figure 5(c) shows the dust-to-gas ratio calculated from the two data sets.

Differences between.the warm dust and ionized gas distributions along the major source
structures-in" the complex are evident as varaitions in the 11.6-#m/2-cm dust-to-gas ratio

calculated from the two data sets. Considering the high relative positional accuracy (_+ 0.1
arcsec) and comparable spatial resolution (1 arcsec), the relative source positions and

derived dust-to-gas ratio are significant. The spatial variation of R may be due to a
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Figure 4a: 11.6 _m array camera image of the central 0.8 parsec (16 arcsec) of the galactic center, coadded from four

individual 1 rain long integrations on the 3-m IRTF Telescope. This 1 arcsec resolution image shows the curved ridge

and bright compact sources surrounding the non-thermal point source Sgr A* (not detected, at the center of the

image} and reveals extended infrared source structure similar to the Brackett 0¢ and 6-cm continuum VLA

distributions, with notable discrepancies in the positions of several bright peaks. The results are discussed in detail by

Gezari (1989b).
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_: A preliminary 12.4 _m mosiac image of the Sgr A West complex assembled from 20 individual 1 nun

integrations, covering an area of about 50 x 90 arcsec (top 20 arcsec not shown]. The brightness scale is logarithmic,

from about 1 - _0 Jy arcsoc -2. The central field shown in Figure 4a is seen in this large scale imago _ the saturated

ridge at lower-center (approximately 2-inches square). Details in Gegari (lgS_b).
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non-constant value of dust to gas ratio, or, it may suggest that sources of heating other
than a central source at IRSI6/Sgr A* may be embedded along the ionized filaments in

Sgr A West and contribute to the heating of the intermixed dust. Regarding the question
of the luminosity source of the Sgr A West complex, the results suggest that a
combination of a central external ionizing luminosity source near Sgr A*/IRSI6 and

internal heating by imbedded sources with somewhat softer spectra at several of the
bright peaks is responsible for the observed infrared and radio contimuum emission.
These results are presented in detail by Yusef-Zadeh and Gezari (1989).

5 /_m Speckle Interferometry of IRC +10216:

The array camera has been used to make two-dimensional 5 micron speckle interferometry
observations of IRC+10216, which resolve sub-arcsec source structure in the presence of

seeing and telescope aberations. Fifty separate 5 /_m short exposure (1/30 sec) narrow band
AA/A = 0.02) images of IRC+10216 were taken (Figure 6a) as well as fifty images of
reference star R Leo obtained under the same conditions (Figure 6b). The individual

exposures in each set were separated by about 15 seconds.

The data were obtained at the Mauna Kea 3-m IRTF telescope in March 1988. Pixel size
= 0.26 arcsec square, and the diffraction limit of the 3-meter IRTF telescope is 0 = 0.35

arcsec (FWHM) at 5 /_m, thus the diffraction-limited speckle image detail was not fully
sampled. Seeing was excellent (estimated at about 1/2 arcsec). Therefore only the central
few speckles in each image were illuminated and differences between the images appear
primarily as seeing-induced image wobble.

The two sets of speckle images images were processed (Gezari, Nisenson and Stachnik 1989)
using four techniques: l) centered direct sums (shift-and-add) of the images, 2) two-
dimensional speckle interferometry (power spectrum analysis), 3) iterative deconvolution of
one data set by the other, and 4) Knox-Thompson speckle imaging processing. R Leo was
used as a reference star because of its proximity to IRC+10216 and comparable brightness at

5/_m (ratio about 3:4), minimizing instrumental effects. The spatial structure results
obtained by all methods are generally consistent with a slightly asymmetric resolved source

of average diameter -0.65 arcsec (FWHM). The Knox-Thompson speckle imaging
reconstruction, the iterative convolution of IRC+10216 by R Leo, and the ratio of their

power spectra all show a spatial asymmetry in IRC+10216.

The corrected diameter of IRC+10216 vs. position angle on the sky (north -- 0 o) derived

from fits of an Airy function to cuts through the ratio of the power spectra at 10°
intervals. A maximum asymmetry of about 20% is evident at a position angle of about 25°
with maximum diameter of about 0.75 arcsec. The apparent 5 /_m source assymetry
detected here is consistent with the 4.6 /_m measurements of Mariotti et al. (1983), but not

as large as the effects reported by McCarthy, Howell and Low (1980), Dyck et al. (1984),
and Ridgeway and Keady (1988). As these authors point out, the observed infrared fringe
visibility of IRC+10216 is complex, wavelength and possibly time dependent, and more
extensive two-dimensional speckle observations on a larger telescope are planned. This

work is presented in detail by Gezari, Nisenson and Stachnik (1989).
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Figure 0(a}: Individual short exposure (1/30 sec) narrow band (AA/A --0.02) speckle interferometry observations of

IRC+10216 taken at 5 _m in March 1988 (Gezari et al__.__1988). The pixelsise --0.26 arcsec,and the diffractionlimitof

the 3-meter IRTF telescope is 6 = 0.35 arcsec at 5 _m. Seeing was excellent(estimated at <1/2 arcsec).
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FiRazre 6(b}: Reference star R Leo, obtained under the same conditions as in 6(a). R Leo and IRC+10216 are at the

same _irrna_s and are of of comparable brightness at 5/_m. The two sets of images are displayed normalized to the

peak brightness in each image.
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_: 12.4 _Nm array camera image of Orion BN/KL. BN is at top, IRc4 (KL) is at bottom, IRc7 is at center,

IRc2 is left of center, and the IRc2 ridge source, identified with the SiO maser and the H20 maser cluster, connects

them. The array pixels are 0.26 arcsec and the image size on the 3-m IRTF was 1.0 arcsec (FWHM).
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New 12.4 /_m Source Structure in Orion BN/KL "lRc2":

Orion "IRc2" was proposed to be the primary luminosity source in the detailed model for the
energetics of the Orion BN/KL infrared nebula (Wynn-Williams etal. 1984) based on 2 arcsec
aperture photometry. Seeing-limited array imaging at 12.4/_m has resolved complex 1 arcsec
scale structure in "IRc2", showing two equally bright compact objects connected by a narrow
ridge of emission (Figures 10, 12, 14). One of these is IRc7 (previously thought of only as a

significant source at 20 /zm) and the other is the true IRc2 (3.2 arcsec to the east). A new,
partially resolved ridge source extends from IRc2 toward IRc7. The Orion SiO maser is
located at the end of the ridge and the surrounding elongated cluster of H20 masers is
aligned along the ridge, to within the present radio and infrared array positional errors. The
small-scale structure of IRc2 ridge source can not be attributed to the effects of "bad pixels"
or other array gain defects. Considering the high intrinsic accuracy of the relative array
astrometry presented here, the detailed structure of the 12 #m sources and the coincidence of

the IRc2 ridge with the SiO/H20 maser cluster are significant. The SiO maser does not
coincide with IRc2, but with the ridge source; thus the SiO maser is not directly identifiable
with a high luminosity infrared source. Conversely, it appears that IRc7 is more luminous
than previously thought.

Three other new infrared objects have been detected in the complex. One of these is an 8.7
point source 2 arcsec south of IRc7 at the position of the 3.8 #m object "n" (see Figure 11).
Careful inspection shows evidence of this object in the 12.4 #m map as well. Two additional
new compact 12.4 #m sources are found about 3 arcsec east of IRc2 (see Figure 12). These
three new sources are somewhat fainter than IRc3 and IRc6, but are unambiguously detected.

The image of IRc4 (KL) is elongated in the N-S direction and resolves considerably more
structure than previous results. IRc4 is comparable in peak brightness to but somewhat more
extended than IRc2 and IRc7.

There are other indications that the luminosity of the region is not attributable to a single
powerful object. The center of outflow low-velocity masers (Genzel .et al. 1981) is midway
between IRc7 and IRc4 (KL), a significant displacement from the compact IRc2 array source
on the scale of the present astrometry. Further, inspection of the 3.8 #m polarization
observations by Werner, Dinerstein and Capps (1983) suggests that the vectors point back to at

least three equally likely positions near BN, IRc7, and a point east of IRc2. The new array
results as well as these factors suggest that a number of sources contribute to the total

luminosity of the region, including IRc7, IRc2, IRc4 (KL), several new objects, and BN itself.
Complete details of the photometry and astrometry of the BN/KL IRc2 complex, including
exact placement of the maser cluster (to within the +_0.1 arcsec achievable error), will be

presented by Gezari (1989a).

OBSERVATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

Calibration:

The reduction of 10/_m astronomical array data involves a particuliar set of concerns which
arise from observing in a high background, low signal-to-background regime. Drifts in the
array gain matrix and the thermal background from the sky or telescope on time scales
comparable to the integration or calibration intervals can result in increased noise and image
defects. The remedy in many cases is real-time chopping with the telescope secondary
mirror. In general, several kinds of array image data must be obtained to produce a final
calibrated image set at each wavelength. These include: source data frames, blank sky
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Fibre 13: Plot of 12.4 ]_m Orion BN/KL intensity in one array field as viewed from the %outheast'. BN is truncated

at the top, IRc7 is the sharp peak south of it, IRe2 is to the ewt, and the ridge extending from IRc2 toward IRc7 is

associated with the cloud of SiO and H20 ma_er_. IRc4 (KL) at the south, and IRc6 and IRc3 are evident north and

west of it.

_: Four individual l-min integrations of IRc2-1Rc7 taken on different parts of the array to illustrate the flat-

field uniformity and reproducibility of the array data. These unsmoothed images suggest some additional detail in the

IRc2 ridge source.
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frame(s) for sky/telescope backround subtraction and removal of residual spatial offsets,
additional sky frames at high and low airmasses for flat-fielding, standard star frames for
flux calibration and atmospheric extinction correction, and a (cold shutter) dark frame for
some detector sampling schemes. The calibration images must have the same noise

characteristics (usually equal integration time) as each of the individual data images to be
corrected. In single sampling, images used individually are also corrected by subtracting a
dark (cold shutter) frame.

Flat-Fielding:

Flat-fielding (gain matrix correction) of a source images requires the image of a a uniform
field (usually blank sky) as a map of the net instrumental gain effects due to two-dimensional
array, system, and telescope offsets. The basic approach to flat-fielding high-background
array image data (after sky subtraction) is to divide the sky subtracted image by a normalized
blank sky frame. The blank field image used for the division can be the sky image obtained
while chopping, or another sky frame obtained under the same system gain and sky
background conditions. A gain matrix constructed by subtracting high and low airmass sky
images provides a more rigorous flat field correction. In practice, one or the other of these
approaches will occasionally and inexplicably fail, resulting in defects in the image. Under

good conditions in principle the same flat-field frame could be used for many different data
images. However, the temperatures of the sky, telescope and detector, the sky opacity, and

the gain of the electronic system must be stable on the time scale of the individual
observations. In practice, flat fielding is most successful using nearly symultaneous chopped

sky data. Flat-fielding of high-background array data can be the single most demanding
calibration requirement.

Plate Scale Calibration:

To take full advantage of the potential intrinsic astrometric precision of the array, the plate
scale of the array on the telescope (including linear scale in both dimensions, rotation, and
distortion) must be accurately calibrated. This seemingly straightforward task is frustrated by
a lack of two or more visual position standard stars in a single array field of view which are
also easily detected at l0 #m. Measurements of a star moved around the array (once
confidence in the telescope position encoders has been established), combined with lab tests

using grid targets, are the basic calibration methods. Considerable effort was put into
obtaining an accurate array plate scale, and one should be forewarded that an array camera
optical system with variable magnification (zoom) capability (Gezari 1988a) could present a
plate scale calibration burden which might outweigh any advantage of flexibility.

Is Chopping Necessary with 10 /_m Array Detectors?

In principle chopping is not required for sky background subtraction or flat-fielding of high-
background array image data. The ability to make infrared array observations without a
chopping secondary would provide significant practical advantages. No telescope chopper
mechanism would be needed (a real concern in the design of large next-generation telescopes),
and improvement in observational duty cycle of more than a factor of 2 could be achieved
over continuous chopping (since the array is on the source only half the time, data is not
taken while the chopper switches position and stabilizes). Image quality and astrometric

accuracy can become limited by chopper positional stability errors, rather than by optical
aberration, focus, or atmospheric seeing, although we have not seen this problem on the IRTF

except when attempting chopper rates slower than 1 Hz.
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Skysubtractioncouldbedonewithout choppingif a single pixel in the source image was
known to contain blank sky and an accurate gain matrix existed for the array system for those

observing conditions. The two could be used to create a synthetic sky frame for background
subtraction. Sky and offset subtraction can also done by shifting the position of the source on
the array, subtracting shifted frames, and deconvolving the source data. System gain stability
is critical in these schemes. In practice, sky subtraction using these alternate methods is not
routinely accomplished, but it is actively being pursued. Because of the sensitivity of the
photon image and system gain matrix to environmental factors, slow (l Hz) chopping against
blank sky remains the least risky approach since it provides real-time sky subtraction and gain
matrix data at what is a reasonable cost in observing time. Eventually, with additional
experience and system improvements, chopping will probably not be necessary for high-
background array observations.

Putting the Array Camera Performance in Perspective:

The signal-to-noise performance of the photoconductor array camera on the IRTF at 10-/_m
can be compared to the IRTF broad-band single germanium bolometer system (2 arcsec
circular aperture, AA = 5/_m, and )7 = l, NEFD ~ 23 mJy min-l/2) by scaling instrumental

parameters. If the array pixels were binned up to equal the bolometer aperture, the single
bolometer would have a S/N advantage of a factor of about 5 over the synthetic binned
photoconductor array "pixer', which is accounted for by the differing r/-l/2 and AA-I/2

factors. Scaled to the parameters of the IRTF bolometer, the observationally measured array
NEFD would be about 40 mJy min-lpixel-l, compared to the claimed 23 mJy min-lpixel-I

for the bolometer. This factor of 2 discrepancy can be accounted for in part by uncertainty
in scaling parameters and the likelihood that the IRTF bolometer noise performance is
somewhat worse than the 3 mJy hr-l/2 claimed.

Arrays have significant advantages over single detectors for high resolution mapping of
extended sources. In general, the main advantage of arrays is their increased detector area per
unit integration time. Symultaneous photometry and astrometry over 3596 points on the sky,
with small pixels to sample diffraction-limited information, and bandwidth narrow enough to
do photometry in the standard infrared bands is extremely attractive. But arrays present no
advantage in observing compact sources (where most of the array is not utilized) except for
problems involving small scale structure or a search for new objects.

The array performance numbers can be somewhat misleading. Consider that a 5a detection
takes 25 times longer than the stated la NEFD figure, that NEFD per pixel numbers can seem
deceptively low simply because array pixels are small, that diffraction and seeing spread the

flux from a point source over at least 10 pixels and, and that chopping more than doubles the
elapsed time. Calibration sources and flat fields generally have to be observed to the same
noise level as the in the source image data, and multi-color observations further multiply the
total observing time. It is relatively "easy" to image a cluster of -30 Jy sources like Sgr A
West in a 1 minute integration with high signal/noise. A cluster of 1 Jy sources could be
detected in 1 minute, but getting an image of them with signal-to-noise comparable to the Sgr
A West image would take 1,000 times longer, a sobering prospect. However, it is also true
that an array can make mapping observations which would be completely impractical to
attempt with a single detector. Each device should therefore be applied to the observations
for which it is best suited.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON 2-DIMENSIONAL
INTERFEROMETRY OF HL TAU

Eric V. Tollestrup and Paul M. Harvey
University of Texas at Austin

I. Introduction

Sources with directed outflows occur in a diverse set of objects, including young stellar objects
(YSOs), evolved stars, active galactic nuclei, and QSOs. Observations ranging from visible to radio
wavelengths show that directed outflows occur over a large range of physical scale lengths and are fre-

quently bipolar. However, most of these observations have not resolved the actual region that produces
the directed flow and therefore the mechanism is directly unobserved. But direct observations of the
mechanism are needed to study the relationship of directed outflows and nearby physical environment.

What causes the directed outflows? A frequently proposed scenario is to impinge a spherically
symmetric stellar outflow onto an asymmetric mass distribution such as a disk or toroid. The asym-

metric mass distribution then acts as a funnel or a de Laval nozzle and produces a directed outflow or
jet. The biggest observational difficulty is that the asymmetric mass densities occur extremely close to
the power source. For example, models by Konigl (Apd.261, 115, 1982) and Shu, Lizano, and Adams
(Star Forming Regions, Proc oflAU Syrup 115, 417, 1985) for young stellar objects with bipolar flows

have the directed flows being produced in the 10 to 10"'4 AU range. Generally this resolution can not
be achieved for most objects because they are too far away. But one class of objects, nearby (i.e.
within 1 kpc) YSOs, are close enough to be imaged on the few 10's of AU scale length with very high

resolution techniques. Therefore, nearby YSOs provide a unique opportunity to observe in depth a phy-
sical mechanism that could explain many other astrophysically important phenomena.

One very high resolution technique, first proposed by Labyrie (Astron. Ap., 6, 85, 1970), is
speckle interferometry. With speckle interferometry, spatial information down to LID is possible, where

D is the diameter of the telescope and k is the wavelength. On a 3-m class telescope this corresponds

to 0.11 arcsec at 1.6 _tm, 0.15 arcsec at 2.2 _tm, and 0.25 arcsec at 3.6 lain. To put this into astrophysi-
cal terms, an object in the Taurus dark cloud (150 pc) could be resolved down to 16 AU at H, 22 AU

at K, and 37 AU at L'; that is, the size of our solar system and with in the scale size of the above bipo-
lar flow models.

One well knownYSO that is a good candidate for studying the relationship between any mass dis-
tribution near the star and a directed outflow is HL Tau. It has been studied before with I-D slit scan-

ning IR speckle interferometry techniques (Beckwith, S., Zuckerman, B., Skrutskie, M. F., and Dyke, H.

M., Ap. J., 287, 793, 1984) and maximum entropy techniques (Grasdalen, G. L., Strom, S. E., Strom, K.
M., Capps, R. W., Thompson, D., and Castelez, M., Ap. J. Letters, 283, L57, 1984) and was shown to
be extended -1-2 arcsec in the E-W direction. It also has a strong 3.1 _tm ice feature (Cohen, M.,

M.N.R.A.S., 173, 279, 1975; Rydgren, A. E., Strom, S. E., and Strom, K. M., Ap. J. Suppl., 30, 307,

1976) and has optical jets (Mundt, R. and Fried, J. W., Ap. J. Letter, 274, L83, 1983). The extended

structure and strong ice feature may be indicative of an asymmetric mass distribution, like those pro-
posed in the above models, which in turn would be the constraining mechanism that creates the optical

jet. Motivated by these issues, we have been studying HL Tau and other objects with speckle inter-
ferometry using a 2-dimensional IR array camera. In the following sections, we present a small sample

of preliminary results obtained for HL Tau.
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II. The Observations and Equipment

We have been pursuing sub-arcsecond resolution techniques using the UT IR array camera, which
uses a SBRC 58 X 62 InSb array (Orias, G., Hoffman, A. W., and Casselman, M. F., SPIE, 627, 408,

1986) mounted in a Infrared Labs cryogenic dewar (see Figure 1). The camera has standard J, H, K,
and L' broad band filters as well as a 2% CVF mounted on a filter wheel. The optics consist of cold

field and reimaging lenses for regular imaging plus a warm adjustable negative lens used to obtain the
appropriate plate scale for speckle interferometry work. The camera can be run using either LHe or
pumped LN2 and the detector temperature can be adjusted by means of a heating resistor. Used in the

speckle interferometry mode the average read noise is -300-450 electrons/pixel.

The observing technique is as follows. We obtain 128 very short integration images (35-300
msec) of an object of interest. This is then repeated for the sky and for a nearby point source. These

three steps are repeated many (10 to 30) times, depending on the object's brightness and the seeing
quality. The 35-300 msec exposures are required to freeze the seeing, while the point sources are used

to measure the point spread function of the atmosphere + telescope + camera. The repetition insures
that wildly fluctuating conditions in the sky or instrument will not produce false results and also to
improve the S/N ratio for faint objects. To calibrate the plate scale at the detector focal plane, a double
star with a well-determined separation is observed using the same technique.

III. Results

We have obtained diffraction limited images on the IRTF 3.0-m, the McDonald Observatory 2.7-
m, the AAT 3.9-m, and the UH 2.2-m telescopes. As a demonstration that the 2-dimensional speckle
interferometry is working, Figures 2 and 3 show some of the typical data which we have obtained at the

McDonald 2.7-m and the AAT 3.9-m telescopes, respectively. In Figure 2, the three left-hand frames

show single fiat-fielded speckle images (out of a 128 image data cube) while the right-hand side show
the corresponding average power spectrum obtained from the whole 128 image data cube. The top

image is a -0.25 arcsec double star, the middle image is a --0.8 arcsec double star, and the bottom
image is a 1.8 arcsec double star. The respective power spectra clearly show the interference-like pat-

tern that a double star will produce in Fourier space. Note that the seeing was excellent; in the top and
bottom images each star shows not a speckle pattern but diffraction (i.e. Airy) patterns instead, while in

the middle image there is only about six major speckles.

Figure 3 shows similar results; the top three frames show single flat-fielded images (out of a 128
image data cube) while the bottom three frames show the corresponding average power spectra of the
whole data cube. The left-hand image is the same 1.8 arcsec double star shown in Figure 2, the middle

image is a -0.2 arcsec double, and the right-hand image is a point source (note the lack of the
interfence-like pattern in its power spectrum). Once again the seeing was excellent since the diffraction

patterns are clearly seen on the left hand image, the middle image has only one major speckle for each
double star component, and the point source shows only three major speckles. Obtaining images with

only diffraction patterns or a few major speckles has been fairly common and shows that the seeing

improves in the infrared as compared to the visible. It also demonstrates that true diffraction limited
imaging in the IR is possible.

As a final demonstration that the technique is working, an autocorrelation and a reconstructed real

image of the 1.8 arcsec double star is shown as a contour plot in Figure 4. In Figure 4a a trace through
the secondary star shows that it is only two pixels wide and is diffraction limited in the Nyquist sense

with 2 sample per resolution size. Figure 4b is a Fienup (Appl. Opt., 21, 2758, 1982) reconstruction of
4a (rotated by 90 deg) and also shows that both the primary and secondary star are diffraction limited

with 2 pixels per resolution size.
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Figure 2. Speckle images (left) and power spectra (right) from McDonald Obs.
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Figure 2. Speckle images (left) and power spectra (right) from McDonald Obs.
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IV. HL Tau Results

HL Tau was observed on the McDonald 2.7-m telescope, the IRTF, and the UH 2.2-m telescope

in December 1988 and January 1989. Only one night of 2.21am data from the McDonald run is

presented. The data consists of a total of 1792 frames of HL Tau, 1280 frames of the point source
SAO 093993 and 1792 frames of the sky. After the average power spectra of HL Tan, the point source,

and the sky were calculated, the sky (i.e. noise) power was subtracted from HL Tau and the point
source. Then HL Tau was divided by the point source to form the visibility function of HL Tau (see

Figure 5). If HL Tau was a point source, then the visibility function would simply be a constant (in
this case equal to 1.0) at all spatial frequencies. However, as Figure 5 shows, the visibility functions is

not a constant. To get a quantitative examination of the visibility function, a plot of the visibility

power versus the magnitude of the spatial frequency is shown in Figure 6 (this is analogous to the visi-
bility functions presented by slit-scanning speckle workers). The telescope cut-off frequency is about

27 units so that the scatter in the data for frequencies above -27 units is just noise. Two features are
evident; the first is the decrease in visibility power from 0 to 10 units, while the second is the flat con-

stant power from 10 to 27 units. The first feature represents a resolved component while the second
feature shows that an unresolved component is still present. This is qualitatively the same result that

was found by Beckwith et al (1984) using slit scanning speckle interferometry. The high frequency

noise was filtered and then the visibility function was inverse Fourier transformed to produce an auto-
correlation (Figure 7) which shows the unresolved component and the resolved component (Figure 8

shows a blow up of the central 25 X 25 pixel). As Figure 8 shows, the resolved component is about
0.7 arcsec is size. Since this paper is a report on work in progress, a more in depth discussion will be

published at a later time.

V. Conclusions

These preliminary 2-dimensional speckle interferometry results of HL Tau are qualitatively simi-
lar to those found with 1-dimensional slit scanning techniques; a resolved component (--0.7 arcsec in

size) and an unresolved component. We are currently reducing the rest of the data (taken on the three
different telescopes and at three different wavelengths) and are also exploring other high resolution
methods like the 'shift-and-add' technique and selecting only very best images for processing. The

availability of even better 2-dimensional arrays within the next couple of years promises to make
speckle interferometa-y and other high resolution techniques a very powerful and exciting tool for prob-
ing a variety of objects in the subarcsec regime.
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Figure5.2-D visibility function of HL Tall.
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Figure 6. Visibility vs magnitude of spatial frequency of HL Tau.



Figure 7. Autocorrelation of HL Tau, point spread function removed.
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ABSTRACT

The design of a 128x128 staring SWIR HgCdTe focal plane incorporating charge

integrating transimpeclance input preamplifiers is presented. The

preamplifiers improve device linearity and uniformity, and provide signal gain

ahead of the multiplexer and readout circuitry. Detector's with cutoff

wavelength of 2.5 microns and operated at 80 K have demonstrated impedances
in excess of 1016 ohms with 60 percent quantum efficiency. Focal plane

performance using a smaller format device is presented which demonstrates the

potential of this approach. Although the design is capable of achieving less than

30 rms electrons with todays technology, initial small format devices
demonstrated a read noise of 100 rms electrons and were limited by the atypical

high noise performance of the silicon process run. Luminescence from the

active silicon circuitry in the multiplexer limits the minimum detector current
to a few hundred electrons per second. Approaches to eliminate this excessive

source of current is presented which should allow the focal plane to achieve

detector background limited performance.

1,0 INTRODUCTION

Infrared astronomy is yielding significant quantities of data to enhance our

understanding of the universe. However, unlike the visible spectrum the infrared sensor

technology has not matured as rapidly. Sensors which dramatically reduce the exposure
time of a two dimensional observation to 1 to 1000 seconds, while achieving zodiacal

background limited performance in the short wavelength 1 to 2.5 micron range would
significantly advance this branch of astronomy. This implies a large staring sensor format
with small diffraction limited elements. The sensor's noise must be less than the shot noise

of the collected signal and the detectors dark current, for space based observations, less than
the zodiacal background of 10 photons per second near 1.4 microns. The focal plane should

be capable of multiple nondestructive reads to support off focal plane signal processing to

optimize the sensors sensitivity and to provide immunity to spurious noise, such as events

caused by gamma radiation. Additional system requirements emphasize good linearity and

system stability for accurate radiometric measurements with minimal system calibration
and maintenance.

Short wavelength, 1 to 3 micron, HgCdTe photovoltaic detectors have demonstrated

RoA products of 1012 ohms-cm 2 at temperatures below 100 K.[1, 2] Thus at 80 K the

detector's thermal noise should be below the zodiacal background noise. This noise

performance coupled with high quantum efficiency, better than 70 percent, provides ample

sensitivity. Furthermore imaging requirements can be satisfied using current processing

technology to fabricate small 2 rail detectors arranged in a staring format exceeding 100
elements on a side.

The small detector size also yields a device with small capacitance, less than 250

femtofarads, which is beneficial for a low noise coupling scheme. Ideally, the detector
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should be operated at or near zero bias to minimize any nonlinear effects introduced by the
detector's capacitance-voltage characteri. _'_cs and to minimize dark current and detector 1/f

noise. These requirements lead to an input circuit design using a charge integrating

transimpedance differential amplifier. Negative feedback maintains a constant detector bias

which is adjustable by the voltage placed on the non-inverting input terminal. Honeywell

has completed the design of a SWIR 128 x128 staring multiplexer incorporating this input

preamplifier in each unit cell. This preamplifier is designed to boost the signal voltage by a
factor of 10 in order to minimize the effects of subsequent signal processing functions, such

as the multiplexing and off focal plane data acquisition system, on the signal integrity. This

latest design benefits from its predecessor, a small format multiplexer[4], developed

specifically to demonstrate the merits of the charge integrating differential preamplifier
approach.

The performance of the small format hybrid focal plane is summarized in Table I

along with the performance expected for the 128x128 focal plane. The measured

performance of this small format device compares very well with the theory and the
parameters measured for the detector array and multiplexer. This direct conformation of

the performance model has given us the confidence to conservatively predict the
performance for the 128x128 SWlR focal plane.

A description of the 128x128 focal plane is given in the following section. The next

three section will discuss the performance obtained with the small format focal plane;

Section 3 will present the detector performance, Section 4 will discuss the multiplexer, and

Section 5 addresses the focal plane performance. Finally section 6 will address approaches

adopted to further improve the performance of the 128 x 128 staring focal plane.

2.0 Description of the 128 X128 Focal plane

The 128 x128 focal plane is a hybrid focal plane consisting of a photovoltaic HgCdTe

detector array on 2 mil centers bump mounted to a silicon CMOS readout multiplexer. A

block diagram of the device is shown in Figure 1. The central 128 x128 detector imaging

core is embedded within a 132 x132 hybrid array to greatly reduce edge effects. The
multiplexer actually contains a matrix of 136 x136 cell where the outermost input cells do

not have corresponding detector elements and are included to monitor the multiplexer

performance independent of the detectors. The benefits of these additional cells far outweigh
the 13 percent increase in the total readout time.

The backside illuminated detectors are fabricated on LPE grown HgCdTe material on a

CdTe substrate. The planar design uses a ground ring around each element to improve
detector definition as shown in Figure 2. The design yields a fill factor of 80 percent with

an expected crosstalk of 3 percent. The fabrication of these array use standard processing
techniques. Based on measurements of 4 mil square detectors the detector resistance should

exceed 1016 ohms at 80 K and have a backside illuminated quantum efficiency of 70 percent

with an AR coating on the CdTe substrate. The detector capacitance, even at zero bias, is
expected to be less than 200 femtofarads.

The readout multiplexer uses proven low power X-Y addressable analog multiplexers

and proven transimpedance input preamplifiers to achieve a read noise capability of 30 rms

electrons. The multiplexer configuration is shown in Figure 3. Each detector element is

connected to an input preamplifier which integrates and converts this signal 1o a voltage. An
array of analog switches composed of row and column select switches are addressed to

sequentially connect each input to the output buffer. Two low-power CMOS digital shift
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registers, located along the periphery of the chip, generate the address pulses for the analog
switches.

Each input preamplifier is a charge-integrating high gain differential amplifier as
shown in Figure 4. A well-defined feedback capacitor is used to integrate the detector

current and maintain constant bias across the detector to insure good linearity. The common

Vbias line connected to every amplifier is used to maintain near zero bias (3 mv, 1 sigma,

about a nominal -10 mv) operation across the entire detector array for uniform gain and to
minimize dark current and detector 1/f noise. The reset switch across the feedback

capacitor is used to initialize the circuit prior to each integration cycle. Signal gain is

obtained by using a feedback capacitance which is less than the delector's capacitance. The

design uses a signal gain of order 10 to minimize the effect of any additional noise

contribution of the readout circuitry. The charge capacity is 1.6 x 105 electrons.

As a goal the response linearity of the focal plane should be better than 1 percent and

is dependent upon the current response characteristics of the photodiode, the charge to

voltage linearity of the integrating capacitors, and the voltage linearity of the subsequent
buffers ahead of the digitizer. The current response of photodiodes is well documented and

shown to be linear over several orders of magnitude, and properly designed voltage

followers are also linear to better than 1 percent. The characteristics of the integrating

capacitor can be a major contributor to nonlinear response. This is particularly true for
direct readout devices which rely on the detectors own capacitance. A typical capacitance

versus voltage plot of a SWlR HgCclTe detector at 80 K is shown in Figure 5. For most

reasonable ranges of integrated input signal the nonlinearity introduced by the detector's

own capacitance remains outside the 1 percent maximum. Postprocessing functions are
required to store gain and offset normalization curves for each detector as a function of

initial and final voltages during an exposure. Establishment and maintenance of these

calibration look-up tables is a important requirement for the system.

A major advantage of the high gain integrating input circuit is its removal of this

source of nonlinearity by integrating the detector current across a stable feedback capacitor.
This capacitor exhibits very stable charge-voltage characteristics to yield a linear response

better than 1 percent over the full range in detector currents. Present photo-lithographic
tolerances will maintain a variation in capacitance below 5 percent. Furthermore, the

virtues of negative feedback allows the multiplexer to maintain a virtually constant detector
voltage (less than 0.5 mv change) across the detector diode, which leads to a significant

reduction in detector dark current nonuniformity.

The ultra-low read noise performance of this hybrid FPA is made possible by a design

which readily supports multiple non-destructive read cycles, and through the use of simple
postprocessing techniques. With a nominal 50 kilopixels/second readout rate the entire
array can be readout every 370 milliseconds. Thus the reset level, the initial value at the

start of the exposure as well as samples all aFong the integration cycle can be available for

signal processing. Simple correlated sampling techniques are useful to eliminate the reset

noise from the signal and bound the input 1/f noise. For long integration times the reset
level is used to remove the uncertainties in the measurement due to electronic drift

introduced by the buffers on the focal plane as well as in the data acquisition electronics.

The entire multiplexer chip dimension is 350 mils on a side as shown in Figure 6. A

standard production 1.2 micron CMOS process allows this advanced input preamplifier to be

contained within a 2 mil unit cell. Only three bias supplies and four clocks are required to
operate the multiplexer. Under conlinuous readout operation the entire multiplexer will
dissipate only about 80 milliwatts of power.

The present design of tile 128 x 128 staring focal plane represents only a small
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evolutionary step, clearly within the bound of todays tecl,nology, from its predecessor, a
small 8 x 8 format feasibility focal plane. This small format device employed detectors on 4

mil centers using a readily available design and a custom built readout multiplexer to

demonstrate the potential of this design approach. Even though the detectors in the 128 x

128 design are smaller, their expected performance parameters, including collection

current, and impedances, have been conservatively determined by measurements obtained on
the 4 rail detectors. The multiplexer performance, however, should be quite similar to

those obtained on the small format multiplexer. This correlation is because the 8x8

multiplexer was specifically designed to demonstrate the actual performance potential of

small 2 mil square unit cells with only a larger feedback capacitor to accommodate the

larger detector current. Excellent overall focal plane performance for the large format

design is determined by scaling the multiplexer performance with the electrical parameters
of the 2 mil detector. The performance measurements of the small format device is

presented below.

3.0 DETECTOR ARRAY PERFORMANCE

Excellent detector array performance has been obtained on both Honeywell bulk[ 3]

and LPE grown HgCdTe SWlR material. Since LPE offered shorter material lead times and

the potential for better uniformity it has become our primary approach on this effort.

Detector array impedance measurements at high and moderate temperature (300 -

120K) were performed at Honeywell as a screening test using a ultra low-noise

preamplifier with a feedback capacitor to eliminate the Johnson noise typically associated
with a feedback resistor. Impedances are typically 108 ohms at 200 K and greater than

10 9 ohms at 175 K, following the expected theoretical temperature dependence for

generation-recombination limited material as shown in Figure 7. As expected, at the
nominal operating temperature of 80 K the detector impedance far exceeds the test

capability of standard lab bench test equipment. In fact, the detector impedance can only be

evaluated when hybridized to a low capacitance preamplifier similar to those incorporated
in the multiplexer. The charge integrating differential amplifier used in the input cell

provides a unique capability to directly measure the diode current-voltage characteristics.
Typical diode characteristics measured at 80 K are shown in Figure 8 and array impedance

uniformity is shown in Figure 9. Except for 3 elements all the detectors are between 0.4
and 4.0 xl016 ohms. Scaling these results to 2 mil square detectors predicts impedances

ranging from 0.7 to 11.0 x 1016 ohms with a corresponding thermal noise well below the

zodiacal background shot noise.

High detector quantum efficiencies of 70 percent have been achieved over the 1.6 to

2.45 micron interval as shown in Figure 10. Below 1.4 microns the quantum efficiency

may fall off quite dramatically, although their has been a considerable variation between the

arrays measured as shown in the figure. The cause of this lower quantum efficiency at
shorter wavelengths is still being considered with high back surface recombination velocity

being a prime suspect. The data shown in Figure 10 is typical of non-AR coated detectors.

An improvement as much as 20 percent can be anticipated with optimal AR coated detectors.

Analysis has shown that the detector capacitance linearly effects the total multiplexer

read noise. Hence, capacitance below 250 femtofarads is required to achieve a low read

noise for the 128 x 128 focal plane. Measurement of the 4 mil square feasibility detectors

has shown a capacitance ranging from 400 to 600 femtofarads as shown in Figure 9. The

device capacitance is principally the depletion layer capacitance which scales with the

junction area. With the smaller 2 mil square detector a predicted capacitance of less than
180 femtofarads will be obtained.

Detector crosstalk well below 1 percent has been demonstraled on 4 mil square
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detectors with a 77 percent fill factor. Since the fill factor and the crosstalk of these planar
detectors are both controlled by the implant area and diffusion length, a tradeoff analysis

was performed to determine the optimum implant configuration for the 2 mil detectors of

the 128 x 128 array. A analysis predicts fill factor of 80 percent with a 3 percent

crosstalk for the large format device.

4.0 MULTIPLEXER

Two process runs of small format multiplexers have been successfully completed. A

layout oversight in the first run omitted bump vias for the detector common and rendered

the multiplexers unusable for hybridization to detectors, but were still valuable in

evaluating the performance of the multiplexer. The second run of multiplexers corrected

this oversight and were integrated successfully with detectors.

Excellent multiplexer performance has been achieved and reported elsewhere[4], so

only the significant results which are pertinent to the performance of the hybrid focal plane
well be discussed here. The multiplexer has proven to yield very low dark current, less

than 2 electrons per second, low detector input offset variation with a peak to peak variation

of less than 15 mv, and gain uniformity less than 1 percent. Linear has been measured to

within 2 percent for a nominal 1.0 volt full scale output swing. For the feasibility
multiplexer the charge capacity of 3 x 105 electrons. Because smaller detectors will be

used used in the 128 x 128 focal plane the charge capacity has been reduced to 1.6 x 105
electrons.

The dominate source of read noise in the focal plane is due to the 1/f noise of the

differential input amplifier. This source of noise is minimized by design, such as large p
channel drive transistors, and effected by process related parameters such as interface trap

density. The first lot of multiplexers exhibited typical values for input referred 1/f noise,

el/f(1 Hz) less than 1 uv/_tHz at 1 Hz, as shown in Figure 11. Unfortunately the second

multiplexer lot exhibited, as a result of process variation, an atypical high 1/f noise of

about 6 uv/qHz which has severely limited the performance of the hybridized device.

With correlated double sampling the input 1/f noise contribution to the total rms

noise of the focal plane is approximately given by:

Noiserm s = 2.13*(Ci+Cf)/q*e1/f (1 Hz)*(1 + Iog(ti*fco)) 1/2 (rms electrons)

where C i is the total input capacitance including the detector and any strays, Cf is the

feedback capacitance, t i is the integration time, and fco is the cutoff frequency. The

logarithmic term accounts for the additional noise power contributed by the 1/f noise in

each decade of frequency above the correlation frequency (=l/ti). Thus for a reasonable

multiplexed data rate of 50 kilopixels/second, the last factor in the equation amounts to less

than 3. For the feasibility focal plane with a total input plus feedback capacitance is 0.6 pf

the predicted input referred read noise is about 20 rms electrons, if the first lot of

multiplexers had been used. Actual measurement using the second lot of multiplexer

exhibit typical read noise of about 100 1o 125 rms electrons, reflecting the significant

impact the processing quality has on the focal plane performance.

The reset operation of the input integrating capacitor is not ideal and produces a

voltage variation from reset to reset, known as reset noise. In addition the circuit requires

a short time following the reset interval before equilibrium is attained. Typical relaxation
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time is between 0.1 and 1 second as shown in Figure 12. The total settling response

corresponds to a total input referred charge of about 2000 electrons which also varies from

reset to reset. Two potential mechanisms for this relaxation time have been identified;

circuit settling to pickup from the reset clock, or the relaxation of slow traps initially

filled during the reset operation and integrated on the feedback capacitor. Relaxation time

measurements which vary for different operating temperatures, could be used to identify

the validity of the trap assisted mechanism.

Fortunately, simple correlated sampling techniques which take advantage of the

multiple non-destructive readout capability of the multiplexer can be readily used to

eliminate this offset variation (noise). In its simplest form two samples can be differenced,

one taken at the beginning of an exposure and the other at the end of the integration cycle to
remove the common reset offset and leave the integrated detector signal. Allowing for the

circuit's settling time (0.1 to 1 second) before acquiring the initial sample will ensure the

input has relaxed to equilibrium.

5.0 FOCAL PLANE PERFORMANCE

Performance measurements of the small format SWIR focal plane are in excellent

agreement with the theory and performance parameters obtained from both the detector
array and multiplexer. Scaling this performance to the 128x128 focal plane indicates that

the SWlR focal plane requirements for space astronomy can be satisfied. The only

disturbing measurements of the small format device was the presence of a relatively large

detector current observable even under 100 percent cold shielding. This excessive current,

which ranged from 100 to as high as 500 electrons per second, has been identified to be

caused by luminescence photons emanating from the silicon multiplexer and which were not
adequately blocked in the small format device from being absorbed by the detector. The

performance measurement of the small format device including the luminescence will be
presented in this section and the last section will discuss the design modifications

implemented in the 128x128 device to reduce the luminescence for zodiacal background
observations.

Good focal plane response uniformity has been achieved as shown in Figure 13. The

histogram shows that the central 36 elements have a 6 percent, 1 sigma, response

variation. This uniformity is typical when the anomalous edge element response is
excluded.

The typical read noise for the small format device is shown in Figure 14 as a function

of integration time. The upper curve was obtained by a device measured at the University of
Hawaii. At short exposure times less than 10 seconds the read noise is about 150 electrons

and at longer integration times the noise was limited by the shot noise of the luminescent
current. Better measurement with a read noise less than 100 electrons have been obtained

at Honeywell as shown in the figure. A Honeywell built low noise clock driver for the input

reset clock, which couples directly into the detector signal, has allowed the improved
measurement to be achieve. These measurement were obtained on hybrid devices using the

multiplexers from the second fabrication Ioi which exhibited significantly higher 1/f noise

which becomes the dominant source of read noise. If focal planes could have been fabricated

on the initial multiplexer lot the read noise would be considerably lower as shown by the

dotted line in the figure. The contributions due to lhe preamplifiers 1/f noise and Johnson

noise is about 20 and 40 rms eleclrons, respectively, for a total read noise of 45 rms
electrons.

The low detector dark current was not measurable on the small format device because

of the stray detector current resulting from the luminescent photons generated by the active

silicon devices within the multiplexer. The wavelength of these luminescent photons is near
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thebandgapof siliconandarereadilyabsorbedbytheSWIRdetectors.Theirintensityhas
beenshownto bea functionof thecurrentpassingthroughtheactivesilicondevices.Figure
15 demonstratesthe extentto whichthe luminescencecanbe reduceby loweringthe
operatingpowerof the multiplexer.Thethree8x8twodimensionalmapsillustraterelative
intensityof the luminescenceobservedby eachdetector. Notethat the left most map
illustratesa verybrightsourcein the lowercornerwhichis dueto the highpoweroutput
bufferbeingcontinuallyon. By switchingthis bufferoff exceptduringreadouttimesthe
brightsourceis eliminated.Althoughlessthan100electrons/secondhavebeenmeasured
on the small feasibilitydevicethe typicalluminescentcurrentunderoptimaloperating
conditionsis typicallyabout200electrons/second. In order for this focal plane approach to

be useful down to the zodiacal background levels, the luminescent photons must be blocked to

prevent lhe absorption by the detectors. An effective approach to block these photons is
presented in the next section.

6.0 IMPROVEMENT TO THE 128X128 DESIGN

The performance evaluation of the small format device has been most valuable in

optimizing our approach in the design of the 128x128 focal plane. Scaling down to the

smaller 2 mil square detector parameters leads directly to improved performance. The read

noise for the device is directly related to the combined detector, input stray, and feedback
capacitances which have been reduced 60 percent. Thus with typical 1/f noise for the input

preamplifiers of 1 to 2 uv/qHz the read noise can be expected to be between 25 and 30 rms

electrons. The feedback capacitor has been reduce to attain an input signal gain of 10. This

minor modification allows the entire input circuit to readily fit within a 2 rail square cell,

with the most critical element, the differential amplifier, retaining the identical

configuration as used on the small format multiplexer. The usable charge capacity is 1.6
xl05 electrons over the 1 volt linear region of the amplifier yielding a the dynamic range of
74 dB.

The approach to reduce the luminescent current is several fold. Scaling to the

128x128 device reduces the luminescent sources per detector element by a factor of two.
The metal interconnect coverage within the unit cell has been increased from 66 percent in

the small format device to 83 percent in the 128x128 design with special attention to cover

active regions. Peripheral luminescent sources such as the output buffer and shift registers

have been moved as far from the active detectors as possible, and generally masked with a

reflecting layer. And because the luminescence is presumed to be emitted isotropically with
low reabsorption within the silicon, an absorber placed on the backside of the silicon

multiplexer substrate will prevent the photons from being reflected back up to the
detectors. With these design approaches the resultant luminescent current is expected to be

less than 10 electrons/second. Additional improvements are possible with an absorbing
layer placed between the multiplexer and the detector.

In summary, the benefits of the charge integrating differential input preamplifier

have been demonstrated on the small format focal plane. The 128x128 design is only a
small evolutionary step and incorporates an effective approach to minimize the luminescent

current present with this approach. This design provides a very linear output for accurate

radiometric measurement placing minimum requirement on system calibration. The input

preamplifiers maintain near zero bias across the entire array, minimizing detector dark

current and 1/f noise, and to achieve optimal detector uniformity. Signal gain o* order 10

eases off focal plane electronic low noise considerations. The non-destructive array reads

offered by this approach support signal processing functions to achieve low noise

performance and immunity to spurious noise events.
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Table1. PerformanceSummaryoftheSmallFormatDeviceandExpectedPerformancefor
the 128x 128FPA.

Small Format 128x128 FPA

c_ cu. EauzcrJJ1L  

Operating Temp (K) 8 0 8 0

Detector LPE HCT LPE HCT

size (rail square) 4 2

Cutoff Wavelength (urn) 2.5 2.5

Quantum Efficiency (%) 70 >70 w/AR

Impedance (1016 _) 0.4 - 4.0 0.7 - 11.0

Capacitance (pf) 0.4 0.2

Crosstalk (%) < 2 < 3

Fill Factor (%) 7 5 8 0

Dark Current (e/s) < 10

Focal Plane CIDA x-y CIDA x-y

Read Noise (rms e) 100" < 30

Dark Current (e/s) < 10

Luminescence Current (e/s) 100-500 < 10t

Charge Capacity (e) 3.2 x 105 1.6 x 105

Power Dissipation (mW) 0.3 < 80

• Limited by atypically high noiseCMOS process run 1"LuminescenceReduction Layers included
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ANALOG BIAS []

SUPPLIES o
O

136x136 Input cells

COLUMN SELECT REGISTER

O•

m

n- []
U,I
p []

[]
(D

" []

I,LI
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U_

O
n"

u/

no

350 mils

CLOCKS AND

DIGITAL SUPPLY

'OUTPUT BUFFER

Figure 1. The 128 x 128 SWIR Focal Plane is a Hybrid Structure Consisting of HgCdTe
Detectors and a Silicon CMOS Readout Device.
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Figure 4. The Charge Integration Differential Amplifier (CIDA) is an Excellent Preamplifier for
Low Background SWlR PV Detectors.
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Figure 5. SWIR HgCdTe Detector C-V Characteristics is Clearly Not Constant With Bias
Voltage.
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Figure 6. The 128 x 128 SWlR Multiplexer is Fabricated Using a Standard Production 1.2
Micron CMOS Process.
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Abstract

Large area focal plane arrays of unprecedented performance have
been developed for use in NICMOS, a proposed Hubble Space

Telescope refurbishment instrument. These FPAs are

128x128-element, HgCdTe hybrid arrays with a cutoff wavelength of

2.5 _m. The multiplexer consists of a CMOS FET switch array with
a typical mean readout noise of less than 30 electrons. The

detectors typically have a mean dark current of less than i0

electrons/s at 77K, with currents below 2 electrons/s measured at

60K (both at 0.5 V reverse bias). The mean quantum efficiency is

40-60% at 77K for 1.0-2.4 _m. Functional pixel yield is
typically greater than 99%, and the power consumption is

approximately 0.2 mW (during readout only).

Focal plane array design

The NICMOS focal plane array (FPA) is a hybrid structure

consisting of a silicon multiplexer mated through indium columns

to a HgCdTe detector array. The detectors are an array of

photodiodes formed by ion implantation in a layer of HgCdTe grown

by liquid phase epitaxy on a substrate of sapphire. The bandgap

of the detector material is chosen such that it responds to
infrared radiation in the 0.8 to 2.5 _m wavelength region. The

format of the array is 128 x 128 elements on 60 _m centers.

Each detector is connected to a source follower amplifier in the

input cell of the multiplexer through an indium column. This

amplifier can be connected to the multiplexer output amplifier

through a set of row and column select switches (Figure 1). In

normal operation, the reset FETs, M2 and M4, are turned on to

reset the voltage at the cathode of the detector, and are then
turned off, allowing the cathode to float. Photo and dark

current is then integrated into that capacitance which is the sum

of the detector capacitance and the input capacitance of the

multiplexer. Since the detector substrate voltage is fixed, the

cathode voltage (and thus the voltage at the gate of the source
follower MI) changes, reflecting the integrated current. Since

the integration capacitance is small (approximately 0.I pf), a

small amount of integrated charge produces a significant voltage
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change at the source follower gate. When M3 and M5 are turned

on, the voltage at the unit cell source follower is sampled at

the output amplifier, which is another source follower.

Control of the select and reset switches, M2 through M5, is

accomplished by the operation of two shift registers driven by
user supplied clocks. Additionally, the reset is gated by an

enable line, REN, which allows one to optionally reset or not

reset a particular pixel while it is selected. This not only
allows monitoring of the reset level at the output, but also

allows the pixel to be sampled non-destructively. Consequently,

sophisticated sampling schemes can be used to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio.

Since the multiplexer is CMOS in design, and because the input
cell source folllower only draws power when it is accessed, the

design is inherently low power. Turning off the output amplifier

when readout is not occurring reduces power consumption to zero.
During readout, only the output amplifier and one input cell

amplifier are on at any time, so that the power consumed is a
minimal 0.2 mW when 5V power supplies are used.

Performance results

Completed focal plane arrays were tested extensively with
particular attention paid to their noise and dark current
characteristics.

Dark current. The dark current was characterized at a wide

variety of reverse biases at 77K. Figure 2 shows a dark current

histogram at 79K and 0.5 V reverse bias which has a mean value of
4.3 electrons/s. Figure 3 shows the mean array dark current

versus bias at 79K. Even at large biases of several volts,

currents less than i00 electrons/s were achieved. At 60K the

dark current is _xen lower as shown in Fig. 4 where it is 1.6
electrons/s (i0 -x= amps).

Noise. The multiplexer readout noise was characterized in a

variety of readout schemes. A simple model of the multiplexer
circuit based on i/f and thermal MOSFET noise indicates that the

noise level should be about 4 electrons distributed fairly

equally between the input cell amplifier and the output
amplifier. Since this represents a level of about 3 _V, in

practice other sources such as switching transients and crosstalk
will in fact dominate.

Three sampling schemes were examined. By sampling the signal,

without any multiple sampling, one would expect the noise to be

dominated by the reset kTC noise of the integration capacitance,

about 60 electrons, which is indeed the case. By sampling both

the signal level and the reset pedestal immediately following,

one would expect some suppression of low frequency noise, but no
removal of the reset noise since the samples are not truly
correlated. This results in a noise somewhat worse than the

preceding case due to the two samples.
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A better sampling scheme is triple correlated sampling where the

pixel is sampled immediately before, during, and immediately
after reset. By properly correlating samples between frames, a

removal of reset kTC noise is accomplished. In this way noise

levels below 30 electrons are achieved (Figure 5). From this

data a total FPA noise based upon readout noise and dark current
can be projected (Figure 6).

Quantum efficiency. The mean FPA quantum efficiency was measured

at various wavelengths using bandpass filters, and the results

are shown in Figure 7.

Conclusions and future work

The FPAs developed for the NICMOS program have achieved an

unprecedented level of performance for a large format array.
Readout noises under 30 electrons and dark currents under i0

electrons/s at 77K (<2e-/s at 60K) were achieved using a design

which was simple, easy to operate, and easy to produce.

Furthermore, the design can be extrapolated to larger sizes

(256x256 for example) with low risk and similar performance.
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NICMOS 128x128 FPA
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I. Overview

The second generation of Hubble Space Telescope instruments will include a near-
infrared instrument. This choice has driven the development of near-infrared arrays to larger
sizes and lower read noises. Rockwell International has delivered an array for use in the
NICMOS instrument; this array has been dubbed "NICMOS2". NICMOS2 is 128x 128 array
of HgCdTe diodes In-bonded to a switched MOSFET readout (see Blessinger, et al.,this vol-
ume). The readout was specifically designed for astronomical use with the HST requirement
of low read noise a prime goal. These arrays use detector material which is similar to that
used by Rockwell in previous arrays (eg. HgCdTe produced on a sapphire substrate), but the
NICMOS2 devices differ substantially from other 128x 128 arrays produced by Rockwell in
having a read noise of only 30 electrons when read out using appropriate correlated sam-
pling. NICMOS2 has now been characterized in the laboratory, and it has been used on
groundbased telescopes.

Table 1 summarizes the properties of the NICMOS2 array.

Table 1:NICMOS2 Characteristics

Detector type

Cutoff wavelength

Readout type

Unit cell size

Nominal operating temperature

Read noise

Dark current @ 60°I(

PV HgCdTe

2.51am

switched MOSFET

601ax60g

60-77°K

30 electrons

1.5 e/sec

II. Laboratory Tests

Arizona has measured the quantum efficiency, linearity, read noise, uniformity, and
response to gamma radiation. In tests which duplicated Rockwell data, similar results were
obtained. Dark current data were not acquired using a NICMOS2 array but rather were taken
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usingJFETintegrators(seeG. Rieke,et al. in this volume for a description of the technique);
Table 2 summarizes results for a variety of individual diodes with different cutoff wave-

lengths. In the case of the 2.5-pro cutoff material, Arizona measurements of individual diodes

are comparable to the rates measured at Rockwell of 4.5 electron/sec at 77°K and 1.5

electrons/sec at 60°K for NICMOS2 with the output amplifier turned off. Note that the indi-

vidual diodes have a larger area than the diodes in the array so the lack of a significant drop
between the individual diode and array data suggests that a regime is being entered where the

dark current is not proportional to diode area. The relatively small drop in dark current

between 77°K and 60°K is inconsistent with the dark current being due to generation-

recombination and suggests that tunneling may be responsible.

Table 2: Dark Currents for a selection of HgCdTe Diodes

Type Size T°K Iok(e/sec)

_,c= 1.4_trn 160_tx160_t 77 6.5

_,c=2.5_rn 130px1301x 77 9.0

_,c=2.5_m 1301ax130_t 63 2.0

_,c=3.0_rn 501axS0_t 60 6.0

_,c--4.2_xm 60_x60_t 63 200

Of particular interest for NICMOS is the relatively small increase in dark current seen

for the 3.0-_m cutoff material as compared to the 2.5-1am cutoff material. This result implies

that the NICMOS spectrometer extension to 3.0_m will not exact any large performance

penalties.

All of the data reported here were taken using a modified form of correlated sampling.
Figure 1 shows this technique where two samples per pixel are taken per readout. One sam-
ple is taken at the end of the integration and the second is taken immediately after with the
reset enabled. This method also requires that some images (bias frames) with extremely short
integration times be taken to calibrate the change in level seen when the reset is released.
Bias frames have proven to be very stable over periods of days. The read noise achieved with
this sampling technique is 91 electrons; Rockwell saw 80 electrons using a similar method.
The 80 electron noise level is what is expected for this technique which is subject to the full
kTC noise of the integrating node. A better method which avoids kTC noise and compensates
for low frequency drifts is also shown in Figure 1 and is labelled "triple-correlated" sam-
piing. Rockwell has used this method to achieve a readnoise of 30 electrons which is inde-
pendent of integration time.

Because the read noise as expressed in electrons depends on knowing the integrating
node capacitance, this must be measured, and is one of the keys to the good performance of
the NICMOS2 array. Rockwell measured the capacitance by measuring the total current flow
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Figure 1: Sampling methods used in reading NICMOS2 arrays.

through the array and obtained a value of 0.10pF with over 80% of the capacitance estimated
to be attributable to the HgCdTe diodes. The Arizona measurement took advantage of the
fact that signal strength and noise have different dependencies on the capacitance:

V,_g,,_ = ei /C

V,_,,,= e_/C

V_.o_,,= e_i/C _

v ,_._ _ C le

C = capacitance, e = electron charge, i = photoelectrons/sec

The capacitance of 0.127-!-.035pF measured at Arizona agrees well with the Rockwell data.
For the read noises reported in this paper, a value of 0.10pF has been used.

The quantum efficiency was measured for a central region on the array by imaging a
spot onto the array. This spot was illuminated by a blackbody source and a combination of
cold and warm falters were used to define the bandpass. Figure 2 shows results from a NIC-

MOS2 array at 77°K and an older 64x64 array (Rieke et al. 1987). The newer array does not

exhibit as sharp a drop in QE towards llam as did the older array. The quantum efficiency of

the NICMOS2 array was also measured at 63"K and did not change significantly at the lower

temperature.
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Figure 2: The quantum efficiencies of a NICMOS2 array and an older 64x64 HgCdTe array
measured at 77°K.

One problem with the NICMOS2 array which has been used most extensively is its
gradient in quantum efficiency from one comer to the diagonally opposite comer. The image

in Figure 3 was obtained looking at sky at 2.2jam; no correction procedures of any sort

including bias correction have been applied to this image. The gradient in quantum efficiency
and "striping" due to column to column variations are apparent. The quantum efficiency
ranges from over 70% to about 25% in the worst areas. This gradient is much smaller at

1.6[Lrn and essentially gone at 1.25pro. The "striping" is seen in bare NICMOS2 multiplex-
ers, and is very stable. Flat fielding removes all traces of this column to column structure in
the image.

The lineadty of the NICMOS2 array has been assessed in two regimes shown in Fig-
ures 4 and 5. The array should be subject to an inherent non-linearity because the photocur-
rent is collected on the combined capacitance of the diode and MOSFET, and the diode

capacitance is a function of the bias across the detector and hence depends on how much
charge has already been collected (see Hoffman 1987). The degree to which this non-
linearity poses a problem depends on how rapidly the diode capacitance varies with bias and
on how much effort can be expended on calibrating it and removing it from the data in the
image processing steps. HgCdTe diodes have the excellent characteristic that they change in
capacitance relatively slowly; from a bias voltage of-0.2 to -0.5 volts, they exhibit a change
of only 4% in their capacitance. This voltage range is a typical operating regime for NIC-
MOS2 arrays. Data taken by varying the integration time while viewing a constant source of
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Figure 3: An unprocessed image taken of the sky at 2.21am.

illumination have been used to study the linearity. In the low signal case plotted in Figure 4,
NICMOS2 appears very linear with fro small signal collection problems seen. In Figure 5, the
large signal linearity is examined with no problems apparent until the bias level is
approached. The bias used in taking these data was 0.5 volts which yields an effective well-

depth of about 300,000 electrons. No linearity corrections are needed if NICMOS2 is oper-
ated at less than 85% capacity, and no corrections have been applied to the telescope data
reported below.
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Figure 5: Large signal linearity for a NICMOS2 array. The bias level corresponds to 0.5
volts.

Another important attribute of an array intended for use in space is the ability to with-
stand charged particle hits. NICMOS2 arrays have not themselves been subjected to radiation
testing. A similar readout has been, and limited testing of HgCdTe diodes has been carried
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out. In both cases, the testing consisted of exposing the device to a 10 mCurie Am TM gamma-
radiation source mounted within a few centimeters of the device being tested. In other situa-

tions the deposition of energy by gamma rays induces effects similar to those induced by
other types of radiation; more extensive testing of NICMOS2 arrays and HgCdTe diodes

should be done to verify this assumption. A TCM-1000B switched FET readout with 2.5-Hm
HgCdTe diodes showed no sensitivity changes when exposed to the Am TM source. This test
was conducted with the array viewing a relatively high background. The other test consisted

of exposing a 3.0-pro diode being read out with a JFET integrator to the radiation source.
This diode showed complete recovery to its normal dark current 5 minutes after being irra-
diated at 20% of an HST South Atlantic Anomaly passage. Recovery may have been faster,
but a few minutes are required for an accurate dark current measurement at these levels.
Other testing at Rockwell has not revealed any problems, but more radiation testing is needed
before certifying the NICMOS2 array for space use.

Ill. Telescope Use

The NICMOS instrument will operate at wavelengths where observations can be done
from groundbased sites. A camera for such use has been built, and the performance of the
NICMOS2 in an actual astronomical situation has been characterized. The camera is shown

schematically in Figure 6. Note the use of a cold pupil and cold filters to limit the radiation

reaching the detector array. The background levels at 2Hm from a groundbased telescope are

not very different from those expected at this wavelength on HST because the larger pixel
scale used on the ground is compensated by the fact that HST is warmed to temperature of

76°F, much warmer than is typical for a groundbased site. At shorter wavelengths the

groundbased backgrounds are much higher than will be seen from HST because of the OH-

airglow.
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Figure 6: Camera optics schematic
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The equipment used to read out the array at the telescope is very compact and is based
on clock waveforms being generated using EPROMs. The hardware does not do any of the
differencing required by the readout sampling; all differencing is done in the computer con-
trolling the array readout (a 80386-based computer in this case). The readout electronics

themselves are very compact and occupy a volume of only .009 cubic meters. These
electronics digitize to 16-bits and when used with the NICMOS2 array provide a gain such

that one unit of the digitizer corresponds to 19 electrons. The system noise without an array
is 40 electrons, and with the array, yielded a read noise of 91 electrons. The electronics also

include protection circuits for all lines controlling the array and a real-time video display
which is very useful for focussing and alignment.

O

Figure 7: The Crab Nebula at 2.21.tm.

Figures 7 and 8 show fully reduced data taken with the NICMOS2 camera using the

Steward Cbservatory 1.5-meter telescope on Mt. Bigelow, AZ. The telescope has an f/45
infrared secondary which was used for these observations. The plate scale of 1.8 /pixel is
optimized fc "studying extended sources. This plate scale yields a total field-of-view of 3.8
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arcminutes.Theseimageswereproducedby beam-switchingbetweentheobjectandadja-
centsky every60seconds.The60-secondexposureswhich wererecordedfor analysiscon-
sistedof 6 co-added10-secondexposureswhich werenecessaryto avoidoverfilling the
array.Thefinal pictureswereproducedby subtractingabiasframefrom eachof the object
andskyframes,ratioing theresultingframeson apairwisebasis,andthenaveragingall of
theratio frames.This is thesametechniquethathasbeenusedwith ourpreviousarrays
(Riekeet al. 1987), and results in flatfielding to 1 part in 20000. The sensitivity achieved

using the NICMOS2 array at K(2.2_m) on the 1.5-meter is 21.5 magnitudes per square arc
second (one sigma in one hour of integration composed of co-added frames).
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Figure 8: Part of the edge-on galaxy NGC3044 at 2.2_un.

At this point, the full capabilities of the NICMOS2 array have yet to be
exploited in groundbased use, but it has already shown that it is capable per-
former.
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IV. Summary

The NICMOS2 128x128 HgCdTe array developed for use on HST is a
significant step forward in the technology available to astronomers. Its readout
has been designed with astronomical use in mind, and it delivers a level of
performance at 30 electrons read noise that will permit full use of HST as well
as very interesting investigations from the ground.
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ABSTRACT

The NICMOS project for HST requires focal plane arrays of 256x256

pixels for both its cameras and its spectrometers. The new arrays,

developed by the Rockwell Corporation for NICMOS, have 40_m pixels

of HgCdTe bump bonded to a switched MOSFET readout. Expected read

noise and dark current for the arrays at 60 K are 30 e and 1 e/sec.

respectively. The basis for these numbers is previous experience

with 128x128 arrays.

1 NICMOS and its Environment

NICMOS (Near Infrared Camera

and Multi-Object Spectrometer)

is a second generation infrared

instrument for the Hubble Space

Telescope (HST). It contains

both cameras and spectrometers

for imaging in the I-2.5_m

range and spectroscopy in the

l-3_Im region. There are three

cameras with differing spatial

resolutions, a warm l-2_im spec-

trometer, and two cold spec-

trometers for the 2-2.5, and

2.5-3_m regions. The NICMOS

camera and spectrometer speci-

fications are given in tables 1

and 2.

NICMOS SPECTROMETER SPECIFICATIONS

PARAMETER

Wavelength Cov-

erage

Spectral Reso-

lution

MULTI-OBJECT

SPECTROMETER

1.0-2.0 _m

i00, i000,

i0,000

LWS I

2.0-2.5 _m

5000

LWS II

2.5-3.0 _Im

i000

Table i.
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NICMOS CAMERA OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PARAMETER CAMERA I CAMERA II CAMERA III LWS CAMERA

k/2d wave- 1.0 _m 1.75 _m - -

length

Pixel size in 0.043 0.075 0.2 0.2

arc seconds

Plate scale ini 1.075 1.875 5.0 5.0

arc sec per mm

Magnification 3.33 1.91 0.716 .716

f/number 79.9 45.8 17.2 17.2

Total field in ii 19.2 51.2 -

arc seconds

Table 2..

All of the detectors are HgCdTe

arrays with a 2.5 _m cutoff

except for the 2.5-3.0 _m spec-

trometer array which has a 3.0

_im cutoff. The focal plane for

each camera and spectrometer

has 256x256 pixels which are

currently a mosaic of four

128x128 60 L1m pixel arrays.

The new arrays are full 256x256

arrays with 40 _m pixels.

These new arrays reduce the

complexity and cost of the

instrument and are expected to

improve upon the performance of

the 128x128 arrays described in

this volume by Rieke et al. and

Vural et al.. This presenta-

tion will discuss only the

improvements in the new arrays.

Please refer to the previous

articles for the details of the

present 128x128 arrays.

Figure i. shows the expected

thermal environment encountered

by an infrared instrument on
HST. Two emission mechanisms

dominate the spectrum. At

short wavelengths the scattered

Zodiacal light contributes most

of the power but at longer

wavelengths the emission from

the warm HST optical system

overwhelms all other emissions.

Near the minimum at 1.7 _[m the

background flux is on the order

of i0 (photons/s)/ILm. For

spectroscopy and small band-

width observations the back-

ground induced current is

substantially below 1 e/sec,

therefore, low dark current is

an important factor in detector

selection.

Note that Fig. 1 is for a 0.2"

pixel which is the largest

angular resolution for a NICMOS

camera. The smallest angular
resolution is on the order of

0.04"
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The three NICMOS cameras and

three spectrometers require a

total of six independent focal

plane arrays. Ease of readout
and reduction of associated

electronics is therefore an

important factor in the array

design. At the same time elim-

ination of single point fail-

ures in any of the NICMOS

instruments is also an

important factor. For this

reason the NICMOS program is

developing two multiplexer

designs. The first divides the

multiplexer into 4 electrically

independent 128x128 quadrants

on the same multiplexer chip.

The second design reads out the

entire 256x256 detector array

with a single 256x256 multi-

plexer. A single readout

reduces the associated

electronics for each focal

plane and the quadrant design

has a high degree of redun-

dancy. A decision between the

two designs will be made after

reliability information is

gathered on both designs.

Another factor in the decision

is the readout time for each

array. For a given speed A/D

converter the single output

array requires 4 times as long

to readout. This is an impor-

tant factor for the observation

of bright solar system objects.

Except for the division into

quadrants or single readout the

features of the new arrays are

similar therefore in the

remainder of this presentation
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they will be described without

reference to type except when

required.

2 NEW MULTIPLEXER FEATURES

Several new features are incor-

porated into the 256x256 multi-

plexer design which improve

both the signal-to-noise
characteristics and the ease of

operation. At the same time we

have not radically altered the

previous design so as to reduce

the development risk in the

time constrained NICMOS pro-

gram.

2.1 Electronic and Processing

Changes

The new multiplexer process is

a P channel - N well process

which is expected to produce a

lower noise system than the

previous P channel - P well

process. Both the detector and

multiplexer substrates are now

at ground and the gain in the

switched MOSFET system is now 1

instead of 1/2 in the original

system. Since the dominant

noise is not in the amplifier

system, the gain change is

expected to produce a corre-

sponding gain in signal-to-

noise. All of the multiplexer

test points are now buffered to

protect the multiplexer during

testing.

2.2 Logic Circuit Changes

In order to facilitate the

readout, the shift registers

which access each row and col-

umn address of a pixel can be

reset to zero. Each shift

register can also be clocked

independently to quickly access

a particular pixel. Although

during readout the clocking is

significantly slower, the shift

registers can be run accurately

at speeds up to I0 MHz. If

only a small portion of the

array has useful data, as in

target acquisition, the begin-

ning portion can be addressed

quickly via independent row and

column clocking. The relevant

portion is then read out at the

appropriate rate and the shift

registers reset to zero to

restart the process. Figure 2

shows the basic logic for a

single pixel in the multi-

plexer.

As an additional noise reduc-

tion procedure the shift regis-

ters are now clocked on both

the rising and falling edges.

This procedure eliminates the

possibility of a transition

induced glitch on the signal

during the time of measurement.
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2.3 Geometry Changes

The new multiplexer design con-

tains two major geometry

changes. In the first change

the pixel cell size is now 40

_4m rather than 60. The net

size of the bump bonded area is

then approximately 1 cm. This

size is small enough to ensure

that the bump bonds remain

secure during cooling. Since

the sapphire substrate for the

HgCdTe and the silicon multi-

plexer have slightly different

coefficients of expansion, too

large a size can break bump

bonds during cooling.

The second change entails mov-

ing the output amplifier to the

far edge of the multiplexer and

also photon shielding it so

that glow from the amplifier is

not detected by the HgCdTe.

The original detector arrays

detected glow from the output

amplifier. This problem was

greatly reduced by turning off

the output amplifier during
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integration, but the geometry

solution should entirely elimi-

nate the problem.

3 NEW DETECTOR FEATURES

Except for the smaller pixel

size of 40 _m and greater num-

ber of pixels, the HgCdTe pho-

todiode array is very similar

to the original 128x128 array.

The smaller pixel size, how-

ever, has three potentially

positive effects. First the

smaller pixel size reduces its

capacitance. A single photo-

induced electron therefore pro-

duces a higher voltage which

improves the signal-to-noise

ratio per photon. In a second

effect, the smaller pixel size

should also have a reduced dark

current. This is particularly

important in spectroscopy which

has a low background per pixel.

Finally the smaller size of the

pixel reduces the number of

cosmic ray hits per pixel by a

simple geometrical reduction in

the cross section. Reduction

of cosmic ray hits is an impor-

tant factor for space experi-

ments.

A reduction in detector size

also carries the possibility of

increased cross talk between

pixels. Preliminary measure-

ments on the current detectors

indicates that the cross talk

has an upper limit of less than

1-2 % for 60 I_ pixels and

therefore is not expected to be

a problem in the 40 _tm pixels.

A disadvantage of the smaller

pixel size is a reduced well

depth. Although borrowed from

the vernacular of CCDs, well

depth in the case of a photo-
diode is due to a different

effect. Since photo induced

charge is integrated directly

on the photodiode, it alters

the bias across the diode. As

the bias voltage changes it

approaches zero bias where the

diode curve is very nonlinear.

There is a limit on the accu-

racy of the correction proce-

dure for the nonlinearity which

limits the integrations to less

than 300,000 electrons for the

60 _m pixels. This limit is

expected to drop to i00,000 for

the 40 _m case. Although quite

adequate for space instruments,

this limit may be troublesome

for wide band imaging on ground

based telescopes.

4 GENERAL COMMENTS

The new 256x256 detectors have

several advantages for the NIC-

MOS program. The factor of 4

reduction in array number

reduces the complexity of the
instrument and will realize

distinct savings in cost and

time. In particular it elimi-

nates the need for very accu-

rate alignment of 4 individual

arrays to form a 256x256 focal

plane and eliminates the 3-6

pixel gap between the arrays

required in the mosaic proce-

dure. In future conferences

such as these we will report on

the results of the detector

tests and results gathered with

the arrays. We encourage

everyone who acquires these

arrays for their own use to

share their experiences with

the NICMOS team. We need to

gather as much experience as

possible to ensure that the
NICMOS instrument is an

extremely productive tool for

the entire astronomical commu-

nity.
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Abstract: The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) is an astronomical satellite, which will op-

erate at infrared wavelengths (2.5 - 2001tm) for a period of at least 18 months. Imaging,

spectroscopic, photometric and polarimetric observations will be obtained by four scientific in-

struments in the focal plane of its 60-cm diameter, cryogenically-cooled telescope. Two-thirds

of ISO's observing time will be available to the astronomical community. ISO is a fully approved

and funded project of the European Space Agency (ESA) with a foreseen launch date of May

1993.

1. Introduction

IRAS, during its brief 10-month in-orbit existence, provided astronomers with their first un-

obscured glimpse of the infrared universe. Such was the wealth of the data - catalogues, sky

maps and spectra - of this highly successful mission that now, five years later, they are still

being digested, interpreted and producing fi'esh science. With the end of the IRAS mission, due

to depletion of its liquid-helium coolant, observations of the majority of these sources are no

longer possible. The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO, shown in figure 1) will give astronomers

the capability of routinely making high sensitivity observations at all these wavelengths, but

for detailed study of individual objects rather than as a survey mission. Compared to IRAS,

ISO will have higher sensitivity in part from improvements that have been made in detectors

since IRAS, wider wavelength coverage, better angular resolution, a longer lifetime and more

sophisticated instruments.

ISO results from a mission proposal submitted to ESA in 1979. After various assessments and

studies, particularly a phase A study in 1981-2, ISO was chosen in March 1983 to be the next

new start in the ESA Scientific Programme. The focal plane instruments were selected in mid-

1985 and the industrial phase B study of the spacecraft started in December 1986. Currently,

ISO is in its main development phase (C/D).

This paper presents, firstly, an overview of the ISO spacecraft (section 2) and mission operations

(section 3) and secondly, a synthesis of the scientific capabilities (section 4) and detector systems

of the four instruments (section 5).
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2. Overview of Spacecraft

The ISO satellite (5.3 m high, 2.3 m wide and 2400 kg at launch) is dominated by its so-called

"Payload Module", the upper cylindrical part seen in figure 1. This module, shown in section ill

figure 2, is essentially a large cryostat, containing the telescope and the scientific instruments.

Inside the vacuum vessel is a toroidal tank filled with about 2300 litres of superfluid helium,

which will provide an in-orbit lifetime of at least 18 months. Some of the infrared detectors

are directly coupled to this helium tank and are at a temperature of around 2 K. Apart from

these, all other units are cooled using the cold boil-off gas from the liquid helium. This gas is

first routed through the optical support structure, where it cools the telescope and the scientific

instruments to temperatures of 3-4 K. It is then passed _ong the baffles and radiation shields

before being vented to space. A small auxiliary tank, containing about 60 litres of normal liquid

helium, fulfils all of ISO's cooling needs for the last 72 hours before launch. Mounted Oil the

outside of the vacuum vessel is a sunshield, which prevents the sun from shining directly on the

cryostat. The solar cells are carried by this sunshield.

Figure 1: Computer Graphic of ISO in Orbit
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The "classical" spacecrMt functions are provided by a so-called "Service Module", which can

be seen underneath the payload module in figure 1. These functions include the structure and

the load path to the launcher, the solar array mounted on the sunshield, and sub-systems for

thermal control, data handling, power conditioning, telemetry and telecommand (using two
antennas), and attitude and orbit control. The last provides the three-axis stabilisation to an

accuracy of a few arc seconds and also the raster pointing facilities needed for the mission. It

consists of sun and earth sensors, star trackers, a quadrant star sensor on the telescope axis,

gyros, reaction wheels and uses a hydrazine reaction control system. The nominal down-link
bit rate is 33 kbps of which about 24 kbps are dedicated to the scientific instruments.

The definition study (phase B) for the ISO spacecraft was sucessfully completed early in 1988.

The detailed design, development, integration and test phase (phase C/D) was started oll 15

March 1988 by an industrial consortium led by Aerospatiale (F). The structure of this team is

shown in figure 3. The next major milestone is the System Design Review, to be held in April

1989, with the aim of releasing (i) the structurM and thermal model for integration and (ii) the
qualification model units for manufacture. The scheduled launch date is May 1993.
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3. Launcher, Orbit and Operations

ISO will be launched into a transfer orbit by an Ariane-4 vehicle. Its hydrazine reaction control

system will then be used to attain the operational orbit, which has a 24-hour period, a perigee

height of 1000 km and an apogee height of 70000 km. The inclination to the equator will

be between 5 ° and 20 ° (to be finalised later). ESA plans to supply only one ground station,

enabling ISO to make astronomical observations during the best 14 hrs of each orbit. The

mission's scientific return could be greatly increased by the addition of a second ground station,

which would permit ISO to be operated for the entire time that it spends outside the main part

of the Earth's radiation belts. An international collaboration is being sought by ESA to provide

this second ground station.

Observing time on ISO will be allocated on a "per object" basis, as was the case for EXOSAT,

rather than on a "per shift" basis as is done with IUE. Two-thirds of ISO's observing programme

will be determined by the scientific community via the submission and selection (by peer review)
of proposals. The remaining time will be reserved for the groups who provide the instruments,

for the Mission Scientists and for the Observatory Team who operate the satellite. Details
of observations to be carried out in this reserved time will be included in the first Call for

Observing Proposals, to be issued to the scientific community 18 months before launch.

The in-orbit operations of the spacecraft and instruments will be carried out by a team of sci-

entists and engineers located at the ISO Control Centre in Villafranca, Spain. During scientific
use, the satellite will always be in contact with the ground segment; however, it is planned to

minimise real time modifications to the observing programme in order to maximise the overall

efficiency of the satellite. A "quick-look" output, adequate for judging the scientific quality

of the data, will be produced within a few hours of an observation being completed. A final

product with more detailed data reduction and calibration will be supplied later. This product
will be the one from which the guest observers make their astronomical analyses.

4. Scientific Capabilities of Instruments

The ISO scientific payload consists of four instruments: a camera (ISOCAM, PI: C.J. Cesarsky),

an imaging photo-polarimeter (ISOPHOT, PI: D. Lemke), a long wavelength spectrometer

(LWS, PI: P.E. Clegg) and a short wavelength spectrometer (SWS, PI: Th. de Graauw). Each

instrument is being developed by a consortium of institutes, using national funding, under

the authority of the Principal Investigator (PI). The scientific capabilities, provided jointly by
these instruments, can be summarised in three categories: photometry/polarimetry, imaging

and spectroscopy.

Photometry and Polarimetry will be possible in broad and narrow spectral bands across

ISO's entire wavelength range from 2.5 to 200#m. Work using multiple apertures will be possible

out to ll0#m.
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Suspendedin the middleof themainheliumtankis thetelescope,whichhasa Ritchey-Chr6tien
configurationwith aneffectiveapertureof 60cmandanoverallf/ratio of 15.A weight-relieved
fused-silicaprimary mirror and a solid fused-silicasecondarymirror havebeen selectedas
the telescopeoptics. The optical quality of thesemirrors is adequatefor diffraction-limited
performanceat a wavelengthof 5 #m. Stringentcontrolof straylight, particularlyfrom bright
infrared sourcesoutsidethe telescope'sfield of view, is necessaryin order to ensurethat the
systemsensitivityis not degraded. This control is accomplishedby imposition of viewing
constraintsand by meansof the sunshade,the cassegrainand mainbaffles,and an additional
light-tight shieldaroundtheinstruments.

OPTICAL BAFFLE

[RYO COVER
I_[_EAS[D AFTI[_ LAUNCHI

.... OPTICAL WINDOWS

AND FILTERS

He FLUSH INLET

He I TANK (60l)

COOLED SHIELDS

VACUUM VESSEL

) He I! TANK I 23001 ]

SUPPORT STRUCTURES

I FOR TANKS,

TELESCOPE ANO

[NSTRUMENTS

_ _ OPTICAL SUPPORT

STRUCTURE
i, LIGHT-TIGHT

.__ SHIELD

QUADRANT STAR SENSOR

Figure 2: Schematic of the Payload Module

The scientific instruments are mounted on the opposite side of the optical support structure

to the primary mirror, each one occupying an 80 ° segment of the cylindrical volume available.
The 20 arc minute total unvignetted field of view of the telescope is split up between the

four instruments by a pyramidal mirror. Thus, each instrument simultaneously receives a 3 arc

minute unvignetted field centred on an axis at an angle of 8.5 arc minutes to the telescope optical

axis. To view the same target with different instruments, the satellite has to be repointed.
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ISOwill becapableof imaging in broadandnarrowspectralbandsacrossits entirewavelength
rangefrom 2.5to 200#m.Thenumberof pixelsaridthe pixel field of view vary a.sa function
of wavelength.Detailsaregivenin table1 below.

WavelengthRange No. of Pixels Pixel f.o.v.

(Urn) (arc secs)
2.5-5

5-17

18-28

30-60

60-120
120-200

32x32

32x32

8x8

3x5

3x3

2x2

1.5, 3, 6, 12

1.5, 3, 6, 12
19

31

44

90

Table 1: ISO's hnaging Capability.

For Spectroscopy, various resolutions will be available at different wavelengths. Details are

given in table 2 below.

Wavelength Range Resolution Instrument

(#m) (.X/AA)
2.5-12

2.5 -16.5

2.5 45

14-30

45--180

45 -180

90

50
2000

20000
200

10000

ISOPIIOT-S

ISOCAM-CVF

SWS-Grating
SWS-FP

LWS-Grating
LWS-FP

Table 2: ISO's Spectroscopic Capability.

In principle, only one of the four instruments will be operated at a time; however, when ISOCA M
is not the main instrument, it can be used in a so-called "parallel" mode eitlier to gain extra

astronomical data or to assist the other instruments in acquiring and tracking their targets.

Whenever possible during satellite slews, ISOPHOT will be operated in its norln',d 200tzni mode

so as to make a partial sky survey ("serendipity mode") at these wavelengths which were not

covered by IRAS.

5. Outline Description of Scientific Instruments and Detector Systems

The ISOCAM instrument consists of two optical channels, each with a 32 x 32 element detector

array, operating, respectively, in the wavelength ranges 2.5 5#m and 5-17pm. Each c]tannel
contains a wheel for selecting various filters (inchding circular variable filters, CVF) and a

second wheel for choosing a pixel field of view of 1.5, 3, 6, or 12. Polarisers are mounted on an

entrance wheel common to both channels. A sixth wheel carries mirrors for selecting between

the channels, of which only one is ot)erational at a time.
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The ISOPHOT instrument consists of four sub-systems:

ISOPHOT-C: a photopolarimeter which also provides imaging capability at close to the
diffraction limit in the wavelength range from 30/zm to 200#m,

ISOPHOT-P: a multi-band, multi-aperture photopolarimeter for the wavelength range from

30ttm to ll0#m,
ISOPHOT-A: an multi-band array of 8 x 8 discrete elements for the wavelength range from

,-,12ttm to 28#m,
ISOPHOT-_: a dual grating spectrophotometermeter which simultaneously provides it resolv-

ing power of ,-,90 in two wavelength bands 2.5-5 #m and 6-12 #m.

A focal plane chopper with a beam throw of up to 3' is also included in ISOPHOT.

The LWS instrument consists of a reflection diffraction grating used in two orders with all array

of discrete detectors to provide a spectral resolving power of ,-_200 over the wavelength range

from 45#m to 180#m. Either of two Fabry-P_rot interferometers can be rotated into the beam

to increase the resolving power to ,-,104 across the entire wavelength range.

The SWS instrument provides a resolving power of between 1000 and 2000 across the wavelength

range from 2.4 #m to 45 #m by means of two reflection diffraction gratings used in 1st, 2nd and
3rd orders. Filters for order-sorting are placed at the instrument's various entrance apertures.

Over a part (14-30ttm) of the SWS's operating range, the resolution can be increased to

_2 x 104 by directing the incident radiation through either of two Fabry-Pdrot interferometers.

Each of the instruments contains a variety of detector and read-out systems from various man-

ufacturers. A summary is given in table 3 below; further details may be found in companion

papers in this volume.

The first models of all the instruments (alignment, mass and thermal model) have been com-

pleted and are either already delivered to ESA or are undergoing final checks (vibration testing

_tt liquid-helium temperatures) prior to delivery. The production of the second instrument

models (engineering qulaificatiou model) is well advanced and the due date for delivery to ESA

is spring 1990.

6. Conclusion

ISO is a fully-approved and funded mission, which will offer astronomers unique and unprecen-

dented observing opportunities in the infrared spectral region for a period of at least 18 months.

Both the spacecraft and its selected complement of instruments are in their main development

phase and the scheduled launch date is May 1993.
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N90-21341
DESIGN AND STATUS OF THE DETECTOR BLOCK FOR THE ISO-SWS

W. Luinge *, D.A. Beintema *, L. Haser +

R. Katterloher + G. Ploeger *#

Introduction

The SWS is one of the two spectrometers for the Infrared

Space Observatory ISO. It consists of a pair of grating

spectrometers and a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Together, the

grating spectrometers cover the wavelength range 2.4-45 _m, at a

resolution between I000 and 2000. The Fabry-Perot

interferometer, in series with one of the grating spectrometers,

provides a resolution of about 20,000 at the wavelengths between

15 and 35 _m I. The SWS is being built by the Space Research

Organization of the Netherlands and the Max Planck Institute for

Extraterrestrial Physics in Garching, Germany.

The spectrometer has 52 discrete detectors, most of which

are bulk detectors. In the design of the spectrometer, the main

emphasis is on the sensitivity of the individual channels, rather

than on the number of detectors. This was one of the main reasons

to select non-destructive read-out circuits, with a separate

heated-JFET pre-amplifier for each individual detector. The

signals are amplified and filtered in parallel.

At the time of writing of this paper, the engineering tests

on the SWS detector block have not yet been completed. This paper

describes the design of the detector block and indicates the

present problem areas.

Detector confiquration and detector block design

The spectrometer consists of two sections, each with its own

output. One section is a grating spectrometer for the

wavelengths below 13 _m, with 12-element InSb and Si:Ga arrays at

its output; the second section is a grating spectrometer for the

wavelengths above 12 _m, with 12-element Si:P and Ge:Be arrays. A

pair of Fabry-Perot interferometers at the output of the long-

wavelength sections has pairs of Si:P and Ge:Be detectors. The

detector configuration is described in Table I.

* SRON Space Research Laboratory, Groningen, the Netherlands.

+ Max Planck Institut fur Extraterrestrische Physik,

Garching, FRG.
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Type Range Dimensions Spacing FOV/det

12 x InSb 2.4 - 4 _m 120 x 120 _m 50 _m

12 x Si:Ga 4 - 13 _m 120 x 120 _m 50 _m

12 x Si:P 12 - 28 _m 370 x 280 _m 50 _m

12 x Ge:Be 28 - 45 _m 450 x 450 _m i00 _m

2 x Si:P 14 - 26 _m 200 x 700 _m i00 _m

2 x Ge:Be 22 - 38 _m 300 x 700 _m i00 _m

7.5" x 20"

7.5" x 20"

11.4" x 40"

17.2" x 40"

Table I: SWS detector configuration

F /

•////Y //_//

T

I

/I

I! In Sb

Figure I. Cross sections of the grating detector block and the

Fabry-Perot detector block (upper right). The dispersion is

perpendicular to the plane of the drawing.

1 detectors, 2 detector substrate with heater and temperature

sensor, 3 stainless-steel leaf springs for thermal insulation,

4 reflection filter, 5 high-Z shield, 6 light baffle,

7 electrically insulating mounting pads, 8 heated-JFET

compartment, 9 light barrier, i0 helium tank strap, Ii ZnSe lens
with total reflection.
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The detector block consists of two different parts. One part

stradles the two grating sections and contains all four

12-element arrays. The second part contains the two detector

pairs for the Fabry-Perot exits. Schematic drawings of these

different parts of the detector block are given in Fig. i.

The detector block will be mounted on a structure with a

temperature of about 3.5 K. A strap to a 1.8-K heat sink is

available for those detectors that need a lower operating

temperature, in this case the Ge:Be detectors.

For each array independently the temperature is controlled

by means of heaters on the substrates, counteracting the heat

flow towards the telescope structure or through the 1.8-K strap

(Fig. la, item i0, = 30 _W/K at 4 K, with sufficient optical

stability). The heaters can also be used to give a thermal pulse

to anneal detectors after a satellite passage through a radiation

zone.

For EMC reasons, the detector block is insulated

electrically from the spectrometer and from the telescope
structure.

Around the detectors, a shield of 2 mm high-Z material and

1 mm aluminium in all directions minimizes the effect of ionizing

particle radiation (mainly trapped high-energy electrons).

A light baffle between the detector and amplifier

compartments prevents leakage of IR radiation to the detectors.

In the engineering model, the light-tightness of other baffles

turned out to be insufficient, so that the baffle design is being

improved.

Detector read-out

The arrays are read out with 12-channel units, the Fabry-

Perots with single pre-amplifiers, all procured from Infrared

Laboratories in Tucson, Arizona. Some properties are listed in
Table II.

IA-12 JF4

Gain

Input capacitance

Output impedance

Read noise (l-10sec)
DC levels

Channels per unit

0.8 0.8 - 0.9

3.5 - 4 pF 7.5 - 8 pF
i00 - 200 k_ 80 k_

30 - 50 e- 20 e-

< 40 mV

12 1

Table II. Properties of the heated-JFET pre-amplifiers
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The units passed vibration tests at room temperature and at

liquid-nitrogen temperature, at the vibration levels specified

for the spectrometer.

Modelling, confirmed by testing, indicates that the high

output impedances of the pre-amplifiers do not present a problem

with the EMC specifications set for ISO.

The on-board signal processing is shown schematically in

Fig. 2. An AC amplifier with a cut-on frequency of 0.I Hz is

employed to handle the DC offsets of the pre-amplifiers. The gain

of 50 in the first amplifier stage is consistent with the

expected magnitude of the offsets. To minimize these offsets, the

individual pre-amplifiers used with the Fabry-Perots have

trimming capacitors. The transfer characteristic is consistent

with the expected spike rates of one per i0 or i00 sec.

i I

.1 10

Figure 2. Transfer characteristic of the warm detector-signal

amplifiers.

Detector status

A sample of the low-capacitance type InSb detectors from

Cincinnati Electronics Corp. showed a responsivity of 1.7 - 2 A/W

and a dark current of less than i00 e-/s. Irradiation with a

Co-60 source caused an increase in the dark current, but the

responsivity changed only slightly. The capacitance is about 5 pF

for the size given in table I. The cross-talk, measured with a

trans-impedance amplifier, is about 0.1%.

The other detector types are being supplied by the Battelle

Institute in Frankfurt, Germany.

The engineering version of the Si:Ga array has a

responsivity of about 3 A/W and a dark current of i00 - 300 e-/s.

Neither of these values depends much on temperature. The observed
cross-talk is less than 3%.

The Si:P engineering array has a responsivity of 2 to 3 A/W

and a dark current of I0 - i00 e-/s. Both a thermal pulse and a
bias boost resulted in considerable reduction of the dark-current

time constant after irradiation with a Co-60 source. In other

units spontaneous spiking has been observed, which could be

remedied by increasing the operating temperature.
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Figure 3. Dark currents in a 12-element Ge:Be array at bias

voltages of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 V. The dashed line indicates the

relative responsivities (channel 12 was not operative). Fig. 3b

shows the temperature-dependence of the dark current in one of

the detectors.

The main problem comes with the Ge:Be array. A large

scatter in dark currents is observed (see Fig. 3). Lowering the

temperature to 1.8 K (which would mean a significant thermal

re-design) and reducing the bias voltage will help but are not

sufficient to solve this problem. Selecting the best parts of

the available material, even of manufactured arrays, may solve

this problem.

i. De Graauw Th., et al., 1987, Proc. of the Workshop on

Groundbased Astronomical Observations with Infrared Array

Detectors, p438
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N90-21342

STATUS OF THE ISOPHOT DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT

J.Wolf, D. Lemke, M. Burgdorf, U. Grtizinger, Ch.Hajduk

Max-Planck-Institut for Astronomie

Heidelberg, Germany

Abstract

ISOPHOT is one of the four focal plane experiments of the European Space Agency's

Infrared Space Observatory ISO I. Scheduled for a 1993 launch it will operate extrinsic

silicon and germanium photoconductors at low temperature and low background during

the >18 months mission. These detectors cover the wavelength range from 2.5 to 200

_tm and are used both as single elements and in arrays. A cryogenic preamplifier has

been developed to read out a total number of 223 detector pixels.

Overview

The ISO observatory comprises four instruments: a camera ISOCAM 2 for X < 20 grn, two

spectrometers SWS 3 and LWS 4 and ISOPHOT which consists of four subexperiments:

ISOPHOT- P

ISOPHOT- A

ISOPHOT- C

ISOPHOT- S

a photo-polarimeter with selectable apertures and spectral bands,

x-- 3 ... 120 _tm,

a camera with selectable spectral bands, x= 8 ... 30 _rn,

a three channel far infrared camera with selectable spectral bands,

X= 30... 200 _trn and polarimetry,

a dual channel Ebert-Fastiespectrometer, x--2.5 ... 5v.m and

x= 6... 12 t.tm, spectral resolution ,,,90.

The configuration of the experiment is shown in figure 1. A more detailed description of the

experiment and its scientific goals has been given elsewhere 5. The hardware phase C/D of

the project has been started in 1988. The first model is the alignment-mass-thermal-model

AMTM, which was delivered to ESA in March 1989. The engineering-qualification model is

currently built and is due in March 1990; the flight model follows a year after that. The

project is nationally funded in Germany by the Bundesminister ftir Forschung und Techno-

logie, BMFT. The overall responsibility is with the Max-Planck-Institut for Astronomie,

Heidelberg (MPIA), which also leads the scientific consortium including co-investigators of

institutes in England, Denmark, Spain, Ireland and the United States. The industrial contract

of phase C/D is managed by the Deutsche Forschungsanstalt for Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR.

The project's organisation is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 1 ISOPHOT Configuration

The telescope beam conTing from the central pyramid mirror in the instrument chamber is

distributed to the four subexperiments by three change wheels carrying mirrors, filters,

field stops and polarizers. The germanium detectors of -C and -P are connected directly to

the LHe-tank with a 2K--cold strap. A folcal plane chopper is used for differential mea-

surenTents on the sky and, with larger throw, to deflect the bean] of a blackbody radiation

sources to the detectors. The calibrated radiation of these sources is used for in flight

calibrations.
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Figure 2 ISOPHOT Project Organization

Detectors

Nine detectorassemblies with 223 pixels altogether are used in ISOPHOT. An overview of

these assemblies is given in table 1. The-C and-S assemblies are hybrid arrays made of sep-

arate detector elements while -A25 is made out of a single piece of Si:P as a monolithic

array. The NEP values given are defined as system-NEPs, i.e. measured at the telemetry out-

put of the experiment's electronic box and therefore including all additional noise contribu-

tions such as EMI, digitization etc. All detector assemblies are supplied by Battelle, Frankfurt.

Readout Electronics

The cryogenic readout electronics CRE for the experiment was developed during

phase B of the project by IMEC, Leuven. It consists of integrating amplifiers followed

by a multiplexer. The schematic of the chip is shown in figure 3. Four different

detector interface curcuits had been designed and built. In tests the option with a

charge feedback loop (figure 4) proved to be most useful and was chosen for further

optimisation. With the first generation devices which became available at the end of

1987 a NEP of about 5. 10 -17 W.Hz -1/2 was achieved in the breadboard models of the

-S arrays. The CREs were operational down to 2K and the readnoise was about 1300

electrons which could be reduced to about 800 electrons by using correlated double

sampling. Although these numbers are quite impressive for a newly developed chip,

there were problems with its stability, dynamic range and linearity.
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Table 1 ISOPHOT Detector Assemblies

Sub- Pixel Wavelength Material

experiment Number Range [ _.m ]

Readout NEP [ W Hz -1/2 ]

Goal Requirement

PHT-PI 1 3... 18 Si :Ga CRE 1 2.0 10 -17 4.0 10 -17

PHT- P2 1 15 . . . 30 Si : P CRE 1 1.5 10 -17 3.0 10 -17

PHT-P3 1 40 ...120 Ge : Ga CRE 1 1.5 10 -17 3.0 10 -17

PHT-A25 8 x 8 8 ... 30 Si : P CRE 66 1.5 10 -17 3.0 10 -17

PHT-C50 3 x 5 30... 55 Ge: Be CRE 18 1.5 10 -17 6.0 10 -17

PHT-CI00 3 x 3 60 .. :120 Ge : Ga CRE 18 1.5 10 -17 3.0 10 -17

PHT-C200 2 x 2 120 ...200 str.Ge : Ga CRE 1/4 1.5 10 -17 3.0 10 -17

PHT-SI 1 x 64 2.5... 5 Si :Ga CRE 66 4.5 10 -17 1.8 10 -16

PHT-S2 Ix 64 6 ... 12 Si :Ga CRE 66 2.0 10 -17 6.0 10 -17

A first redesign of the CREs was done in 1988. These second generation devices are

now used for the engineering-qualification models of the detector assemblies. First

measurements at Battelle and IMEC indicate that the noise has been reduced

considerably - a factor 3 to 8 is expected depending on the sampling method and the

readout mode. The dynamic range and linearity are also much improved, as

measurements of a CREI at MPIA have confirmed. A complete knowledge of the

performance will be gathered during the QM tests which are done in the first half of

1989. After these a second redesign is scheduled for the flight models.

ISOPHOT-P

ISOPHOT-P is a multi-band, multi-aperture photometer using single detectors. The

telescope beam is deflected by a mirror of wheel I (see fig. IL passes one of 14

selectable field stops on wheel II and then one of 14 selectable spectral filters on

wheel III. Three polarizers on wheel I can also be put into the beam. From

measurements of a source at three polarization angles (60 °, 120 °, 240°J its polarization

degree and angle can be deduced. An image of the sky lies in the plane of the

apertures (5 arcsec... 3 arcmin) on wheel II. These apertures are then imaged onto

the -P detectors with a field optics. The filters are choosen to match features of the

interstellar matter as well as to cover the entire wavelength range by broad band

photometry. In addition the IRAS spectral bands at 12, 25, 60 and 100 t_m are

reproduced. The detector materials and the element sizes are given in table 2.
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Figure 3 Cryogenic Readout Electronics Chip Schematic

The chip consists of a logic part and analog detector interface circuits. The logic circuit re-

ceives a "'select"-pulse to enable the device and out of two external AC-lines "'clock" and

"sync'" it forms all pulses to drive the multiplexer internally. The number of detector inter-

faces is adapted to the number of pixels in the arrays; two additional channels are normally

used as monitors for the electronics behaviour and for room temperature checkout. In all

assemblies the connection to the detector elements is made by wire bonds with the excep-

tion of A25 where a two dimensional bond matrix 8 x 8 is needed. A special connection tech-

nique of gold ball bonding combined with conductive epoxy has therefore been developed.

RESET

_L_ c*P Va

SII_IPLE

-- OUT

BInS

Figure 4 Charge Feedback Detector Interface

The detector is connected to an integrator. The charge accumulated on the feedback

capacitor can be transferred to a sample capacitor for all detectors of an array in

parallel. If a reset pulse is applied after the sample pulse, the integrator starts over

while the charge on the sampler is read out through the multiplexer Cdestructive

readout]. Non-destructive readout is realised by applying several sample pulses

between resets, so the charging ramp of the integrator is monitored at the output.
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Although no special breadboard models of the -P detectors have been built during

phase B, there is plenty of experience at MPIA and Battelle with such discrete

detectors. Many have been built and tested for various aspects and the performances

given in table 2 are results of the GIRL program obtained with

trans-impedance-amplifiers {TIM. Currently the engineering- qualification models

(EQM) of the -P detectors are manufactured. The readout is the CRE 1 which is a

version without logic, sampler and multiplexer. The analog output of the integrator is

sampled in the external electronics unit. The -P3 assembly is shown in figure 5.

Table 2 ISOPHOT - P Detectors

PI P2 P3

Material Si : Ga

Detector Size [ mm 3 3 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0

Si:P

1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0

Ge :Ga

1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0

Breadboard Model

Performance :

NEP t W Hz -1/2 1

R tAW -1 ]

2.0 10 -17 2.0 10 -17 5.0 10 -17

10 8.6 3

Current Activity Manufacturing Of Engineering-Qualification Models

ISOPHOT-C

ISOPHOT-C is made up of three far infrared cameras. Their dimensions are fitted to the

3 arcmin unvignetted field of view of the experiment with formats of 3 x 5 pixels in -C50,

3 x 3 in -CI00 and 2 x 2 pixels in -C200 (figure 6). Filters and polarizers on wheel I and II

are used to define a spectral band and for polarization measurements.

The detector matrix is made up of individual elements placed in integrating cavities.

The crystal sizes are optimized for detector performance. The main characteristics of

the ISOPHOT-C arrays are shown in table 3.

To achieve a high fill factor, fabry lenses are placed in front of the detector cavities.

These lenses are square shaped and made of germanium for -Cl00 and -C200 and of

silicon for -C50. The area of the field lenses defines the pixel's field of view. The

lenses are seperated with an opaque material. This and the closed cavities of the

detectors guarantee minimal crosstalk between the pixels (figure 7).
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The -C200 camera is of special scientific interest as it extends the wavelength range
observed by IRAS to beyond 200t.tm.Spectra of the breadboard detectors show cut-off
wavelengths around 240 _tm. In addition to pointed observations of selected sources

-C200 will perform a serendipituous sky survey during slews of the ISO satellite.
These strip maps will be taken in a broad wavelength band around 200tan. The sky
coverage will strongly depend on the observing program of the observatory and is
estimated to 10 4070.With a limiting sensitivity of about 1 Jy this incomplete

200 _m survey will be a valuable supplement to the IRAS survey.

i
9 1 i 10 6

14

9

\
I

Figure 5 ISOPHOT-P3 EQM-Detector Assembly

The detector element has transverse contacts and is placed in an integrating cavity. Its

orientation and the cavity shape have been optimized for maximum light absorption

in the crystal. Two electrical feedthroughs connect the detector to the CRE which is

mounted on a ceramics substrate. This Ge:Ga detector is mounted to the 2K-cooling

strap of the experiment. SliEhtly higher temperatures can be obtained with a carbon

resistor as a heater. A second carbon resistor is used as temperature sensor. To the

right a pigtail harness is attached with a strain relief.
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Table 3 ISOPHOT-C Arrays

C50 CIO0 C200

Material

Array Size

Detector Size [ mm 3 ]

Fabry Lens Area [ mm 2 ]

Array Area [ mm 2 ]

Gaps I; mm ]

FOV Per Pixel r arcsec 2 ]

Total FOV I;arcmin 2 ]

Fill Factor

Ge : Be Oe :Ga stressed Ge :Ga

3x5 3x3 2x2

0.5 x 0.5 x 1.5 0.7 x 0.7 x 2.0 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0

30 ° Wedge 30 ° Wedge 30 ° Wedge

1.33 x 1.33 1.90 x 1.90 3.90 x 3.90

7.05 x 4.19 5.90 x 5.90 7.90 x 7.90

< 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1

30.5 x 30.5 43.5 x 43.5 89.4 x 89.4

2.69 x 1.60 2.25 x 2.25 3.02 x 3.02

0.90 0.93 0.97

Breadboard Model Performance

NEP [ W Hz -1/2 ]

R tAW -I ]

Dark Current re s -l]

Current Activity

3.0 10 -16 5.0 10 -17 3.0 10 -17

1- 2 3 - 4 6.5 - 10

<5 l0 s

Manufacturing Of Engineering-Qualification Models
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Figure 6 Optical Layout of the ISOPHOT-C Arrays

In -C50 the fabry lens size is matched to the Airy disk at the wavelength of maximal detec-

tor response X =39urn. ]-he larger Airy disk at lOOgm in -CIO0 is oversampled by four pixels.

The big circles denote the 3 aremin unvignetted field of view of the experiment. In -C200

the Airy disk at 200urn almost fills this field. Each of the four pixels Ge:Ga has its own stres-

sing mechanism, providing important redundancy for this new technology in a space experi-

ment. The dotted squares indicate the size of the detector elements located behind the lenses.
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Figure 7 Design of ISOPHOT-C50

This cross section of -C50 shows the fabry lenses that are connected to the

integrating cavity of the detectors by a cone. The detector elements are mounted to

the metallic sides of the cavity and therefore have a common bias contact. The other

contact is connected via a feedthrough to the CREI7 located behind the 15 cavities.

The crystals have a 30 ° wedge at the front end to maximize light absorption by

internal reflections. Three rows of 5 such elements each are made and stacked

together to form the 2-dimensional array. A similar approach is taken for -CIO0 with

three elements per row. while -C200 has four individual stress-cavities. By using two

electrical feedthroughs for each element of the -CIO0 and -C200 arrays, they can be

supplied with individual bias voltages. Some voltage scatter in the detector elements

or the CRE input channels can therefore be accommodated.
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ISOPHOT-A

ISOPHOT -A is a two dimensional array of 8 x 8 pixels filling the 3 arcmin field of view.

Figure 8 shows the optical design. The detector array is monolithicaily made of Si:P and

connected to a two dimensional CRE with matching geometry. For this direct hybrid a new,

two dimensional matrix of connection points was needed. As the project's schedule did not

allow the development of an indium bump technology, a simpler technique using gold

ball bonds combined with silver filled epoxy was choosen.

The decision for that monolithic array was taken late during phase B, so no

breadboard model could be built. Instead a test array was made in a pre-C/D phase.

To minimize crosstalk between the pixels, the detector chip has sawing grooves at the

backside and a metal grid at the front surface. Measurements with the test array

showed that very deep grooves (950tma in a 1 mm thick wafer) gave the best

performance. The grid size was choosen to 120 t.tm for the engineering qualification

model (table 4). The performance of Si:P has earlier been tested with single elements

and TIAs.

Table 4 ISOPHOT-A25 Array

Design Of The Qualification Model Detector Material Performance

Material

Array Size

Pixel Size

Array Area

Gaps

E mm 2 2

E mm 2 ]

[mm 2

FOV Per Pixel [ arcsec 2 ]

Total FOV [ arcmin 2 ]

Fill Factor

Si:P

8x8

0.83 x 0.83

7.48 x 7.48

0.12

19 x 19

2.9 x 2.9

0.79

NEP [ W Hz -1/2 ] 2.0 10 -17

R [ A W -13 8.6

Current Activity Manufacturing Of Engineering-Qualification Model

ISOPHOT-S

ISOPHOT-S is the spectro-photometric subexperiment. The flight hardware will be

supplied by the Spanish co-investigators. The telescope beam is deflected by a mirror

on wheel I into the 24 arcsec aperture of that dual channel Ebert-Fastie spectrometer.

The two 64 element linear arrays of Si:Ga cover the wavelength bands 2.5 to 5t.tm
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Figure 8

Optical Layout of ISOPHOT-A

The monolithic piece of Si:P covers the 3 arcmin

FOV which is indicated by the circle. The pixels

are at the front surface defined by a metal grid of

120 gm width. At the backside sawing grooves should

minimize crosstalk. The pixel size is matched to

the 915 gm Airy disk at 25 _tm.

and 6 to 12 _m and are operated simultaneously. The main characteristics of the -S

arrays are shown in table 5. While the long wavelength channel is close to the

wavelength of the Si:Ga peak response, the short wavelength channel suffers from

the short wavelength fall-off of the material's spectral response. Originally Si:In was

planned to use, but existing materials all turned out to be very insensitive (R<I AW-I}.

The time schedule of the project did not allow for a new material development or switching

to InSb. Two breadboard models of the -S arrays have been built during phase B (figure 9).

As readout electronics the first generation CRE 66 was used.

Table 5 ISOPHOT-S Arrays

Breadboard Model Performance

Material Si : Oa NEP [ W Hz -1/2 ] 5.0

Array Size 1 x 64 R EAW-I] 10

Detector Size E mm 3 ] 0.31 x 0.37 x 1.80

3 0 ° wedge

17.5

24 x 24

Manufacturing Of Engineering-Qualification Models

Gaps r gm ]

F0V Per Pixel [ arcsec 2 ]

Current Activity

10-17

Energy Radiation Effects and Calibration

High energy radiation effects in the bulk detectors have been studied 6. Responsivity in-

creases of up to 3570 in Si-detectors have been observed after simulated passages through the

electron belt. With similar doses stressed Ge:Ga showed a factor of 32 R-increase. As self-

relaxation takes many hours, curing procedures need to be applied. Currently heating and

bias boost are planned. However, both concepts are problematic; for all Ge-detectors which

are mounted to the 2K cooling strap, heating is almost prohibited due to the restricted power

budget of 0.5 mW. Bias boost on the other hand can by itself upset the detectors and the CREs.
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For monitoring the detectors' calibration during the mission, an onboard calibration

source is foreseen. Thermal radiation sources similar to those used in IRAS are

imaged with f/15 on the detectors via the chopper mirror using a large throw. In the

ground calibration of the experiment these sources will be calibrated with a standard

laboratory blackbody source. Their inflight stability can be checked with celestial

standards.

ORIGINAL PAGE

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAP_

Figure 9 Breadboard Model of the ISOPHOT-S Array

The detectors are fabricated from a strip of Si:Ga material that is glued to a substrate.

The individual pixels are then seperated by sawing. While the electrical contacts at

the substrate provide the common bias to the detectors, the top contacts are wire

bonded to the input pads of the CRE 66 which is n_ounted alongside the detector

array.
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ISO/LWS : DETECTOR STATUS
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D. Robinson 2 , D. Vickers 2

Centre d'Etude Spatiale des Rayonnements,

9, avenue du Colonel Roche - BP 4346 - 31029 Toulouse FRANCE

2 Physics Dept. Queen Mary College• Mile End Road,
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The aim of the long wavelength spectrometer of the

Infrared Space Observatory is to perform spectrometry in the

wavelength range 45 to 200_m using two resolution modes. The
resolution will be around 200 in the medium resolution mode

while it will reach 104 in the high resolution mode. The

sensitivity of this instrument will be close to 10 -18 W/_Hz.

A schematic view of the focal plane unit is presented

in figure i. The input beam comes from the pyramidal mirror.

The beam is collimated by a large mirror assembly. However•

mirror 2 restricts the field of view to an opening of 1.65 arc

minutes. In the medium resolution mode the beam goes directly

to the diffraction grating while in the high resolution mode

it passes through a Fabry-Perot interferometer mounted on a

wheel in front of the grating. The diffracted radiation from

the grating is collected by a spherical mirror and brought to

a focus along a line matching the surface of the detector

assembly. The temperature of the optics will be 3 K while the

detectors will be cooled to 1.8 K.

The detectors divide the wavelength range into ten

spectral channels. The spectral range and position of each

detector will be as indicated in figure 2. Each detector will

cover approximately a spectral bandwith sufficient to allow

for a 50 % redundancy in the case of detector failure• There

are three types of detectors. SWI is a Ge:Be photoconductor

covering the 45-55pm region. LWI, SW2, SW3, SW4, SW5 are

unstressed Ge:Ga photoconductors which cover the 50 to 120pm

region. LW2, LW3, LW4, LW5 are uniaxially stressed Ge:Ga

photoconductors covering the range from i00 to 200Nm. The

stress applied to each detector will be adjusted in order to

get the peak response in the corresponding wavelength range,
and to minimize the dark current of the shorter wavelength

stressed detectors. Stressed and unstressed detectors are

located alternatively in order to receive the first and second
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order of the diffracted beam. In the medium resolution mode

the ten detectors are used simultaneously while in the high

resolution mode only one detector is used. Response curves for

prototype stressed and unstressed Ge:Ga photoconductors are

shown in figure 3 together with the usable wavelength ranges

allowed for each type. In order to limit the spectral range of

the incident beam a bandpass filter will be used with each

detector. This will be a metal mesh filter consisting of a

combination of about five grids made by photolitographic

process. Very narrow spectral passbands can be achieved, as

illustrated by the 160_m filter profile shown in figure 4. In

addition to the bandpass filter, a blocking filter will be

used to reject the near IR radiation.

Figure 5 presents a schematic view of an unstressed

detector mounting unit. The filter assembly is placed at the

aperture of a parabolic light concentrator used to limit the

field of view of each detector. The unstressed detector glued

on a sapphire support is placed in a spherical integrating

cavity in order to increase its effective absorption

efficiency. A set of two feedthroughs is used to connect the

detector contacts with the external wires. This reduces

dramatically the light leakage at the detector.

In figure 6 a schematic drawing of a stressed detector

mounting unit is presented. The detector is mounted between

two pieces of sapphire and stressed with a screw over a ball.

The overall stress system is 9.6 mm long and has a diameter of

3 mm. Detector mount is typically 26.2 mm long, 16.9 mm high
and 6.7 mm in width. The detectors are mounted on a bar which

is coupled strongly to the superfluid helium tank in order to

operate the detectors at a temperature of 1.85 K. The detector

assembly is shown in figure 7. To calibrate the detectors

during the flight five infrared sources are placed in front of

the detector assembly. These sources are mounted on the

sidewall of the instrument. Figure 8 shows how they are placed

with respect to the principal beam.

The currents from the detectors are collected by ten

individual integrating amplifiers (Infrared Labs model JF4)

mounted in T05 cans. They are placed in holes built into the

detector support frame behind the detector block as shown in

figure 7. The JF4 circuit is presented in figure 9. It

consists of 3 Si JFETS. The photocurrent is integrated on the

7.5 pF gate capacitance of the JFETI. The resulting voltage is

transmitted to the output by the JFETI mounted in a follower

configuration. The input is set to zero by the "reset and

compensation process". Figure i0 shows a functional diagram of

the warm analogue processing unit for the detector subsystem.

The output voltage of the IA is amplified and AC coupled. It

is then sampled at around i00 Hz and finally converted into a

digital signal.
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The integrating amplifier has been chosen to avoid the

limitation by Johnson noise of the feedback resistor that is

encountered in the transimpedance amplifier configuration.

Moreover if the detector is noiseless the signal to noise

ratio is improved at a rate (t) 32 faster than (t) 12 obtained

in TIA configuration, where t is integration time. The

detector dark current is a very critical feature and in the IA

configuration must be reduced to a very low level. Originally,

it was intended to operate the unstressed detectors at 3 K and

the stressed detectors at 2 K, with TIA readout electronics.

However, reducing the operating temperature of all the
detectors to 1.85 K results in a dramatic reduction in the

dark current. In the first base line the unstressed detectors

were cooled down to 3 K and the temperature of the stressed

detectors was 2 K. Reducing the temperature to 1.85 K for all

of the i0 detectors permits to decrease the dark currents by

one order of magnitude. This is shown in figure ii for the

unstressed prototype . The prototype is a cube of 1.4 mm base

length biased with 350 mV while its breakdown voltage is

around 500 mV. At 1.85 K the dark current reaches 300 e/s.

The variation of the dark current with temperature for

the stressed prototype is shown in figure 12. The stressed
detector is also a cube of 1.4 mm base length. The bias

voltage is equal to i00 mV while the breakdown voltage is
arol,nd 150 mV. At 1.85 K the dark current of the stressed

prototype approaches 104 e/s.

With the reduction of the temperature no significant

difference in sensitivity for the unstressed detector has been

measured. On the other hand, the signal to noise ratio of the

stressed detector is improved as the temperature decreases.

This is shown in figure 13 where the variation of the

normalized responsivity and the normalized square root of the

dark current are plotted as a function of the temperature.

Assuming that the noise is limited by the dark current shot

noise, it decreases more rapidly than the responsivity. In

these operating conditions the performances of the Gallium

doped Germanium detector prototype are as follows : the

responsivities reach 3A/W for the unstressed detector and 5A/W

for the stressed one. The Noise Equivalent Powers @pproach

10 -18 W/_Hz for the unstressed detector and a few i0 -I_ W/_Hz

for the stressed one.
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DETECTOR TYPE NORMAL RANGE USABLE RANGE

SWI

LWI

SW2

LW2

SW3

LW3

SW4

LW4

SW5

LW5

Ge:Be.u

Ge:Ga.u

Ge:Ga.u

Ge:Ga.s

Ge:Ga.u

Ge:Ga.s

Ge:Ga.u

Ge:Ga.s

Ge:Ga.u

Ge:G_.s

45 - 50 pm

90 - ii0 l_m

50 60 Um

ii0 - 130 pm

60 - 70 um

130 - 150 Mm

70 - 80 _m

150 - 170 _m

80 - 90 _im

170 - 180 i_m

45 - 55 _m

80 - 120 _m

50 - 65 gm

I00 - 140 pm

55 - 75 um

120 - 160 _m

65 - 85 _Jm

140 - 180 pm

75 95 _m

160 - 200 pm

"U" IS UNSTRESSED AND "S" STRESSED

FIGURE 2

SPECTRAL RANGE AND POSITION OF THE DETECTORS
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FIGURE 5

UNSTRESSED DETECTOR MOUNTING UNIT
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FIGURE 6

STRESSED DETECTOR MOUNTING UNIT
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Dark current Versus Temperature for

1.4 mm Stressed Cl_ : ga Prototype
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Normalised Responsivity and Dark

current Versus TemPerature for 1.4 mm
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ISO CAMERA ARRAY DEVELOPMENT STATUS

F. Sibille, Observatoire de Lyon

C. Cesarsky, P. Agnise Service d'Astrophysique, DPhG, CEN Saclay
D. Rouan, Obervatoire de Meudon

Abstract

We present a short outline of the camera ISOCAM, one of the 4 instruments onboard ISO, with
the current status of its two 32x32 arrays, an InSb CID and a Si:Ga DRO, and the results of the in
orbit radiation simulation with gamma ray sources. A tentative technique for the evaluation of the

fiat fielding accuracy is also proposed.

I Outline of the camera ISOCAM

Amongst the 4 instruments onboard ISO, the task of the camera ISOCAM is to provide 32x32
pixel images in the 2,5 - 17 _tm spectral range with the following characteristics :
- 4 different spatial samplings are available : 1.5, 3, 6 and 12 arc sec. per pixel, with respectively
a total field of view (FOV) of 48, 96 (array size limited), 180 and 180 arc sec (ISO telescope FOV
limited). With 1.5 arc sec./pixel, the spatial resolution will be limited by the spacecraft pointing

jitter of 2.7 arc sec. (half cone, 2_) with a pseudo-period of about 30 seconds.

- 21 bandpass filters, with resolutions _./A_. between 2 and 30, and CVF's covering the spectral

range 2.5 to 16.5 l.tm with a resolution of the order of 50.

An optical layout of the instrument is shown in Fig. 1. Two field mirrors mounted on the
"selection wheel", at the telescope focal plane, allow to feed the beam into one or the other of the
two wavelength channels, covering respectively the 2.5 - 5.5 lam and the 4 - 17 lam range. Both
are optically identical, and they operate only one at a time. The filters and CVF's are mounted on a
"filter wheel", in the plane of the pupil image provided by the field optics. Four lenses, mounted
on a "lense wheel", allow to reimage the focal plane onto the array with a magnification matching

the pixel size to the desired pixel FOV. Only 2 lenses are shown in Fig. 1 for each channel.
Polarization mapping can be done using three polarizers mounted on the "entrance wheel",
otherwise normally used on a free hole position. An integrating sphere mounted on the selection
wheel is used as an internal calibration/fiat-fielding device. In its operating position, its output
port-hole matches the 3 arc min FOV of the camera in the telescope focal plane. It is illuminated
through a small hole on its side by an external 1 mm 2 thin film heater element.

II The detector arrays in ISOCAM

Two arrays, with the same 32x32 pixel format and 100xl00 _tm 2 pixel pitch have been developed
for ISOCAM.

II - 1 Short wavelength channel array • InSb CID

This array is a modified version of the CID produced by SAT (SociEt6 Annonyme des
Tdltcommunications, France). The area filling factor is 83%, and the overall efficiency, read out
electrons per incident photons, is 33 %. Below 10K, the dark current is very low and tunnel
effect limited, so that the amount of dark charges is proportional to the logarithm of the integration
time. For instance, one has 800 dark electrons per pixel for a 500 sec. exposure, which makes the
device suitable for very long integration time. The full well capacity is bias voltage dependant, it
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canbeadjustedin the2 to 4 106electronsrange,providinganexcellentlinearity.With an
integrationtimeof 60sec.,theNEP(5_tm)isof theorderof 2.510-18W.

A majoremphasishasbeenputonthedevelopmentof a low noisepreamplifierhybridcircuit,
operatingat3K closetothefocalplanetemperature,locatedin thenearestpossiblevicinityof the
arrayin orderto reducenoisepick-upandcross-talk.ThisassemblyusesG118forresetswitches
andZK111for sourcefolloweramplifiers.Thecurrentnoiselevel is about1100electronsrms,
closeto thedesigngoalof 1000.Thecross-talkis below1%.

II - 2 Longwavelengthchannelarray:hybridSi:GaDRO

Thisarrayhasbeenproducedin aspecialdevelopmentprogrambyLETI-LIR,adivisionof the
AtomicEnergyComission(CEA-CENG,GrenobleFrance).

TheSi:Gamateri'_lhasadopantconcentrationabout6 1016cm-3,andacompensationlevelin th
lower10lz - 10l_ cm-_range,providinganR.Aproductabove10lz f2cmZ,andaresponsivity
largerthan3A.W-1. Takinganinputcapacitanceof .1pF,whichmayactuallybesmallerthan
that,thefull well capacityis 1.2106elect,with2 Volt of outputvoltagerange,andthereadout
noiseis below500electronsrms.Underlowbackgroundconditions,theNEP(151am,1sec.)is in
the2- 4 10-17W, withalinearitybetterthan1%whentheflux is between10and1000NEP,but
it showsamarkedthresholdeffectatverylowsignallevel.Theuniformityof theresponseisquite
good : severalarrayshaveall theirpixelswithin+ 20 % of the average. Different filling factors
have been produced, but the value of 100 % has been selected for the final device. Measured with
an f/2 beam, faster than any beam in ISOCAM, the cross-talk is less than 1% between side by
side pixels, and 2 % between comer to comer neighbour pixels.

The readout circuit is a classical DRO made with MOS N-channel technology. The source follower
MOSFET is permanently biased, and its output is sampled to a column bus with a switch. The
total heat dissipation is below 5 mW. The typical frame readout time is .1 sec. and the the
integration time is limited to 800 sec. by the dark current, 2 103 elect./pixel/sec, or by the
background which depends upon the selected pixel FOV or filter. In orbit, the high energy
particles will be the most severe limitation in the integration time : simulations shows that in 30
seconds there will be 8 impacts producing 60 glitched pixels. Above this value the deglitching
algorithms loose efficiency, the smallest glitches beeing the most difficult ones to disentangle, and
there is little gain, or even loss, in integrating further.

III In orbit radiation effects

The radiation environment along the ISO 24 hours orbit is sketched on Fig 2. So far simulations
of the orbital conditions on the arrays have been done only with gamma rays sources with low
dose rates representative of the inner and of the outer belt, or with high dose rate to study the
cumulated dose effects. Simulations with protons will be performed soon.

The main conclusions are that in most of the outer belt the CID can be operated with slightly
degraded, but still acceptable performances, whereas the integration time of the Si:Ga DRO is
limited by the glitches to about 1 second, which severely degrades the performances. Cumulated
doses did not produce any degradation on both arrays, but only a permanent drift of some
MOSFET threshold voltages, still at an acceptable level.

After the perigee passage, the responsivity change of the CID is barely measurable, which makes it
ready for use immediately in the outer belt. On the other hand, the Si:Ga DRO responsivity
increases by about a factor of 2, and returns to normal during the crossing of the outer belt, so that
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it is readyfor useduring the radiation quiet part of the orbit. It was noticed during these tests that
its recovery time is noticeably reduced when the array is exposed to a large photon flux.

IV Flat fielding characterization

This section is an attempt to summarize the approach currently adopted in evaluating the usefulness
of an array. Most often, during the operation of ISOCAM, the performances limiting factor will be
the accuracy with which one knows the "gain" matrix IRil of the array, or the relative response of
each pixel with respect to the others. Would it be perfectly stable, one could spend a long time
measuring it with a high accuracy, and then just use this calibration. But real life is far from that
ideal situation.

We try to characterize the changes of IRil occuring with time, the usual temporal drifts, or with the
change of a parameter which is a factor of the gain. Instead of IRil, we use Ixil = IRM<Ri>I where
<Ri> is the spatial average of Ri over the array, and we characterize any change in IRil by :

c = t_ xi/<xi>, where o xi is the standard deviation of xi.

This approach has been recently implemented in the tests of the Si/Ga DRO at Saclay. For

instance, if one performs two measurements of IRil at time t and t', a t characterizes the differential

drifts, pixel to pixel, over the time interval (t'-t). If one changes the integration time Ti, _ Ti

characterizes the differential linearity of the signal with respect to Ti. If one changes the flux level,

c W does the same with respect to the linearity with respect to the flux.

If xi = 1, then a = O, one find the ideal situation of a perfect photometric and imaging device. If xi

is not 1 but a constant, a = 0 again, the imaging capability is still perfect, and there is a constant

bias in the photometric calibration, which is not too difficult to correct. Finally, if c is large, the

photometric calibration does not make any sense, and worse, there is a large potential for false
source detection.

The followings are a few preliminary results obtained on the "scientific model" of the array :

t'-t=4hr -->r_ t =.2%

.1 sec<Ti<2sec -->CTi =.2-->.7%

.1Wsa t<W<.8wsa t -->CW =.2-->1%
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SIRTF in High Earth Orbit

Michael W. Werner, Walter F. Brooks, Larry A. Manning and Peter Eisenhardt*

NASA-Ames Research Center

1 Introduction

The exciting scientific results reported from the first use of large format infrared arrays at ground-

based telescopes (Gatley et al. 1988) set the stage for the eventual application of this technology

on cryogenic telescopes in space. The difference in infrared sky brightness seen by a cryogenic space
telescope, versus an ambient temperature ground-based or airborne facility, is comparable to the

difference in visible sky brightness at night versus day. This reduction in background brightness

places an enormous gain in sensitivity within our grasp. Space telescopes also have a clear view of

all infrared wavelengths, unimpeded by atmospheric absorption. The first cryogenic space telescope

to take full advantage of the new generation of infrared detector arrays will be the Space Infrared

Telescope Facility (SIRTF-Figure 1). Indeed, much of the work reported at this conference on
detector arrays for space applications at wavelengths longward of 2.Spm was stimulated and/or

supported by the SIRTF detector technology program.
SIRTF will be an observatory class facility for infrared astronomy, carrying three instruments

providing a broad range of capabilities. With the Hubble Space Telescope, the Advanced X-Ray
Astrophysics Facility, and the Gamma Ray Observatory, SIRTF makes up NASA's family of Great

Observatories. Most of the observing time over the SIRTF mission lifetime (currently estimated as

5 years with a substantial safety margin} will be used by general observers drawn from the broad

astronomical community.

SIRTF has been under study and development by NASA for over a decade. The SIRTF Science

Working Group (Table 1) and instrument teams were selected in 1984. Efforts since then have fo-

cussed on validating the system performance requirements, working on key telescope and instrument

technology areas, and optimizing all portions of the mission. SIRTF stands second in the queue for

major missions within NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications. The current schedule for
SIRTF calls for initiation of the final design and fabrication activities (Phase C/D) in 1992/3, leading
to launch in 1998.

In the spring of 1989, NASA adopted a new approach to SIRTF, utilizing an expendable vehicle

launch into a high earth orbit (HEO - orbital altitude 100,000 km above the Earth's surface). The

main purpose of this article is to introduce the HEO mission and the advantages which it will bring

over the previous 900 km altitude low earth orbit (LEO} approach. In addition, we emphasize the

importance for SIRTF of the continuing developments in infrared array technology. More complete
discussions of SIRTF's scientific objectives and potential can be found in Rieke et al. (1986) and in

a series of articles in Astrophysical Letters and Communications (Vol. 27 No. 2, pp. 97 iT., 1987).

The (LEO) SIRTF mission and SIRTF instruments are more fully described in Werner et al. (1986)

and Ramos et al. (1988).

*Department of Astronomy, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720
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Figure I: The Space InfraredTelescope Facility(SIRTF), shown initsnew high altitudeEarth orbit

{HEO) configuration.
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Table 1: SIRTF Science Working Group.

Giovanni G. Fazio, Smithsonian

Astrophysical Observatory

James R. Houck,
Cornell University

George Rieke,

University of Arizona

Michael Jura, UCLA

Frank Low, University of Arizona

Edward L. Wright, UCLA

Dale Cruikshank, NASA/Ames

Fred C. Gillett, NASA Headquarters

Michael W. Warner, NASA/Ames

Fred C. Witteborn, NASA/Ames

Principal Investigator (PI),

Infrared Array Camera (IRAC)

PI, Infrared Spectrograph {IRS)

PI, Multiband Imaging Photometer

for SIRTF (MIPS}

Interdisciplinary Scientist

Facility Scientist

Interdisciplinary Scientist

Interdisciplinary Scientist

Program Scientist

Project Scientist

Deputy Project Scientist

2 Rationale and Requirements

The fundamental rationale for a cryogenic telescope in space is shown in Figure 2, which com-

pares the infrared background brightness of the earth's natural astrophysical environment with that

encountered by an ambient temperature telscope operating within the atmosphere. The natural as-

trophysical background radiation includes contributions from the zodiacal dust cloud, diffuse galactic

dust, and the 3 K cosmic background. These natural backgrounds are more than a million times

lower than those characteristic of Earthbound ambient temperature telescopes. The minima in the

natural backgrounds around 3 and 300/_m are particularly noteworthy, as sensitive observations in

these windows may provide unique views of the distant, early universe. Because the limiting sensi-
tivity improves with the square root of the background brightness, even a modest sized cryogenic

space telescope, such as SIRTF, can have a thousand or more times the sensitivity of a large ground

based telescope. SIRTF's goal is therefore to reduce both the thermal emission of the telescope

and scattered and off-axis radiation sufficiently so that its performance can be "natural-background

limited" at wavelengths between 2 and > 200/zm.

SIRTF's scientific objectives require not only high sensitivity but also excellent performance

in many other areas. The resulting system parameters and requirements are listed in Table 2.

Also shown for comparison are the parameters for the Infrared Astronomical Sate]lira (IRAS), the

pioneering cryogenic infrared space telescope (Neugebauer et al. 1984). IRAS, which flew in 1983
and carried out the first sensitive all-sky survey at infrared wavelengths, established the scientific

and technical framework for the development of SIRTF. Although the size difference between the

telescopes is not large, SIRTF goes far beyond IRAS in many important scientific dimensions:

wavelength coverage, spatial and spectral resolution, sensitivity, and lifetime. The European Space

Agency's Infrared Space Observatory (ISO - Kessler 1986}, scheduled for launch in 1993, will have
capabilities intermediate between those of IRAS and SIRTF. SIRTF's biggest gains result from the

fact that its instruments will be equipped with large arrays having up to tens of thousands of detector

elements, as is discussed further in section 4. Thus SIRTF will be an extremely powerful observatory,

capable not only of following up the discoveries made by IRAS and by ISO, but also of extending

our knowledge of the infrared universe still further back in both space and time.
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Figure 2: Atmospheric transmissionand background fluxesfor infraredastronomy. The upper panel

shows the atmospheric transmissionseen from a good mountain top observatory,illustratingthat

much of the infraredspectrum iscompletely inaccessiblefrom the ground. Solidcurves inthe lower

panel show the infraredbackground flux in three observing environments: a good mountain top

observatory, high balloon altitudes, and space. Atmospheric background flux at airplane altitudes

is intermediate between the curves for the mountain observatory and the balloon. The natural

astrophysical background radiation in space is the sum of scattering and emission by zodiacal dust

grains, emission by diffuse galactic dust, and the 3 K cosmic background radiation. Dashed curves

show the background contributions from optimized infrared telescopes: an ambient temperature

instrument (such as would be used from the ground, airplanes, or balloons) and SIRTF. The total
background at the infrared detector is the sum of the natural and telescopic contributions.
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Table2: Comparisonof SIRTFandIRASSystemParameters

Parameter SIRTF IRAS
Mirror Diameter 95cm 60cm
WavelengthCoverage 1.8- 700#m 8- 120/zm
Diffraction-LimitedWavelength 2.5_m --_ 15k_m

Angular Resolution at Wavelength )_ A/4/zm arcsec > 15 arcsec

Pointing Stability/Accuracy 0.15/0.15 arcsec 2 arcsec

Sensitivity: 1
10 #m 6/_Jy 70 mJy
60 #m 150/zJy 70 mJy

Number of Detectors > 10,000 62

Spectral Resolving Power > 2000 20
Mode Observatory Survey

Lifetime > 5 years 10 months

1One sigma in 500 seconds of integration for SIRTF, and in one survey pass for IRAS.

3 Mission Options Study

NASA's decision following the Challenger accident to employ a mixed fleet of launch vehicles en-

couraged the SIRTF team to explore alternate mission approaches to achieving SIRTF's science

objectives. In an initial study phase concluded in mid-1988, a circular orbit at an altitude of ap-

proximately 100,000 km above the Earth was selected for detailed study and comparison with the

900 km altitude baseline mission (Figure 3). These two altitudes are, respectively, just above and

just below the Earth's Van Allen belts, whose trapped energetic particles would degrade infrared

detector performance. The rules of the comparison stipulated that both missions satisfy the re-
quirements in Table II and that both be capable of supporting the complement of three instruments

selected for SIRTF.

The HEO mission concept outlined below is the result of six months of intensive study headed by
the Ames Research Center with support from the SIRTF Science Working Group, the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, the Marshall Space Flight Center, and the Lewis Research Center. An alternative HEO

option, in which SIRTF is flown at the Earth-Sun L2 Lagrangian point (1.5 million km in the anti-

solar direction), was proposed by the Goddard Space Flight Center. Further optimization of the

HEO concept will take place during the SIRTF Phase B studies beginning in 1990.

3.1 The HEO Mission

The new mission will use a Titan IV/Centaur to launch a 5 m long, approximately 4,500 kg SIRTF

into a 100,000 km altitude, 28.5 ° inclination orbit with a period of _ 100 hours. Seen from this

altitude, the Earth subtends an angle of less than 7 ° (vs. 122 ° in LEO), so it is possible to maintain
a flexible viewing strategy while constraining the telescope to point no closer than 80 ° to the Earth
or Sun limb. This orbit allows the use of a fixed solar panel, which shades the telescope and lowers

the predicted temperature of the telescope outer shell to ll0K. Eclipses are infrequent in this orbit;
the time and date of launch can be selected to orient the orbit so that the spacecraft passes through

the Earth's shadow only a few days each year. Reaction wheels provide slewing and fine pointing

capability. Environmental disturbance torques are small, but momentum control requires the use of
cold gas because the Earth's magnetic field is too weak for momentum dumping at 100,000 kin. The

helium boil off from the cryogen system and a small tank of compressed helium gas will be used for

this purpose. Science and engineering data will be stored on-board the spacecraft and downlinked
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900 km altitude 100,000 km altitude

Figure 3: Relative size of the Earth in comparison to the low Earth orbit (LEO - on left) and high
Earth orbit (HEO - on right).

8 hours per day via a fixed omnidirectional antenna to the 26 m dishes of the Deep Space Network.

Figure 4 shows a cutaway view of the telescope concept for the HEO mission. The IRAS heritage

is shown in the annular cryogen tank, containing 4000 liters of superfluid helium which cools the

optics and baffles, and in the truncated _sugar scoop s aperture shade, which allows the telescope

to point as close as 80 ° to the Earth and Sun limb. The optical system is an f/24 Ritchey-Chr_tien

design with a 95 cm f/2.3 primary mirror. The secondary mirror will be used for conventional
chopping at the longer wavelengths and for fiat-fielding and scanning procedures at the shorter

wavelengths. Within the multiple instrument chamber, a rotatable dichroic tertiary mirror will

direct the entire seven arcminute field of view to whichever instrument is in use, while the optical

image is passed to a fine guidance sensor which will be used with the spacecraft gyros to provide
pointing and stabilisation.

3.2 Technical Concerns

The two principal technical concerns which arose during the study of the HEO SIRTF option were
in the areas of launch vehicle capability and lifetime. The present HEO baseline configuration has

a mass of 4370 kg. By comparison, the expected Titan-Centaur launch capability to 100,000 km for

a SIRTF-sised payload is at least 5770 kg. It is felt that the 1400 kg difference (36% of the current

mau excluding the helium) is adequate margin in this critical area.

The cryogen lifetime is an issue in HEO because on-orbit cryogen refill, which was to be used in
LEO to achieve the five year lifetime, will not be available in this option. Preliminary optimization

of the 4000 liter HEO system yields an estimated useful on-orbit cryogen lifetime (exclusive of losses
due to launch holds, on-orbit cooldown, etc.) of six years, giving a 20% margin over the requirement.

The dramatic increase over the 2.5 year lifetime predicted for the same sise dewar and the same

instrument complement in LEO reflects:
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1. the lower outer shell temperature (ll0K vs. 220K) achievable in HEO due to the greatly

reduced heat load from the Earth and to a lesser extent to the shading provided by the fixed
solar panel; and

2. reduction by more than an order of magnitude in the Uaperture load _ - the power radiated

into the dewar by the aperture shade - which results from the fact that the aperture shade in
HEO is both smaller and colder than in LEO.

3.3 Comparison of HEO and LEO Missions

8.8.1 Overall Configuration

Figure 3 shows the relative sizes of the Earth and SIRTF'S orbit for the HEO and LEO missions,
while Figure 5 compares the general configuration of the orbiting observatories in the two missions,
with IRAS shown for reference. Both missions have an orbital inclination of 28.5 ° to maximize the

launch capability and to permit servicing in the LEO mission. The 280-fold reduction in solid angle

subtended by the Earth in HEO leads to the thermal advantages cited above and also permits more

freedom in telescope pointing, even though the solar and terrestrial avoidance angles are larger in

HEO. These larger avoidance angles cannot be satisfied when SIRTF passes directly between the
Earth and Sun in the LEO mission. The 122 ° angle subtended by the Earth permits Sun and Earth

avoidance angles no greater than 59 ° at these times, which occur for several orbits approximately
every 28 days. The use of the larger avoidance angles (80 °} in HEO leads to a smaller aperture shade,

which in turn permits the forward portion of the telescope baffle tube to be shortened while maintaing

the required rejection of stray radiation. The reduction in aperture shade size and forebaffie length

lead to the overall shortening of the system shown in Figure 5. Note also in Figure 5 that the solar
arrays and antennas are fixed in the HEO system but must be deployable and steerable in LEO.

The dewar, optical system, and instruments are essentially identical in the two concepts. Thus the

analysis and technology work done on these system elements for LEO carries over directly into the
HEO system.

3.3.2 Operations

On-orbit science operations in HEO will benefit from the reduced Earth solid angle, the long orbital

period (100 hours vs. 100 minutes in LEO), and the absence of the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA
- see section 3.3.3 below). In addition, the contamination constraint introduced in LEO that the

telescope not point into the "wind s created by the orbital motion of the spacecraft does not apply

in HEO, where the atmospheric density is negligible. Depending on the relative location of the Sun,
Earth and spacecraft, SIRTF can view instantaneously 14 to 33% of the sky in HEO but only < 1 to

12% in LEO. In HEO, there are zones over the orbit poles (_ 200 square degrees in total) which can

be viewed continuously, and accessible targets elsewhere in the sky can typically be observed for 50

or more consecutive hours. By contrast, there is no direction which can be viewed continuously in
LEO, because the combination of Earth limb and "wind _ avoidance constraints limit the maximum

viewing time per target to 15 minutes. These and similar considerations suggest that the observation

planning and scheduling process will be much more straightforward in HEO. Maintaining the Earth

avoidance constraint in LEO means that tens of minutes in each 100 minute orbit must be spent
in large angle slews. Observing efficiency simulations for LEO including sky visibility, slewing, and

time lost to the high proton fluxes in the SAA, indicate that the average efficiency (fraction of time
on-target) would be about 45%. The corresponding efficiency in HEO is estimated at 90%.

3.3.3 Ionizing Radiation Environment

In LEO, the main radiation effects are due to the intense fluxes of trapped and highly energetic pro-

tons encountered during passages through the SAA, a low lying region of the Van Allen belts. These
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Figure 5: General configuration of the LEO (bottom) and HEO (center) SIRTF concepts, and of

IRAS (top). The masses and lengths of the three satellites are 6620 kg, 4370 kg, 1080 kg; and 8 m,

5 m, and 3.7 m respectively.
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passages occur almost every orbit and render about 25% of the time unsuitable for observations.

Because these high fluxes alter detector response, additional time would be required for post-SAA

annealing and recovery. In HEO, analysis of satellite data shows that only a few percent of the time

is likely to be lost to quasi-trapped electrons and to solar flares. However, without the shielding

effect of the Earth's magnetic field, the quiescent (cosmic ray) hit rate is predicted to be a few times

higher than that expected for LEO outside of the SAA, leading to a reduction in sensitivity for
certain instrument modes. Thus radiation effects would be a concern in either orbit, and radiation

testing continues to be an important part of the SIRTF detector technology program.

3.3.4 Risk and Complexity

The HEO mission appears to have lower operational risk than the LEO option. In LEO the per-

formance and system lifetime depend critically on maintaining the cleanliness of the telescope and

the aperture shade, which are subject to contamination both by the residual atmosphere and by

problems which could occur during a servicing mission. In addition, an emergency safe-hold mode is

simply achieved in HEO by pointing at the constant viewing zone, while in LEO a complex series of

pointing constraints must be continually satisfied. Finally, the use of fixed solar arrays and antennas
in HEO eliminates the risk of failure during deployment or operation of these mechanisms.

8.3.5 Scientific Performance

The features of the HEO mission summarized above improve the scientific performance of SIRTF in

many ways, including the following areas of particular importance:

The doubled on-target efficiency means that the HEO mission will support twice the number

of investigations, and produce twice the quantity of data, as the LEO mission.

The longer on-target times and greater sky accessibility in HEO will allow SIRTF to operate
in a true observatory mode, in which a single scientific investigation can be scheduled in an

unbroken block of time. Data from the completed observation will be available to the observer

more quickly, and will be more uniform and easier to calibrate and reduce, than if it were

obtained on many successive orbits in the LEO mission.

The long wavelength > 100#m performance will be improved in HEO. SIRTF's sensitivity
at these long wavelengths will be influenced by radiation from the telescope itself. To reach

natural-background limited performance at 300pm requires a forebafl]e temperature of 7K or

below; the predicted temperature is 4K in HEO and 8 to 14K in LEO. The longer on-target

times and much less frequent eclipses in HEO imply that the temperature will be more stable

as well as lower. These effects together should allow the HEO mission to achieve far better
performance in the cosmic window at 300pm, where recent results (Matsumoto et al. 1988)

indicate that many important cosmological questions can be investigated.

Performance at the 3pm window may also be improved in HEO. The extremely low background

photon rate means that observations (especially spectroscopy) near this wavelength are likely

to be limited by detector read noise (see section 4) in 15 minutes, the maximum integration
time in LEO. Under these circumstances, n2 15 minute integrations must be combined in LEO

to equal the sensitivity of a single (n × 15) minute integration in HEO. However, the benefits

of longer continuous integration times in HEO may be offset by the higher cosmic ray rates.

The high galactic latitude sky (latitude greater than 60°) can be observed at any time during

the HEO mission, but is accessible only about 25% of the time in LEO. This is important

because many of SIRTF's most important scientific objectives, including deep cosmological

surveys, will require extended access to high latitudes.
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Table3: SIRTF Instrumentation Summary

Instrument Principal Investigator Characteristics

Infrared Array Camera G. Fazio, Smithsonian

(IRAC) Astrophysical Observa-

tory

Infrared Spectrometer J. Houck, Cornell Uni-

(IRS) versity

Multiband

Imaging Photometer for
SIRTF (MIPS)

G. Rieke, University of

Arizona

Wide field and diffraction limited imag-

ing, 1.8 - 30pm, using arrays with up to

256 x 256 pixels. Simultaneous viewing in

three wavelength bands, selectable filters.

Polarimetric capability.

Grating spectrometers, 2.5-200pm, using
two dimensional detector arrays. Resolv-

ing power from 100 to 2500. Low and high

resolution options at most wavelengths.

Background limited imaging and photom-

etry, 3 - 200pm, using small arrays with

pixels sized for complete sampling of Airy
disk. Wide field, high resolution imaging,

50- 120pm. Broadband photometry and

mapping, 200- 700pm. Polarimetric ca-

pability.

3.4 Summary

The consensus of the SIRTF Study Office at Ames, the other NASA centers which participated

in the Mission Options Study, and the SIRTF Science Working Group is that the high orbit offers

significant scientific and engineering advantages for SIRTF. These advantages have been summarized
above. As a result, the HEO mission has been adopted by NASA as the new baseline. This selection

of an orbit optimized to maximize the scientific productivity of the mission, together with the

dramatic advances in detector performance which are the subject of these proceedings, has brought

the promise of SIRTF close to realization.

4 Instruments and Arrays

The properties of the three instruments under development for SIRTF are briefly summarized in
Table 3. The Multiband Imaging Photometer and the Infrared Array Camera, using arrays with up

to 256 × 256 pixels, will provide wide field and high resolution photometry, imaging, and surveying

capabilities. Scientific objectives include imaging of objects ranging from comets to galaxies, mapping

of extended regions of star formation, and deep surveys at SIRTF's limiting sensitivity. The Infrared

Spectrograph will have low and moderate spectral resolution modes, using arrays to provide spectral

imaging with > 10 spatial elements along the slit and > 50 spectral elements in the dispersion
direction. Scientific objectives include studies of composition and physical conditions in planetary

atmospheres, the interstellar medium, and external galaxies. The spectrograph will also be used to
determine the nature of objects discovered in SIRTF's surveys, many of which will be too faint to

be studied in detail from other platforms.

While SIRTF's larger size and superior imaging capabilities provide substantial improvements

over IRAS and ISO, SIRTF's most dramatic gains will result from improved detector - and hence

instrument - performance. Much of the SIRTF resources over the past several years have been

devoted to detector and array development and characterization. This program has been carried

out in a coordinated way among the instrument teams (Houck 1987), and the success of the activity
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Figure 6: Natural infrared background vs. wavelength. The left vertical axis shows the photon arrival

rate for spectral resolution _/A_ _-- 100 and pixel solid angle fl = (2.4_/D) 2, typical for the SIRTF

spectrograph, or equivalently for _/A_ = 4.3 and f_ = (_/2D) 2, typical for SIRTF photometry. The

right hand axis gives the corresponding photon noise in 100 seconds of integration. The primary

background contributor for each wavelength regime is indicated. Horizontal lines show the effective

read noise (RN) of instruments with stated values of transmission times quantum efficiency (TE).
Background and read noise curves intersect at the wavelength where the two noise sources are equal.

is apparent from the many reports on the SIRTF detector work included in this volume. Except

at wavelengths beyond 200pm where bolometers will be employed, SIRTF will use arrays of charge

integrating detectors, characterized by a read noise, which is determined by the detector itself and

by the readout or multiplexing circuit to which it is mated. Figure 6, adapted from Houck (1987),

shows the background photon rate for combinations of bandwidth and field of view which represent

typical observing conditions for the low spectral resolution spectrograph and high spatial resolution

photometer modes. To achieve background limited performance in integration time t requires,

approximately, that the read noise be less than the square root of the number of background photons

detected during that time. For example, for the parameters relevant to Figure 6 and a 100 second

integration, a read noise of 100 electrons will allow background limited operation at all wavelengths

longer than 10 #m, as shown by the upper horizontal line.

Table 4 summarizes the materials and current performance of the arrays now under test for

the various bands of the SIRTF instruments. The pixel formats shown are those anticipated to be

used in flight. The test results are for detectors with non-optimized sizes and formats ranging from

single elements to 58 x 62 arrays. The details of these developments are given elsewhere in this
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Table 4: SIRTF Array Performance Status

Material Format Pixel _ Q.E. R/v ID Respon-

Size (_m) (_m) {e-) {e-/sec) sivity{A/W}

HgCdTe 256 × 256 40 1 - 5 0.3 90 50 0.8
InSb 256 × 256 40 1.8 - 5.3 0.5 168 < 2.4 2.0

Si:Ga 128 x 128 100 4 - 18 0.3 50 90 14

Si:As BIBIB 128 × 128 100 4 - 28 0.2 - 0.5 77 8 68

Si:Sb 128 × 128 100 14 - 30 0.3 50 13 3.8

Ge:Be 2 × 25 500 30- 52 0.3 - 0.4 75 < 100 12

Ge:Ga 32 × 32 500 50 - 120 0.2 25 500 39
Ge:Ga BIB 1 × 20 500 50 - 190 0.04 106 - l0 T 5

_e:Ga 1 × 20 500 120- 200 0.1 75 1000 100
tressed)

volume. Meeting SIRTF's goals of achieving diffraction limited imaging with sensitivity limited by

the natural astrophysical background is particularly challenging at the shortest wavelengths. Large

detector arrays are required to fully sample the field of view, and the extremely low background

level at the 3pm cosmic "window" demands detectors with correspondingly low read noise and dark

current which are capable of long integration times. Basic characterization of detectors for this

band is still underway. But the goal of background limited performance is in hand across most of

SIRTF's spectral band. The emphasis in the detector development program is shifting to include
more specialized issues such as linearity, hysteresis, and susceptibility to charged particles.

The scientific impact of the use of arrays on SIRTF can be illustrated by the following example.

An important scientific objective for SIRTF will be to search in various astrophysical environments

for "brown dwarf stars - stars with mass < 0.08M® which are unable to sustain nuclear burning
processes but which may be visible in the infrared through the faint glow of their escaping internal

heat. One region to search for brown dwarfs is in a star cluster such as the Pleiades, which contains

numerous recently formed low mass stars. Based on the currently projected performance of the

baseline 58 x 62 pixel arrays in the 5-15pm region, SIRTF in 3 days can map the entire central

square degree of the Pleiades to sufficient depth to identify all brown dwarfs with masses greater

than 0.01M o. Extrapolation based on the recent results of Stauffer et al. suggests that these maps

would reveal > 50 such objects. Thus three days of observation would produce definite results
illuminating such fundamental questions as: the nature of the "missing mass" in the galactic disk;

the formation of low mass stars and the shape of the faint end of the main sequence; and the behavior

of helium-hydrogen mixtures at high densities. Even at SIRTF's ba_ckground-limited sensitivity, this

important investigation would take a prohibitively long time without the large number of detectors
provided by the large array.

5 Summary and Conclusions

Figure 7 shows the expected performance of SIRTF, compared to that of other facilities for infrared

astronomy and to the predicted fluxes of selected astronomical targets. One sigma sensitivity limits

are shown for broadband observations with the currently available large groundbased and airborne

telescopes and for the IRAS survey. For SIRTF, one sigma sensitivity for a point source is shown

for broadband imaging and for moderate resolution (R = 1000) spectroscopy. This figure does

not properly reflect the additional quantitative and qualitative gains which will result from the use

of large detector arrays on SIRTF, as illustrated in the previous paragraph. Further gains will
come from SIRTF's long lifetime, total freedom from atmospheric absorption, high photometric and
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Figure 7: Comparison of background-limited sensitivity limits for SIRTF in imaging and spectro-

scopic modes (500 sec. integration), IRAS (survey mode), and current groundbased and airborne

telescopes (1 hr.). Also shown axe expected fluxes for the nucleus of Halley's comet, M82 at a redshift

of 0.5, and a 0.01 A_f® brown dwarf at 5 pc.

radiometric stability,broad and simultaneous wavelength coverage, and speed of data acquisition.

Together, these factors will make SIRTF an extremely powerful instrument for the study of a very

broad range of solar system, galactic,and extragalactic problems.

Figure 7 illustrates that the faintest IRAS sources cannot even be detected with existing in-

struments, but that SIRTF will be able to take spectra of them easily. SIRTF will allow the first

detailed study of the infrared properties of objects as diverse as cometary nuclei and distant galax-

ies. Predicted but unseen phenomena such as brown dwarfs will come within the range of SIRTF's

capabilities. But the most exciting objects SIRTF will study axe not shown in Figure 7, because

they will be the unexpected discoveries that inevitably follow such major gains in sensitivity.
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SIRATOSPHEHIC OBSERVAIOR/ FOR INFRARED A5IRONOMY

E. F. ERICKSON, NASA Ames Research Center

SOFIA will be a three meter class telescope operating in a Boeing 747

astronomers routine access to infrared wavelengths unavailable from the

ground, and with the means to observe transient astronomical events from

anywhere in the world. The concept is based on 15 years of experience with

NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO), which SOFIA will replace in the

mid 1990's. SOFIA's wavelength range covers nearly four decades of the

electromagnetic spectrum: from the visible, throughout the infrared and

submillimeter, to the microwave region. Relative to the KAO, SOFIA will be

roughly ten times more sensitive for compact sources, enabling observations

of fainter objects and measurements at higher spectral resolution. Also,

it will have three times the angular resolving power for wavelengths

greater than 30 microns, permitting more detailed imaging at far infrared

wavelengths.

The infrared spectral regime encompasses a multitude of rich and varied

physical processes and is uniquely suited for study of the cosmic birth on

all scales. SOFIA's high spectral and spatial resolution will exploit and

extend the scientific legacy left by IRAS (the Infrared Astronomical

Satellite) and will complement the enormous sensitivity for imaging and

moderate resolution spectroscopy to be furnished by SIRTF, the Space Infrared

Telescope Facility. Questions that SOFIA users would address include:

* Interstellar cloud dynamics and star formation in our galaxy: Why and

how do galactic clouds form stars? How important are magnetic fields

and rotation in this process?

• Proto-planetary disks and planet formation in nearby star systems: How

common are solar-systems? Under what conditions are they created?

* Origin and evolution of biogenic materials in the interstellar medium

and in proto-planetary disks: What environments are hospitable to

pre-biotic molecules and compounds?

* Comets, planet atmospheres and rings in our solar system: How did our

solar-system evolve? What was the composition of the solar nebula?

* Star formation, dynamics and chemical content of other galaxies: How

different are other galaxies? Why do some exhibit extraordinarily

large infrared luminosities? What is the origin of this luminosity?

* The dynamic activity in the center of our own galaxy: What powers the

highly luminous phenomena hidden at the center of the Milky Way - a

compact star cluster or a black hole? Is this region similar to the

"Active Galactic Nuclei" seen in some other galaxies?
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SOFIA is currently being

studied jointly by NASA and the

German Science Ministry (BMFT).

NASA would provide and modify the

aircraft, and West Germany would

develop the telescope assembly.

As can be seen from Figure I, the

SOFIA telescope is much larger

relative to the B747 than the KAO

telescope is to the Lockheed C-

141. This means that the new

telescope requires considerably

more sophisticated technology.

AIRCFIAFT.BOEIttG 747SP

t,lAXlt,lUt.1 GROSS WEIGHT-703.000 Ib

...r[ 3[_
AIRCRAF'-T-LOCKHEED C-141A

MAXIMUM GROSS W£1GHI-320,0g0 lb

50FIA KAO

Nevertheless the SOFIA

telescope concept, shown in Figure

2, borrows heavily from the KAO

heritage. The optical system is

supported on vibration isolators

and an air bearing, and is expected

to achieve sub-arcsecond pointing

stability, as does the similar KAO

design. Light weight is achieved

by use of a carbon fiber structure

and a thin meniscus mirror. The

telescope operates in an open port

cavity, while the experimenter has

continuous access to his focal

plane instrument.

Figure I: Comparison of SOFIA and KAO.

i

Figure 2: SOFIA Telescope Concept

NASA will operate SOFIA with support from the BMFT as an international

facility for astronomy throughout an estimated 20 year lifetime. It will

provide 120, 8 hour flight opportunities per year for approximately 40

principal investigator teams, selected by annual peer review.

Evolution of state-of-the-art focal plane instrumentation is a key

aspect of the SOFIA concept. Roughly half of the investigator teams will

provide the observatory with a wide variety of specialized instruments

including array cameras, polarimeters, and several types of spectrometers.

Major improvements can be expected in both conventional infrared detectors

and heterodyne receivers which will extend the scientific productivity of

SOFIA. Far infrared detector array technology, although currently in a

primitive state, has excellent potential for airborne astronomy applications.

It is imortant to note that the relatively high backgrounds may imply

considerably different requirements on detector systems than for space-based

cryogenic telescopes. In particular, higher dark currents can often be

tolerated, but high quantum efficiencies are extremely desireable.

It is clear that SOFIA, as a unique astronomical observatory, as an

educational facility for the science community, and as a stimulus for the

development of new focal plane instrument technologies, will have a major

influence on astronomy well into the next century.
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Laboratory Characterization of Direct Readout Si:Sb and Si:Ga Infrared Detector
Arrays

Mark E. McKelvey, Nicolas N. Moss, Robert E. McMurray, Jr.,
John A. Estrada, John H. Goebel, Craig R. McCreight
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035

Maureen L. Savage
Sterling Software Inc., 1121 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Frank Junga, Thomas Whittemore
Lockheed Research Laboratory, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, CA 94304

Abstra_

Highlights of recent results obtained at Ames Research Center in performance evaluations of infrared detector arrays are
presented. Antimony- and gallium-doped silicon direct readout 58x62 element hybrid devices from Ames' ongoing detector
technology development program are described. The observed characteristics meet most of the performance goals specified by
the SIRTF instrument teams and compare favorably with the best performance reported for discrete non-integrating extrinsic
silicon detectors. Initial results of radiation-environment testing are reported, and non-ideal behavior demonstrated by these
test devices is discussed.

Introduction

Space-based infrared (IR) astronomy projects such as NASA's Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) and Large
Deployable Reflector (LDR) and the European Space Agency's Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) will require significant

advances in detector technology if they are to realize the full potential offered by on-orbit observing conditions. A continuing
technology development program has been underway at Ames Research Center to help achieve sufficient improvements in the
state of the art to allow space telescope IR observations to achieve sensitivity limited only by the natural background flux.

As part of this work, evaluations have been carried out in some detail on two 58x62 element IR detector array types based
on the Hughes Aircraft Company's CRC-228 direct readout multiplexerl, 2. Si:Sb and Si:Ga detector substrates have been
indium-bump-bonded to the CRC-228 to produce high performance hybrid arrays. The Infrared Array Camera 3 (IRAC) for
SIRTF has specified these devices as baseline candidate technologies for two of its wavelength bands.

A photograph of one of the arrays is shown in Fig. 1, and a schematic of the array unit cell is shown in Fig. 2. Each
unit cell contributes one detector element to each of the two parallel output channels when its unique address is sent to the on-
chip decoder circuit. The unit cell is repeated 58x31 times to make up the full array of 3596 pixels. A software-selectable
reset pulse can be applied during the address period to reset the integration nodes in a unit cell to a known reference level.
Alternately, a non-destructive read can be performed, allowing several measurements to be made of the charge packet as it
builds up during the integration period.

In the following sections, recent measurements of the basic performance of these devices will be highlighted, radiation
testing procedures will be outlined, and limitations of these arrays will be briefly discussed.

Performance

Table 1 contains a summary of the various figures of merit obtained to date on the two array types tested. The read noise

figure for the Si:Ga array is superior to that listed for the Si:Sb type, but this is largely an artifact of the more recent (and

improved) test methods used in the evaluation of the_allium-doped array. Because the Si:Ga array was loaned to us for a
limited time by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center _, it was the device most recently tested. Since the return of the Si:Ga
array, our attention has shifted back to the Si:Sb device, and upcoming tests are expected to show read noise comparable to
that of the Si:Ga array.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of muhiplexer unit cell.

Characteristic $i;,_2 _C-e, Conditions

General

Dopant Concentration 4 40(?) 1015 atoms/cm 3

Format 58 x 62 rows x columns

Pixel size 75 prn Square

Pixel Spacing 75 I.tm Centers

Wavelength range 15 - 31 4 - 18 IJm

Test background 0.17 - 18 0.30 - 28 104 ph/s Corrected to

0.30 - 32 0.54 - 50 108 ph/cm2s response peak

Performance

Responsivity 3.8 12

Read noise 220 95

100 53

NEP 2.7 O.24

Gq product 0.17 0.99(?)

Dark current 13 450

3.2 75

Input Capacitance 0.06 0.07

Well Capacity >2 >5

Max. integration time >104 >103

Operating temperature 5 - 12

Uniformity 15 8

AAN 8 K, 2V bias (70V Si:Ga)
I.tVrms qb=1.8 X 10 s ph/s

rms e" (2.8 x 10s ph/s Si:Ga)

10 "17 W/VHz t_= .204 s

e'/s 8 K, 1 V bias (7K,70V Si:Ga)
aA qb = zilch

pF Measured
105 e"

s 8 K, dark current limited

K

% 1D/mean

7"able I. 58x62 DRO array test summary.

The performance summarized in Table ! compares well with 1RAC goals in most areas, and indc.cd with the best reported

non-integrating discrete detector performance. The onc ,area shown that is out of the IRAC specification is the dark current

measured for the Si:Ga array at 450 e'/s. This is well above the specified 10 e-/s, but still is low enough to give a dark-
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current-limited maximum integration time (q) of >103 s. Actually, the cosmic ray background flux, rather than the dark
current, is likely to limit ti on SIRTF.

Pixel-to-pixel uniformity is good in both array types with variations in responsivity of 8% for the Si:Ga array and 15%
for the Si:Sb array (defined as standard deviation/mean). These levels produce obvious nonuniformities in the raw signal

output, but they can be corrected without difficulty in post-processing.

The dependence of Si:Ga response and noise on the applied bias voltage is shown in Fig. 3. Responsivity is nearly
proportional to applied bias between 20 V and 60 V, and becomes superlinear at higher biases. The read noise is essentially
independent of bias below 70 V, but noise behavior is erratic at higher applied voltages, A definite impact-ionizing
breakdown condition is not achieved in the Si:Ga below 95 V (the maximum available in our test setup), but low noise
performance is not repeatably obtainable above 70 V (1400 V/cm). At 70 V applied bias and a temperature of 8 K, peak

responsivity in the Si:Ga array is 12 A/W and read noise is 53 e- rms. This corresponds to a read-noise limited NEP of 2.4 x
10 -18 W/_/Hz in a 217 ms integration period. The best measured NEP for the Si:Sb array is an order of magnitude higher,

but this should improve by a factor of two when its read noise is measured in our improved test set.

An unexpected variation in Si:Ga responsivity with operating temperature was observed and is shown in Fig. 4. A steep
decrease in responsivity with increasing temperature above 7 K was noticed near the end of our Si:Ga tests. Improved
mobility due to a decrease in charged impurity scattering should occur as temperature is increased, which should create a

modest increase in responsivity at higher operating temperatures. This trend is observed for the Si:Sb array to temperatures
>12 K, and in the Si:Ga array for temperatures up to 7 K. The curious drop in Si:Ga response above 7 K is not understood,
but could be explained by the presence of a very shallow energy level (_ few meV) that contributes long-wavelength
photoconductivity at low temperatures but is thermally depopulated as temperature is increased. An attempt was made to
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Figure 3. Si:Ga array responsivity and read noise vs. applied bias voltage.
Background = 3 x 103 ph/pixel-s. 7" = 8 K. Integration time = 217 ms.
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demonstratelongwavelengthphotoconductivityin theSi:Gaarraybyblockingwavelengthsshorterthan20lira,butno
photoresponsewasobservedin thistest.Thisdoesnotruleouttheshallowlevels,sincetheeffectmaydependonthe
spectralqualityoftheincidentradiation(particularlyif thesupposedlevelwasanexcitedstateoftheGadopant).

Thepresenceof veryshallowlevelsmayalsobesuggestedbythedependenceof Si:Gadarkcurrentontemperature,
showninFig.5. TheactivationenergyobtainedfromthisArrheniusplotisontheorderof afewmeV,muchlessthanthe
72meVexpectedif thermalactivationof theGaimpuritycontrolledthedarkcurrent.Thetworegimesevidentin theplot
differ inactivationenergyby nearlya factorof two. Thismightbeconsistentwitha singlelevelanda changefrom
diffusion-togeneration-recombination-limitedcarriertransport.

A systematicdeterminationof thecauseof theresponsivitydecreaseabove7 K andthesmalldarkcurrentactivation
energywasnotpossiblewithinthetimeavailable.If longwavelengthphotoconductivityiscontributingtotheresponsivity
below7K,thequotedresponsivityisinerror.Acarefulmeasurementof spectralresponsewouldberequiredbeforedetector
materialdisplayingthisbehaviorcouldbeusedonaspacetelescopemission.
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R_diation Testin_

Space telescope platforms will experience a cosmic ray background composed primarily of high energy protons. The
level of this background will depend on the orbit chosen, but representative predictions are for a proton flux of about
4 p+/cm2-s over most of a high (70,000 km) orbit 5. "Pockets" of higher flux levels will be encountered with rates increased
by up to two orders of magnitude.

Laboratory detector testing in an ionizing radiation environment is required to understand what changes in performance
characteristics will occur and what strategies can be used to maintain the best possible radiometric calibration. To this end,
tests of these detector arrays in "r-ray and proton environments have been initiated and constitute a major focus for near-term

testing at Ames.

Although T-rays constitute only a fraction of the on-orbit ionizing radiation environment, the convenience of small
radioactive _,-sources that can be safely used in laboratory tests makes them attractive for preliminary investigations. 137Cs,
241Am, and 55Fe sources of activities up to 10 mCi have been mounted inside our test cryostat to yield dose rates up to 0.3
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rad(Si)/hr in the detector arrays. Although these dose rates are much lower than the worst on-orbit conditions, they do produce
doses sufficient to significantly change detector performance characteristics. Experimentation with different annealing
schemes to recover the pre-irradiation calibration is also possible in our in-house tests.

Figs. 6 and 7 are representative of data gathered in initial radiation testing of these devices. Fig. 6 is a time series of a
single Si:Sb pixel output under 137Cs _,-ray bombardment at a calculated dose rate of 0.2 rad(Si)/hr. Fig. 7 is a pulse height
distribution of the same data, showing a peak at about 5,000 carriers/read and a characteristic pseudo-exponential tail. Some

hits produce in excess of 60,000 carriers. While these events produce only a fraction of the number of carriers associated with
high energy proton interactions, they are sufficient to cause shifts in charge distribution leading to changes in responsivity
and perhaps dark current, although the latter has not been demonstrated in these devices.

Such a shift in responsivity is shown in Fig. 8. The lower curve in Fig. 8 shows the change in Si:Ga array average
responsivity during the deposition of about 1 rad(Si) at an IR background of about 5 x 104 ph pix -1 s-1 and a temperature of
8 K. After a six-hour irradiation under these conditions responsivity had increased by about 7 %. Once the Cs source was

removed, a natural recovery began with a time constant on the order of several hours. Actual astronomical observations

would clearly require some kind of intervention to restore the photometric calibration of the device for efficient use of allotted
observing time. Boosting the bias level beyond breakdown to flood the material with free carriers has been shown to remove
the radiation-induced responsivity shift in other devices. However, this did not occur for the maximum 95 V bias (1900
V/cm) our test system could supply to the Si:Ga array. A short-duration thermal cycle to 20 K did recover the initial

performance, and could be reasonably performed on-orbit with a properly designed array mount.
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The upper curve in Fig. 8 shows results of a similar irradiation of the Si:Sb array. Here the responsivity shift is much

larger, showing a near doubling at an accumulated dose of 1 rad(Si) and a similarly long natural recovery period. The
difference in the magnitude of responsivity change between the Si:Sb array and its Si:Ga counterpart is likely due to the
higher level of impurity compensation (through the unintended presence of boron) in the n-type Sb material. Actual shifts in
response depend on dose rate and IR background level, and perhaps on applied bias and operating temperature. Mapping out
the effects of these and other factors will be carried out in future work.

Because the on-orbit environment is primarily composed of high energy protons, a better simulation can be made with a

proton source such as a particle accelerator. Arrangements have been made in conjunction with Lockheed Research Laboratory
to study array performance under proton bombardment at the 74-inch Crocker Cyclotron on the campus of the University of
California at Davis. Flux levels down to 5 p+cm-2s -1 at energies up to 67 MeV can be obtained, and tests in various

simulated space telescope environments are to begin shortly.
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Problem Areas

While these arrays have generally delivered a high level of performance, some problem areas have become apparent. As
bulk photoconductors, these arrays have shown some of the anomalous behavior characteristics long associated with this type
of detector 6. Multiple time constants, hook anomalies, and memory effects have been observed in these devices and represent

serious limitations in astronomical applications. Fig. 9 shows the time development of the output of a single Si:Ga pixel
under various step changes in incident IR flux. The time constant problems worsen as the flux level is decreased, and this
may be a critical obstacle in the ultra-low background conditions anticipated in space telescope applications. Materials
processing, detector design, or other operational improvements may lessen the severity of these non-ideal characteristics.
Determining whether such techniques can sufficiently mitigate these concerns is a major objective of the Ames detector
development program.
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Summary_

Characterization of Si:Sb and Si:Ga 58x62 direct readout IR detector arrays has been carried out in considerable detail.
These devices have shown excellent performance characteristics overall. They meet or exceed most IRAC specifications for
detector figures of merit, with the exception of certain transient response criteria. The performance demonstrated by these
arrays also compares well with discrete detectors in the same wavelength range. Radiation environment testing has shown
shifts in responsivity after y-ray bombardment as expected. These shifts vary in magnitude with incident IR background and
other parameters. Thermal annealing has proven effective in restoring pre-irradiation performance levels.

The observed slow transient behavior may prove to be a serious limitation in space astronomical applications. These
anomalies are familiar from previous experience with bulk photoconductors. The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS)
successfully used bulk photoconductors at low background, and improvements in materials processing and operating
techniques may be able to surmount the present difficulties for applications such as SIRTF. Alternatively, other detector
technologies (such as impurity band conduction (IBC) detectors 7) may prove more suitable for these missions.
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Muchworkremainsbeforea,finaldeterminationofthesuitabilityofthesearraytypescanbemade.Futuretestworkis
plannedtofurtherquantify,themmsientcharacteristicsofthesedevicesandtoaddtothe(inadequate)existingdatabaseontheir
performancemaradmt_onenvtronment.

1McKelvey,M.E.et al., Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt. Instrum. Eng. 868, 73 (1987).
2Orias, G. and Campbell, D., NASA Contractor Report 177,446 (1986).
3G. G. Fazio et al., Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt. lnstrum. Eng. 589, 229 (1986).
4G. Lamb et al., in Infrared As_r0n0my with Arrays (C. G. Wynn-Williams and E. E. Becklin, eds.), University of Hawaii,

144 (1987).
5E. G. Stassinopolous, NASA SP-3054 (1970).
6Zachor, A. S., and Huppi, E. R., Appl. Opt. 20, 1000 (1981).
7T. Herter, C. E. Fuller, G. E. Gull, and Houck, J. R., in Infr_lred Astronomy with Arrays (C. G. Wynn-Williams and E. E.

Becklin, eds.), University of Hawaii, 128 (1987).
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Abstract

We have developed a HgCdTe 256x256 focal plane array (FPA) which

operates in the 1-5 _m band. This is presently the largest
demonstrated HgCdTe FPA. The detector material is HgCdTe on

sapphire (PACE-I technology) which has a low thermal expansion
mlsmatch with silicon. The multiplexer is a CMOS FET-switch

device processed through a commercial silicon foundry. The

multiplexe_ input is direct injection and the charge capacity is
about 2x10" electrons. The kTC limited read noise is 400

electrons. We have demonstrated high background imaging using

the device. The broadband quantum efficiency is measured to be

59%. Dark currents less than 0.i pA have been measured at 77K

for detectors processed on PACE-I material with 4.9 _m cutoff.
The dark currents decrease as the temperature is lowered and we

are presently studying the T<77K characteristics. The
interconnect yield is >95%. The devices are available for

astronomical applications.

Material

The detector array material is HgCdTe on sapphire called PACE-I

(Producible Alternative to CdTe for Epitaxy). A layer of CdTe is

deposited onto the sapphire first using vapor phase epitaxy. The

HgCdTe is grown by liquid phase epitaxy. The sapphire substrate

is strong, durable and has large area (2 inch diameter wafer)
which is crucial for large arrays such as a 256x256. The

sapphire is transparent up to 5.5 _m and this technology is used
for the 1.0-5.5 _m band. For longer wavelengths (8-12 _m) we are

developing HgCdTe on GaAs (PACE-2) technology.

Detector Array

The photovoltaic detectors are planar structures formed by ion

implantation. After passivation indium columns are deposlted for
hybridization to the multiplexer. The detector unit cell slze is

40 _m x 40 _m. Typically over 90% fill factor is obtained with
less than 2% crosstalk.

We6have c_aracterized the detectors at 77K. The R^A is typically
i0 to I0" n-cm' and the dark current is less than_0.1 pA for i00

mV reverse bias. The dark currents decrease further as the

temperature is lowered. George Rieke, University of Arizona,
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measured 30-60 e-/s at 30-35K for detectors with similar cutoff
but larger area. These detectors have not been optimized for low

temperature (<77K) operation; with further work the dark current
can be reduced to lower levels.

Multiplexer

The multiplexer has a CMOS FET-switch architecture and is

_rocessed at a commercial silicon foundry. A schematic is shown
in Figure i. The input is direct injection and the charge is

integrated on a capacitor. The charge capacity is about 2xi07
electrons and the kTC limited read nolse Is 400 electrons. The

dynamic range is about 50,000. The integration time can be
varied from 0.5 to 99.5% of frame time. Three clocks and four

bias voltages are needed to operate the device.

Focal Plane Array

The FPA is fabricated by mating the detector array and the
multiplexer through the indium columns (Figure 2). Interconnect

yields of above 95% were obtained and 99% yields similar to the

128x128 FPAs are possible. A concern is the reliability of large

area hybrid structures. We have thermally cycled 256x256 test
structures (more than I00 times) and MWIR FPAs (more than 20

times) between room temperature and 77K with no mechanical or

electrical degradation. The excellent reliability is a result of
the PACE-I material having low thermal expansion mismatch with

silicon. A photo of the 256x256 FPA mounted on a 68 pin chip

carrier is shown in Figure 3.

Initial characterization tests show that the mean broadband (no

filters) quantum efficiency is 59% at 77K (Figure 4). Higher

quantum efficlencies (>70%) are possible as evidenced from

128x128 FPA results. At short wavelengths (i _m), >50% quantum

efficiency is observed. We are presently continuing the
characterization of the FPA.

Summary

We have developed a HgCdTe 256x256 focal plane array (FPA) which

operates in the 1-5 _m band. The detector material is HgCdTe on

sapphire (PACE-I technology) and the multiplexer is a CMO_
FET-swltch device. The FPA charge capacity is about 2x10"
electrons with a read noise of 400 electrons. The mean broadband

quantum efficiency is measured to be 59%. Dark currents less

than 0.I pA have been measured at 77K. The dark current can be

further lowered by decreasing the temperature of operation.

These devices are available for astronomical applications.
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atuamca

The third generation electronics system-of the Berkeley
infrared camera has been built with improved frame rate, size,

manufacturability, and real-time data processing power. The

flexibility to easily operate a variety of detectors and the vast
improvement in speed was achieved by using Motorola

DSP56001 Digital Signal Processors t,2 (DSP) to serve as con-

trollers and processing elements throughout the system. The new
data acquisition system has one DSP per analog channel, making
the system scalable to match the sensor being used. Each chan-

nel can run up to 1 MHz sampling rate (A/D limited) using 20%

of the DSP's 10-30 MIPS bandwidth for interrupt driven data

acquisition, leaving 80% for background processes. The A/D is

presently a 1 MHz 12 bit unit. The conversion resolution is
enhanced by a pattern subtraction system allowing the removal

of the fu'st order signal and digitization of the amplified residual.

Chip
Forrnats:

84 I I0

64 I 20

X_2

2S6I 258

The analog board is dynamically eonfigurable and is capable of
performing self diagnostics and calibration. A DSP56001 is also
used in the timing generator, which outputs patterns at a rate up

to 10MHz and has a fine timing adjustment of 2 nsec using pro-

grammable delays. The computer system hardware and software
are layered, supporting real-time interrupt response down to the

microsecond level. The system is is the prototype for the elec-
tronics for the 1-5 pm and 8-24 Ia.rn cameras being designed for

the Keck Ten Meter Telescope.

Introduction

High speed electronics is required for the high photon
fluxes encountered when observing at wavelengths longward of
2.5 t.u-n. Low read noise is required at shorter wavelengths or
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narrow bandwidths, where the charge and the statistical variation

in the charge collected in a pLxe[ are small, The old Berkeley

infrared camera 3'4'5 operated at I0 _ec/pixel/channel peak rate.

forcing the use of narrow bandwidths. In the new system, the

pixel read time has been decreased to I ;.LSeC,allowing observa-

tions over the full 8 to 13 _m atmospheric window.

The new system's speed is achieved by incorporating high

speed, highly integrated single chip computing elements on every

analog amplifier chain. The Motorola DSP56001 was chosen for

this task.

The camera system, Figure 1, is based on a four levcl

hierarchy. The components are: a Sun workstation in the control

room, a Sun 3E/120 VME card set on the camera head running

Unix, a Parity Inc. 68020 single board computer in the VME

rack running Magic/l.. 6 , and a bank of DSP56001s in the analog

rack running optimized hand coded assembly routines. UNIX

gives us the powerful development environment and transparent

access to the camera head over Ethemet. The camera control,

data acquisition, and DSP monitor software are written in

Magic/L, which is an interactive language developed by Loki

Engineering Inc. that looks like C or Pascal but works like

Forth allowing spontaneous code creation and use. It is most

useful for hardware debugging and user interface environments.

The DSP assembly code was developed using the Motorola

development package and our look-alike debugger running on the

targets. The software system breaks new ground in the layering

of the application by putting the vast majority of the code on a

single host processor and only the core of the application on the

front end DSPs.

The use of commercial VME cards and the use of VME

sized Eurocards for the timing generator and analog boards

allowed for a compact package as shown in Figure 2.

Low Noise on a Mixed Analog and Digital Board

The amplifier board block diagram is shown in Figure 3. It

is a highly configurable pulse amplification system with support

for diagnostics and self calibration. A feature of the system is

variable bandwidth in the analog chain. As the gain is increased

and integration time increased for low signal level conditions, the

bandwidth of the analog channel is decreased to reduce the noise

bandwidth of the system. In the low gain (=5) setting, full scale

pulse settling time to t2 bits is 100 nsec from input to A/D. The

Fig 2 Remote Rack
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amplifiersusedaretheOElAH0013JFETpreampandthe
Harris 5195 high speed fast settling opamp. The system also

incorporates a fixed pattern subtraction circuit to remove the first

order pattern from the chip, allowing use of higher gains into the

A/D and therefore higher resolution. Correlated double sampling

is used to eliminate the l/f noise (DC instability) inherent in the

readout MOSFETS as shown in the timing diagram in Figure 4.

In Figure 1, the bus interface logic represented by block "P"

was a dozen ICs on the prototype board. In the production run,

these lCs were replaced by three CMOS programmable logic

devices (PLD) and the DSP56001, using less space on the board

and eliminating the separate digital board. The PLDs were the

XL78C8007 from EXEL, an extremely flexible 800 gate

equivalent electrically erasable application spec!fic ' integrated cir-

cuit (ERASIC).

All timing and digital clocks are generated from a central

20 MHz clock on the timing generator board. The timing signals

are Izansmitted differentially over the backplane using high speed

parts (75ALS194/5). The fine adjustment on the timing signals

is in 2 nsec increments so that the noise critical sampling time

can be moved to a quiet period between digital transitions. This

feature should allow the system to approach the noise perfor-

mance of the previous generation Berkeley camera electronics

which had 20 pvohs rms noise. Low noise measurements on the

new system are yet to be completed.

The system has a DSP on each of the 20 analog channels

that coadds in 700 nsec with interrupt signals, or 200 nsec in

bursts with an input FIFO. The old camera had a coadder exter-

nal to the analog box, requiring 5 psec to coadd ten pixels. The

DSP and PLDs also implement the bus interface logic, reducing

the complexity of the analog board.

Timing Generator

The timing generator uses a DSP56001, is situated in the

analog rack, and is the source of the clock and timing for all

camera functions. The DSP56001 enables the timing generator

to be built with a small number of chips. Because its charac-

teristics are determined by software it can be programmed for a

variety of observing modes, and it is functionally open.ended to

support lab testing.

DSP Operation

16 bit DSPs have been available for many years.

Motorola's DSP56001, which became available in 1987, has a 24

bit word size and 56 bit accumulators, which allows processing

real data without roundoff. As shown in Figure 5, the chip is

massively parallel and incorporates peripheral chip functions

making it very easy to use. The Host Port and the Host Com-

mand facility made hardware and software design simple. The
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DSP host port is interfaced to the Peckbus 8 , a minimal bus

using CMOS levels that is trivia] to interface to and works with

extender cards. The bus consists of 16 data bits. 16 board select

lines, 8 address lines for on card selection, and read, write and

acknowledge handshake lines. The signals are on the a and c

rows of the 96 pin DIN connector, leaving the unbused b row for

user definition. A controller card resides in slot one translating

the Motorola UO Channel signals from the Parity CPU board to

Peckbus signals.

DSP56001 Characteristics

The DSP560012 is a self contained computer on a chip,

with program controller, math unit, program and data memories.

and peripherals typically associated with computers, and a selec

don of bootstrap modes I The chip executes "instructions at a lO

MHz rate, but the insmJcdon fields can contain up to three

instructions, giving a peak rate of 30 MIPS at 20 MHz clock. 2"/

MHz parts arc now available, and we have run the 20 MHz parts

at up to 40 MHz in the lab with a special clock generator. Tests
have been done at Lincoln Labs on radiation hardness. The

clock rate was run up '..to see where the parts stopped, then the

parts were radiated and tested again. The test pan died between

100krad and 200krad, and ran at 32 MHz up to that point. The

chip has a 5 Mbit synchronous serial link, a UART, and a host

interface port. The host interface port looks like a set of 8 byte

wide registers (50 nsec access time) and can be very simply

interfaced into any computer system.

DSP Software

The most unusual aspect of the host port is the host inter-

rupt facility. The host can invoke one of the 32 interrupt service

routines by writing the vector number to a register in the host

interface. Using 8 of these vectors, we built a complete monitor

and development system, supporting memory dump and load.

program execution control, and machine state dump.

The monitor in the target DSP consists of 16 lines of code:

; MONITOR SERVICE ROUTINES: 300 nsec @ 20 MHz

; (address.vector]

; All functions require that r7 be set (via SETr7 call).

; SETr7 {24.12} Transfer the address value to r7

movep x:HRX.r7

hop
; XPEEK {28.14] Read a 24-bit value from X memory

movep x:(r7)+.x:HTX

nop

; XPOKE [2a.15} Write a 24-bit value to X memory

movep x:HR.X.x:(rT)+

nop

; YPEEK {2c.16} Read a 24-bit value from Y memory

movep y:(r7)+.x:HTX

nop

; YPOKE [2e,17} Write a 24-bit value to Y memory
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movep x:HRX.y:(rT)+

nop

; PPEEK (30,18} Read a 24-bh value from program memory

movep p:(r?)+,x:HTX

hop

PPOKE {32,19} Write a 24-bit value to program memory

movep x:HR.X,p:(rT)+

nop

SOFT ( 6, 3) Code is PPOKEd here for dynamic expansion

nop

nop

The host computer is use.d to implement all the higher level

code including initialization, data transfer, non time critical

operations, and a full development system, monitor and

debugger. The functions we implemented were made to dupli-

cate the functions available in Motorola's DSP Development

Software package. Using three windows on a workstation, code

can be assembled and executed in the simulator, added to the tar-.

get hardware and experimented with, and added to the source

code. This dcvelopment system allows loading of object files

into the simulator and the targct from the same load file gen-

erated by the Motorola assemblcr.

Timing Generator Code

An example of application code is the timing generator:

• outer loop to address all (aalen=64) rows of the array

AATOP do #aalen,AAEND

; inner loop: output 12 bits of CDS pattern at 10MHz

rep #cdslen

move x:(rl)+,b b,y:(r4)

; does: x(i+l) -> b & x(i) -> latch

; strobe 24 bits of AAPM and CDSPM

move x:(rO)+,a

AAEND

a,y:(r5)

Frame time code goes here

rep #framewait

nop

jmp AATOP

end

Data Acquisition - Coadd Code

An example of interrupt service routines for data acquisition

are the coadd short interrupt service routines. These routines are

transferred into the low memory vector location at frame time by I
a frame interrupt routine that counts frames. Each of these rou-

tines executes in 200 nsec after a 500 nsec synchronization delay

in the DSP. No instruction execution cycles are lost in the pro-

cess.

; first frame

MOVEX movep y:$ffcl,x:(r4)+ ; A,tD -> X data buffer

nop

We took a big risk on re.designing the camera's entire digi-

tal system based on DSPs. The success of this experiment

shows that there is a new generation of programmable logic to

bring to bear on difficult design problems. Hardware designs

can be greatly simplified and made more flexible. It is yet to be,

seen wheathcr or not the necessary software tools also appear to

support these chips in general use, We have made initial steps

in developing these tools, but they arc far from what is needed to

make these parts as easy to use as the hardware they replace.

The power, simplicity and tremendous flexibility do come at a

price for now.
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; frames 2 to n-1

ADDX tfr b,a x:(r2)+,b y:(r6),y 1

add y I ,b a,x:(r4)+

ADDXY _r

add

last frame: results in y buffer for readout

b,a x:(r2)+,b y:(r6),y I

yl,b a,y:(r4)+
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Improved Si:As BIBIB Hybrid Arrays
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ABSTRACT

We presentresultsof a program to increasethe short wavelength (< 10 _m) de-

tectivequantum efficiency,q/_, of Si:As Impurity Band Conduction arrays.The arrays

are epitaxiallygrown Back-IlluminatedBlocked-lmpurity-Band 10)<50detectorsbonded

to switched-FET multiplexers.We show that the 4.7/_m detectivequantum efficiency

increasesproportionatelywith the thicknessofthe infraredactivelayer.A BIB arraywith

a thickactivelayer,designed forlow dark current,exhibitsW/_ = 7-9% at 4.7 #m for

appliedbiasvoltagesbetween 3 and 5 V. The product of quantum efficiencyand photo-

electricgain,r/G,increasesfrom 0.3to 2.5as the voltageincreasesfrom 3 to5 V. Over this

voltagerange,the dark currentincreasesfrom 8 to 120 e- s-I at a devicetemperature of

4.2 K and isunder 70 e- s-1 forallvoltagesat 2 K. Because ofdevicegain,the effective

dark current(equivalentphoton rate)islessthan 3 e- s-l under alloperatingconditions.

The effectiveread noise(equivalentphoton noise)isfound to be lessthan 12 electrons

under alloperatingconditionsand forintegrationtimes between 0.05and 100 seconds•

I. INTRODUCTION

Impurity Band Conduction (IBC) detectors and their generic equivalents - Blocked

Impurity Band (BIB) and Backside Illuminated Blocked Impurity Band (BIBIB) - were
developed to be sensitive to infrared light in the 6-26 #m wavelength range, but with

substantially smaller active volumes than the extrinsic photoconductive detectors normally

used at these wavelengths. The smaller active volume means a correspondingly smaller

sensitivity to high energy radiation and particles. Silicon BIBs employ a thin, undoped,

epitaxially grown silicon layer between a heavily doped, infrared-active layer and a planar

contact. The undoped layer blocks hopping conduction (dark current) but conducts the

current generated by infrared light which photoionizes neutral impurities in the heavily
doped layer. When a voltage is applied between the active layer and the planar contact,
the blocking layer causes BIB detectors to behave like reverse-biased diodes rather than
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photoconductors. Because of the high doping concentration, BIB detectors achieve good

quantum efficiency with an infrared-active layer more than an order of magnitude thinner
than that of extrinsic Si photoconductors, making BIBs much less susceptible to damage by

cosmic rays. Some of the problems inherent in extrinsic photoconductors are not present in
BIBs: there appear to be no large, transient currents associated with voltage changes, and

the electrical and optical crosstalk between pixels is small. BIBs offer improved uniformity

and larger wavelength coverage than possible with extrinsic photoconductors. The theory

and operation of BIBs and the characteristics of the Rockwell International Si BIBIB

arrays discussed in this paper are described in detail by Petroff and Stapelbroek (1984,

1985) and Stetson et al. (1986).

We are developing improved BIB detectors under a program to support the Space

Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF), a cooled infrared space telescope planned by NASA

for launch in 1998. Cornel1 is building the Infrared Spectrometer (IRS) as one of three
instruments for SIRTF. The IRS will provide spectra from 2.5 to 200 pm at resolving

powers (A/AA) of 100 and 2000. Silicon BIB detectors from Rockwell will cover the 5-27

pm wavelength range for this spectrometer. Because the background radiation from the

telescope and celestial sources will be extraordinarily small, the detectors must have good

quantum efficiency, low dark current, and low readout noise. A small detector volume is
desired to minimize interference from cosmic rays.

Figure 1 shows the background radiation expected at the detector for resolutions
of 100 and 2000. The background is dominated by emission from zodiacal dust particles.

At the highest resolution, less than one photon per second will reach the detector for

wavelengths shorter than 9pm.

It is evident from Figure 1 that if the IRS is to achieve near background-limited-

performance, the detectors must be very good and very quiet. It is desirable to simplify

the focal plane by using only a few different types of detectors to cover the waveband.

The Si:As BIBIB (hereafter simply called BIB) hybrid detector arrays made by Rockwell
are the best available to meet these requirements, but the first generation devices have

low quantum efficiencies at the short wavelengths, A -,, 4 #m. We present here results
from a program undertaken to improve the short wavelength quantum ef_ciency of Si BIB

detectors.

II. DETECTOR DESCRIPTION

Detector arrays are produced with 10 rows of 50 pixels. Pixel centers are 150_m

apart, and the detector active area is 135x 135#m. The detector array is bump-bonded
with indium contacts to a MOSFET multiplexer specially designed for low-noise operation

at temperatures of less than 10 K. The photocurrent from each detector is collected at

the gate of a MOSFET which can be sampled nondestructively. The nodal capacitance is
between 0.37 and 0.42 pf, depending on the detector configuration, and the total capacity

is about 2 x 106 electrons. The output amplifier of the multiplexer has a gain of 0.7, giving

3.30 to 3.75 electrons per pV.
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Figure 1: Photon rate on the midband (5-27 _m) detectors for resolving powers of 100 and 2000.
The transmission of the optics is assumed to be 0.10; the pixel size is 1.2A/D, where _ is the
wavelength and D is the telescope diameter. The major contributor to the photon rate is zodiacal
emission which is assumed to have an emissivity of 2.3x 10-T and a temperature of 246 K (Hauser

et al. 1984).

Test results from the first generation of these arrays are presented by Herter et al.

(1987). The detectors responded poorly to light near 5 _um (T//j3 ,,, 4%), but otherwise

met the requirements for the IRS. A second generation of detectors was made to improve

the short wavelength response. The responsivity can be enhanced by increasing the donor
concentration and/or by making the infrared active layer thicker. Increasing the donor

concentration may increase dark current. Increasing the thickness of the active layer will

only be effective if the layer can be fully depleted of ionized donors (due to impurity

acceptors) when a voltage is applied to the detector. It is most important to keep the

acceptor concentration low.

Rockwell developed a high purity, epitaxial reactor, making it possible to increase

the active layer thickness of BIB detectors. A group of detectors was fabricated with

different active layer thicknesses and donor concentrations to determine the optimum
characteristics for enhancement of short wavelength quantum efficiency while maintaining
low dark current. Discrete detectors were cooled to 10 K and illuminated with a photodiode

to test performance prior to bonding. The best material was used to make hybrid arrays.
Two detector materials were chosen for further evaluation, both with an infrared active
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layer twice the thickness of the first generation devices. One was doped uniformly. The

other contained a graded donor concentration which increased linearly from the blocking

layer to the contact. The average donor concentration was the same for both materials.

Reynolds et al. (1988) present initial test results on the responsivity and detective

quantum efficiency at 4.5 and 10.6 _m at an operating temperature of I0 K. These tests

show that the short wavelength quantum efficiency is a factor of two greater than that
of the thin detectors, the same factor as the increase in thickness of the infrared active

layer. They found the graded layer device to have the lowest dark current without a loss
of responsivity. We present here test results for the gra_led layer detector operated at

4.2 and 2.0 K. These lower operating temperatures further reduce dark current and are a

better match to the range of focal plane temperatures that will be available on SIRTF.

III. BACKGROUND

a) IBC Performance Characterization

The noise, N, in an IBC device after collecting photons of energy hv for a time t is:

N 2 Pe r/
- hv/3 (13G)2t + _dGdidt + R2' (1)

where Pa is the radiant power per 150 #m x 150 #m area, 7/is the quantum efficiency,
G is the photoconductive gain,/3 (= (G2)/(G) 2) is the gain dispersion, RN is the readout

noise which may be a function of the integration time, id is the dark current, Gd is the

gain of the dark current, and/3d is the gain dispersion of the dark current. In general, we

expect G d < G and _d < /3, since most dark current occurs near the blocking layer. We

define the signal, S, to be the number of collected electrons generated by radiation:

/'8
s = (0G) t, (2)

= P_.BB__(/3G)t. (3)
hv/ 

When the fluctuations in the radiation power dominate the last two terms in equation (1),

the detective quantum efficiency, _7//3, may be measured directly from the signal-to-noise
ratio:

-_ = Ps t" (4)

Measurement of r///_ does not require knowledge of the amplifier gain of the device or the

nodal capacitance, since these terms affect the signal and noise equally, and thus cancel

in the ratio. The quantity rlG is determined from the responsivity, S/PB, using equation

2. Notice that for photoconductors, the gain dispersion,/3, is at least 2 because shot noise

in the generation and in the recombination of carriers contribute equally. This factor is

typically ignored when quoting the quantum efficiency of photoconductors. Thus, for a
photoconductor with rI - 20%, 71//3 - 10% which is the relevant quantity for comparison
to IBC devices.
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b) Experimental Setup

The detector arrays are cooled in a dual reservoir cryostat filled with liquid helium

and nitrogen. By adjusting the pressure over the helium, the detector temperature can be

varied between 2 and 4.2 K. The array is illuminated through a 750 pm circular aperture

cooled to the detector temperature. A stack of several neutral density and bandpass
filters limits the radiation passing through the aperture. For the tests described here, the

bandpass filter was centered at 4.7/_m with a width of approximately 0.64 _m. Either

an ambient temperature (300 K) metal block with a blackened cavity or a commercial

blackbody source was used to illuminate the array through the cooled aperture.

A Stride 460 VMe bus microcomputer controls the array electronics. The Stride

microprocessor uses a separate single board computer (SBC) on the VMe bus to provide

TTL level clocking signals for the multiplexer. The signals are conditioned with a level-

shifter which allows adjustment of both the upper and lower voltages of each clocking pulse.

This box also provides steady voltage levels to the array. The array output voltages are

amplified through a ten-channel preamplifier with programmable gain and bandwidth. The

Stride microprocessor samples the preamplifier output with a multichannel A/D converter
which is also on the VMe bus. The level of the output signal from the array is not constant

from pixel to pixel. It increases systematically with pixel position across the array, and may

saturate the preamplifier or A/D converter. This level change is eliminated by injecting a
dynamic offset voltage at the front end of the preamp in synchronization with the array
using a D/A converter driven by the SBC.

The array output may be sampled in different sequences to record voltage levels

at any time from the beginning to the end of an integration and when the detectors

are discharged (reset). We define three sampling schemes which are useful in testing

detector characteristics. In the first scheme, called sequential sampling, the detectors are

read out sequentially at a fixed rate, and the integration time during which charge is
collected is proportional to the total time to read the entire array. In the second scheme,

called burst sampling, all detectors are reset in rapid succession, charge is collected during

integration time t, and the detectors are then sampled sequentially, but very rapidly, so
the time to read the array is small compared to the integration time. Either doubly- or

triply-correlated sampling may be used with either of these schemes, since the multiplexer

allows nondestructive sampling. Triply-correlated sampling can, in principle, remove the

kTC noise resulting from fluctuations in the amount of charge left on the detector after

reset. In the final scheme, called sampling up-the-romp, each detector is sampled many

times during integration. A linear regression fit to the samples determines the rate at

which charge accumulates (proportional to the photon rate). This technique typically
gives better read noise performance than the other two modes.
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Figure 2: Reeponsivity (r/G) at 4.7/zm for a graded profile detector at 4.2 K. The photon rate
is 4000 photons s-1 per detector. The re_ponsivity, r/G, is computed assuming a fixed nodal
capacitance of 0.37pf independent of detector bias. (a) R_pormivity versus bias voltage. (b)
Relative responsivities versus collected charge for different bias voltages.

IV. TEST RESULTS

We measured the responsivity, detective quantum efficiency, read noise, dark cur-

rent, transient response, and response to 7-rays to assess detector performance. Because

of our interest in the short wavelength quantum efficiency, only measurements at 4.7 #m

are presented here. The peak detector response occurs at about 23#m.

a) Responsivity

Measurements of r_ versus bias with the detector operating at 4.2 K are shown in

Figure 2a. Figure 2b shows the relative responsivity as a function of collected charge for

different bias voltages. The roll-off noted previously by Herter et al. (1987) is evident.
This effect is likely due to debiasing of the detector as charge accumulates.

The responsivity, r/G, decreased by factors of 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 as the detector temper-

ature decreased from 4.2 to about 2 K for operating biases of 5, 4 and 3 volts respectively.

The photon background was relatively large compared to the photon background at this

wavelength in the SIRTF environment. However, measurements at a lower photon flux of

_b = 600 s -I show no change in r/G.
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Figure 3: Detective quantum efficiency (v//_) at 4.T#m versusbiM for the graded profile detector
at 4.2 K. The photon rate is 4000 s -l . Data from Reynolds et al. (1988) is also plotted (filled

circles).

b) Detective Quantum Efliciency

Figure 3 presents the detective quantum efficiency, r//_, versus bias voltage. Data
from Reynolds et al. (1988) are aJso shown. The array has quantum efficiencies between 7

and 9% depending on bias voltage. Our results are fairly consistent with those of Reynolds

et aL (1988), who find an optimum value of _7/_ at 3.5 volts. We lind that r//_ continues to

increase at lower bias voltages, though the curve could turn over in the voltage region we
did not sample. This data set differs from that of Reynolds et al., who operated the array

at t0 K, in that our tests were done at 4.2 K. In fact our data indicates that r//_ increases

as the operating temperature decreases and that this effect is greater at the smaller bias

voltages. This effect is then completely opposite to the temperature dependence of r_G

and it would explain the difference between the data in Figure 3. Theoretical modeling

(Petroff and Stapelbroek 1984) predicts that at low bias voltages, the active layer will

not be fully depleted, and the device quantum efficiency should be low. The quantum

efficiency should increase as the depletion of the active layer increases. This is seen in

Reynolds et al. (1988) data. However, as the device gain increases beyond unity, gain

dispersion should cause r//_ to decline; this is seen in both data sets.
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TABLE 1

READ NOISE PERFORMANCE

Bias TN(e-) R_(e-) R_(e-)/_G

(v) 10s 100s 100s fiG 100s

3.0 55 109 48 4 12

4.0 64 193 34 12 3
5.0 170 620 150 34 4

c) Read Noise

Table Ishows the totalnoiseT_ and readnoiseRN, ofthedeviceatintegrationtimes

of 10 and 100 seconds fordifferentbiasvoltages;the resultsincludea contributionfrom

dark currentnoise(seenext section)which has to be accountedforinorder to determine

the readnoise.The detectortemperaturewas 4.2K, and thesampling up-the-ramp scheme

provided a measure of the totalnoise.For most integrationtimes,sampling up-the-ramp

givesnoiseslower by 30 to 50% than eitherdoubly- or triply-correlatedsampling. The

noiseforan individualpixelisdetermined as the standard deviationof that pixel'svalue

over a sequenceof frames (usuallyfive).The totalnoise(asshown inTable I)isthen the

averageof the individualpixeldeviations.Another method of determiningthe noiseisby

subtractingtwo successiveframesand computing the standard deviationofthe differences

forallpixelsin the array.The noisescomputed with thislattermethod are thereforea

factorof v/2largerthan the actualnoisefora singleframe. This procedureissimilarto

takingthe differenceof sourceand background frames during astronomicalobservations

and might providea betterestimateof the performance duringactualuse. Also,very low

frequencydrifts(_I Hz) in the averageoutput levelof the array do not affectthe noise
measured in thismanner.

The totalnoiseincreaseswith integrationtime and with biasvoltage,but the read

noiseisfairlyconstantwith respectto thesetwo quantities,once the noisedue tothe dark

current(seeequation 1) istaken intoaccount. The largerread noiseseen at a biasof5

voltsisdue to the errorin subtractingoffthe noisedue to the dark current.This error

islargewhen the dark currentnoisecontributesthe vastmajorityof total.The increase

in read noisewith integrationtime as seen by Herteret aL (1987)in the firstgeneration

devicescan be accounted forby the noisedue to the dark currentand itsgain and gain

dispersion.Sincethe BIB has gain (more than one electronper photon), the read noise

expressedin equivalentnumber of detected photons islessthan the number shown in

Table I. Because photovoltaicand extrinsicphotoconductor detectorshave gains at or

nearunity,the BIB detectorsare intrinsicallyquieter,even ifthe read noiseat the output
isthe same.

In order to properlyevaluatethe performance of thesedetectorsforuse on SIRTF

the readnoiseshouldbe compared tothe noiseinthe photon background. Thus we should

define an effective read noise that is the read noise divided by gain and gain dispersion
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TABLE 2

DARK CURRENT PERFORMANCE

aiu i_(e-/sec) _(_-Isec)
(v) 2.2"K 4.2"K _G# 2.2"K 4.2°K

4 20 30 12 2 3

5 70 120 30 2 3

(13G) seen by the photons, since the photon noise term is proportional to (/3G) 2 (see

equation 1). The quantity _3G is easily determined from the measurements of r}/13 and

r/G. In fact, when photon noise dominates,/3G is given by N2/S (see equations 1 and

2). Effective read noises using I]G as the scale factor appear in the right-hand columns of
Table 1. The effective read noise is quite low.

d) Dark Current

Dark currentswere measured atboth 4.2and 2 K. Table2 givesthe results.The dark

currentsare under 120 e- s-I forallmeasurements. However, itisthe noisecontribution

of the dark currentin comparison to the photon noisecontributionthat isof interest

here.We thereforedefinean effectivedark currentbased on equation 1,which isthe dark

currentmultipliedby the _G thatappliesto the dark currentdividedby the squareofthe

13G in the photon noiseterm. The/3G forthe dark currentisdetermined by evaluating

the totalnoiseperformance ofthe darkened arrayat differentintegrationtimes.For short

integrationtimes the read noiseisthe major contributor,whileat long integrationtimes
the dark current term isthe major contributor.Then, with value of the dark current

known from the acculumated charge,we can determine _G for the dark current. Using

our estimatesof j3G forphotons as giveninTable I,and the/]G forthe dark currentgiven

inTable 2,the effectivedark currentislessthan 3 e- s-I (seeTable 2,columns 5 and 6).

e) Transient Response

We investigated the temporal response of the detector to changes in the incident

photon flux at a bias voltage of 5 V and temperature of 2.2 K. The array was read every
25 ms, and the collected charge was approximately 90,000 e- per detector per read. A

bright source illuminated the array for several seconds, so that each detector received

approximately 800,000 electrons per read. Then the illumination was decreased rapidly

to 90,000 e- per read again. The responsivity of the array decreased after the bright
illumination for a period extending over many minutes. The responsivity returned to

within 5% of the low-level value after 2.5 minutes, and it was within 1% of its initial value

after 8 minutes. This behavior does not appear to depend on temperature, but it could

be a function of bias voltage and how the detectors are reset. We are investigating these

effects and also the responsivity changes for less extreme changes in detector illumination.
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f) Radiation Recovery

The array was irradiated with a 241Am "r-ray source to measure response to high

energy radiation. The dominant lines are at 59.54, 17.61, and 13.92 keV which comprise

36, 20 and 13% of the total photon emissions respectively. All other lines are less than 5%

of the total. The `r-ray source was about 20 cm from the array illuminating it face-on. In

this configuration, a 7-ray is detected by the array every few seconds. The resulting charge
on a detector was between a few tens of thousands and a few hundred thousand electrons.

The gamma rays do not saturate the detectors. The largest events usually affect three

neighboring detectors: the detectors immediately above and below in the same column

collect a few times ten thousand electrons, as does the immediately preceding detector in

the same row. If there is no infrared illumination on the array, these detectors require

about 10 resets to fully recover their response characteristics. The voltage level of the
detector in the same row as the pixel primarily affected by the `r-ray actually goes below

its normal value when reset immediately after the detection of the `r-ray. The voltage
returns to normal after a few more resets.

Since infrared light aided recovery from high energy radiation events, the response

was measured using a resistor to illuminate the detector inside the cryostat; no bandpass

filter was used. At a frame rate of 10 Hz with a bias voltage of 4 V, the photon background

generated 6500 electrons on each detector between resets. The detectors then recovered

from radiation events after one reset. At lower photon fluxes, recovery from a radiation

hit was similar to that under dark conditions. For 6000 e- per read and 400 e- per read,
8 and 12 resets were required, respectively. The low illumination measurements were done

at a frame rate of 10 Hz with a 5 volt detector bias. We note that even though the

accumulated charge is the same for two of the cases (because of the higher bias), fewer

resets are required to recover from an event under high illumination. It is possible that

photons anneal the detectors by removing the carriers generated by the "r-hit.

The number of resets after an event appears to determine the recovery time of

the detectors. The recovery did not depend on the total time after the event. The

radiation response is independent of the detector temperature. We are experimenting with

longer integration times (time between resets) and smaller photon fluxes to determine the

resulting radiation response under conditions closer to those expected for SIRTF.

V. Projected Performance

Figure 4 shows the projected sensitivity of the SIRTF midband spectrometer using

the measured performance characteristics of the Rockwell Si:As BIBIB hybrid array. In

this figure we have interpolated our measured r//D values of 0.15 and 0.25 for 10 and

18 pm respectively to calculate the curve at various wavelengths. We underestimate

the performance at longer wavelengths, since r//_ increases with wavelength; the peak

response occurring near 23pro. Included for comparison in Figure 4 are the performance
curves for ideal detectors with various quantum efficiencies and read noises. An ideal
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Figure 4: Projected performance of the SIRTF midband spectrometer operating at a resolution of
2000 using the measured rff_, riG, dark current and read noise of the Rockwell Si:As BIBIB hybrid
array. The 10, sensitivity in 100 s is plotted as a function of wavelength. The array is assumed to
be operating at a temperature of 4.2 K and a bias of 4V. Open circles indicate the performance of
ideal detectors (no generation-recombination noise and no dark current) with different quantum
efficiencies and read noises.

detector here has no dark current, no generation-recombination noise, unity gain, and no

gain dispersion. If the measurements obtained here in relatively high backgrounds apply

also for the low background conditions of SIRTF, the projected performance using the Si

BIBIB array achieves the equivalent performance of an ideal detector with 10% quantum
efficiency and a read noise of 10 electrons.

VI. Conclusions

The short wavelength detective quantum efficiency, r//_, of Si BIBIB arrays increases

approximately linearly with the thickness of the infrared active layer. The second genera-

tion detectors, with twice the active layer thickness, exhibited quantum efficiencies twice

those of the first generation detectors. At 4.7 _m, the best detectors have r//_ ,,, 0.10.

Furthermore, the dark current is very small in a graded layer device, allowing high bias
voltages to increase detector gain. Responsivities, _, larger than two are seen under
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some operating conditions. B_ause of this gain the effective read noise (equivalent num-

ber of detected photons) is small, less than 10 electrons. The projected performance of

the SIRTF midband spectrometer, 5-27pm, using the Si BIBIB hybrid arrays is excellent.
Sensitivities better than 10 -22 W cm -2 can be achieved in 100 s.

Further improvements in r}/_ and r}G are possible. The active layer thickness can

probably be increased by 30% and remain fully depleted under bias voltage. In a_ldition,

Rockwell has demonstrated that anti-reflection coating can improve the responsivity by

20-25% at peak transmission. By coating for 5-6pro, the responsivity can be improved at

the short wavelengths with no degradation or fringing at the longer wavelengths.

On the negative side, the transient performance of the array is not very good.

Recovery from changes of state such as background illumination, detector bias, or the

detector read out rate require at least 5-10 minutes before stable operation is achieved.

This may be a result of the low temperature or low background operating conditions and

may only be a characteristic of the graded layer device. In principle, the transient response

is not a significant problem for SIRTF conditions because the array can be brought into

its required state of operation prior to an exposure. However, recovery from radiation hits

could present problems since in the SIRTF high orbit each pixel will be hit about once

every 500 seconds. We are currently investigating these issues.
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Abstract

Two arrays of P, ockwell's Si:As back-illuminated blocked-impurity-band detectors have

been tested at the Max-Planck-Institut for Astronomie (MPIA) at low background and

low temperature for possible use in the astronomical space experiment ISOPHOT 1. For

these measurements a special test equipment was put together. A cryostat was mechanically

modified to accommodate the arrays and special peripheral electronics was added to a

microprocessor system to drive the cold multiplexer and to acquire the output data. The

first device, a 16x50 element array on a fan-out board was used to test individual pi×els

with a trans_impedance-amplifier at a photon background of l08 Ph s-lcm -2 and at

ternperatures of 2.7 to 4.4 K. The noise-equivalent-power NEP is in the range

5 - 7 x 10 -18 WHz -1/2, the responsivity is _ 100 AW-l(f = 10 Hz). The second

device was a 10x50 array including a cold readout electronics of switched FETs

(SWIFET). Measurements of this array were done in a background range of 5 x 105 to

5 x 1011 Ph s-lcm -2 and at operating temperatures between 3.0 and 4.8 K. The NEP

ranges from < 10 -18 WHz -1/2 at the lowest background to 2 x 10-16 WHz -1/2 at the

highest flux. On-chip integration times from 1 ms to 4 s were used for these photometric

measurements and bias voltages around 4 V proved to be useful. The dark current was

measured to be about 64,000 electrons/s and 16,000 electrons/s at 4.2 K and 3.1 K respectively.

Test Equipment

For testing the detector arrays, special test equipment has been built, consisting of a

liquid helium cryostat, an infrared radiation source and a computer system with

special peripheral electronics to drive the device and for data acquisition. This test

set-up is schematically shown in figure 1.

+ Present address: Astrophysics Division, ESTEC-S.A, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
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Figure 1 Test Equipment for Detector Arrays

Cryogenics and _Optics

A commercial liquid helium dewar (HD-3, Infrared Laboratories) has been modified as

shown in figure 2. An aluminum base plate is bolted to the LHe-tank and carries a

pc-board with a 68-pin chip carrier. The test array fits into this chip carrier and is

held in place by an aluminum/glass-fibre frame. This frame presses the contacts of

the ceramics array substrate against the spring loaded contacts of the carrier. A cold

finger of the baseplate penetrates through the pc-board. At its end there is a

copper-berylium spring which provides thermal contact to the ceramics substrate.

Additional cooling is provided to the device by the electrical contacts. Copper wires

are used from the pc-board to the connectors at the base plate. They are fed through

to the bottom of the base plate and are run in milled channels. Thus the wires are in

close thermal contact to the helium bath and at the same time light is prevented from

leaking into the test housing. The aluminum/glass fibre frame is coupled to the base

plate by a strap of braised copper strands. Temperature down to about 2 K can be

achieved by pumping on the liquid helium and two carbon resistors are used as

temperature sensors at the base plate and the frame.
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Figure 2 Detector Test Cryostat
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A threaded lid covers the base plate light-tight and carries a filter holder. Several

spectral and attenuation filters can be mounted into this holder to select the desired

infrared flux. The filters are tilt against each other by 3 ° to avoid multiple reflections

between them which could contaminate the beam. A cold aperture of typically l mm

in diameter in this filter holder defines the field of view of the array.

This test housing is surrounded by a radiation shield at LHe-temperature which contains a

shutter to block all light coming into the cryostat. This shutter can be manipulated from

outside the dewar with a vacuum feedthrough and is used for dark current measurements or

for switching between "0 flux" and radiation entering through the KRS-5 window.

As radiation source a calibrated blackbody with temperature controller is used. Its

radiation can be modulated by a rotating chopper wheel at room temperature which

can be synchronized to the readout electronics. The fluxes incident on the detectors

are calculated using Planck's law and the cold transmission of the filters involved. In

chopped operation the signal is the difference of fluxes from the blackbody source

and the chopper blade. All numbers of NEP and responsivity given here are calculated

at the detector's peak wavelength of 25 tam.

Electronics

The 16x50 element array was mounted on a fan-out board and individual pixels could

be accessed with a single channel preamplifier. The well known trans-impedance-amplifier,

TIA was used with an IRAS module from Infrared Laboratories as an input stage.

The 10x50 element hybrid came with a cryogenic switched FET readout electronics to

which the detector array was directly sandwiched. That multiplexer provides one output

line for each of the l0 rows. A special electronics system was built to drive the mux and

to acquire the output data. For EMC/EMI reasons the system is separated into three parts:

a MC 68000 computer system including an analog to digital converter and a pulse generator

and two boxes that are directly connected to the electrical plugs of the test dewar. One

contains the amplifiers and shaper circuits for the array drive pulses while the sensitive

signal processing electronics is located in the second box (see figure l).

The pattern generator is programmed by the main computer. Once the pulse pattern needed

is stored in its RAM, this memory is continuously read out with a selectable speed. No fur-

ther interaction with the computer is needed. For galvanic separation between analog and

digital grounds, the TTL pulses of the pattern generator are fed to the pulse amplifier via

opto-couplers. A control logic synchronizes the chopper and triggers the ADC.
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The drive pulses needed by the cryogenic multiplexer are generated in the pulse
amplifier/shaper box. The upper and lower level of a pulse are defined by two
voltage references. An analog switch that is contolled by the pattern generator feeds

1

one of these voltages to an adjustable lowpass filter which is set to provide the

desired pulse shapes. A current amplifier is then used as a buffer to provide a low

impedance signal to the array (see figure 3). Five such channels are contained in the box.

REFERENCE t--UOLTnGE 1

REFERENCE

UOLTAfiE 2 I
TO

PULSE GENERATOR

Figure 3 Pulse Shaper and Amplifier

The ten output lines of the hybrid are terminated by 10 kt3 resistors and are then fed

into a 10-channel preamplifier of gain 16. To apply that gain without saturating the

amplifiers, the offset voltage of the signals must first be compensated. This is done by

feeding a well filtered DC voltage of a reference source (2.66V) into the inverting

input of the operational amplifiers. One of the ten channels is selected by a

multiplexer and fed to the inputs of two sample-and-holds which sample the signal

and reset levels. The difference of those is then amplified by an instrumentation

amplifier where a gain of ten was normally used. This differential signal can be

clamped by a third S/H and be additionally amplified by a programmable inverting

amplifier which also provides lowpass filtering. It is then fed to the 14-bit

analog-to-digital converter of the MC 68000.

Also contained in this "clean" electronics box is the supply for the DC voltages

needed by the hybrid. A IOV reference voltage source feeds a set of adjustable

voltage dividers. The voltages then go through a buffer amplifier with an active filter

and finally to an lowpass P-,C-filter to ensure stable and very low noise performance.

TIA Measurements

One pixel of the 16x50 element array was connected to a TIA with feedback resistor of

Rf-- 1.7" 109 D (at 4.2K). Some results of these tests are shown in figure 4. Figures 4a and 4b

show identical NEP and responsivity taken with different blackbody temperatures.
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Figure 4 Testresults of TIA Measurements

In the TIA circuit a feedback resistor of 1.7 .10 9 1-) which has been calibrated for its

non-linearity at temperatures down to 2.7 Kelvin. For the tests in figure 4a, b and d a

lggm cut-on filter was used, for figure 4c a 13gin cut-on was choosen to check the

radiometrics. All tests were done with a chopper fequency of 10 Hz.
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This is a first indication that the radiometric calculation and the derived results are

reliable. An even better test is the comparison of Figures 4a and 4c. Up to bias

voltages of 3.5V the responsivities are identical although completely different cold

spectral and attenuation filters were used.

Some deviations between these two responsivity measurements at higher bias voltages

could be related to signal drifts. Such drifts were observed after bias switch-on above

3.5V. Their amplitude was within a factor of 2 of the starting point and their time

constant at the order of 20 to 30 minutes. As no such effect has been observed in the

TIA circuit before, the drift is probably due to the detector.

The NEPs of figure 4a and 4c ratio 7/5 which scales closely with the square root of the

background flux ratio, indicating that the NEP is background limited at bias voltages 3 to 4V.

Assuming a quantum efficiency of 0.5, the measured responsivity of 100 ... 200 A.W -1

(in the bias region of best NEP) gives a photoconductive gain of G = 10... 20. From this the

preamplifier-limited NEP of our TIA is calculated to 1.9.10 -18 WHz -1/2 which is consistent

with our results. Using again _ = 0.5 background limited NEPs of 4.3.10 -18 WHz- 1/2 for

figure 4a and 3.3.10 -18 WHz -1/2 for figure 4c are found if the photon noise of the back-

ground and the signal flux (differential flux blackbody/chopper ~ photon background) are

considered. Our results which are about a factor 1.5 higher indicate an additional noise

source in the detector, e.g. gain dispersion. Finally figure 4d indicates that the detector's

performance is not changing if it is operated at 2.7 Kelvin.

Multiplexed Measurements

The test equipment was normally run with the warm multiplexer scanning all ten detector

rows, so the data of all 500 elements were taken. By varying background flux, temperature,

bias voltage and integration time over a wide range each, huge amounts of data had to be

stored. All this data is still available for detailed evaluation, our heavy involvement in the

ISOPHOT program however does not allow for that. For this report we have therefore

choosen to summarize our results.

Figure 5 shows an example of the NEP and responsivity averaged over the array. At mini-

mum NEP the responsivity is ~1000 AW -l if an effective node capacitance of 0.6 pF is

assumed 2. Taking "n-- 0.5 the photoconductive gain is calculated to G ~ 100. Although this

gain is very high, no long time constants are seen. During a 10 minute run after opening the

cold shutter at a bias voltage of 3.5V no significant signal drift was observed. Figure 6 gives

an overview of the NEP results we got in a wide range of background fluxes.
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NEP and Responsivity of 10 x 50 Array

NEP and responsivity are averaged over

all 500 elements. The signal flux is

1.8"10 -16 Watt per pixel and the integration

time is 19 msec.
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Figure 6 Summary of NEP Measurements of the 10 x 50 Array

By using different sets of cold attenuation filters the background was varied over 6 orders of

magnitude. The vertical bars indicate the range of NEP found by using various integration

times (1 to 4000 msec) and bias voltages (up to 4.5V). Also different algorithms for data

evaluation like statistical analysis and Fourier transformation have been applied. At back-

ground fluxes down to about 10 7 ph s -1 -2
err) the lower end of these bars where the operating

parameters are optimized, coincide well with the BLIP-limit c,_lculated with ?] = 0.5. At lower

backgrounds the deviation from that limit indicates the influence of the readout noise.
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NEP and responsivity were almost independent of temperature below 4 Kelvin as

shown in table 1. The dark current was measured at pixel n25 of rows 1,3,5 and 9 at a

bias voltage of 4V. The results are shown in table 2. The linearity over integration

time and infrared flux is shown in figures 7 and 8. A qualitative test of the crosstalk

is shown in figure 9.

Table 1 Temperature Dependence

QB [Ph s-lcm -2 ] Vb[V] T D [K] tint[msec] NEP [ W Hz -1/2 ] R lAW -l ]

8.2 10 6 4.0 4.7 75 2.7 10 -18 570

4.0 3.6 75 2.4 10 -18 900

4.0 3.2 75 2.2 10 -18 920

4.0 3.0 75 2.1 10 -18 900

Table 2

Pixel

Dark Current at 4V Bias

Dark Current [ Electrons / Second ]

T = 4.2 K T = 3.1 K

1 , 25 63 700 16 300

3 , 25 64 400 16 800

5, 25 63 200 15 900

9, 25 61 000 14 800
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Figure 7

Linearity over Integration Time

Except for the in tegra tion a t 38msec

the signal is linear in time within

the measurement's accuracy.
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Linearity in Infrared Flux

At low fluxes the noise of the out-

put voltage gives large error bars

which disappear at the higher sig-

nals. The errors in flux are caused

by the uncertainty of the attenu-

ation filter's cold spectral trans-

mission. Within these limits the

detector is linear.

Conclusion

Although the data presented here are not a complete investigation of the devices, the

excellent suitability of these arrays for space astronomy is obvious. With a NEP of

about 10 -18 WHz -1/2 the 10x50 array offers a factor ~10 better sensitivity compared

to bulk detectors at photon background fluxes below 107 Phs-lcm -2. Its very high

responsivity of ~1000 AW -1 makes the use of a relatively noisy readout circuit

possible. Besides these sensitivity advantages, the high energy radiation immunity of

these detectors would be a great gain for a space astronomy. We very much regret

that this technology could not be made available for the use in our ISOPHOT

experiment.
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Figure 9 Crosstalk Test

To test the crosstalk of the array a blackened mask was put within 1 mm close to its surface.

Through holes ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 mm in diameter small areas of the array were

illuminated. We did not attempt a quantitatively evaluate this but the steep slopes of the

"light-mountains" indicate low crosstalk. For this plot an integration looking at the cold

shutter was used for flat-fielding.

l°
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